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for individuated form manifestation within the dimensional field . The Fire Letters represent
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Contact": * Mass manifestation grids- preparing mass consciousness for planetary
stewardship. Cosmic Structure and
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belief paradigms (manifestation grids), to awaken humanity to its role as a Planetary
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and identity will manifest 4. Fire Letters: Light-Symbol Codes that represent the electro-

form of matter manifestation and evolution of consciousness. Keylonta is the science of
morphogenetic
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morphogenetic fields will manifest as a mutation in the human DNA, which will block
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tonal pat1.em manifests il the DNA bl~l enters the Dinensional Mmaba Fields

l.fe & manifest form . Bidogical form is created & sustained . ttrough
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active DNA when manifest. This is the highest form of consciousness able to embody
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genetic configuration that manifests through the morphogenetic Crystal Body; It Is the
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all incarnations and manifestations in time emerge. The Seed of Consciousness retains the
integrity

Matrix, itself a manifestation of .the God-Mind, eternally existing within the Yunasai.

into individuation and manifest form ... When the Stream of Consciousness enters into the

through which consciousness manifests. This process can be viewed as the singular beam of
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of consciousness that manifest as further differentiated, individuated identities and manifest
forms. Through this

individuated identities and manifest forms. Through this process of scalar wave splitting and
refraction,

dimensionalized parts, its manifest form progressively changes from the dense matter forms
of the
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experience of each manifest expression adds to and expands the over-all content of

expands through new manifestations of ITSELF- it too remains perpetually the same, for the

Letter design, which manifests within the morphogenetic field and also within the genetic
code
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energy is a manifestation of the units of the consciousness of God and all

God and all manifestation takes place within the confines of the God-Mind. The

of Consciousness into manifestation. Identities in the Time Matrix, regardless of the amount
of

(distortions which manifest within the DNA as well as within the morphogenetic field),

and cycles of manifestation in the Time Matrix to complete. But reconstituting the identity"s
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activate within the manifest human gene code until strands 7 and below have fully
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in healing and manifesting and in group work for personal or planetary service. The

pain and to manifest their desired thought forms and events. Using the Shields was

great power of manifestation was achieved. The practice is not intended to be abused,
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the body, that manifest in the form of interwoven, counter-rotating Star-Tetrahedrons (

Matrix. All dimensionalized manifest forms and forms of consciousness within time are
created through

up to create manifestation of the blue-print in matter. Merkaba Spirals are a



of creation. Every manifest form in time has sets of dimensional Merkaba Spirals through

physicality or external manifestation is brought into being. The human form has 15
Dimensional

within which external manifestation and physical life experiences take place. In the 15-
Dimensional

enter time and manifest experience and through which consciousness can re-evolve back out
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body forms they manifest progress from gross matter density of HU-1 Nada Hova,

behind and within manifest evolution. The Merkaba Spirals play an important role in the

identity and its manifest body locked within a 3-dimensional Harmonic Universe system and
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pattern then re-manifested fully within HU-2 in a less~dense, immortal version
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that happens after manifestation (b) Every time we think a thought we are
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structure of the Manifestation Template that plugs into IS-dimensional structure. 6. What
happens
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takes to enter manifestation. 2. Angelic rosters: Books that catalogued millions of years
oflnterstellar

from the Eternal nonmanifest state into a state of Manifestation and experiencing of space

a state of Manifestation and experiencing of space time and matter. 2
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from its eternal nonmanifest state into a state of manifestation (d) A &

a state of manifestation (d) A & C 7. In what way did
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the Planetary Base manifests. 5. What is happening when you think a thought? •

ofthe body, and manifests a condition. 6. What is the Emerald Covenant? • An
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experiencing would have manifested here, because that"s how it works. It comes into Parallel

Anti-Particle Universe manifests there-and then comes down here. We are connected to
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the Template of Manifestation on the universal and personal level. 2. DNA Template
Blueprint
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in your consciousness manifest in your reality? (a) Sitting and waiting. (b)

into your body"s Manifestation Template and into your reality field.
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hoping they will manifest. 6. Why is simultaneous incarnation taught instead of reincarnation?
(
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the trick to manifesting things? • First you get out of your own way

to see something manifest you need to put it one dimension below your consciousness.

it as physically manifest. 5. How was the human pattern created? • The human
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blueprints behind every manifestation, be it consciousness, be it identity, or be it matter.

structure behind a manifest form that allows it to keep its shape. 2. Idea

is the first manifestation level of a thought form. It is a matrix of
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you came into manifestation on? (a) Ascended Master level (b) Avatar level
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to bring into manifestation the direct cognition of our God Seed identity. 2
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matter form, and manifestation capabilities. (b) What is the matter form ofHU-4
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the races that manifested from it made that choice to sever their connection to
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of consciousness that manifested as Lyrans. Some ofthe Lyrans caused code convolution
when they
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Field that will manifest somewhere inside us and in our life experience. • We
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that comes into manifest reality. When we start to pull frequency from our higher
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Field that will manifest somewhere inside us and in our life experience. • We
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that comes into manifest reality. When we start to pull frequency from our higher
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cosmos and universes manifest. They are known as Yusette Identities, and exist in a
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cosmos and universes manifest. They are known as Yusette Identities, and exist in a
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are going to manifest-the one that takes us to higher or to lower
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are going to manifest. Multiple Choice 1. It is a good idea to merge
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are going to manifest-the one that takes us to higher or to lower
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are going to manifest. Multiple Choice 1. It is a good idea to merge
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their experiences of manifestation in the higher frequency fields. These people do not have
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the Dimensionalized Universal Manifestation Template 3 Levels of the nondimensionalized
ENERGY MATRIX within which
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Holographic experience of manifestation. 15 PRIMARY KATHARA LINES: Kathara Lines are
the primary sequences
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of the Primal Manifestation K28 12 Centers of the COSMIC KATHARA GRID The first
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Dimensional Harmonic of Manifestation. Signets are the core points of consolidated
frequency that hold

the Hova Bodies manifest. When activated, each SHIELD form a rotating disc of scalar
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Each Hova Body manifests the structure, & governs the function, of 3 Primary Chakras
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Points & DNA manifest. Chakras The 7 Primary Embodied Chakras emerge where the 11th
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Navel Teuric Shield manifests here (at lOth Chakra- 6" above head) 2. Soul

Transmutation Maharic Shield manifests here 6" below 12th Chakra -12" below feet ©

6 Doradi~. Shield manifests here at 4th :. Heart Cha kra Teuric Shield Axiom

.. Telluric Shield manifests here at 1st Base Chakra .... . ... .. ..•
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DIRECTION WITHIN THE MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE OF THE BODY that stimulate into
activity dormant portions

of the personal Manifestation Template, which allows for a natural, progressive and
accelerated advancement

of the personal Manifestation Template, Bio-Regenesis Technologies are completely safe and
natural to

of the personal Manifestation Template scalar blueprint. All thoughts serve this purpose, and
directly

system and the manifestation of events within the external life drama. THOUGHTS ARE
THINGS

within the personal Manifestation Template. Undirected thought creates chaotic patterns
within the Manifestation Template,

patterns within the Manifestation Template, while thought directed through clear intention
creates ordered patterns

patterns within the Manifestation Template. Thought directed with clear intention, and
KNOWLEDGE OF THE

into the personal Manifestation Template serve as ELECTROMAGNETIC OPERATIONAL
INSTRUCTIONS within the Template, directly

be met in manifest experience. To develop skill in the manifestation process, the conscious

skill in the manifestation process, the conscious "intending" mind must become more familiar

upon which the Manifestation Template operates. The "language of scalar waves" is "
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add to the Manifestation Template. When we use the conscious mind to create images

appear within the Manifestation Template. SYMBOL FORMS (even those that compose the
alphabets

blueprint of the Manifestation Template. The Manifestation Template governs the function of
the body

Manifestation Template. The Manifestation Template governs the function of the body and
consciousness within

consciousness within the manifest experience, and so the "Language of Scalar Waves:" is

CAUSAL LEVEL OF MANIFESTATION. In using color and symbol to direct frequency, we are



signature of the Manifestation Template"s scalar grid. In Bio-Regenesis technology, Color
and Symbol

ARRANGEMENTS of the Manifestation Template, to create natural, desired results within the
body-mindspirit

process of conscious manifestation that one must learn to fully master the contours of

to the personal Manifestation Template. Thoughts and images rendered in external language
and 3-

layers of the Manifestation Template, but they do not provide as finely tuned manifestation

as finely tuned manifestation instructions as do the "scalar wave languages" of Color

processes of personal manifestation. Keylontic Science BIO· REGENESIS TECHNOLOGIES
take us ONE STEP

DEEPER into the manifestation process, by directly employing the LANGUAGE OF SCALAR
WAVES and

system and the Manifestation Template upon which this system is built. Bio-Regenesis
technologies

and within all manifestation. Bio-Regenesis Technologies represent applications of Scalar
Mechanics that utilize

within the core Manifestation Template of the body. Within the process, COLOR and SYMBOL

arrangements of the Manifestation Template. Intrinsically, scalar waves are specific points of
vibrating bi-

dimensional detection. The Manifestation Template can be conceptualized as an
INTERWOVEN FABRIC OF SOUND

arrangement of the Manifestation Template, and thus alter the vibrational patterns of
SOUND TONES

interact with the Manifestation Template. Along with the techniques of Color and Symbol
direction,

to affect the Manifestation Template, is also utilized in Bio-Regenesis technologies and
spiritual
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affect the personal Manifestation Template, and the level of consciousness that can manifest
through

consciousness that can manifest through the body. In ancient cultures, the powers of
language

the scalar-wave Manifestation Template of the PLANETARY SHIELDS. Vortices, Time Portals,
Star Gates,

effects within the Manifestation Templates. The Bio-Regenesis Techniques presently offered
represent only the

(which physically manifest as genetic distortions) can be systematically REALIGNED with their
natural
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"PROGRAMMED" for manifestation. The SCIENCE OF THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERES was one



freedom and conscious manifestation that could be obtained through knowledgeable use of
the SONGS.

Earth"s Planetary Shield Manifestation Template into its organic alignment and balance. The
SONG that
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for all perceivable manifestations as direct projections of intended learning from the personal
Consciousness/

you, as a manifestation of the God Spirit, have the ability to create personal

and responsibility for manifestation onto externalized sources. Only you have the power to "

we desire to manifest. Part of spiritual mastery entails teaching ourselves to be consciously
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can be made manifest through the Love of the active God-Source that you

spiritual integrity that manifests chemically within the DNA as a result of that state
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to will eventually demanifest right out of your experience. When you approach the world

the powers of manifesting more of what you desire and less of the illusion

intrinsic reality of manifestation and choose to work co-creatively with the God-Source
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intrinsic value as manifestations of God-Source, and you will often find God-Source

understood to be manifestations of God-Source, we might all employ a bit more
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of which the manifest effects of human existence emerge. Holistic healing approaches human
health
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externalization of life, manifestation of matter and individuation of identity are
HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS of

in its infinite manifest and de-manifest forms. Consciousness IS ENERGY AND Energy IS

manifest and de-manifest forms. Consciousness IS ENERGY AND Energy IS CONSCIOUS.
True Science

that govern the manifestation of universal systems. Reality is THOUGHT CONSTRUCTION .
The core

through which consciousness manifests itself into the Hologram of Form. Nothing is truly
solid.

consciousness. We perceive manifest solidity due to the relationship between the frequencies
of consciousness

thought and a manifest thing is the frequency of the consciousness of the observer.



of the observer. Manifest reality is thought projection, made solid and externalized by
relationships
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core of its manifest structure - the Holographic Template or Thought-energy Blueprint, upon

the body-illusion manifests, one becomes progressively more masterful in directing this
personal thought

thing is truly manifest- it only appears to be so, due to the refraction

element of all manifest experience is called a Morphogenetic Field or MANIFESTAION
TEMPLATE. Keylontic

Morphogenetic Field or MANIFESTAION TEMPLATE. Keylontic Science, the science of
Manifestation Templates, is part

the science of Manifestation Templates, is part of a larger advanced paradigm of science
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SUBSTANCE • A Manifestation Template is made of PRIMAL SUBSTANCE: units of conscious
energy

all forms enters manifestation. • Partiki units are Omni-polar (containing the potentials

before Pre-matter manifestation. Through a process of Internal Fission, characteristic to
their design,

blocks for simultaneously manifesting ANTI-PARTICLE TEMPLATES. Particle and Anti-particle
Templates are interconnected,

through which they manifest. The effects of ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETIC FORCE are set in
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and out of manifestation. • The process by which Partiki units perpetually convert conscious

and Anti-particle manifestation built upon Scalar Waves of Light Radiation, then "flash

energy between the manifest and non-manifest state. The perception of external physical
matter,

manifest and non-manifest state. The perception of external physical matter, space and the

is brought into manifestation. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
MCEO
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and identity will manifest. A. 0 ~ ~ The Morphogenetic Field is made of

consciousness within dimensionalized manifestation. Morphogenetic Fields are thus Scalar
Grids that form in specific

upon which form manifests. Morphogenetic Fields govern the form of matter manifestation
and evolution

form of matter manifestation and evolution of biology and consciousness. Morphogenetic
Field mechanics thus
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Spin, Harmonics of Manifestation and Matter Density Levels. The Hologram of manifest
reality is

The Hologram of manifest reality is a complex system of interwoven energy constructs, all

energy upon which manifest reality functions. The physical portions of the human body
represent

the 3- dimensionally manifest hologram of human life. The behavior of dimensionalized wave
strata

with the seeming manifestation of particles, atoms, molecules and the physical systems built
upon

ourselves of the manifest conditions that cause suffering within the Body-MindSpirit system,
we
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inherent to the manifestation of the human hologram are a place to begin our
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the hologram of manifest reality. Created through Partiki Phasing (internal fission /fusion

which our consciousness manifests into dimensionalization, through which the holographic
projections of space-time-

within the observable manifest worlds. The process of dimensionalization occurs through the
wholeness of

the appearance of manifest movement of wave spectra within a dimensional system. Sub-
frequency
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PRIMAL ORDER OF MANIFESTATION TEMPLATES • Morphogenetic Fields, or the
MANIFESTATION TEMPLATES that serve

Fields, or the MANIFESTATION TEMPLATES that serve as the blueprint through which
consciousness manifests,

through which consciousness manifests, are composed of the Primal Substance of PARTIKI
UNITS. Partiki

foundation for diversified Manifestation Templates. A Partiki Grid is a SCALAR GRID. •
Following

intention of the manifesting consciousness, Partiki Grids further accrete, drawing in more
Partiki Units,

through which the Manifestation Template is progressively built up from Ante-matter
through various

upon which universes manifest are built upon a Manifestation Template that has a specific

built upon a Manifestation Template that has a specific order of mathematical
interrelationships that

Phasing. The Cosmic Manifestation Template is called the ENERGY MATRIX. Within the
Energy Matrix



are many smaller manifestation templates upon which Universes are structured. Universal
Manifestation Templates are

are structured. Universal Manifestation Templates are called TIME MATRICES. There are
uncountable Time Matrices

Phasing. Each Dimensional Manifestation Template creates a set of fixed Scalar-Tri-Ton
Wave

the experience of manifestation. • To create the Universal Manifestation Template, upon
which external

create the Universal Manifestation Template, upon which external space, time and matter
experience can

densities of matter manifestation. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi MCEO
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are 5 simultaneously manifesting Euiago Cycles in every Time Matrix, through which
consciousness passes

PRIMAL ORDER of Manifestation Templates represents the core mathematical and
geometrical interrelationships of energy

and matter. All manifest forms, including the HUMAN BODY and PSYCHE, are built upon

built upon a Manifestation Template that begins with the Primal Order of Dimensionalization,
through

of the Universal Manifestation Template Time Matrix, to begin the experience of evolution
through

causal structure of manifestation enables one to work cooperatively with, rather than in
resistance

Universal Laws of Manifestation, progressively restoring the NATURAL HARMONIC ORDER of
wellbeing and DIVINE
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the Dimensionalized Universal Manifestation Template 3 Levels of the non dimensionalized
ENERGY MATRIX within
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the appearance of manifest wave spectra within a dimensional system. Sub-frequency Bands
are
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PHASING, HARMONICS OF MANIFESTATION AND MATTER DENSITY Partiki Phasing- Scalar
Standing- Wave flashing. The

mechanics of matter manifestation within the Dimensionalized Frequency Bands of the Time
Matrix. Through

, HARMONICS of Manifestation and varying levels of matter density are created. Each of
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Phasing, Harmonics of Manifestation and Matter Density 1. Partiki, Partika and Particum:
Smallest units

points governs the manifestation process 2. Density/Biology: Progression of Matter Density
and related

3. Harmonics of Manifestation: Progressive expansion of consciousness into the Dimensional
Scale creates progressive

progressive perceptual De-manifestation of matter Density within the Hologram of external
reality. Harmonics

reality. Harmonics of Manifestation are the stages of Matter Density and Vibration-Oscillation
Consciousness

5 Harmonics of Manifestation in one 15-Dimensional Time Matrix The MCEO Freedom
Teachings
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element within all manifest effects of dimensionalization and consciousness. The form of the
Kathara

Microcosm of all manifestation. All forms have at their core the common structure of

the Hologram of manifest experience is perpetually created. Energy cannot be created or
destroyed;
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Holographic experience of manifestation. 15 PRIMARY KATHARA LINES: Kathara Lines are
the primary sequences
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KATHARA GRID PRIMAL MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE The first Primal Organization of Partiki
Scalar Grids that
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Template of Holographic Manifestation and controls the structure and function of all of the
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systems of interwoven Manifestation Templates within the 5 Matter Density Levels of the 15-

TEMPLAR COMPLEX. The Manifestation Template of the human body, likewise structured
upon this Primal

Primal Order, also manifests through a personal INTERNAL TEMPLAR COMPLEX of
interwoven 15- Dimensional

interwoven 15- Dimensional Manifestation Templates. • Universal, Galactic and Planetary
Scalar-wave Templates of

of the Universal Manifestation Template manifest. A Shield is composed of the distinct 3

Universal Manifestation Template manifest. A Shield is composed of the distinct 3 Primary
Flash

are projected into manifest experience. • Through the intrinsic dynamics of synchronistic
Partiki Phasing



Dimensional Scalar Shield manifests a 3-DIMENSIONAL SPHERICAL ELECTROMAGNETIC
DOMAIN that creates the energetic

which the externalized manifest experience can take place. Within the Universal Templar
Complex, these

Bodies or human Manifestation Template Anatomy, within the Time Matrix, represent the 5
Subtle

a 15-Dimensional Manifestation Template is structured upon 3 KATHARA CENTERS within
the core
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• The embodied Manifestation Template of the human form is a microcosmic reflection of

Universal and Cosmic Manifestation Templates. Both microcosmic and macrocosmic
Manifestation Templates share, and are

microcosmic and macrocosmic Manifestation Templates share, and are interwoven through,
the same Primal Structures

energy vortices that manifest upon the Kathara Grid. Human consciousness and biology are
directly

of the Personal Manifestation Template. HEALING AND PRIMAL FULFILLMENT A rudimentary
but operational understanding

the embodied Personal Manifestation Template - (the Leve/-1 Personal Kathara 12-Tree

for Health. All manifest DIS-EASE originates through distortions in the electro-tonal scalar

Scalar Shields and Manifestation Template. To achieve true and lasting healing rather than
suppression

within the personal Manifestation Template need to be realigned from the causal Kathara
Grid

Imprint for Health. Manifestation Template healing therapeutics, based upon the knowledge
of the Kathara
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represent the first manifest arrangement of scalar waves created through the mathematical
programs of

Dimensional Scalar Shield manifests on the electro-tonal programs of 3 Signet Star Crystal

within the Universal Manifestation Template. (The Sth Scalar Shield in the 15-Dimensional

the blueprint for manifestation, as set by the mathematical encoding of Partiki Phasing
Rhythm

Centers of the Manifestation Template. The 12-Dimensional UNIVERSAL KATHARA GRID
within the 15-

of the Universal Manifestation Template organize. Cosmic Kathara Grid DENSITY 5 -------=-
--------Ante-matter

Dimensional Human Anatomy manifests. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by Adashi MCEO
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which perception of manifestation is possible. Basic Transduction Sequence of
Consciousness into Biological Form.

DNA I RNA MANIFEST TO NADIS (energetic rivulets that feed energy from the
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CONSCIOUSNESS AND PERCEIVABLY MANIFEST FORMS DERIVE THEIR INDIVIDUATION
WITHIN THE UNIFIED FIELD THROUGH THE

HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTION OF MANIFEST REALITY, SPACE, TIME, MATTER AND
EXTERNALIZATION . THE SPHERICAL MORPHOGENETIC
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and dimensionalized consciousness manifest. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented by Adashi MCEO
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the Hologram of Manifestation can be perceived. ~The human body is a construct

picture of seemingly manifest particles, atoms, molecules and physical systems.
~Understanding the nature
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for experience of manifest reality. Scalar Grids are created through Partiki Phasing . .
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the appearance of manifest movement of wave spectra within a Dimensional Scalar Grid.
Sub-
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Matrices within which manifestation can be experienced. ~Dimensions are organized into
sets of

which 3-dimensional manifestation can be experienced. Each set of 3 Dimensions is called
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and within all manifestation and thus the CORE HOLOGRAPHIC TEMPLATE through which the
Imprint

Biology. ~ All manifest Dis-ease originates through distortions in the natural electro-tonal
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Projection of external manifestation. ~ The Kathara Grid, 15-Dimensional Structure, Scalar
~ ~

systems that ~ manifest upon them represent the PRIMAL ORDER of mathematical and
geometrical

to orchestrate the manifest Hologram through creation of Manifestation Templates. ~ The
interwoven, ordered

through creation of Manifestation Templates. ~ The interwoven, ordered structures of scalar



wave fields

form the Universal Manifestation Template of the 15-Dimensional Time Matrix are
collectively referred
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form the Personal Manifestation Template of 15- Dimensional Human Anatomy are
collectively referred to
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The Structures of Manifestation and Reclaiming Our Power In PART-1 of this program,

conditions of apparent manifestation are created. Through reviewing the underlying
structures of manifest reality

underlying structures of manifest reality (units of consciousness, the Partiki Scalar Standing-
wave

follow into the manifest experience, the Levels of Matter Density corresponding to the
ordered

one of separate manifestations disconnected from our being to a perspective of viewing
reality

boundaries of the manifest illusion before us, we begin to reclaim our power to
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which non-health manifested. Removing the symptom · without addressing the underlying
cause simply

cause to re-manifest itself in new ways, through new sets of symptoms. Each

causal factor in manifestation, the Holographic Template Kathara Grid, upon which all
conditions come
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upon which malfunction manifests. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi MCEO
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Grid upon which manifestation is built. All symptoms affect the Body, Mind and Spirit

of being simultaneously manifest. As we work with restoring integrity to the Holographic
Template
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human Kathara Grid manifested as distortions within the natural function of the DNA and
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conscious control of manifesting and de-manifesting its 15-Dimensional anatomy in time.
The

manifesting and de-manifesting its 15-Dimensional anatomy in time. The body forms of



reason for the manifestation of the SYSTEMS MALFUNCTIONS - the conditions of biological
and
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complete control over manifesting and de-manifesting the Holographic Projection of its
desired body

manifesting and de-manifesting the Holographic Projection of its desired body imprint in
time.
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and Scalar Shields manifest in the DNA Template and block natural inflow and Morphogenetic
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animal kingdoms, that manifest through morphogenetic fields having less than 12 Kathara
Centers active
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Control Center" for manifestation of the human being . •E•. .. - L__

Holographic Experience of manifestation. The Kathara Grid 12-Tree is the first wave spectra

order to experience manifestation of form. All things within dimensional structure have the
Kathara

biological DNA will manifest. KA THARA LINES The Kathara Lines are sequences of Partiki
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Projection of experienced manifestation can occur. The Hova Bodies form "tissue capsules"
of

Page:  70

and Harmonics of Manifestation Hova Bodies are tri-tonal scalar grids that form spherical

represent Harmonics of Manifestation. Hova Bodies, SIGNETS and SHIELDS Each Hova Body
emanates outward

form the Chakras manifest. The ·Signets, and the smaller Crystal Seal formations that

Seal formations that manifest through them, create a disc of spinning, horizontal wave
spectra

the Hova Bodies manifest and are called SHIELDS. The Shields and the Signets that
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value, for any manifest condition of disorder will have its first manifestation within the

have its first manifestation within the Kathara Grid and the Shields that form upon

UPON WHICH THEY MANIFEST TO THEIR ORIGINAL INTEGRITY OF ORDER. Shields, Signets
and Diodic

POINTS come into manifestation, to fill out the 3-plane, 3-dimensional "armature"



base for form manifestation. The Diodic Points, within the body and morphogenetic field,
connect

within anti-particle manifestation called MIODIC POINTS. Diadic and Miodic Points are sets
of
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pattern that will manifest in the body and bio-field systems as disease or
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Dimensional Harmonic of Manifestation. Signets are the core points of consolidated
frequency that hold

the Hova Bodies manifest. forms a rotating disc of scalar waves that emanate out
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human body will manifest and upon which the Planetary Vortex/Portal System and primary
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of the visibly manifest form . Chakras regulate the flow of consciousness-energy between

perception of holographic manifestation. Each Chakra circulates its Single Axis flash-line
sequence along
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Each Hova Body manifests the structure and governs the function of 3 Primary Chakras.
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Vortices and Chakras manifest. Within the human body and Auric Field the consistent points

to the body manifestation in the particle universe, the 8 Lines to the body
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foundation of the manifest form. In truth, the Level-1 Kathara 12-Tree Grid

the Hara Line manifests. The Hara Level of Kathara Level-2 Crystal Seals Grid
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The DNA Template manifests upon the programs set by the Kathara Grid. As the
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of healing and manifestation, the Nadia! Complex is combined with the attributes of the

for healing and manifestation, once the Doradic and Teuric Currents have been activated
within
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of incarnation and manifestation within the 5 Harmonics of a 15-Dimensional Time Matrix
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strands for all manifest incarnations in 4 Harmonics of Time, corresponds to Chakra Centers

and universal experiential manifestation takes place. The Earth Core Seal corresponds to
Chakra 13

imprint for all manifest incarnations of persons, planets and galaxies within the 5 Harmonics
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for healing and manifestation into activation. (For more on the 4 Primary Triadic

advanced healing and manifestation. Axi-A-Tonal Lines 1-10 In our exploration of
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Core Doradic Shield manifests here (at 4th Heart Chakra The 6 Primary Hara
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and the DNA manifest. The 7 Primary Embodied Chakras emerge where the 11th &
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of the body, manifest. The Meridian Lines can be used to access the Axi-
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4 Harmonics of manifestation and their corresponding matter density levels. When the gene
code

system. DNA distortions manifest as distortions of biology and consciousness. The 12 DNA
strands

of perceivable matter manifestation. The DNA · can be viewed as the primary structure

consciousness translates into manifest physicality. As each full dimensional band contains 12
primary Sub-
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which the biology manifests. The DNA Fire Codes can be conceptualized as existing between

within the personal Manifestation Template can be continually renewed. Restoration of the
Organic Imprint
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spectra of DNA manifestation and has yet to realize, that within the structures of

its apparent physical manifestation. As we work with Kathara Healing to create a
progressive
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have explained that manifestation is not what is appears to be but rather a

Hologram into perceivable manifestation. We will call the constructs of energy, formed
through scalar



perception of the manifest Hologram, the HUMAN SENSES. THE HUMAN SENSES ARE THE
EXPERIENTIAL
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and their seemingly manifest parts, that allow the personal morphogenetic field to synthesize
and

contours of the manifest Hologram can be recognized and experienced. The APPARTHI and
Perception
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analysis of the manifest sense organs. If one can understand that perception of
manifestation

that perception of manifestation itself is an effect of these greater scalar wave constructs,
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first Harmonic of manifestation. The APPARTHI , or "energy receivers", within the Nada

facilities responsible for manifesting the organs or perception of the 5 identified senses exists

is set for manifestation within the body hologram. The 5 Known Senses and Sound

electrical impulse that manifests as configurations with the blood chemistry and within the
Central
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and their experiential manifestations are the product of consciousness interacting with the
dimensionalized scalar

the hologram of manifestation. For example, it is not commonly recognized that the sense

picture of externalized manifestation and its qualities or space, time, matter and identity
individuation.
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Kathara Grid blockage manifests within the body as fragmented units of DNA ("Junk
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Bodies Primary Attribute: Manifestation- circulation of consciousness and frequency
accretion 7. Tristet- Cellular Telepathy-

location- multiple holographic manifestations 11 . Shara- Centrifugal Sense- Raja Hova Body
(dimensions
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12th Dimensions. It manifests through the 1 Qth, 11th and 12th Kathara Centers and

entry into perceivable manifestation. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi MCEO
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line Sequences that manifest as distortions within the Kathara Grid and Hova Body Shields.
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order to experience manifestation. ~There are 3 Levels to the Human Kathara Grid:
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the DNA will manifest. The human DNA imprint contains the program for 12 strands

of DNA, one manifesting upon each of the 12 Primary Axi-A-Tonal Lines.

Grid blockages, which manifest as distortion of form and function within the DNA. "
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perceivable experience of manifestation. In comprehending the true structure of multi-
dimensional anatomy, with
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of scalar-grid manifestation (thoughts and mental images are scalar-grid morphogenetic
field
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body and consciousness manifest within the 15-Dimensional system. We have learned that
the

the morphogenetic field manifests, and that the morphogenetic field is the blueprint upon
which

and embodied consciousness manifest. Through our study of these core structures of
manifestation we

core structures of manifestation we come to realize that true and lasting health or

Holographic Template for manifestation. The Mahara Hova Body, Maharic Shield and the
Imprint for

Shield is the manifestation template, upon which the MAHARA HOVA BODY of Harmonic-4

of Harmonic-4 manifests. The Mahara Hova Body is the scalar-grid that holds

ORIGINAL POINT OF MANIFESTATION -the creation-point when consciousness moved from
its pure

LIGHT fields of manifestation through which we passed in order to enter the experience
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morphogenetic field and manifest body built upon them. The Maharic Shield is the Kathara
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which the system manifests must be restored to its original function. Topical applications of

realigned to expedite manifestation of the Kathara Grid Repatterning into the outer levels of
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for use in Manifesting desired conditions and De-manifesting undesirables, both within the
body

conditions and De-manifesting undesirables, both within the body and in the 3-
dimensionallife
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into the physically manifest systems) within the outer levels of the Bioenergetic Field.
Opening
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within the human Manifestation Template, so can it be used to purge distortions within
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which the biological manifestation is built, become incongruent with the natural Primal Order
of

within the physical manifestation indicate distortions in the Manifestation Template and thus
constitute distortions

distortions in the Manifestation Template and thus constitute distortions in
CONSCIOUSNESS. Genuine healing is
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adopts to experience manifestation, thus HEALING IS A FUNCTION OF CONSCIOUSNESS.
When personal consciousness

are met in manifestation. Consciousness and the Physical Illusion In Chapter 1 we explored

discovered that physical manifestation is not what it appears to be -that nothing

nothing is really manifest at all but only appears to be so due to

parts and our manifest world are scalar wave constructions, appearing solid and externalized
because

the illusion of manifestation. There is no difference, other than the dimensional frequencies
from

composes our seemingly nonmanifest portions of consciousness. The core of reality is
CONSCIOUSNESS -
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Original Point of Manifestation and holds our original "Liquid Light" Hydroplasmic Pre-matter
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levels of the Manifestation Template, Scalar Shields and Kathara Grid. ~ Activation of the
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Complex from the Manifestation Template level, as well as facilitate healing in other
biological
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which consciousness enters manifestation. ~The hidden impetus for action behind human
evolution is
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embodied Harmonics of Manifestation manifests as polarity resistance to frequency inflow
within the three
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Planetary Shields and Manifestation Template are blocked from processing interdimensional
frequency, that frequency will

of Density-1 manifestation. One can manually open the Signet Seals in the embodied
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1 frequency into Manifestation Templates of areas (and everything contained within the
space)
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the body and Manifestation Template. The Palm Chakras are part of the Secondary Chakra

Page:  184

it enters the manifest fields through first adopting a Manifestation Template composed of
Partiki

first adopting a Manifestation Template composed of Partiki Units and Scalar-Waves . The

. The first Manifestation Template is called the Rishic Shield; it exists at the

that will simultaneously manifest into incarnation within the lower dimensional densities and
Time cycles.

which identity enters manifestation. The Rishic Shield carries the precise configuration of
scalar-wave

through which it manifested. The scalar-wave design of the Rishic Shield represents DIVINE

within their embodied Manifestation Templates, in order to regain freedom from the
dimensional systems

spectra, enters the manifest densities by projecting portions of itself into smaller
Consciousness Gestalts

waves through which manifest consciousness links to its Rishic Shield. The Christos Imprint
of

original Eternal Non-manifest State of Wholeness in Consciousness beyond the Time Matrix.
Divine

up the original Manifestation Template from which individual singular lifetimes emerge, and
it is

personal multi-dimensional Manifestation Template which allows incarnate beings to fulfill
the evolutionary objective

an incarnate being"s Manifestation Template and Conscious Awareness becoming misaligned
with the energetic structure
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it exist as manifestations of consciousness in the form of precisely ordered scalar wave

upon which all manifestation functions, it will not be difficult to conceptualize the literal

of the personal Manifestation Template, the Karmic Pattern represents areas of incoherent
energetic disorganization

and Over-Soul Manifestation Cycles emerge, often become distorted from their original
Primal Order

our energetic orientation manifests as literal Partiki Phasing Sequence distortions that create
misshapen scalar-
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the body and Manifestation Template that holds the personal Karmic pattern manifests as
mathematical,

personal Karmic pattern manifests as mathematical, geometrical and electro-magnetic
distortions in scalarwave forms,

Points Grid, and manifests as malfunctions within the Partiki Phasing Programs within the
Kathara

the blueprint for manifestation of the Scalar Shields, Hova Bodies, Chakra System and DNA

level of personal manifestation, from the operation of the physical genetic code to the

SELF that simultaneously manifest into incarnational cycles of divergent space-time
placement, within the

made by other manifestations of ourselves concurrently existing in other space-time
locations and

locations and different manifest body forms, affect the function of our personal Kathara Grid,

into our personal Manifestation Template from the other incarnations of Self. Each of our
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of the personal Manifestation Template. Regenesis of the Personal Christos is a Multi-Vector

to repeatedly re-manifest in the personal life experience, until the proper applications of

corresponding Anti-particle Manifestation. As a form of energy, the Miasmic Imprint can be

Karmic-Miasmic Imprint manifests within the causal level of manifestation, the 3 levels of

causal level of manifestation, the 3 levels of the embodied Kathara Grid of the

Karmic-Miasmic Imprint manifests as misalignment and malfunction within all levels of the
BodyMind-

level of miasmic manifestation. Restoring the Maharic Shield Christos Imprint to the personal
Kathara
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to the personal Manifestation Template, the dormant Partiki Phasing Rhythms that
correspond to one"s

embodied Kathara Centers manifest within the DNA Template as the GENETIC TIME CODES,



or
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the Morphogenetic Field Manifestation Template is achieved, begins realignment of the Core
Manifestation Template

of the Core Manifestation Template Kathara Grid Levels, the Scalar Shields, Hova Bodies,
Axi-
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the Client"s personal Manifestation Template to the perfected form of the Pre-matter
Maharic

human genome and Manifestation Template. The Maharic Recoding Session not only assists
and supports
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between the personal Manifestation Template and the dimensional Unified Fields of energy.
The Palm
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~~~~~~¥ To enter manifestation in time, identity enters cycles of SIMULTANEOUS
INCARNATION within the

for each incarnate manifesting from it. The individual identity must realign its Manifestation
Template

must realign its Manifestation Template with this Primal Order to become free from the

through which identity manifests in the lower-dimensional Densities and which connects the
individual
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Dimensional Anatomy that manifest physically as energetic cluster called MIASMS. Miasms
are unintended groups

of the personal Manifestation Template that block and impede the natural flow of energy

from the personal Manifestation Template to progressively restore Healthful Primal Order.
The MCEO Freedom
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all simultaneous incarnations manifest within the personal Manifestation Template and within
the DNA Template

within the personal Manifestation Template and within the DNA Template of each, where
they

to prevent its manifestation in physical terms via realignment of the DNA Template with

realigning the personal Manifestation Template with the shared Christos Template Maharic
Shield. This process
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from the personal Manifestation Template begins with activation of the Maharic Shield and
Seal
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Merkabic Master Key HealingManifesting the Blueprint For Health Primal Currents, the DNA
Sub-Strand

and Photo-Dynamic Manifesting 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SPIRITUAL INTEGRATION PRIMAL

KEY CODES MAHARA MANIFESTING, DNA, KA THARA & PSONNS TECHNIQUE# 6: The
Maharic-24

10: Photo-Radionic Manifesting TECHNIQUE# 11: Photo-Sonic Manifesting TECHNIQUE# 12:
Kee-Ra-ShA

11: Photo-Sonic Manifesting TECHNIQUE# 12: Kee-Ra-ShA Activation Sequence-Awakening
the Flame
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All things in manifest existence are perpetually fed energy and consciousness, in the form
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distribution in the manifest body. As Currents activate in the Kathara Grid, DNA, Crystal
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Dimensional Harmonic of Manifestation. Signets are the core points of consol idated
frequency that

the Hova Bodies manifest. ................ -............... . : •· · · ·e:
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the Templates of Manifestation, to which consciousness must conform, to enter the
experience of

the experience of manifest expression within a space-time-matter system. • The personal

Christos Maharic Shield Manifestation Template and the Christos Tribal Shield Species
Manifestation Template are

Tribal Shield Species Manifestation Template are microcosmic replicas of the macrocosmic
Primal Order, upon

which our consciousness manifests in time. • The secrets to reclaiming the Divine Birthrights

Tribal Shield that manifest within and govern the function of the Angelic Human DNA
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the planetary body manifests. The Flame Codes serve as the core foundation of the

frequencies consciousness into manifest form. The Manifestation Templates or Divine
Blueprints of all things

manifest form. The Manifestation Templates or Divine Blueprints of all things manifest are
built



of all things manifest are built upon intricate patterns of interwoven Fire Letters called
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Magnetic Field that manifests as a Horizontal Axis CCW rotating Magnetic Particle Field at
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Form Constant "Manifest Zone" forms at center of interface between 2 or more
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identity and Christos Manifestation Template within the FIRST 8 CELLS, to initiate the FETAL

Scalar Shields, that manifest within the Kathara Level-2 Grid, First Eight Cells and

and intentional de-manifestation and Dimensional Ascension of the human biological form .
The
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consciousness continually enters manifestation to achieve physical mastery of the organic
process of Transmutational

Codes within the Manifestation Template. When the human genome was operating in its
organic

its original Christos Manifestation Template -the MAHARIC SHIELD, actualizing its organic
Angelic-human

4 Densities of manifestation, within the Time Matrix. The EMERALD AWAKENING Masters
Kundalini Activation

within the human Manifestation Template. Progressive de-polarization of the 12 levels of
consciousness

within the human Manifestation Template sets in motion the organic process of Cellular
Transmutation

aspects of the Manifestation Template . This is the natural process of UNIFIED FIELD
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within the human Manifestation Template. Once the 12th_ Dimensional Maharic Current is
released ,
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and held in manifestation by a specific set of mathematical-geometrical energy relationships
that

upon which experiential manifestation will emerge, can be perceived by the conscious
identity in
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body and identity manifest, can be achieved through gaining familiarity with and actively
employing
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within and surrounding manifest forms, are simply an inherent element of the 15-
Dimensional

Anatomy of form manifestation and the Primal Order structure of multidimensional Creation
Physics. In

which conscious energy manifests into tangible biological form, the Merkaba Field represents
the structure

non-biological form manifestation, all forms possess an inherent structure of interwoven
Merkaba Fields,

accretion, into physical manifestation. Merkaba Mechanics seem "magical" only when the
inherent "

and the Holographic Manifestation of form. As Merkaba Fields are an intrinsic, significant and

of creation and manifestation that are intrinsic to the sciences of Creation Physics .

consciousness enters the manifest arena in the form of sentient, individuated,
multidimensional identity. The

spirit" of every manifest being is formed through and governed by the natural laws

and within a nonmanifest, intelligent, central Consciousness Force and Source of Creation
that is

microcosmic creation and manifestation. Merkaba Fields, and the mechanics by which they
function, are
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templates and the manifestation of those blueprints into the tangible structures of matter.
Merkaba

by which physically manifest forms are created, maintained and evolved through the
Holographic Unified

Unified Field of manifest space-time-matter reality. In relation to the processes of

by which physically manifest forms are created, maintained and evolved through the
Holographic Unified

Unified Field of manifest space-time-matter reality. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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consciousness and holographic manifestation/projection of form can take place, akin to an "

egg" within which manifest reality occurs. Within this Sphere of energy, at the center

space-time-matter manifestation, as the scalartemplate of the form is held fixed within

single dimension of manifestation. Following the innate mathematical-geometrical structure
of Primal Order, the

the hologram of manifestation. The seeming solidity and durability of an externally manifest
matter-

of an externally manifest matter-field in space-time is created, maintained, perpetuated and

or thing in manifest form enters its reality hologram by taking on the mathematical
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and out of manifestation in space-time. Electrical Merkaba Spiral Rotates Clockwise "White
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consciousness, biology and manifest hologram through the innate connection between the
Personal Merkaba Field

the specific mathematical manifestation program picked up from the Kathara Grid Divine
Blueprint Template,

beyond the holographic manifestation of the Time Matrix Light Fields. The collective body of

Meajhe Field. All manifest forms possess a core Radial Body/ Trion-Meajhe Field Hova
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turnstiles" between "manifest matter" and "conscious energy". The Radis draw in the

Currents with their manifestation program through the Trion-Meajhe Field, then polarize and
break

which all matter manifests. Trions are electrostatic particulates that have both a negative and

Body of any manifest form represents the 5-Density "Veil" through which consciousness-

externalized 3- dimensional manifestation. Merkaba Fields are the "energy engines and
consciousness carriers"

for its particle manifestation from the "instructions" held in the Divine Blueprint Maharic

the Kathara Grid. Manifestation instructions pass from the Kathara Grid to the DNA Template

Body for particulate manifestation. In biological life forms, the Radial Body and Radis then
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the Mechanics of Manifestation The Radial Body exists as a thin "Tissue Capsule"

DNA Template, into manifest form. ~s Loc Consciousness Radial Body Transduction-
Manifestation Sequence

Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence to Matter Primal Life Force Currents
Partiki Units Planetary

Lens" of the manifest body form~ Manifest Hologram D Reverse Transduction De-
Manifestation Sequence:

manifest body form~ Manifest Hologram D Reverse Transduction De-Manifestation
Sequence: matter-chemical DNA-

Reverse Transduction De-Manifestation Sequence: matter-chemical DNA-Sub-Atomic
units·Radis Mion/
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Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence 1. From the Planetary Merkaba Field (via
the

Grid") carrying the manifestation blueprint program of the Maharic Shield. 3. As the Primal
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Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence- Continued: Page 2 7. Blueprint Encoded
Primal Life Force

and the physically manifest body form. As this occurs, the body image "flashes

flashes on" into manifestation as a Pulse of Life Force Consciousness, carrying the
Chemically

through and beyond manifestation of the body image and into projection of portions of

structure, for experiential manifestation. Members of a singular species share a common
species Tribal

perceptual orientation holographically manifest. The imprint for individuality in biological
form, life experience variation

DNA, to the manifest Chemical Lens of the physical body structure and Holographic "
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Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence- Continued: Page 3 9. As a Keylon-
Thought-Form

") into the manifest externalized hologram, another Pulse of Consciousness is released from
the

the consciousness intends manifest embodiment. A singular Time Wave constitutes a Time
Continuum, within

its blueprint into manifest Critical Mass Expansion (fully activated specific portions of the

begins Expansion toward manifestation, the first pulse of the fully expanding hologram
begins Contraction,

for the "manifest" conscious identity. It exists at the position where the third
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Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence- Continued: Page 4 13. As the backward
moving "

completely de· manifest or "Ascend" from their original Harmonic Universe by TRANSMUTING

Off" and de-manifests, its energy held in suspension within the Radial Body Trion/

its blueprint in manifestation. The embodied self perceives a "linear moment progression";
the
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Body, Mechanics of Manifestation, Healing and Human Potential There is much more to be

the Mechanics of Manifestation. Our introduction to the Radial Body anatomy, the
Transduction Sequence

the Mechanics of Manifestation represents a beginning in the quest for genuine mastery over

mastery over the manifest experience. In this Kathara Leve/-2 Introduction, we will not

pertinent aspects of Manifestation Mechanics that pertain to direct Creation of matter and
events

attaining mastery over Manifestation Mechanics and the Bio-Spiritual processes of genuine
Spiritual Actualization.



focus upon the manifestation and maintenance of Holistic Health, through Bio-Spiritual
Mastery and

as Merkaba Mechanics, Manifestation Mechanics and the Radial Body Trion-Meajhe Field is
an

necessary introduction to Manifestation Mechanics and Radial Body Anatomy; the greatest
physical and spiritual

genetic mutation that manifests THROUGH the DNA Template and chemical DNA. The Causal
Element

basic Kathara Grid, Manifestation Template, Radial Body, DNA Template and Merkaba
Mechanics. The MCEO
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examine the Transduction-Manifestation Sequence and how its present malfunction creates
the Miasmic Body,

being within our manifest hologram. We will then continue our exploration of Merkaba
Mechanics
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Level of all manifest consciousness to the greater, non-dimensionalized structure of the
Energy
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Lens" of the manifest body form~ Manifest Hologram D Miasms block energy flow and

manifest body form~ Manifest Hologram D Miasms block energy flow and create a "
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Body Capsules that manifest as electromagnetic barriers or "frequency fences" between each
set

of the chemically manifest DNA and all body-consciousness systems that are built upon
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Fission enables the manifest atomic structure to temporarily de-manifest, returning to "spirit

to temporarily de-manifest, returning to "spirit form ", by re-entering the
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to "de-manifest" from the lower dimensional Density Level. The identity can then

can then re-manifest in another Density Level or space-time coordinate by projecting

location for re-manifestation. • When the Personal Merkaba Field is used to form
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Sound") into the manifest embodiment. Such a being is called a "Christed Being".

Ur into the manifest hologram of the Time Matrix, through the Christed embodiment. •
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• A manifest being incapable of running the Primal Life Force Currents of
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of the Transduction-Manifestation Sequence from the Kathara Grid, to the Shields, into the
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All things in manifest existence are perpetually fed energy and consciousness, in the form
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all bonds of manifest illusion that place veils of SELF-forgetting before mine eyes.

of God Eternal, manifest. WE are the Waters of Eternal Life forever outward flowing.

completion of a manifest expression in its originally intended Divine Fulfillment, its past-
present-

Intention is rendered manifest in all conditions to which I now assign. The MCEO
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my Wholeness in manifest decision, I Decree in Sovereign Knowing, here expressed at my
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our genetic imprint manifests, we can use this knowledge to release the digressive mutations
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Movement represents a manifestation of our evolving Collective Consciousness, a natural
attribute of evolving
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Government represents a manifestation of the collective Shadow that has covertly directed
the course

Page:  9

and within matter manifestation. Neither side presently understands the full order of multi-
dimensional

Page:  11

and identity will manifest. 4. Fire Letters: Light-Symbol Codes that represent the electro-

form of matter manifestation and evolution of consciousness. Keylonta is the science of
morphogenetic

Page:  28

we, as individual manifestations of consciousness fit into that structure. Part of our
empowerment

Darkness, as it manifests within the Macrocosm and Microcosm, and we will be able
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scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional Structure", "15-
Dimensional Anatomy", "
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reality is made manifest and you will become acquainted with the multi-dimensional anatomy

upon which reality manifests. The techniques are easy to follow and one only needs

upon which your manifest reality is built. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
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these growth cycles manifest through your personal bio-energetic system. If you become
uncomfortable
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Healing Practices, Developing Manifestation Skills, Honing Multi-vector Consciousness,
Advanced Merkaba Mechanics and Preparing

Page:  13

& scalar wave manifestation within the body, chakra system, morphogenetic field and
consciousness that

Page:  14

of consciousness enter manifestation in the form of infinitely structured Scalar Grids, or
constructs

Itself in individual, manifest forms through projection of Its consciousness into the
holographic structure

of identity and manifestation of form through a progressive expansion and projection into
dimensionalized

upon which the manifest hologram is built, it holds the key to understanding and
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functions will physically manifest and so morphogenetic blockages result in the physical DNA,
body

reorder and the manifest DNA expands to operational coding. As the physical DNA expands



is designed to manifest 12 strands of operable DNA, which allows for perception and

data through which manifest symptoms (the brain) are mistaken as the cause (
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the blueprints for manifestation are guided and directed to a higher order, through directly

templates upon which manifest forms and events are created. Keylontic Science is the science

wave guide and manifestation template for energy movement within the human
morphogenetic field. Geomancy

the focus and manifestation of wave spectra within each dimensional field in the 15-

blueprints for matter manifestation. Through using the Primary Geomancy Control Codes the
blueprints of

consciousness and matter manifestation can be directly influenced and realigned with the
higher identity

morphogenetic structure of manifest identity perpetually receives its structural integrity and
its impetus for

perpetually connects all manifest forms to the consciousness of the Central Source of
Creation

matter and event manifest. Keylontic Science Technique In Keylontic Science technique,
Primary Geomancy Control
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which human consciousness manifests. Even if one does not consciously possess an
understanding of
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and identity will manifest. 2. Partiki Grids: The fabric of morphogenetic field structure. Partiki

form of matter manifestation and evolution of consciousness. Keylonta is the science of
morphogenetic
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through which we manifest, we begin to realize the power each individual possesses to
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of this tonal manifestation grid for a period of 3 consecutive weeks, repeated out
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a powerful morphogenetic manifestation grid. This grid will assist in accelerating the
activation of
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etheric matter Soul manifestations in Harmonic Universe-2 and serves to link the
consciousness

Universe-2 Soul manifestation, the memory of the Nada Hova Body and the Race



begins process of manifesting DNA strands 1-6 within the operational gene code, once
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before returning to manifestation within time. Such criteria for ascended mastery is used
because

a being entering manifestation within the Time Matrix, for the first time, experiences a

communication between the manifest identities and the ascended mastery identity. As a
being proceeds

where they will manifest as dormant potentials within the physical genetic code of the

Matrix, or to manifest incarnates of these collectives that are born of a consciousness
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matter, Over-Soul manifestations within Harmonic Universe-3 and serves to link the
consciousness

Harmonic Univers-3 manifestations, the memory contained within the lower Hova Bodies
and the
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the physical body manifests, within the varying levels of matter density in the Time

the physical body manifests. The Crystal Body of both biological and non-biological forms

aspect of all manifest effects, and thus it is the level of energetic reality

consciousness through which manifestation can be directly affected. Key/antic Science
techniques use Geomancies

beneficial effects in manifest conditions. Dimensions: Dimensions are vibrating fields of
electro-magnetic scalar

frequency bands within manifest reality , individuated identity, time, space and matter can be

within which all manifest reality systems take place. Dimensions are structured in sets of

consciousness passes into manifestation. Each dimension within the scale has a specific
range of

to take on manifestation and 3-dimensional perception. Perception of external reality and
matter

consciousness that will manifest in each Harmonic Universe are characteristic to the
associated matter

vibration to achieve manifestation and individuality, and within which embodied
consciousness will then evolve
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within which all manifest creation takes place. The Energy Matrix is considered to be

. rmatio of manifest beings identity aestalts are rormea n ex ..... =:- c-;:

God-Seeds into manifestation. The consciousness of every being enters creation through the
process



Page:  37

for all consciousness manifesting and expressing within the Time and Energy Matrices. Every
human

time within which manifest beings evolve. Human anatomy and identity spans the 15-
Dimensional

levels between physically manifest and non-manifest creation. All manifest forms have a
morphogenetic

manifest and non-manifest creation. All manifest forms have a morphogenetic field that
spans

manifest creation. All manifest forms have a morphogenetic field that spans the 5 Harmonic

identity are also manifest within the gross matter to ante-matter density spectrum: the

2 is a manifest body of less dense Semi-etheric matter (carbon-silica-

3 is a manifest body of "ghost-like" Etheric matter (Silica-based
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all of our manifest stations of identity and transmuted into ante-matter, which constitutes

physical body will manifest, within the Time and Energy Matrices. Each Hova Body houses
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Silicate Matrix, which manifests as Single-vector Consciousness. Single-vector Consciousness
permits one to

personality as it manifests in a given lifetime. The Incarnate identity can expand beyond

consciousness while in manifestation. It is a complex system of inter-dimensional energy
structures

identity and its manifest parts. The Kee-Ra-ShA energies represent a continual pulse

Ra-ShA energies manifest as a "tube of light" that runs down the
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of 12 Avatar manifestations within Harmonic Universe-4 and serves to link the
consciousness

light Pre-matter manifestation, all memory of the lower Hova Bodies and the Galactic

any matter form manifests. They are carriers of energetic substance from the morphogenetic
field

field into form manifestation. Merkaba Spirals appear as spiraling, tetrahedronal, funnel-
shaped vortices of

field and the manifest form. Everyone has sets of Merkaba Spirals. There are smaller

in particles" for manifestation of form and identity. These are called Dimensional Merkaba
Spirals.
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and consciousness). Miasms manifest within the particle structure of the Hova Bodies as



electrically
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of multi-dimensional manifestation. The Miasmic/Karmic imprint must be transmuted for
Hova Body

as the projection manifests in the 3-dimensional life. Unfortunately, the buildup of the
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Universe-5 Rishi manifestations, memory of all lower Hova Bodies and the Universal Memory

not translate into manifest DNA strands, cannot fully integrate into an Incarnate body, and
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original Partiki de-manifests, or "flashes off", while th~ Particum and Partika units

flash on" into manifestation. The polarities within the Particum and Partika units draw the

Partika units de-manifest and "flash off". This process of Partiki fission and

for matter particle manifestation and Partika are the base-electrical (projecting/transmitting)
units

for anti-particle manifestation. The Partiki represents the stage of Partiki Phasing in which

and on" of manifest particles within the morphogenetic fields of cosmic structure, operating
from

Matrices. All things manifest upon a morphogenetic template of Partiki grids, or grids of

mind and consciousness manifest through the natural laws of multi-dimensional Partiki
Phasing and

macrocosmic and microcosmic manifestation process. The energetic reality behind our
process of Bio-Spiritual

Earth, which together manifest as an observable double-helix DNA chain. The DNA and
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functions of and manifestations within the physical body and brain. The condition of the

structure through the manifest DNA, and so regulates the level, type and abilities of

portions of its manifestations that exist within the contemporary perceptual range of
dimensions 2

multidimensional Universe. DNA, Manifestation and Time The Silicate Matrix represents the
vessel through which

transition into physically manifest matter substance. Through complex morphogenetic field
dynamics knows as the

begins a progressive manifestation of the dormant strand imprints (through particle
accretion) within

the present life manifestation but also connecting the present embodiment to all other
incarnations

the activation and manifestation of each DNA strand and the physical attributes, contained
therein,
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DNA strands into manifest operation. It is through the Silicate Matrix, in the DNA,

DNA that the manifest body form and external reality picture appear to made of

from future time manifestations of the identity remain as dormant sequences of "moment

that will become manifest experiences as the DNA strands, corresponding to the higher
dimensions,
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will perceive as manifest reality the dimensional bands and DNA strand programs that exist

see the physical manifestation of the experiential memory programs that were set when our

walk through the manifestations of our collective Atlantian thought forms. Though the
processes by

the memory and manifestation imprints of our incarnational experiences within the Time
Cycles of

the memory and manifestation imprints of our future-time manifestations in the Semi-
etheric

our future-time manifestations in the Semi-etheric matter time cycles of Harmonic Universe-

progressively perceive as manifest reality as we move through the Soul Integration Process.
DNA

the memory and manifestation imprint of our future-time manifestation sin the Harmonic
Universe-

our future-time manifestation sin the Harmonic Universe-3 Etheric matter time cycles, which

to experience as manifest as we move through the Over-Soul Integration process. DNA

the memory and manifestation imprints of our future-time manifestation in the Pre-matter

our future-time manifestation in the Pre-matter liquid light Time Cycles of Harmonic

will know as manifest experience as we move through the Avatar Integration process to
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sets of 12 manifest, gross matter physical Incarnations, forming lncarnational Matrices.
Beings who have

consciousness, that becomes manifest forms of sentient, creative life within the Macrocosmic
structures of

cosmos and universes manifest. Creation of the God-Seed Consciousness Gestalts is the first
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dimensions, within which manifest reality will take place. The scalar grids of the 2
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through the de-manifestation process of passing from Gross matter density, through the
Semi-



and represent individuated manifestations of the consciousness of God. Things, deemed
negative from the

to keep the manifest creation dynamic in motion. In the scientific terms of energy
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will not fully manifest in the operable gene code until Strands 4-9 have
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activation, following full manifestation of Strands 4-10. This exercise is most effective when
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lifetimes, from holographically manifesting into the present 3-dimensional life experience,
while systematically transmuting

to reduce the manifestation of disharmonic karmic disease patterns and life dramas and to
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means by which manifest reality comes into being. The rules of existence crucially recognize

conscious identity will manifest. This occurs microcosmically and macrocosmically. Therefore,
the universe is one

of reality and manifestation taking place. At the most macrocosmic level, then it can
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energy, from which manifest reality arise, we are exploring the mechanics and dynamics of

produces and subsequently manifests in the MFs of the 150 matrix systems. The stream

through which humanity manifests, emanates from the SGs entering the 150 system through
the

and awareness, then manifest in "time". Each has multiple e~pressions of identity
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unseen, but IS manifest; each aspect simply lies beyond the human perceptual range (

The higher bodies manifest as direct function of human DNA; the content of which

awareness, that will manifest in each incarnation. That is to say these higher bodies

which human experience manifests as physically incarnate experience. Evolution therefore
takes place as a
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to experience the manifest illusions of time and matter. In order to perpetually grow,

origin of all manifestations and incarnations. The seed retains its original integrity of design

into individuation and manifest form. When this consciousness enters the dimensionalized
structures of the

through which consciousness manifests. This is called "stair step creation". The process of
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smaller streams that manifest as further differentiated identities and manifest forms. Through
this process

differentiated identities and manifest forms. Through this process of scalar wave splitting and
refraction,

thus - the manifest forms progressively change: from the dense matter form of the
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expands through new manifestation of itself, though it remains perpetually the same. This is

design, (which manifests through the MF and also within the genetic code of
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energy is a manifestation of the consciousness of God and all manifestation takes place

God and all manifestation takes place within the confines of the God Mind. The

of consciousness into manifestation. Identities in the Time Matrix, regardless of the amount
of
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activate within the manifest human gene code until DNA Strand 7 and below have

the body that manifests in the form of interwoven, counter rotating, star tetrahedrons -

Matrix. All dimensionalized manifest forms, and forms of consciousness within time, are
created through

up to create manifestation of the blueprint in matter. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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of creation. Every manifest form in time has sets of dimensional MKB spirals, through

physicality or external manifestation is brought into being. The human form has 15 MKB

identity and its manifest body locked within a three dimensional HU system, and into
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pattern and re-manifested fully within HU2, in a less dense version of its

the MKB which manifests at this level has two additional "legs", one above
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energy which become manifestations in both matter and event. Our thoughts will take us

intentions for growth. Manifestation & Anatomy The physical human body emerges into
manifestation as

body emerges into manifestation as a result of intricate, multi-dimensional, dynamics of
light

secrets of physical manifestation. All manifest forms, including biological systems, emerge



into physical manifestation

physical manifestation. All manifest forms, including biological systems, emerge into physical
manifestation through a

emerge into physical manifestation through a complex system of energetic structures that
span the

ordered. The physically manifest aspects of the human body represent only one small portion

beyond the apparent manifest aspects of the physical structure lie the true energetic
foundations

the body is manifest. The Hova bodies are scalar grids, interwoven networks of standing

consciousness for particle manifestation. Morphogenetic Fields & the 8 Hova Bodies There
are 8

Morphogenetic Field". All manifest forms, including thoughts themselves, possess MF"s, which
exist within the
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which consciousness will manifest itself into solidified forms. The MF"s, or templates of
conscious

and sentient identity manifest, are composed of crystalline micro particle units and so these

through which consciousness manifests itself into individual identities in time. The physical
form manifestations

The physical form manifestations created through the HCB and its inherent Hova bodies,
only

as physically solid manifest objects and events. In truth, nothing is really solid and

as the physically manifest body, is a portion of your energy identity that exists

or as external manifestations. Once your attention has left the thought form and moved

if a physically manifest form. As your consciousness proceeds upward through the
dimensional scale,
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physical body and manifest reality pictures form. Thoughts are things, in energetic forms and

templates for matter manifestation are created. Thoughts form mini crystal bodies of their
own,

thought body as manifest substance and event, when your consciousness has expanded to
incorporate

- as a manifestation in physical reality. Remember, MF"s are the form holding templates

forms and becomes manifest. When an MF is created it begins to draw frequency

to you as manifest reality now represents your thought forms, and those of the

be discovered as manifest objects and events once your consciousness has moved ahead in

lower frequency bands, manifest within your HCB and within the cellular structure of your

for creating the manifestations of disease and disharmonic conditions, within the body and
the
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incarnational selves, will manifest themselves in the present human body and replicate
themselves into

themselves into future manifestations, until the contracted vibrating miasmic crystallizations
- frozen thought forms

disease and disharmonic manifestations to erupt into the life drama. By removing the
miasmic

is rather a manifestation of Hova body and DNA distortions that were put in
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and its undesirable manifestations an be progressively purged and transmuted, freeing the
earthly consciousness

work, will not manifest into the karmic patterns you must walk through in your

upon which all manifestation is built. These consciousness templates are called
morphogenetic fields (

born into perpetual manifestation. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi MCEO
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and are perpetually manifesting as expressions of the Eternal Mind of God. The units

anti-matter radiation manifest. And thus, all matter forms, from the microcosm to the

which individual consciousness manifests, exists as an intrinsic part of the cosmic identity
structure;

and it"s infinite manifestations. When one expands to encompass the knowing "I AM

to any other manifestation of the God Mind. Humility, in reference to all life

and the individuated manifestations of itself. In terms of "felt experience", At-One-

toward all it"s manifestations (with whom it eternally remains in a state of

Love with all manifestations of itself. The experience of lack of love reflects the
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between the individuated manifestation of God and the totality of the God Mind itself.

itself as a manifestation of the God Mind. Personal expansion to "At-One-

direct result and manifestatibn of vibrational dissonance of individual consciousness with the
God Mind.
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and identity will manifest, within its respective HU. The three dimensional bodies are MF"s

into activation and manifest expression, progressively more portions of its family tree of
consciousness.
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time and matter manifestation, within the Time Matrix. The Monad represents the core
program
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human lineage was manifest upon 12 Monads, or cosmic families, and each of the

the 12 monads manifested 12 Seeds of Consciousness or Universal Families, within the
Energy

of human consciousness manifested through one common God Seed. This common God
family consciousness

God Mind also manifests cosmic family lines through the 23 other God seeds. Many,

one of the manifestations of the Melchizedek God Seed and it was created to

a consciousness that manifested in other than human form- emerging out of one of
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it calls into manifestation (within it"s genetic code in consciousness) the scalar grids

it"s family originally manifested. It begins to build the Pillar of Light to it"s

bodies (which manifests in the biological genetic code) these areas of morphogenetic
distortion
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41, 42, 48 Manifestation, 12, 46, 69 Melchizedek Cloister, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14,
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regardless of their manifest appearance, may equally represent expressions of the image of
God,

Page:  21

when they physically manifest; the Queventelliur, large, long-haired apelike beings of great
intelligence

Page:  25

within which all manifest realities take place is acknowledged. As a child I did

Page:  30

sustaining full physical manifestation on Earth or altering their biological orientation at will to
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development that form manifest probabilities of possible experiential action. The COT Plates
also contain

will perceive in manifest form as a future continuum of time emerging from our

Page:  42

of consciousness entering manifestation in the form of Light Radiation. Also called "Rishi,"

Elohim: First Light manifestation of Source consciousness, projected from the Blue Flame
Grandeyanas Eckatic

Seraphim: Second Light manifestation of Source consciousness, projected from the Gold
Flame Wachayanas Polaric

Page:  43

Rama: Third Light manifestation of Source consciousness, projected from the Violet Flame
Ramyanas Triadic

Page:  48

Legions desire to manifest. • GA Signet Council1. 2 and 3. The Amenti Planetary
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as light-form manifestations. There is a wide variety of such displays ranging from

activity which then manifests into a solid-mass vessel sighting or an odd experiential

in actuality a manifestation created through the interface of your system with a parallel
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of the interdimensional manifestations are not purposely directed by sentient life forms does
not

Some of these manifestations involve the lnterdimensional Time Portal System directly and
allow humans
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like appearance when manifesting within your system. Though technologically and
intellectually astute the Zeta
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especially those that manifest in spherical form. Unlike the Zeta, h owever, the Ranthia

the ability to manifest in phys- 10
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so as to manifest to you in whatever form they desire. The Zeta and

Page:  19

form of light manifestations. The Zeta are not the only three-dimensional ET forms

forms capable of manifesting in this manner. Though Zeta are skilled light manipulators, the

Zeta usually create manifestations of form in conjunction with light phenomena the Ranthia
19
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structure upon which manifestations are built. The codes of the Time-Portal System and
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body you will manifest through the genetics of your biology to the very chemical,
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some being benign manifestations of natural phenomena, others being intentional or
unintentional contact with

alteration would then manifest as form change in terms characteristic of that dimension. Your

Page:  31

of electrical impulse manifestations. The "result" appears to your conscious mind to have

Page:  32

process of its manifestation.). In regard to the manifestations of alterations conducted
during abduction

regard to the manifestations of alterations conducted during abduction experiences, the
"result" (

the physically observable manifestation. The important thing for you to realize is that such
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would not be manifesting in human form. (And yes, dear humans, for those
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experience, but may manifest psychological or emotional difficulties as the intrusion has
registered on
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knowledge began to manifest in instinctual behaviors, within which abuse and misuse of
power
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show you a manifest translation of the ideas you entertain. If those ideas move
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structure within the manifestation of Life Force Patterns, much as is the observable structure

Consciousness and its manifestations, and consciousness is the true spiritual essence of the
universe,
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belief models will manifest on a global basis. The long journey of healing ideological
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within a physically manifest system. If your evolution had moved along as planned, following
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sporadic and random manifestations of biological mutation and psychological mal alignment.
The Soul Matrix,
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not yet fully manifested the Intuitive Bridge within their biological structures. The bridge,
however,

biological and psychological manifestations of a chaotic nature. 101
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regions of its manifestation. Where 105
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world directly affect manifestations within your three-dimensional system. What occurs
there will "

for what eventually manifests within your system. In the world to which the Zeta
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its pattern will manifest in your world, in your future. It is the project

this pattern from manifesting within your reality, the pattern must be altered from above,
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Most of these manifestations within your system stem from this fourth- dimensional system.
They
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being here to manifest self sovereignty? Are you taught that you are meant to
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there you can manifest whatever you hold in mind into three-dimensional reality. Hold

variety of race manifestations within various reality fields) out of which the Maya collective
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patterns set the manifestation cycles of chemical and hormonal relationships within the
body. The
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brain, it is manifest throughout the entire body structure, from a hair follicle to
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the subject has manifested. Using such "body talk" techniques you can assist the
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occurred is the manifestation of psychological, emotional or behavioral deviation, as the
personality and

hormonal imbalances that manifest in perceptual distortion. 124
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The mental disorders manifest as a perfectly "normal" personality tries to comprehend and

even suicide can manifest as the abductee faces an inner terror for which there
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of consciousness that manifests as electromagnetic micro-particles that travel in
dimensionalized bands of

the contours of manifest form and identity. The bands of frequency that form the
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personal identity that manifests as the physical body form and the crystalline blueprint within
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assimilation, translation and manifestation. Assimilates electrical impulse data from other
Components of Mind, translates

the holographic projection/manifestation of electrotonal Keylon Codes from the Cellular
Memory into externally

Matrix in the manifestation of the biological organism and serves to direct many functions
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and intuition that manifest through the "lower minds") through conscious interaction with the

intelligence behind the manifestation of individuated identities and experiential events in HU-
1. The

templates for biological manifestation, life purpose and experiential dramas within the lower
dimensional fields
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Soul Matrix identity manifests as a singular, lessdense matter body within the frequency
fields

its smaller, simultaneous manifestations that exist in HU-1. The incarnate identity was
designed
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upon which the manifest biology and identity are built and a Dream self that
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realize that all manifest life forms and the inherent foundations of all reality itself

the first individuated manifestation of a reality field within Source emerges as an inaudible
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forms emerge into manifest expression. The Eternal Gestalts of Consciousness that exist in
the



life,waves" into manifest Time Matrices. The Yanas Collectives of the Primal Sound Fields
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through which all manifest things are indelibly connected to Source through the energetic
expression

by the Yanas, manifests in space-time-matter expression. The Breneau Collectives are often

which all things manifest are indelibly connected to the Khundaray Primal Sound Fields,
Yanas

the first 3 manifest "Founders Races" in the Pre-matter Hydroplasmic "Christos
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the primary, biologically manifest Density-4 "Christos Founders Races" were created. The
genetic

genetic codes and manifestation blueprints for every life form now manifest in our Time

life form now manifest in our Time Matrix has emerged from combining of the
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opportunities among all manifest races, to inspire peaceful co-creative evolution and healing
among

among all races manifest through continuation of the Founders Races" Emerald Covenant Co-
evolution
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all beings are manifestations of the con, sciousness and identity of our singular Source

God and its manifest "spiritually awakened" representatives. The GA chose to explain the
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Council of Azurline manifests through a hybrid Sirius B Azurite and Taran Oraphim Angelic

within a physically manifest form is conditional upon having a minimum of 12-Strand
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14-15). A manifest being that activates the Kee,Ra,ShA within its body
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that of their manifest races. If the full 12th Strand DNA Template were regenerated
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same scenario had manifested in 848,000 BC during the Thousand Years War, (See:
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Mansions" that are manifested by our one Source-God. But the Christ crucifixion story



all. Though this manifestation of final conflict is a large and ancient drama that
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involves the progressive manifestation of staged "Holy Dramas," as the Fallen Angelics" "

race in a manifest spiritual-political drama with Fallen Angelic Legions, who plan to

not have to manifest any further than it already has. The Choice Remains As

this progress ively manifesting final conflict visitor drama are: Advanced Planetary Templar
Complex Grid
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Events have not manifested on Earth or in the heavens as the Guardian Alliance
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the worlds of manifest illusion, from the Love of Cosmic Source that is your
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Pillar is temporarily manifest within your Bio-Field. The Maharic Seal will remain in
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would become our manifest body here. That memory is available, if you know where
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karmic pattern has manifested We all have a point of entry into this Harmonic
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and their race manifestations came in here and took over the Amenti star gates,
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Blessed Being, a manifestation of the God-Force and Source"-you kind of go,
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else a blessed manifestation of Source, but so are you. You neglect you, you
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she was in manifestation was a very long time ago, as far as her

where she left manifestation from She became an Ascended Master and just stayed up
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spectrum as it"s manifesting within the unified field of energy that you"re now moving
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we"re going to manifest, be it the one that takes us into higher frequency
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entered your current manifestation, for every one of us has a process and a

you came into manifestation on, in the fetal integration process. Now, let the image
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here was a manifestation of the original imprints you brought in. Some of them

Page:  27



their experience of manifestation is in higher dimensional fields, where you don"t have a
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is its real manifestation in wave form Forget what the holographic content is. We"re
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grown adults. They manifested themselves. So somewhere in the imprint, if anybody"s going
to

Page:  43

some help on manifesting something and if she would help me, I would like

a technique for manifesting stuff, and they started to play with the technique, her

out that in manifesting, you must be very, very specific. (Laughter). Yeah, because
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Beyond and De-manifesting the Veils ................................. 21 Life Without Veils
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scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional Structure", "15-
Dimensional Anatomy", "
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the animal kingdoms, manifested through a haphazard creation with no real purpose other
than
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once again made manifest. If we can put aside all that we THINK we
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Body emerged into manifestation. In reclaiming the Point of Entry Memory, we will begin
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to a finite manifestation of consciousness. In re-perceiving Death we will begin to
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authority, we will MANIFEST THE REALITY OF THAT HOLOGRAM through our own thought
patterns.

direct cognition, without manifesting any thought-form dramas, to move within the 4th-
Dimension.
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Beyond and De-manifesting the Veils In our present cultural atmosphere we are continually
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scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional Structure", "15-
Dimensional Anatomy", "
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linear time and manifest objectification of reality can be experienced. Dimensions exist in
precise

through which continual manifestation and de-manifestation of matter occurs. * Cyclic,
repeating patterns

manifestation and de-manifestation of matter occurs. * Cyclic, repeating patterns of flash-
line

all matter forms manifest upon Scalar-Wave Blueprints or Templates of Consciousness called
Morphogenetic

of matter-density manifestation. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi MCEO
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Phasing, Harmonics of Manifestation and Matter Density 1. Partiki, Partika and Particum:
Smallest units

points governs the manifestation process 2. Density/Biology: Progression of Matter Density
and related

3. Harmonics of Manifestation: Progressive expansion of consciousness into the Dimensional
Scale creates progressive

progressive perceptual De-manifestation of matter Density within the Hologram of external
reality. Harmonics

reality. Harmonics of Manifestation are the stages of Matter Density and Vibration-Oscillation
Consciousness

5 Harmonics of Manifestation in one 15-Dimensional Time Matrix 13
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form and consciousness manifest. *The scalar-wave programs, held within the DNA imprint,

that govern the manifestation of dimensionalized matter, biology and consciousness.
*Biology (matter)
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Race HU-3 Manifests in HU-2 through the Emerald Order Oraphim Host Race

In HU-1 manifest through Human Cloister Race lines. Allows 48 Dimensions of Consciousness
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creates variety in manifest form. For any manifest form, each dimension and DNA strand

form. For any manifest form, each dimension and DNA strand represents a portion of
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Dimensional Harmonic of Manifestation. Signets are the core points of consolidated
frequency that hold

the Hova Bodies manifest. forms a rotating disc of scalar waves that emanate out
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and D-11 manifestation cycles for many thousands of years due to Fire Letter
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and occasionally direct manifestation abilities, usually have physical contact with their Elder
Race family
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sustaining full physical manifestation on Earth or altering their biological orientation at will to
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of consciousness entering manifestation in the form of Light Radiation. Also called "Rishi",

Elohim: First Light manifestation of Source consciousness, projected from the Blue Flame
Grandeyanas Eckatic

Seraphim: Second Light manifestation of Source consciousness, projected from the Gold
Flame Wachayanas Polaric
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Rama: Third Light manifestation of Source consciou sness, projected from the Violet Flame
Ramyanas
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Legions desire to manifest. • GA Signet Councill. 2 and 3. The Amenti Planetary
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development that form manifest probabilities « xxii ANGELIC REALITIES
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will perceive in manifest form as a future continuum of time emerging from our
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OF THE UNIVERSAL MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE. • THE UNIVERSAL MANIFEST AT ION
TEMPLATE IS MADE

• THE UNIVERSAL MANIFEST AT ION TEMPLATE IS MADE OF FIXED POINTS OF
FREQUENCY,

SPACE-TIME-MATTER MANIFESTATION. • EARTH SCIENTISTS HAVE NOT YET
DISCOVERED THE ADVANCED SCIENCES
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and identity will manifest. A. 0 ~ ~ B. The Morphogenetic Field is made

consciousness within dimensionalized manifestation. Morphogenetic Fields are thus Scalar
Grids, that fomn in specific



upon which form manifests. Morphogenetic Fields govern the form of matter manifestation
and the

form of matter manifestation and the evolution of biology and consciousness. Morphogenetic
Field mechanics
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the appearance of manifest wave spectra within a dimensional system. Sub-frequency Bands
are
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scalar pointsgoverns the manifestation process 2. Density/ Biology: Progresston of Matter
Density and related

3. Harmonics of Manifestation: Progressive expansion of consciousne& into the Dimensional
Scale creates progressive

progressive perceptual De-manifestation of matter Density within the Hologram of external
reality_ Harmonics

reality_ Harmonics of Manifestation are the stages of Matter Density and Vibration-Oscillation
Consciousness
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VISITATION - SHIPS, MANIFESTATIONS, PLASMA SHIPS, MERKABA • TELEPATHY · •
DREAM-STATE •
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AND DRAMAS THAT MANIFEST ON 1PARALLEL EARTH PROGRESSIVELY MANIFEST ON
EARTH. • THE PARALLEL

1PARALLEL EARTH PROGRESSIVELY MANIFEST ON EARTH. • THE PARALLEL EARTH TIME
CONTINUUM RUNS AHEAD
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BOOKS OF PROCESS-MANIFESTATION SCIENCES, REINCARNATION, MERKABA
MECHANICS, ASCENSION SCIENCE, STAR GATE PASSAGE AND
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Race HU-3 Manifests in HU-2 through the Emerald Order Oraphim Host Race

In HU-1 manifests through Human Cloister Race lines. Allows 48 Dimensions of Consciousn
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PARALLEL EARTH FROM MANIFESTING HERE. • DUE TO THE PHYSICS DYNAMICS OF THE
STELLAR
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BECOME COMPETENT IN MANIFESTING WHAT YOU DESIRE TO EXPERIENCE AND SO
LEARN HOW TO
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Dimensional Harmonic of Manifestation. Signets are the core points of consolidated
frequency that hold

the Hova Bodie~ manifest. When ac1ivated, each SHIELD forms a rotating disc of scalar
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Pillar is temporarily manifest within your Bio-Field. The Maharic Seal will remain in
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every object in manifestation has its translation in terms of energy frequency; the specific
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of energy that manifests in the form of dimensionalized frequency spectra. Every object has

composed of frequency. Manifest objects represent the "positive space" in our 3-dimensional
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Most beings in manifestation are still evolving to "fill out the frequencies" of
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of the body"s manifestation blueprint. Written language symbols are scalar-standing-wave
guides that
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experienced, for physical manifestation to be experienced. When we are looking at the
relationships
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do not have manifestations templates in their DNA, or in their energy signatures that"s

beginning of the manifestation of that plan directly. The UFO movement is the other
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the body for manifestation. They send energy into the body and they send energy
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it came into manifestation, you came in vvith a planetary service contract that has

the illusion of manifest reality that you take very seriously when you"re
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Nibiruan stuff that manifests in your body, for a temporary release of that, so
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all of that, manifest on Tara. because the planetary grids do not sustain a
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that are not demanifests completely for a series of exactly part of this: micro

Conversion Period, the demanifestation of the planet does not all occur at once to
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attempt of not manifesting something that was told in Revelation. So, it really depends
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atoms returned to manifestation netary level, this is what"s going on in the from
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Star Gate andre-manifested on the other side. If it is rapidly collected and
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beggars. Ma"a, again manifesting in tangibly physical form, taking on the image of an
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scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional Structure", "15-
Dimensional Anatomy", "
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intricate "blueprint", Manifestation Template or Morphogenetic Field upon which the planet"s
matter body

the planet in manifest matter form. Universal Energy Currents flow through Earth"s Templar
via

blueprint for any manifest form; the D-12 frequency band is a Primal Current
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within, the core manifestation template of the body. This technique directly activates the
specific
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Pillar is temporarily manifest within your Bio-Field. The Maharic Seal will remain in
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identity and Christos Manifestation Template within the FIRST 8 CELLS, to initiate the FETAL

Scalar Shields, that manifest within the Kathara Level-2 Grid, First Eight Cells and

and intentional de-manifestation and Dimensional Ascension of the human biological form.
The MCEO
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consciousness continually enters manifestation, to achieve physical mastery of the organic
process of Transmutational

Codes within the Manifestation Template. When the human genome was operating in its
organic

its original Christos Manifestation Template - the MAHARIC SHIELD, actualizing its organic
Angelic-human

4 Densities of manifestation within the Time Matrix. The EMERALD AWAKENING Masters
Kundalini Activation

within the human Manifestation Template. Progressive de-polarization of the 12 levels of
consciousness



within the human Manifestation Template sets in motion the organic process of Cellular
Transmutation

aspects of the Manifestation Template. This is the natural process of UNIFIED FIELD
PHYSICS
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within the human Manifestation Template. Once the 12th-Dimensional Maharic Current is
released within
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every object in manifestation has its translation in terms of energy frequency; the specific

of energy that manifests in the form of dimensionalized frequency spectra. Every object has
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composed of frequency. Manifest objects represent the "positive space" in our 3-dimensional
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the Chakra into manifestation, and which connects directly to the Kathara Center and DNA
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BECOME COMPETANT IN MANIFESTING WHAT YOU DESIRE TO EXPERIENCE AND SO YOU
LEARN HOW
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of the body"s manifestation blueprint. Written language symbols are scalar-standing-wave
guides that
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scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional Structure", "15-
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which all things manifest are composed. MCEO teachings offer people an opportunity for
advancing

things and beings manifest are made. The spiritual service work and teachings of the
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difficult from the manifest fields of creation and requires much intensive training and innate

"see" it manifest. Speakers "Live what they Love", "Practice what they
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development that form manifest probabilities of possible experiential action. The COT Plates
also contain

will perceive in manifest form as a future continuum of time emerging from our
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of consciousness entering manifestation in the form of Light Radiation. Also called "Rishi

Eiohim: First Light manifestation of Source consciousness, projected from the Blue Flame
Grandeyanas Eckatic

Seraphim: Second Light manifestation of Source consciousness, projected from the Gold
Flame Wachayanas Polaric

Rama: Third Light manifestation of Source consciousness, projected from the Violet Flame
Ramyanas Triadic
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Legions desire to manifest. • GA Signet Council1. 2 and 3: The Amenti Planetary
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recognition that ALL MANIFEST BEINGS are FACES OF SOURCE MANIFEST. There is only ONE

FACES OF SOURCE MANIFEST. There is only ONE Consciousness, Source-God, and all things

honored by beings manifest in time, their creations become progressively more convoluted,
until eventually

memory of its manifest experience, to consciously re-join Source-God through Ascension.
Through

the experience of manifest worlds. Without observance of the Primal Law of One, a

thought and its manifest expression in action are quantities of conscious energy that reflect
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Source and perpetual manifestation of the Eternal Life Cycle. The significance of choosing
the

Joy of its manifest expressions, while simultaneously honoring their--free Will in allowing
them

choose. As individuated manifest expressions of Source-God, we are imbued with the Power



of our experientially manifest worlds; as we progressively" remember and embody our
organic Blessed

Faces of God Manifest, our choices and our worlds will progressively become more "

beloved asset in manifesting the experiential reality of Loving, Sentient, Co-creative, Godly,
Conscious

and as a manifest reflection of the Loving ONE-Source-God from which we
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"ancient cults" manifesting under the guise of "traditional religions" or "soulless

are, after all, manifest Faces of God expressing at various stages of development. There

God that is manifest as the SELF, and encourages us to entertain the Anti-
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of the Christos Manifest, that Angelic Humans were intended to be ........ When you
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DIRECTION WITHIN THE MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE OF THE BODY that stimulate into
activity dormant portions

of the personal Manifestation Template, which allows for a natural, progressive and
accelerated advancement

of the personal Manifestation Template, Bio-Regenesis Technologies are completely safe and
natural to

of the personal Manifestation Template scalar blueprint. All thoughts serve this purpose, and
directly

system and the manifestation of events within the external life drama. THOUGHTS ARE
THINGS-

within the personal Manifestation Template. Undirected thought creates chaotic patterns
within the Manifestation Template,

patterns within the Manifestation Template, while thought directed through clear intention
creates ordered patterns

patterns within the Manifestation Template. Thought directed with clear intention, and
KNOWLEDGE OF THE

into the personal Manifestation Template serve as ELECTROMAGNETIC OPERATIONAL
INSTRUCTIONS within the Template, directly

be met in manifest experience. To develop skill in the manifestation process, the conscious

skill in the manifestation process, the conscious "intending" mind must become more familiar

upon which the Manifestation Template operates. The "language of scalar waves" is "

add to the Manifestation Template. When we use The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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appear within the Manifestation Template. SYMBOL FORMS (even those that compose the
alphabets



blueprint of the Manifestation Template. The Manifestation Template governs the function of
the body

Manifestation Template. The Manifestation Template governs the function of the body and
consciousness within

consciousness within the manifest experience, and so the "Language of Scalar Waves" is

CAUSAL LEVEL OF MANIFESTATION. In using color and symbol to direct frequency, we are

signature of the Manifestation Template"s scalar grid. In Bio-Regenesis technology, Color
and Symbol

ARRANGEMENTS of the Manifestation Template, to create natural, desired results within the
body-mind-

process of conscious manifestation that one must learn to fully master the contours of

to the personal Manifestation Template. Thoughts and images rendered in external language
and 3-

layers of the Manifestation Template, but they do not provide as finely tuned manifestation

as finely tuned manifestation instructions as do the "scalar wave languages" of Color

processes of personal manifestation. Keylontic Science BIO-REGENESIS TECHNOLOGIES
take us ONE STEP DEEPER

DEEPER into the manifestation process, by directly employing the LANGUAGE OF SCALAR
WAVES and

system and the Manifestation Template upon which this system is built. Bio-Regenesis
technologies

and within all manifestation. Bio-Regenesis Technologies represent applications of Scalar
Mechanics that utilize

within the core Manifestation Template of the body. Within the process, COLOR and SYMBOL

arrangements of the Manifestation Template. Intrinsically, scalar waves are specific points of
vibrating bi-

dimensional detection. The Manifestation Template can be conceptualized as an
INTERWOVEN FABRIC OF SOUND

arrangement of the Manifestation Template, and thus alter the vibrational patterns of
SOUND TONES

interact with the Manifestation Template. / Along with the techniques of Color and Symbol

to affect the Manifestation Template, is also utilized in Bio-Regenesis technologies and
spiritual

affect the personal Manifestation Template, and the level of consciousness that can manifest
through

consciousness that can manifest through the body. In ancient cultures, the powers of
language
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the scalar-wave Manifestation Template of the PLANETARY SHIELDS. Vortices, Time Portals,
Star Gates,

effects within the Manifestation Templates. The Bio-Regenesis Techniques presently offered



represent only the

(which physically manifest as genetic distortions) can be systematically REALIGNED with their
natural
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"PROGRAMMED" for manifestation. The SCIENCE OF THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERES was one

freedom and conscious manifestation that could be obtained through knowledgeable use of
the SONGS.

Earth"s Planetary Shield Manifestation Template into its organic alignment and balance. The
SONG that
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element of all manifest experience is called a Morphogenetic Field (Scalar Grid) or

Scalar Grid) or MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE. Keylontic Science is the science of
Manifestation Templates and

the science of Manifestation Templates and is part of a larger advanced paradigm of

PHYSICS. • A Manifestation Template is made of PRIMAL SUBSTANCE; units of conscious
energy

all forms enters manifestation. • Partiki units are Omni-polar (containing the potentials

before Pre-matter manifestation. Through a process of Internal Fission characteristic to their
design,

blocks for simultaneously manifesting ANTI-PARTICLE TEMPLATES. Particle and Anti-particle
Templates are interconnected,

through which they manifest. The effects of ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETIC FORCE are set in

and out of manifestation. • The process by which Partiki units perpetually convert conscious

and Anti-particle manifestation built upon Scalar Waves of Light Radiation, then "flash

energy between the manifest and non-manifest state. The perception of external physical
matter,

manifest and non-manifest state. The perception of external physical matter, space and the

is brought into manifestation. "-/ 28 The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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Fields, or the MANIFESTATION TEMPLATES that serve as the blueprint through which
consciousness manifests,

through which consciousness manifests, are composed of the Primal Substance of PARTIKI
UNITS. Partiki

foundation for diversified Manifestation Templates. A Partiki Grid is a SCALAR GRID. •
Following

intention of the manifesting consciousness, Partiki Grids further accrete, drawing in more
Partiki Units,

through which the Manifestation Template is progressively built up from Ante-matter
through various



upon which universes manifest are built upon a Manifestation Template that has a specific

built upon a Manifestation Template that has a specific order of mathematical
interrelationships that

Phasing. The Cosmic Manifestation Template is called the ENERGY MATRIX. Within the
Energy Matrix

are many smaller manifestation templates upon which Universes are structured. Universal
Manifestation Templates are

are structured. Universal Manifestation Templates are called TIME MATRICES. There are
uncountable Time Matrices

Phasing. Each Dimensional Manifestation Template creates a set of fixed Scalar-Tri-Tone
Wave

the experience of manifestation. • To create the Universal Manifestation Template upon
which external

create the Universal Manifestation Template upon which external space, time and matter
experience can

densities of matter manifestation. Each of the 5 Harmonic Universes within a Time Matrix

are 5 simultaneously manifest Euiago Cycles in every Time Matrix, through which
consciousness passes

PRIMAL ORDER of Manifestation Templates represents the core mathematical and
geometrical interrelationships of energy

and individuation. All manifest forms, including the HUMAN BODY and PSYCHE, are built upon

built upon a Manifestation Template that begins with the Primal Order of Dimensionalization,
through

of the Universal Manifestation Template Time Matrix, to begin the experience of evolution
through

causal structure of manifestation enables one to work cooperatively with, rather than in
resistance

Universal Laws of Manifestation, progressively restoring the NATURAL HARMONIC ORDER of
wellbeing and DIVINE
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the medium for manifest experience is created upon the mathematical and geometrical
formula through

5 Harmonic Universes manifest as 5 spherical, concentric, 3-dimensional electro-magnetic
domains, to

within which the manifest reality experience of space, time and matter takes place. One

Density Level possesses manifest matter forms, life fields and biological expression
characteristic to its

rhythm" through which manifest forms "move"; the movement is a repeating series of

a form or manifest being moves through the "paths of rhythm" set by

experiential attribute of manifestation that gives us the external perception of linear passage
and



passage of a manifest form or being through this primary cycle of vibrational variance
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expresses in its manifestation and incarnation into externalized space-time-matter
experience. The 5

density of matter manifestation within each Density Level or Harmonic Universe is governed
by

the Harmonic Universe manifests. Within the natural interdimensional physics laws of energy
expansion and

govern time and manifestation, as the Primal Energy Unit oscillation (energy
expansion/expenditure)

dense its particle manifestation will be. The 5 Density Levels of the 5 Harmonic

and matter-form manifestation characteristic to its matter density level. Harmonic Universe-
1, dimensions

1-3 matter, manifests in physical, Gross matter, carbon-based form, which is considered

4-6 matter, manifests in Semi-Etheric, carbon-silica based form, which is Density-

7-9 matter, manifests in Etheric, crystalline-silica based form, which is Density-3

10-12 matter, manifests in a liquid-crystalline-silica form called Hydroplasmic Radiation, or

which all externally manifest life and form originally emerge. Harmonic Universe-5,
dimensions 13-

13-15 matter, manifests as interwoven scalarstanding-wave fields of conscious gaseous
light, or

first stage of manifestation of consciousness in the form of externalized energy that forms

forms and beings manifest in Density-1 have their indelible, simultaneous counterpart
expressions within

all of which manifest through Earth"s Harmonic Universe-5/Density-5 Thermoplasmic Ante-
matter
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Levels Continued individual manifest. In terms of human anatomy, the 5 Density Levels
represent

Fetal Integration and manifest form in Density-1 . Each station of consciousness represents

the experience of manifest expression in space, time and matter. Each of the 5

function of the manifest DNA. Through activation of dormant strands in the DNA Template,

interactions within the manifest body systems occur, progressively raising the frequency of
wave-spectra

enter Density-1 manifestation. The 5 Density Levels and 5 Harmonic Universes of a

Mechanics by which manifest reality perpetually comes into being. The Primal Order of the

blueprint of all manifest forms within the macrocosm and microcosm. Just as within the

Time Vectors and manifest matter forms and biological expression characteristic to the
respective Density
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..,. Dimensionalized Universal Manifestation Temolate 3 Levels of the nondimensionalized
ENERGY MATRIX within which
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the appearance of manifest wave spectra within a dimensional system. Sub-frequency Bands
are
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All things in manifest existence are perpetually fed energy and consciousness, in the form
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Dimensional Harmonic of Manifestation. Signets are the core points of consolidated
frequency that hold

the Hova Bodies manifest. As Universal Life Force Currents activate in the Kathara Grid,
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distribution in the manifest body. As Currents activate in the Kathara Grid, DNA, Crystal
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space-time-matter manifestation. Density-5, dimensions 13, 14 and 15, is an Ante-

have a reflection manifestation in each of the 5 Density Levels. Planetary systems that

a variety of manifest forms that emerge from the dimension 7-9 time continua

can adopt the manifest form they choose, are called Avatars; those from dimension 12

light, and can manifest in any form they choose, are called Breneau or Solar
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origina lly entered manifestation into the Light Fields of time, from the Yanas Ascended
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the DNA and Manifestation Template; their Manifestation Templates do not possess the
needed dimension-

Manifestation Template; their Manifestation Templates do not possess the needed
dimension-12 and higher
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forms Dimension 12 manifests as a field of conscious Pre-matter Hydroplasmic Light
Radiation,
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matter-space-time manifestation can take place. Every universe in the macrocosm and
individual



in space-time manifest as expressions of God"s consciousness, through the process of Stair

Primal Order of manifestation, from the Khundaray (Primal Sound Field), the Kee-Ra-

sustain life in manifestation represent the fixed, standing Scalar Fields of consciousness in
the

perpetually exist as manifestations within the mind of God. • When it comes to
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order to form manifest life systems within itself. Through understanding the Macrocosmic
aspects of

upon which cosmic manifestation is built, we begin to comprehend the greater context of

it is indelibly manifest within our consciousness and our bodies. Through understanding the
context

to create the manifest experience. The core templates of manifestation are called Kathara
Grids

core templates of manifestation are called Kathara Grids and the living systems of divine

through which consciousness manifests within the spacetime-matter experience. • In
simplified terms, the

of which all manifest expression is The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
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within which all manifestation exists. • When the Primal Substance of Partiki Units is

of God, creation, manifestation and externalization of the reality of God occurs as Partiki
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out of externalized manifest expression. Partiki Grids are composed of geometrically arranged
interwoven Scalar-

within which all manifestation takes place, which itself exists within the Consciousness of
God.

God itself. As manifest beings we are all composed of units of the consciousness

but rather living manifest expressions of this perpetual and eternal Force and Intelligence. •

ourselves and our manifest forms to hold and become the fullest, most immediate expression
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Grid within which manifestation takes place. • At the first three levels of externalized

into the non-manifest consciousness field of God, Partiki Units exist in a constant
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light and externalized manifestation take place. • Collectively the 3 Yanas Collectives are
referred

Sound through which manifest creation occurs by the intention and will of God. Collectively,

are seeded into manifestation. It is the Primal "Pillar" of Standing Sound Waves



consciousness of all manifest beings and universes to the eternal conscious energy of God.
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Light Fields are manifest in a set of 3 spherical electromagnetic domains that form

First Light Field manifests as the Turquoise-Blue Primal Light Field, commonly called the

surrounding the first, manifests as the Pale-yellow-silver-white Primal Light Field, commonly

surrounding the second, manifests as the Palemagenta-violet Primal Light Field, commonly
called the

Matrix are made manifest. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
MCEO
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life forms and manifestations in a Time Matrix emerge into space time-matter-density.
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and through which manifestation of creation takes place. The Stair-Step Creation Model is

which consciousness enters manifest form as living energetic substance within a unified
Source of

singular Source made manifest. Knowledge of the Stair-Step Creation Model is indelibly
imbued

allows beings in manifestation the ability to understand and master the natural energetic
conditions

Source-God perpetually manifests itself through dimensionalization into individuated manifest
expression, for the purpose

dimensionalization into individuated manifest expression, for the purpose of experiencing
space-time-matter reality.

thing in any manifest reality field comes into being through the process of Stair

as an individuated manifestation of Source, eventually expanding back into its wholeness AS
Source,

actualization for any manifest being, as implied by the dynamics of StairStep Creation, are
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revealed, allowing a manifest being the ability to master its experience as a conscious

all things as manifestations of the ONE-SELF that is God. The dynamics of

of their inherent manifest anatomy and nature the following 3-dimensional energy bodies, or

Bodies, of consciousness, manifest in the form of scalarstanding wave grids, within which is

permeates the physically manifest body forming the 15-Dimensional Auric Field and which
holds

which individuated consciousness manifests in time, exist in the same space at the same

of the physically manifest form. The 8 Hova Bodies that make up the multidimensional
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expressed in one manifest carbon-silica based biological form in one Density-2 Harmonic

expressed in one manifest crystallinesilica based biological form in one Density-3 Harmonic
Universe-

expressed in one manifest Liquid-Silica (hydroplasma) based biological form in one Density-

expressed in one manifest silica-gas (thermoplasmic) based spherical energy form (a

stellar body Universal Manifestation Templates 13-15 and the Rahunta Phase Merkaba
Vehicle. Each

Matrix beyond density manifestation. The Raja Hova Body holds the gestalt identity of the

as one eternally manifest inaudible primal tri-tonal vibration (one vibration composed of
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Energy Matrix, pre-manifestation non-density or consciousness expressing as inaudible tri-
tone sound

as one eternally manifest inaudible primal bi-tonal vibration (one vibration composed of

Energy Matrix, pre-manifestation non-density or consciousness expressing as inaudible bi-
tone Sound

consciousness collective, which manifests as the one omni-tonal vibration that forms the
cosmic

the Energy Matrix manifests with in the Mind of Source-God. The Eckah Matrix

as one eternally manifest omni-tonal vibration (one primal vibration containing all others),

Eckatic Energy Matrix, premanifestation non-density or the consciousness of God-Source
expressing as

Void of non-manifest Primal Creation Urge that is the Mind of Source-God.

which all things manifest as living expressions of the Eternal Consciousness of God. The

morphogenetic field or Manifestation Template through which stellar bodies and biological
life forms manifest

biological life forms manifest in time. Through the 8 Hova Body structure, Microcosmic and

objectification. In the manifestation process inherent to Stair-Step Creation, the entire
Primal Substance

a conscious, living manifestation of the Omnipresent identity of Source-God, expressed in
the
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thus all things manifest are living expressions of the identity of God. Scientific understanding

the form of manifestation, show us that God is a living Omnipresent Spirit that

Spirit that perpetually manifests as and moves through all things at all times, and

God is both manifest and non-manifest simultaneously; IT expresses as a spiritual reality

manifest and non-manifest simultaneously; IT expresses as a spiritual reality of
consciousness and



exists within every manifest and non-manifest form in the exterior and interior worlds.

manifest and non-manifest form in the exterior and interior worlds. It also implies

dynamics and the manifestation processes of Primal Order through which this ONENESS can
be

macrocosmic level, the manifestation process that takes place through the Primal Order of
the

experiential reality of manifest existence. Progression into matter density and the experience
of linear

vibrational progression into manifestation, God"s consciousness first expresses AS the primal
structures of living

structures for cosmic manifestation are set. Individuation of God into manifest expression
takes place

of God into manifest expression takes place through progressive isolation of portions of
God"s

individuation and objectified manifestation can be known. The first individuated projection of
God"s identity,
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is the first manifest expression of God"s consciousness in individuation. The singular Eckah
unit

14 and 13 manifest. The Eckah Emerald-Blue Flame Tone is the fixed vibrational

energy-identity that manifests as the Density-5, dimension-13 pale blue-silver-green

that emerges into manifestation as dimension 13 of the Time Matrix from the Eckah

Tone as it manifests through the scalar-wave configurations unique to the manifestation
template

unique to the manifestation template for the specific 15-Dimensional Time Matrix within
which

Time Matrix are manifested and energetically connected to the Source-God consciousness
field. The

14 and 13 manifest. The Gold Flame Tone is the fixed vibrational field and

energy-identity that manifests as the Density-5, dimension-14 pale yellow-white-silver
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Flame emerges into manifestation as dimension-13 from the Polaric Gold Flame Tone in

14 and 13 manifest. The Violet Flame Tone is the fixed vibrational field and

energy-identity that manifests as the Density-5, dimension-15 pale magenta-violet-white

Flame emerges into manifestation as dimension-15 from the Triadic Violet Flame Tone in

through which all manifestation occurs. Collectively, the 3 Primal Sound Creation Currents of
the

Currents, emerge into manifestation. The Khundaray is composed of Primal Substance
Partiki Unit arrangements



sound vibration, which manifests as a set of 3 concentric spheres, the 6th_8th

Masters collectives. Beings manifest in the Time Matrix, who incarnated directly from the
Yanas

living, conscious Cosmic Manifestation Template that IS the Energy Matrix. The Energy
Matrix represents
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represents the first manifestation level of 15-dimensional Time Matrix systems. The Kee-Ra-

matter .....J manifestation, within which portions of the scalar-standing-sound-waves of

12 sub-vibrations manifest as 6 pairs of bipolar scalar-standing-sound-waves that

radiation, which collectively manifest as a spherical standing-wave of conscious, Living Light
within

Planetary and species Manifestation Templates, Kathara Grids and Templar Complexes are
created. In macrocosmic

In macrocosmic terms, manifestation templates built upon the tonal-wave structure of the
Khundaray

microcosmic terms, species manifestation templates, built upon the tonal-wave structure of
the Khundaray
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emerge into the manifest experience of space-time-matter through individuation of a
singular

Personal Kathara Grid Manifestation Templates, and mechanics of the Primal Life Force
Currents and

core templates of manifestation are called Kathara Grids and the living systems of divine

and Time Matrices manifest. Every form, from the macrocosm to the microcosm, enters
manifestation

the microcosm, enters manifestation through the core foundation of the Kathara Grid. From
the

which everything in manifestation is structured, diversification of form is then built up by
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the fields of manifestation within the Time Matrix. Just as there is a cosmic

individual beings enter manifestation. The Kathara Grid is also the core scalar template upon

consciousness to all manifest forms, perpetually enter the Time Matrix and Density Levels
through

the path of manifestation set by Level-1 Kathara Grid and the outer levels

form out into manifestation. • The intricate network of synchronistically organized energy
structures within

structures within the manifestation template of a cosmos, universe, planet or individual is
collectively
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upon which the manifest DNA emerges. The Life Force currents running through the
Planetary

embody and make manifest the divinity, power, reverence and love that IS the nature

become all things manifest, including you and me. • If we allow ourselves to
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direct everything. The manifestation and function of the Auric Field, Chakra System,
Axiatonal and

and spirit; all manifestations of disease have their origins in the Inner Templar and
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Masters Collectives in manifest form, would serve as the embodied, commissioned keepers of
the
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control over Earth"s Manifestation Template. Though it is nearly impossible to detect the
differences

power over physical manifestation and de-manifestation, allowing them adaptability to
almost any environment

manifestation and de-manifestation, allowing them adaptability to almost any environment
and Density Level

not have external manifestations of gender difference, the "male" Oraphim form carries a

of the universal manifestation template in our Time Matrix, allowing them the capacity to
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scalar-standing-wave Manifestation Template, Earth"s Planetary Shields, within each of the
specific Time

Sequences. • The Manifestation Templates of all things and systems are built upon specific,

1 dimension of manifestation =12 Fire Letters). When Fire Letter Sequences in a

Sequences in a Manifestation Template are in natural order, the frequencies in different
dimensional
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12 Dimensions of manifestation within the Universai15-Dimensional Scale. Angelic
Humanity"s Original Sacred Mission
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Densities of the Manifestation Templates of Earth, Tara and Gaia and their surrounding
galaxies,

its planets first manifested. The Mu"a races of the Palaidia Empires were designated as
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of Aramatena. The Manifestation Templates of the Earth-Tara-Gaia body cannot be fully

at one time. Manifestation Templates are sca"lar-standing-wave grids of
interdimensionallight ~ 93
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builds up into manifestation. The molecular structure of the planetary body must
progressively expand

into the Planetary Manifestation Template through the Christos Realignment. If too much "--
-----" frequency

into the Planetary Manifestation Templates of the Earth-Tara-Gala system at one time,

Earth "s Manifestation Template and to set the Core Template or "Kathara

frequencies", in Earth"s Manifestation Template. In the Cycle of the Rounds design, races
with
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race evolution entered manifestation on Earth, more of the Christos Template would be
progressively

Earth "s Manifestation Template. When the Cycle of the Rounds was completed, and

to the Universal Manifestation Template of our Time Matrix. Rehabilitation of the Earth-Tara-

experience of Density manifestation, unable to enjoy the Divinely Given Gift of self-
motivated

organic physics of manifestation, by which consciousness experiences the worlds of
spacetime-matter. The
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"not yet manifested" Fourth Round Angelic Human race strains already exist and are

space-time-matter manifestation is built; time is simultaneous. Time Cycles represent
repeating cycles

within which all manifest creation takes place. The repeating cycles of vibrational variance
that

to engage the manifest experience of linear passage and evolution through time. The Cycle
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freedom are already manifest. Through doing our part now, we will choose, from the

race will see manifest. In choosing, from the present, the path of an enlightened

within our experientially manifest present and future. In the realities of the Mechanics of

the Mechanics of Manifestation, the "point of power is always in the present".

reciprocal "effect" manifestation in an undesirable "future" event horizon, we can change

invalidating its apparent manifest existence. The "past", projected from one present
frequency pattern,

the desired future manifestation. There are many complex elements to mastering the skill of



to create desired manifest experience, this personal power is always tempered and directly
influenced

like fashion, the manifestation powers of both the personal and collective consciousness are
directly

consciousness of all manifest kingdoms, from the elemental, plant and animal kingdoms, to
the

results in direct manifestation of desired events often fall short of our conscious
expectations.
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and Joy is manifest. The concept of Time Shift is simple, but the dynamics
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systems of interwoven Manifestation Templates within the 5 Matter Density Levels of the 15-

TEMPLAR COMPLEX. The Manifestation Template of the human body, likewise structured
upon this Primal

Primal Order, also manifests through a personal INTERNAL TEMPLAR COMPLEX of
interwoven 15-Dimensional

interwoven 15-Dimensional Manifestation Templates. • Universal, Galactic and Planetary
Scalar-wave Templates of

of the Universal Manifestation Template manifest. A Shield is composed of the distinct 3

Universal Manifestation Template manifest. A Shield is composed of the distinct 3 Primary
Flash

are projected into manifest experience. • Through the intrinsic dynamics of synchronistic
Partiki Phasing,

Dimensional Scalar Shield manifests a 3- DIMENSIONAL SPHERICAL ELECTROMAGNETIC
DOMAIN that creates the energetic

within which externalized manifest experience can take place. Within the Universal Templar
Complex, these

Bodies of human Manifestation Template Anatomy within the Time Matrix represent the 5
Subtle

a 15-Dimensional Manifestation Template is structured upon 3 KATHARA CENTERS within
the core

• The embodied Manifestation Template of the human form is a microcosmic refiection of

Universal and Cosmic Manifestation Templates. Both microcosmic and macrocosmic
Manifestation Templates share, and are

microcosmic and macrocosmic Manifestation Templates share, and are interwoven through,
the same Primal Structures

energy vortices that manifest upon the Kathara Grid. Human consciousness and biology are
directly

of the Personal Manifestation Template. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by Adashi
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Holographic experience of manifestation. 12 Universal Signet Passages 15 PRIMARY
KATHARA LINES: Kathara Lines
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Electromagnetic Blueprint for manifestation of 12 Signet Star Gates of the Universal Kathara
Grid

Universal Kathara Grid Manifestation Template the 4 Density Levels and 12 dimensions of
the
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of the Earth"s Manifestation Template Scalar Grid that corresponds to Earth"s core, and can

Matter density. Every manifest thing in Density-1 has a COUNTERPART within each of

through which simultaneous manifestation takes place. Earth"s counterpart planets within
the higher dimensional Densities

the Ante-matter Manifestation Template of non-density, often called the "Central Sun"

all galactic systems manifest within the fields of time. Opening of the Halls of
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faces) . All manifest things have natural sets of Merkaba Fields within and surrounding

the VEHICLES OF MANIFESTATION. At the center of a Merkaba Field, a spinning, spherical,

which 3-Dimensional Manifestation Templates are formed. Merkaba Fields circulate energy
from the Dimensional

Unified Fields into Manifestation Templates, continually fueling the manifestation of all
objectified forms. All

continually fueling the manifestation of all objectified forms. All manifest forms exist within
the

objectified forms. All manifest forms exist within the Electromagnetic Spherical Domain at the
center

within the planetary Manifestation Template. Natural Merkaba Fields control the set, core
vibration and

enters the planet"s Manifestation Template, the Merkaba Field at the planetary core fully
merges

Density, within a manifest body, changes the 3-Dimensional matter density level to a

MERGER between various manifestation levels of the planetary body, and allows open
passage through

into the planetary Manifestation Template. Usually, only 3 Primary Vortices are open, feeding
3

into the planetary Manifestation Template to keep the natural structure of the planet"s Form
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15-Dimensional UNIVERSAL MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE. The core structure of the
Universal Manifestation Template, or



of the Universal Manifestation Template, or the PRIMAL ORDER, is built upon an organization

Cosmic and Universal Manifestation Template, there are 12 primary points of consolidated
energy that

order to enter manifestation within the Time Matrix, the Manifestation Templates of all
forms,

Time Matrix, the Manifestation Templates of all forms, from the macrocosmic to the
microcosmic,

Primal Order. The manifestation Template for every manifest form and being is built upon

Template for every manifest form and being is built upon one 12-Point Kathara

Primary Star Gates manifesting in each of the 5 Harmonics of Matter Density within

lower dimensional fields manifest. The 3 Density-5 Star Gates are the first 3

with the Cosmic Manifestation Template. The 12 PRIMARY STAR GATES, or SIGNETS, in the

in the Universal Manifestation Template for the Time Matrix, and the Kathara Grids for

In the Universal Manifestation Template, each of the 3- Dimensional reality fields formed by

upon a smaller Manifestation Template and Kathara Grid, contained within the larger
Universal Manifestation

the larger Universal Manifestation Template. The 3-Dimensional Manifestation Template of a
Harmonic Universe

The 3-Dimensional Manifestation Template of a Harmonic Universe is called a SCALAR
SHIELD.

through the Universal Manifestation Template and the 5 smaller Scalar Shields of the
Harmonic

planetary and personal Manifestation Templates of all things within them by means of
Merkaba

Merkaba Fields. The Manifestation Templates of everything manifest in the Time Matrix are
built

Templates of everything manifest in the Time Matrix are built upon microcosmic reflections of

Harmonic Universe. The Manifestation Template of every planet and stellar body is ordered
upon

SCALAR SHIELDS, each manifesting as a 3-Dimensional Spherical Electromagnetic Domain
within which the

the molecular body manifests. The 5th Planetary Shield is the Density-5 Ante-matter

the scalar wave Manifestation Templates formed by the Universal Kathara Grid of the Time

Shield is the manifestation Template for a planet"s Density-4 Pre-matter body, which

Imprint of a manifest form represents the original arrangement of scalar waves and Partiki

Phasing Rhythms through manifestation is entered, which is the pattern needed for evolution
out

evolution out of manifest densities. The PLANETARY ORGANIC IMPRINT, which constitutes
the planet"s natural,

Shield of a Manifestation Template is called the MAHARIC SHIELD. The 4 Primary Planetary



each Harmonic Universe manifests upon 1 Planetary Shield. On each planetary body, the 3

Sites control the manifestation and function of all The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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of the planet manifests. The 3 Signet Star Gates within a Planetary Shield remain

in the Planetary Manifestation Template , by which portions of the Planetary Manifestation
Template

of the Planetary Manifestation Template return to their original Density-5 Omni-polar Ante-

within the Planetary Manifestation Template progressively and literally de-manifests the
portions of the

and literally de-manifests the portions of the planet"s molecular body that are built

parts of the Manifestation Template. The matter density level of the planet and everything
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aba Spirals Expands manifest form Non·actlvaUoh Periods Stellar Activations Periods
Planetary Me!
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Earth, like all manifest bodies, exists WITHIN the Spherical Electromagnetic Domain of a set

space. Like all manifest bodies, Earth also contains at its core the INTERNAL MERKABA

functions of the Manifestation Template and the Outer Merkaba Fields. Within the Spherical
Electromagnetic

reality field that manifests into physical matter as Earth enters the Density-2 Euiago

Inner Earth physically manifest as a series of interconnected, crystal-lined Subterranean
Tunnels that

of the Planetary Manifestation Template to receive interdimensional frequencies from the
Stellar Bridge that
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through the Universal Manifestation Template creates electromagnetism throughout 11 .5
Dimensions of the 15-
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5 Primary Races manifest within that Evolutionary Round. • The DNA Templates of each
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is the Core Manifestation Template of the Angelic Human Evolutionary Blueprint. To
incarnate in

1728 simultaneous selves manifest within 1728 Time Vectors of Two Planetary 12-Cycles. •

that is simultaneously manifesting in The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi
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is held into manifestation within the Personal Christos Divine Blueprint; the D-12 Prematter

which our consciousness manifests in time. • The secrets to reclaiming the Divine Birthrights

Tribal Shield that manifest within and govern the function of the Angelic Human DNA

the Templates of Manifestation to which consciousness must conform to enter the
experience of

the experience of manifest expression within a space-time-matter system. • The personal

Christos Maharic Shield Manifestation Template and the Christos Tribal Shield Species
Manifestation Template are

Tribal Shield Species Manifestation Template are microcosmic replicas of the macrocosmic
Primal Order upon
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the planetary body manifests. The Flame Codes serve as the core foundation of the

frequencies consciousness into manifest form. The Manifestation Templates or Divine
Blueprints of all things

manifest form. The Manifestation Templates or Divine Blueprints of all things manifest are
built

of all things manifest are built upon intricate patterns of interwoven Fire Letters called
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DNA Strand Templates manifests 12 specific chromosomes in the chemical DNA; Humans are
designed
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Ascension out of manifest matter density. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by
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the embodied consciousness manifest. All humans have a common Base-12 12-Strand DNA

which it is manifest. The Base-12 DNA Template, with its 12 Fire Letter

are drawn into manifest embodiment from the Universal Unified Field of energy
consciousness in

Blueprint into Earth"s Manifestation Template, in fulfillment of the Planetary Christos
Realignment Mission (
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Earth "s Manifestation Template. The Angelic Human race was designed to fulfill to
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to "re-manifest" in the new location. As the atomic structure "down-



Master can physically manifest for as long as desired within any one, or numerous

or can de-manifest to "become Merkaba" within the D-12 Hydro-plasmic

Master can completely demanifest the biology and the D-12 Hydro-plasmic Liquid Light
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of the Universal Manifestation Template (scalar-grid Divine Blueprint). Merkaba Fields are
the

and out of manifestation. Contrary to popular distorted "ascension" teachings, "Merkaba
Fields"
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enables the remaining manifest portions of the Density-1 physical body to pass unscathed
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enables the remaining manifest portions of the Density-2 Semi-etheric body to pass
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enables the remaining manifest portions of the Density-3 Etheric body to pass unscathed
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invisible, inaudible, non-manifest, Elliptical-Standing-Columnar-Vibration-Wave of the Primai
Sound Yuseta

LIFE in the manifest worlds. "Ascension" is the Christiac process of "returning
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Magnetic Field that manifests as a Horizontal Axis CCW rotating Magnetic Particle Field at
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Form Constant "Manifest Zone" forms at center of interface between 2 or more
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Time Matrix. The manifest life field would become "imprisoned in time" for Fallen
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between the non-manifest consciousness of Source and the expressions of manifestation. •
The

the expressions of manifestation. • The unnaturai34-CCW/21-CW Anti-Christos Merkaba
Spin
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seemingly "de-manifests" from its original position in the DNA chain, it leaves
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bodily "de-manifestation". The Celesmiac Residue then turns to an extremely fine, bluish-
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that governs the manifestation of consciousness in biological form; the mechanics of this
order
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and lhe DNA manifest Opening the Inner Halls of Amorea via activation of DNA
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systems beneath the manifest DNA, the solution to their challenges is in maintaining the
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and prevent continued manifestation of Fallen Angelic infiltration and manipulation. Sadly, as
we allow

the planet"s Core Manifestation Template, they can fully sever the natural electromagnetic
link between
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which is currently manifesting most clearly through the New Age Movement and the UFO/
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Physics upon which manifest reality is created. • In our confrontation with the Gods
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and the PERSONAL MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE. The HUMAN BODY is the only vehicle
organic to
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the Mechanics of Manifestation The Radial Body exists as a thin "Tissue Capsule"

DNA Template, into manifest form. (Units of Consclousness!Prlmal Substance) Partika.and
Part/

Lens" of the manifest body form~ Manifest Hologram CJ Reverse Transduction De-
Manifestation Sequence:

manifest body form~ Manifest Hologram CJ Reverse Transduction De-Manifestation
Sequence: matter- chemica/DNA-

Reverse Transduction De-Manifestation Sequence: matter- chemica/DNA- SulMtomic units·
Radis Micn"Dion units-
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Level of all manifest consciousness to the greater, non-dimensionalized structure of the
Energy
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Body Capsules that manifest as electromagnetic barriers or "frequency fences" between each
set

of the chemically manifest DNA and all body-consciousness systems that are built upon
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Fission enables the manifest atomic structure to temporarily de-manifest, returning to "spirit

to temporarily de-manifest, returning to "spirit form", by reentering the electrostatic Trion-

to "de-manifest" from the lower dimensional Density Level. The identity can then

can then re-manifest in another Density Level or space-time coordinate by projecting

new location for remanifestation. • When the Personal Merkaba Field is used to form
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LightSound") into the manifest embodiment. Such a being is called a "Christed Being".

Ur into the manifest hologram of the Time Matrix, through the Christed embodiment. The
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corresponds. • A manifest being incapable of running the Primal Life Force Currents of
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· of the manifest body form EZ$ Manifest Hologram D If:"\ Miasms block energy

body form EZ$ Manifest Hologram D If:"\ Miasms block energy flow and create a
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Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence 1. From the Planetary Merkaba Field (via
the

Grid") carrying the manifestation blueprint program of the Maharic Shield. 3. As the Primal
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Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence- Continued: Page 2 7. Blueprint-encoded
Primal Life Force

and the physically manifest body form. As this occurs, the body image "flashes

flashes on" into manifestation as a Pulse of Life Force Consciousness, carrying the
Chemically

through and beyond manifestation of the body image and into projection of portions of

structure, for experiential manifestation. Members of a singular species share a common
species Tribal

perceptual orientation holographically manifest. The imprint for individuality in biological
form, life experience variation

DNA, to the manifest Chemical Lens of the physical body structure and Holographic "
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Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence- Continued: Page 3 9. As a Keylon-
Thought-Form

Activates") into the manifest externalized hologram, another Pulse of Consciousness is
released from the

the consciousness intend~ manifest embodiment. A singular Time Wave constitutes a Time
Continuum, within

its blueprint into manifest Critical Mass Expansion (fully activated specific portions of the

begins Expansion toward manifestation, the first pulse of the fully expanding hologram
begins Contraction,

for the "manifest" conscious identity. It exists at the position where the third
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Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence- Continued: Page 4 13. As the backward
moving "

tile completely de-manifest or "Ascend" from their original Harmonic Universe by
TRANSMUTING

Off" and de-manifests, its energy held in suspension within the Radial Body Trion/

its blueprint in manifestation. The embodied self perceives a "linear moment progression";
the
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stages of the TransductionManifestation Sequence from the Kathara Grid, to the Shields,
into the
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All things in manifest existence are perpetually fed energy and consciousness, in the form
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A The Transduction-Manifestation Seq Solar Shield & Planetary Shields Personal Kathara
Personal &

LPIN Grid. Transduction-Manifestation Sequence Primal Life Force Currents lanetary Merkaba
Field Partiki Kathara

Lens" of the manifest body form .___----=--, The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented
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all bonds of manifest illusion that place veils of SELF-forgetting before mine eyes.

of God Eternal, manifest. WE are the Waters of Eternal Life forever outward flowing.

completion of a manifest expression in its originally intended Divine Fulfillment, its
pastpresent-future

Intention is rendered manifest in all conditions to which I now assign. The MCEO
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my Wholeness in manifest decision, I Decree in Sovereign Knowing, here expressed at my
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the Human genome manifest as 12 NUCLEOTIDE BASE CHEMICALS that form the Nucleotide
Bas

Celestalline", to chemically manifest within the chemical DNA Hydrogen Bonds. This will
return to

in Earth"s Templar manifest in specific locations of the biological DNA Template as 7
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Jehovian implants that manifest in the DNA with J-Seal release. APIN= Atlantian Pylon
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God." Everything in manifestation is not outside of God. God didn"t choose to create
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& Mechanics of Manifestation The 5 Radial Body-Nova Capsule Trion-Meajhe Field Levels

Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence (Steps 1-15) The Transduction Sequence
and the
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Systems The 15 Manifestation Fields of the Universal Veca The 22 Manifestation Fields of

Veca The 22 Manifestation Fields of One Cosmic Eckasha The 96 Manifestation Fields of

Eckasha The 96 Manifestation Fields of One Cosmic Eckasha-A The Manifestation Fields of

Eckasha-A The Manifestation Fields of the Eckasha-Aah (God Core Highest God-
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which all things manifest are composed. MCEO teachings offer people an opportunity for
advancing

things and beings manifest are made. The spiritual service work and teachings of the
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difficult from the manifest fields of creation and requires much intensive training and innate

"see" it manifest. Speakers "Live what they Love", "Practice what they
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scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional Structure", "15-
Dimensional Anatomy", "
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Primal Substance of Manifestation. Primal Units, Keylons and Scalar Standing-Waves/pulses
of consciousness;
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and identity will manifest. A. 0 ~ ~ The Morphogenetic Field is made of

consciousness within dimensionalized manifestation. Morphogenetic Fields are thus Scalar
Grids that form in specific

upon which form manifests. Morphogenetic Fields govern the form of matter manifestation
and evolution



form of matter manifestation and evolution of biology and consciousness. Morphogenetic
Field mechanics thus
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the Dimensionalized Universal Manifestation Template 3 Levels of the non· dimensionalized
ENERGY MATRIX
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my Wholeness in manifest decision, I Decree in Sovereign Knowing, here expressed at my
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Holographic experience of manifestation. 15 PRIMARY KATHARA LINES: Kathara Lines are
the primary sequences
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Dimensional Harmonic of Manifestation. Signets are the core points of consolidated
frequency that hold

the Hova Bodies manifest. Crvstal Seals Grid As Universal Life Force Currents activate in
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Each Hova Body manifests the structure, and governs the Function, of 3 Primary Chakras
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Flow (Expanding ManifeSting Exhale Breath) >-. ~ ~ • Clockwise Spin i :.
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Out-Breath- Intention Manifestation ManA-Ka-E-Ha-HU-Ra- Hara-Maya-Mana-Ki
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the Mechanics of Manifestation The Radial Body exists as a thin "Tissue Capsule"

DNA Template, into manifest form. ~Consciousness s Loc Radial Body Transduction-
Manifestation Sequence

Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence to Matter Primal Life Force Currents
Partiki Units Planetary

Lens" of the manifest body form ~ Manifest Hologramc:J Reverse Transduction De-
Manifestation

body form ~ Manifest Hologramc:J Reverse Transduction De-Manifestation Sequence:
matter-chemical DNA-

Reverse Transduction De-Manifestation Sequence: matter-chemical DNA-Sub-Atomic units-
Radis Mion/Dion
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Level of all manifest consciousness to the greater, non-dimensionalized structure of the



Energy
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Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence 1. From the Planetary Merkaba Field (via
the

Grid") carrying the manifestation blueprint program of the Maharic Shield. 3. As the Primal
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Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence- Continued: Page 2 7. Blueprint Encoded
Primal Life Force

and the physically manifest body form. As this occurs, the body image "flashes

on" into · manifestation as a Pulse of Life Force Consciousness, carrying the Chemically

through and beyond manifestation of the body image and into projection of portions of

structure, for experiential manifestation. Members of a singular species share a common
species Tribal

perceptual orientation holographically manifest. The imprint for individuality in biological
form, life experience variation,

DNA, to the manifest Chemical Lens of the physical body structure and Holographic "
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Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence- Continued: Page 3 9. As a Keylon-
Thought-Form

Activates") into the manifest externalized hologram, another Pulse of Consciousness is
released from the

the consciousness intends manifest embodiment. A singular Time Wave constitutes a Time
Continuum, within

its blueprint into manifest Critical Mass Expansion (fully activated specific portions of the

begins Expansion toward manifestation, the first pulse of the fully expanding hologram
begins Contraction,

for the "manifest" conscious identity. It exists at the position where the third
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Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence- Continued: Page 4 13. As the backward
moving "

tile completely de-manifest or "Ascend" from their original Harmonic Universe by
TRANSMUTING

Flashes Off" and demanifests, its energy held in suspension within the Radial Body Trion/

its blueprint in manifestation. The embodied self perceives a "linear moment progression";
the
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Lens" of the manifest body form~ Manifest Hologram D ~ Miasms block energy flow



manifest body form~ Manifest Hologram D ~ Miasms block energy flow and create a"
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Body Capsules that manifest as electromagnetic barriers or "frequency fences" between each
set

of the chemically manifest DNA and all body-consciousness systems that are built upon
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FusionFission enables the manifest atomic structure to temporarily de-manifest, returning to
"spirit

to temporarily de-manifest, returning to "spirit form", by re-entering the electrostatic

to "de-manifest" from the lower dimensional Density Level. The identity can then

identity can then remanifest in another Density Level or space-time coordinate by projecting

location for re-manifestation. •When the Personal Merkaba Field is used to form
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") into the manifest embodiment. Such a being is called a "Christed Being".

Ur into the manifest hologram of the Time Matrix, through the Christed embodiment. The
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corresponds. •A manifest being, incapable of running the Primal Life Force Currents of
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Form Constant "Manifest Zone" forms at center of interface between 2 or more
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Planetary The Transduction-Manifestation SeCJUeJnce Personal Kathara Personal & Tribal
Shields Personal Merkaba Fields

LPIN Grid. Transduction-Manifestation Sequence Primal Life Force Currents Planetary
Merkaba Field Partiki Kathara

ns" of the manifest body form Manifest Holo ram Presented by Adashi MCEO LLC

manifest body form Manifest Holo ram Presented by Adashi MCEO LLC in Association with
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corresponds to Projection/Manifestation Psonn • 4 and EXHALE Breath. The "Counter-
clockwise
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of the Transduction-Manifestation Sequence from the Kathara Grid, to the Shields, into the
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levels of any manifest form is the basis of the process called biological ascension.
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and intentional de-manifestation and Dimensional Ascension of the human biological form.
In addition

four densities of manifestation within the Time Matrix. THE EMERALD AWAKENING AND THE
"
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of all things manifest; the Still Small God-voice Within speaks and SINGS in
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from God into manifest being. The Maharata "Dance For"" programs are simply a

Order foundation for manifestation. Dance for Life introduced the 15 Rays, 12 Domains,
Primal

more capable in manifesting the course of personal evolution we desire. In the Dance
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we and all manifestation are composed of the Divine Substance- the living, intelligent units

Source perpetually sets manifestation in motion through engaging Its awareness in the
process of

The framework of manifest creation begins with God-Source Downstepping within Itself the
Divine

God Source first manifests Itself as the Cosmic Divine Trinity of Eternal God Force
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within which all manifestation occurs. COSMIC CHRISTOS: The Divine Blueprint Kathara,
Kristal/a and

ManU Window, "Manifestation Point" or "Zero Point" at the center points of

and out of manifestation. COSMIC ARCS: The 12 Reuche Sceptre Arcs and the Cosmic
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Window for de-manifestation, the ManA scalar standing waves forming a clockwise rotating
scalar

Reuche Shields for manifestation. The synchronized rotation of the 12 counter-rotating
Reuche Scepter

from which all manifest worlds emerge. COSMIC MERKABA: The Amoraea, Eckasha and Veca
Merkaba

multitude of electromagnetic manifestation "domains" form. Each 12-point Kathara Grid that
forms
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all energy-consciousness manifestation; each of the 3 Primal Units carries a different
electrical



matter Template of Manifestation begins at Dimension-12, as life-force currents move
downward

12 Dimensions of manifest form represent 12 Primary Fire Letter Sequences, each with 12

each dimension, first manifest in electrical wave-forms called Ionic Particulates. There are 3

sub-atomic units manifest into externally perceivable sub-atomic and atomic structure
through which
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units "Associated Manifest Elements ,of S·ub~Atomic and Atomic Structurei
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the Dimensionalized Universal Manifestation Template FIVE Harmonic Universes in One 15-
Dimensional Time Matrix
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of the PRIMAL MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE The Cosmic Kathara Grid of our Time Matrix
links
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Holographic experience of manifestation. 12 Universal Signet Passages 15 PRIMARY
KATHARA LINES: Kathara Lines
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5" The 15 Manifestation Fields of the Universai .Veca • Four Kathara Grids

total of 15 Manifestation Fields TVrO\"ECAOW.DfiNf1"9 (W...IhM"IOM.) LWte too.
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00 The 22 Manifestation Fields of One Cosmic Eckasha Middle God World Corridor One
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The 96 Manifestation Fields of One Cosmic Eckasha-A Higher God World Spectra

Total of 96 Manifestation Fields =Content of 14 Time Matrices (3x4) +

22 God World Manifestation Fields x 4 ""·88 Eckasha Manifestation Fields. 88

·88 Eckasha Manifestation Fields. 88 Eckasha Fields + 8. Eckasha-A Fields= 96

A Fields= 96 Manifestation Fields In ONE Eckasha-A Spectra
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The Manifestation Fields of the Eckasha•Aah God Core Highest God Worlds
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which the Cosmic Manifestation Template is anchored and sustained. The 12 Reuche
perpetually transmit
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~which our Manifestation occurs. I I I I I \ \ \ \
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systems of interwoven Manifestation Templates within the 5 Matter Density Levels of the 15-

TEMPLAR COMPLEX. The Manifestation Template of the human body, likewise structured
upon this Primal

Primal Order, also manifests through a personal INTERNAL TEMPLAR COMPLEX of
interwoven 15-Dimensional

interwoven 15-Dimensional Manifestation Templates. • Universal, Galactic and Planetary
Scalar-wave Templates of

of the Universal Manifestation Template manifest A Shield is composed of the distinct 3

Universal Manifestation Template manifest A Shield is composed of the distinct 3 Primary
Flash

are projected into manifest experience. • Through the intrinsic dynamics of synchronistic
Partiki Phasing,

Dimensional Scalar Shield manifests a 3- DIMENSIONAL SPHERICAL ELECTROMAGNETIC
DOMAIN that creates the energetic

within which externalized manifest experience can take place. Within the Universal Templar
Complex, these

Bodies of human Manifestation Template Anatomy within the Time Matrix represent the 5
Subtle

a 15-Dimensional Manifestation Template is structured upon 3 KATHARA CENTERS within
the core

• The embodied Manifestation Template of the human form is a microcosmic reflection of

Universal and Cosmic Manifestation Templates. Both microcosmic and macrocosmic
Manifestation Templates share, and are

microcosmic and macrocosmic Manifestation Templates share, and are interwoven through,
the same Primal Structures

energy vortices that manifest upon the Kathara Grid. Human consciousness and biology are
directly

of the Personal Manifestation Template. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by Adashi
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plane faces). All manifest things have natural sets of Merkaba Fields within and surrounding

the VEHICLES OF MANIFESTATION. At the center of a Merkaba Field, a spinning, spherical,

which 3- Dimensional Manifestation Templates are formed. Merkaba Fields circulate energy
from the Dimensional

Unified Fields into Manifestation Templates, continually fueling the manifestation of all
objectified forms. All

continually fueling the manifestation of all objectified forms. All manifest forms exist within



the

objectified forms. All manifest forms exist within the Electromagnetic Spherical Domain at
the-center

within the planetary Manifestation Template. Natural Merkaba Fields control the set core
vibration and

enters the planet"s Manifestation Template, the Merkaba Field at the planetary core fully
merges

Density, within a manifest body, changes the 3-Dimensional matter density level to a

MERGER between various manifestation levels of the planetary body, and allows open
passage through

into the planetary Manifestation Template. Usually, only 3 Primary Vortices are open, feeding
3

into the planetary Manifestation Template to keep the natural structure of the planet"s Form
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15-Dimensional UNIVERSAL MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE. The core structure of the
Universal Manifestation Template, or

of the Universal Manifestation Template, or the PRIMAL ORDER, is built upon an organization

Cosmic and Universal Manifestation Template, there are 12 primary points of consolidated
energy that

order to enter manifestation within the Time Matrix, the Manifestation Templates of all
forms,

Time Matrix, the Manifestation Templates of all forms, from the macrocosmic to the
microcosmic,

Primal Order. The manifestation Template for every manifest form and being is built upon

Template for every manifest form and being is built upon one 12-Point Kathara

Primary Star Gates manifesting in each of the 5 Harmonics of Matter Density within

lower dimensional fields manifest. The 3 Density-5 Star Gates are the first 3

within the Cosmic Manifestation Template. The 12 PRIMARY STAR GATES, or SIGNETS, in
the

in the Universal Manifestation Template for the Time Matrix, and the Kathara Grids for

In the Universal Manifestation Template, each of the 3-Dimensional reality fields formed by

upon a smaller Manifestation Template and Kathara Grid, contained within the larger
Universal Manifestation

the larger Universal Manifestation Template. The 3-Dimensional Manifestation Template of a
Harmonic Universe

The 3-Dimensional Manifestation Template of a Harmonic Universe is called a SCALAR
SHIELD.

through the Universal Manifestation Template and the 5 smaller Scalar Shields of the
Harmonic

planetary and personal Manifestation Templates of all things within them by means of
Merkaba



Merkaba Fields. The Manifestation Templates of everything manifest in the Time Matrix are
built

Templates of everything manifest in the Time Matrix are built upon microcosmic reflections of

Harmonic Universes. The Manifestation Template of every planet and stellar body is ordered
upon

SCALAR SHIELDS, each manifesting as a 3-Dimensional Spherical Electromagnetic Domain
within which the

the molecular body manifests. The 5th Planetary Shield is the Density-5 Ante-matter

the scalar wave Manifestation Templates formed by the Universal Kathara Grid of the Time

Shield is the manifestation Template for a planet"s Density-4 Pre-matter body, which

Imprint of a manifest form represents the original arrangement of scalar waves and Partiki

Rhythms through which manifestation is entered, which is the pattern needed for evolution
out

evolution out of manifest densities. The PLANETARY ORGANIC IMPRINT, which constitutes
the planet"s natural,

Shield of a Manifestation Template is called the MAHARIC SHIELD. The 4 Primary Planetary

each Harmonic Universe manifests upon 1 Planetary Shield. On each planetary body, the 3

Sites control the manifestation and function of all planetary Vortices, Ley Lines and Merkaba

of the planet manifests. The 3 Signet Star Gates within a Planetary Shield remain
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in the Planetary Manifestation Template, by which portions of the Planetary Manifestation
Template return

of the Planetary Manifestation Template return to their original Density-5 Omnipolar Ante-
matter

within the Planetary Manifestation Template progressively and literally de-manifests the
portions of the

and literally de-manifests the portions of the planet"s molecular body that are built

parts of the Manifestation Template. The matter density level of the plane and everything
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Earth, like all manifest bodies, exists WITHIN the Spherical Electromagnetic Domain of a set

space. Like all manifest bodies, Earth also contains at its core the INTERNAL MERKABA

functions of the Manifestation Template and the Outer Merkaba Fields. Within the Spherical
Electromagnetic

reality field that manifests into physical matter as Earth enters the Density-2 Euiago

Inner Earth physically manifest as a series of interconnected, crystal-lined Subterranean
Tunnels that

of the Planetary Manifestation Template to receive interdimensional frequencies from the
Stellar Bridge that
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through the Universal Manifestation Template creates electromagnetism throughout 11 .5
Dimensions of the 15-
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DNA Strand Templates manifests 12 specific chromosomes in the chemical DNA Humans are
designed
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sings and dances" manifest creation into being. The Signs, Seals and Scepter codes are

passage into the manifest domains of Eternal Life creation - the Sacred Ascended God
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between the 14 Manifestation Fields in the 4 Veca Quadrants of the "7

and the 15th Manifestation Field of the Ecka Lower Inner God World, the entry
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Corridors and 22 Manifestation Fields of the Eckasha Middle God Worlds. Ecka Code
activation

to the 22 Manifestation Fields of the Eckasha Middle God Worlds. Ecka Code activation
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Spectra and 96 Manifestation Fields of the Eckasha·A Higher God Worlds. Scepter

to the 96 Manifestation Fields of the Eckasha-A Higher God Worlds. Scepter Code

such as direct manifestation through Se-Ur" Sculpting, protection from localized planetary
influences, acceleration

to the Infinite Manifestation Fields of the Eckasha-Aah God Core, from which all
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Top Merkaba Spin- Manifestation (Projection) Breath ManA Tone - Psonn 4 ManA·
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for all perceivable manifestations as direct projections of intended learning from the personal
Consciousness/

you, as a manifestation of the God Spirit, have the ability to create personal

and responsibility for manifestation onto externalized sources. Only you have the power to "

we desire to manifest. Part of spiritual mastery entails teaching ourselves to be consciously
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can be made manifest through the Love of the active God Source that you

spiritual integrity that manifests chemically within the DNA as a result of that state
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to will eventually demanifest right out of your experience. When you approach the world

the powers of manifesting more of what you desire and less of the illusion

intrinsic reality of manifestation and choose to work co-creatively with the God-Source
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intrinsic value as manifestations of God Source, and you will often find God Source

understood to be manifestations of God Source, we might all employ a bit more
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Dimensional Fields of manifest Space-Time-Matter. Each of the 151ower Kathara Spheres
holds
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& out of manifestatioo in a ..,..._.,...,.. ........ Ttme Mairi:(_ ~ ............. 4_~, .............
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we originally entered manifestation into the Light Fields oftime, from the Yanas Ascended
Masters
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the DNA and Manifestation Template; their Manifestation Templates do not possess the
needed dimension-

Manifestation Template; their Manifestation Templates do not possess the needed
dimension- 12 and higher
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of consciousness entering manifestation in the form of Light Radiation. Also called "Rishi

Eiohim: First Light manifestation of Source consciousness, projected from the Blue Flame
Grandeyanas Eckatic

Seraphim: Second Light manifestation of Source consciousness, projected from the Gold
Flame Wachayanas Polaric

Rama: Third Light manifestation of Source consciousness, projected from the Violet Flame
Ramyanas Triadic
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Legions desire to manifest. • • GA Signet Council1. 2 and 3: The Amenti
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The NET distortion manifests within the Galactic Shield of our Solar System via distortion

species, and for manifestation of the unnatural structures of the Shadow Body, Elemental
and
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Sword" Impla nts manifest in the DNA Tempk1te as Code Overlays & mathemalical Fire
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serve as the manifest, tangible link between the living and Shadow Bodies, to which
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as "physically manifest" and the Ego will begin to have conscious control in

to create desired manifestations within the D-3 Mental, D-4 Astral and D-

Radial Body Eiros manifestation of the thought, providing the quality known as
"imagination".

for potential physical manifestation. Thought forms repeatedly "imagined" or "energized"
with consciousness

they become physical manifestations through DNA Template projection. If 4th DNA Strand
Template activation
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conscious Radial Body manifestation, and DNA Template programming, and consciously-
directed Astral Body projection.

carried within all manifest physical expression. As Waking Dream cognition progresses, the D-
3

tools of direct manifestation. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
MCEO
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, and subsequently manifest as scalar-wave reversals called Overlays within each Density
level

their Overlay Attachments manifest in DNA Strand Templates 2-5-8-11 , the

Primary Control Strands manifest replica programs in the Strands immediately above and
below. The

"666 Seal" manifests in the DNA Template as an Overlay Reversal in DNA

which creates reciprocal manifestation of the 666 Seal within the Azur-A point in

"Avalon Seal" manifests at the middle point of DNA Strand Template-12, above
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their organic pre-manifestation state of Primal Sound Vibration for return to the Khundaray

through direct de-manifestation. Frequent toning of sets of 12 repetitions of the "
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through direct de-manifestation. Imagine that you can see the Shadow Body silhouette
turning
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my Wholeness in manifest decision, I Decree in Sovereign Knowing, here expressed at my
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Divine Creation, the manifestation in Cosmic terms of Source-God"s original Divine Intention
of

and out of manifest expression. It is the Divine "Checks and Balances" system,
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Blueprint within all manifest worlds. The Cosmic 12:12 Templar Sequence began Initiation on

Page:  240

starting point of manifestation of the "NIGHT OF THE 2 MOONS" prophecy. Activation

Page:  241

Pillars pass into manifestation in our system via the TRANSDUCTION SEQUENCE .....
Presented by

Page:  247

for transmutation and demanifestation. Take several moments to sense this simultaneous,
multiple-Chakra clearing
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has transmuted and demanifested all errant energies that it absorbed from the Shadow
Dancer
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Personas · Shadow Manifestation Notes [APPLY TO SCORES OF 20 & BELOW 1

Page:  277

weakness here will manifest in extended self-destructive behaviors, manifested by addictions,
compulsiveness, or

self-destructive behaviors, manifested by addictions, compulsiveness, or any activity which
undermines intimacy, career

one which is manifests "darker" applications of creativity. As an area of weakness
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own higher parts, manifestation abilities and, of course, Source. As a result of historical
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density and re-manifest their forms through their portion of the morphogenetic field. These

a star, and remanifested within a slower vibrating dimensional scale. The 12 new planets
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strands of DNA manifest within the body structure. The five Cloistered races did not
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20,000,000 YA Before manifestation into embodiment on your Earth the five Cloistered races
divided
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and express into manifestation as Root Races within each of those dimensional bands,
building
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planets completed the manifestation of their portion of the morphogenetic field and
ascended back
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light represents the manifestation of patterns of dimensionalized electro-tonal frequency.
Through linking the
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that would simultaneously manifest into physical expression on Earth, during the time periods
that
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energy, then re-manifest within a less dense version of that body upon Tara.
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Cloistered families each manifested six male and six female beings on Earth, and the

human beings were manifested, in adult form, out of the Cloistered Races morphogenetic
field.

Page:  19



12 impossible. This manifested as an energetic block between the physical and etheric bodies

7-12 into manifestation from the Cloister morphogenetic field. The seventh strand (a

Amenti and re-manifest on Tara, where assembly of strands 8-12 would continue.

Fifth Root Race manifestation cycle had begun, before it could complete its final incarnation
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Flame and re-manifest on Tara to continue evolution. The Seal of Amenti made

the astral plane. Manifested as an extra D-4 frequency pattern within the second

Third Seeding, which manifest as blockages within the second- 20
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and accelerate the manifestation of physical disease. The Seal ofPalaidor must be released
before

Page:  22

they had entered manifestation. The Root Race 3 Lamanian/Lemurian and Root Race 4

the identity pattern manifested itself within the second, third and fourth dimensions, creating
an
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overly dense and manifested as blockages (called miasms) within the natural energy
channels

body, accelerating the manifestation of physical disease and the cellular deterioration
process. The Aeiran

Page:  28

(double helix) manifest within their bodies on Earth and two strands manifest within

and two strands manifest within their anti-particle doubles on parallel Earth. The Fourth

Breanoua would each manifest 1.5 strands within their bodies on Earth and within the

Page:  29

each race to manifest with some degree of three-dimensional, physical matter densiry and

races entered full manifestation during the Second and Third Seedings. The Sixth Root Race

not limited to manifesting through this racial line. Melchizedeks appear within strains of all
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consciousness will next manifest. It is not a "judgment call" by some authority
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through which it manifests. The evolution of planet Earth is intimately connected to that



Page:  39

next expressed into manifestation, they will appear within the next frequency band up, as

transmute and re-manifest within the dimensional bands above and below. The particles and

particle form into manifestation within the new dimension and its inherent time cycle. The

and will thus manifest from the morphogenetic field back into their home dimension to
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will then re-manifest out of the morphogenetic field into the Second Harmonic Universe

to leave its manifest body, the death transition will occur naturally or through soul
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birth into physical manifestation. A fifth-dimensional security seal was 49
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objects could be manifested and de-manifested, objects could be teleported to desired
locations,

manifested and de-manifested, objects could be teleported to desired locations, bio-
energetic healing
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Earth"s particles would manifest within the 10th-12th frequency bands of the third
dimension.
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the DNA will manifest without those tones in its operational strands. The Frequency Fence

DNA strand to manifest without the seventh through the twelfth base tones and the

DNA strand which manifested as a gap or void within areas of the bio-

Page:  75

fourth DNA strand manifest within their genetic code. Their dream experience was limited to

of Amenti was manifest in the gene code, dreaming took place on a fully

DNA strand, which manifested as a division within the third chakra and mental body

were brought into manifestation. The conscious mind, or conscious focus of attention, was
divided

of consciousness that manifested through the first through sixth base tones of the third

of consciousness that manifested through the 10th-12th overtones of the third 75
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of personal identity manifesting through the lower base tones of the third DNA strands

portions of identity manifesting through the higher overtones of the third DNA strand



became

outer world of manifest reality were perceived, as the cognition of "where the

identities and events manifest. The race morphogenetic field also holds the individuated
morphogenetic field
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strands to begin manifesting, if those strand imprints were contained within the race DNA

portions of consciousness manifesting through the second DNA strand that are focused
within the
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in 9540 BC, manifesting as a result of the Frequency Fence that was created
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One back into manifestation on Earth. (The Essenes were originally one of the
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Amenti represent the manifestation of the Covenant of Palaidor, which holds the
evolutionary promise
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be met in manifest experience, both on Earth and in the life experiences that

Page:  102

your race consciousness manifests. You have learned that earthly consciousness is directly
affected by

body, is directly manifested through a morphogenetic field. The personal morphogenetic field
directs the

be brought into manifest expression within the energetic grid of Earth. These frequencies, or

Page:  104

DNA strand to manifest within all races. Thus in order for the races to
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Earth"s overtone particles remanifest as Tara"s base-tone anti-particles and Tara"s base-
tone

tone anti-particles remanifest as Gaia"s particles. The height of the process occurs when
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land masses will manifest first on the anti-particle Earth, and by the close

land configurations will manifest physically on the particle Earth. (This is what is
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field, and will manifest within their anti-particle double on parallel Earth, but the

will no longer manifest into the person"s operational gene code. The Halls of Amend
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Fence have thus manifested within the present-day human genetic pool and within Earth"s

were unable to manifest in the operational DNA, because these frequency patterns were
taken

distortion which then manifested within the human gene code as souls from Amenti passed

awareness. This blockage manifests as greater fragmentation within the dream state,
difficulty in orchestrating
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enter and leave manifestation. Earth"s D-1 Merkaba Field is located deep within the
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planet and collectively manifest as your Sun. When viewed from the vibration level of

frequency bands as manifest reality because your consciousness is presently stationed in D-
4.
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DNA strand from manifesting within the human populations of presentday Earth. Re-
alignment of
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strand imprint from manifesting in the races and keep Earth trapped within HU-1
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fields progresses, it manifests as an acceleration of solar-flare activity, which eventually
culminates
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manipulations, they also manifest within the DNA imprint of the races. The DNA of
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D-4 imprint manifested as a band of UHF energy surrounding the outer portions
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the illusions of manifest space and linear time appear to individuated identities, as they
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HU-2 identity, manifests into 12 simultaneous incarnations, two in each of the six
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which physically apparent manifestation occurs. There is a 90o shift in angular rotation of

perceived as physically manifest reality, to that consciousness. If your fourth DNA strand is

bands as physically manifest, external events. These thought-forms are the energy patterns
left

Page:  144

fields come into manifest view, and the lower-dimensional reality fields fall out of

contained within that manifest moment as a minute, digital electro-program made of
frequency.

frequency accretion. The manifest illusion you perceive before your eyes is, in reality, a
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scape that is manifesting through your consciousness, you will get closer to consciously
sensing

your external reality manifests directly through you. Just as your internal dreams seem to

will later become manifest. You are walking within the confines of a mass dream,

consciousness, as a manifestation in physical reality. Morphogenetic fields are the form-
holding patterns

forms and events manifest. When a morphogenetic field is created, it begins to draw

to you as manifest reality now, from your D-4 station of attention, represents

be rediscovered as manifest objects and events, once your consciousness has evolved
beyond them.

created. Your present manifest illusion is composed of the thought-forms of your past
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give you the manifest illusion you presently perceive. Like thought and action attract and

attract and re-manifest like thought and action. Your past thoughts and deeds will

slower-pulsating particles, manifest within the cellular structure of your body. This is
frequently

patterns and their manifest discomforts from your life is to wait until the events

until the events manifest in external reality, or as conditions of disease within the

they move into manifestation. This is easier said than done, but it is not

will continue to manifest within your body and before your eyes, until you learn
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to control the manifestation of external events, by mastering the inner energetic dynamics
through

which those events manifest. We have given you this exercise because it is one

imprint", or event manifestation program, contained within the thought-form crystallizations
will begin to



will begin to manifest itself in personal, external events and within the physical body

dramas begin to manifest themselves at every turn. When you participate in accelerated DNA

normally begin to manifest into the body and external events. DNA Activations alone will
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condition which will manifest as chaotic energies moving through the bio-energetic field,
body,

consciousness, then into manifestation. This exercise controls the release of energy and
directs it

burst into physical manifestation. 148
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morphogenetic field progressively manifest as new electromagnetic codes within the DNA
strands, which means

the morphogenetic field manifests that frequency pattern into the corresponding DNA strand
and shifts

4 becomes a manifest part of the fourth DNA strand and is entered into
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CURRENT EVENTS physical manifestation for the consciousness, now focused in the
dimension above. We

perception as physically manifest form. As we have mentioned, consciousness will perceive as
physical

Activations of, or manifestation of the collective thought patterns contained within, the DNA
strand

band below into manifest perception. The manifest illusion of moments passing forward in
time

manifest perception. The manifest illusion of moments passing forward in time within a
physical
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program that will manifest into physical reality through the DNA. The holographic, thought-
form

external reality will manifest is literally stored, as a multidimensional electromagnetic
program, within the

memory into physical manifestation, much as a computer"s circuitry allows the electronic
data stored

comes into perceptual manifestation. To gain creative control over your manifest events, you
must

control over your manifest events, you must edit the cellular memory files (clear

your world of manifest events. In the practice of conscious evolution, cellular clearing and

are putting specific manifestation instructions into the morphogenetic field of the DNA
strands you



reality pictures in manifest form once those DNA strands come into activation, through the

in your present manifest experience by reprogramming the past memory impulses stored in
your

new events will manifest in your present. Create future memories now, and you can

project into physical manifestation. Your moment of power is always in 151
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skill in conscious manifestation and you must become familiar with the "feel" of

your power of manifestation. Prior to learning manifestation skills, you must learn de-
manifestation

Prior to learning manifestation skills, you must learn de-manifestation skills. Learning how to

must learn de-manifestation skills. Learning how to remove undesirable morphogenetic
thought-form patterns
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find themselves re-manifest in a less dense, more perfected version of their body.
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consciousness and the manifestation of disharmony and disease. 172
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television set of manifest events," one group remains watching the old channel, and the
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amazing phenomenon to manifest in the Bridge Zone will be the sudden appearance of
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the life drama manifestation pattern. From this point forward, the couple"s lives will unfold

normally would have manifested. The Incubation Rite marks the suspension of the karmic
imprint
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imbalances that could manifest as localized Earth changes, as Earth enters the Solar
Activation
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Fence. This mutation manifested as a blockage in the third chakra and an artificial
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DNA strands, that manifested as a block between the body"s particles and the anti-
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humans, which will manifest in the body as a bio-neurological perceptual block, through

perceptual harness will manifest as a genetic mutation within the human DNA, a mutation
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hyper-space, re-manifest as magnetic base tone anti-particles in Tara"s grid. Tara"s

space and re-manifest as electrical overtone particles in Gaia"s grid. As this occurs,
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realities were presently manifesting again within the core of our contemporary "New Age
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networks in my manifest form temporarily shut down, conveniently shifting me into
"observational
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in this rapidly manifesting Final Conflict Drama; there is much more direct support from
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Ascension out of manifest density. 10 If you have had the misfortune to unknowingly
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Masters Collectives in manifest form, would serve as the embodied, commissioned Keepers of
the
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control over Earth"s Manifestation Template. Though it is nearly impos- 255
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power over physical manifestation and de-manifestation, allowing them adaptability to
almost any environment

manifestation and de-manifestation, allowing them adaptability to almost any environment
and Density Level

not have external manifestations of gender difference, the "male" Oraphim form carries a

of the universal manifestation template in our Time Matrix, allowing them the capacity to
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Densities of the Manifestation Templates of Earth, Tara and Gaia and their surrounding
galaxies,
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its planets first manifested. The Mu"a races of the Palaidia Empires were designated as
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of Aramatena. The Manifestation Templates of the Earth-Tara-Gaia body can not be

at one time. Manifestation Templates are scalar-standing-wave grids of interdimensional
light and

builds up into manifestation. The molecular structure of the planetary body must
progressively expand

into the Planetary Manifestation Template through the Christos 268
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into the Planetary Manifestation Templates of the Earth-Tara-Gaia system at one time,

Shields of Earth"s Manifestation Template and to set the Core Template or "Kathara
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frequencies," in Earth"s Manifestation Template. In the Cycle of the Rounds design, races
with

race evolution entered manifestation on Earth, more of the Christos Template would be
progressively

integrated into Earth"s Manifestation Template. When the Cycle of the Rounds was
completed, and
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to the Universal Manifestation Template of our Time Matrix. Rehabilitation of the Earth-Tara-

experience of Density manifestation, unable to enjoy the Divinely Given Gift of self-
motivated

organic physics of manifestation, by which consciousness experiences the worlds of space-
time-matter.
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"not-yet-manifested" Fourth-Round Angelic Human race strains already exist and are
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space-time-matter manifestation is built; time is simultaneous. Time Cycles represent
repeating cycles

within which all manifest creation takes place. The repeating cycles of vibrational variance
that

to engage the manifest experience of linear passage and evolution through time. The Cycle

freedom are already manifest. Through doing our part 273
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race will see manifest. In choosing from the present, the path of an enlightened

within our experientially manifest present and future. In the realities of the Mechanics of

the Mechanics of Manifestation, the "point of power is always in the present."



reciprocal "effect" manifestation in an undesirable "future" event horizon, we can change

invalidating its apparent manifest existence. The "past," projected from one present
frequency pattern,

the desired future manifestation. There are many complex elements to mastering the skill of

to create desired manifest experience, this personal power is always tempered and directly
influenced

like fashion, the manifestation powers of both the personal and collective consciousness are
directly
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consciousness of all manifest kingdoms, from the elemental, plant and animal kingdoms, to
the

results in direct manifestation of desired events often fall short of our conscious
expectations.
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and Joy is manifest. The concept of Time Shift is simple, but the dynamics
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scalar-standing-wave Manifestation Template, Earth"s Planetary Shields, within each of the
specific Time

Sequences. • The Manifestation Templates of all things and systems are built upon specific,

1 dimension of manifestation = 12 Fire Letters). • When Fire Letter Sequences in

Sequences in a Manifestation Template are in natural order, the frequencies in different
dimensional
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12 Dimensions of manifestation within the Universal15-Dimensional Scale. ANGELIC
HUMANITY"S ORIGINAL SACRED MISSION
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Electromagnetic Blueprint for manifestation of the 4 Density Levels and 12 dimensions of the

Universal Kathara Grid Manifestation Template Signets are the core points ~-,.,....__~.. ..- ..
of
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5 Primary Races manifest within that Evolutionary Round. • The DNA Templates of each
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is the Core Manifestation Template of the Angelic Human Evolutionary Blueprint. To
incarnate in

1728 simultaneous selves manifest within 1728 Time Vectors of Two Planetary 12-Cycles. •
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that is simultaneously manifesting in 1728 different Time Vectors, wearing the "costume" of

is held into manifestation within the Personal Christos Divine Blueprint; the D-12 Pre-

which our consciousness manifests in time. • The secrets to reclaiming the Divine Birthrights

Tribal Shield that manifest within and govern the function of the Angelic Human DNA

the Templates of Manifestation to which consciousness must conform to enter the
experience of

the experience of manifest expression within a space-timematter system. • The personal
Christos

Christos Maharic Shield Manifestation Template and the Christos Tribal Shield Species
Manifestation Template are

Tribal Shield Species Manifestation Template are microcosmic replicas of the macrocosmic
Primal Order upon
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the planetary body manifests. The Flame Codes serve as the core foundation of the

of consciousness into manifest form. The Manifestation Templates or Divine Blueprints of all
things

manifest form. The Manifestation Templates or Divine Blueprints of all things manifest are
built

of all things manifest are built upon intricate patterns of interwoven Fire Letters called
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Ascension out of manifest matter density. REALITY OF THE ROUNDTABLES •The Planetary
Christos
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the embodied consciousness manifest. All humans have a common Base-12 12-Strand DNA
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which it is manifest. The Base-12 DNA Template, with its 12 Fire Letter

are drawn into manifest embodiment from the Universal Unified Field of energy-
consciousness in

Blueprint into Earth"s Manifestation Template, in fulfillment of the Planetary Christos
Realignment Mission (
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assigned, within Earth"s Manifestation Template. The Angelic Human race was designed to
fulfill this

Page:  298

Time Matrix. The manifest life field would become "imprisoned in time" for Fallen
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that governs the manifestation of consciousness in biological form; the mechanics of this
order
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consciousness within the manifest experience, rather than degrade and enslave it. The
earthly "
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that govern the manifestation processes of matter and consciousness. Presently, great
progress has been
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natural part of manifest matter, composed of groups of the smaller Partiki, Partika and

Template and the manifest quarks, mesons, mueons, and sub-atomic particles, that group to

literally "de-manifests" into vapor, leaving only a trace of residual ash behind.
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the experience of manifest expression and simultaneous experience of At-one-ment with the

Reality, Consciousness and Manifestation. From the 12 CDT-Plates, protected by the 12
Angelic
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is beyond form manifestation; and no being can ever be separate from the true

because all form manifestation takes place within the Source. Even beings of the Phantom

all living things manifest. We are all directly connected to the real God-Source
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emergence into physical manifestation. The greatest danger to Earth populations at this
time is
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release will begin manifesting between August 2001 and May 2002. The chaotic frequencies
of

Page:  418

Imprint will begin manifestation within the operational DNA strands. DNA strand mutations
are purged
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vanish or de-manifest. The most apparent change will be in the sudden appearance
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and its parts manifest. The 12 Meta-Galactic Cores of the cos- 432
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evolution and form manifestation takes place within the six 15-dimensional Matrices. The
principles

as those that manifest life forms and sentient consciousness within these fields; the same

Page:  434

and within all manifestations and consciousness. Partiki operate as minute self-regenerating
"fission-

and anti-particles manifest. The Partiki sub-units that pulsate the fastest are called

and anti-particle manifestation within the Unified Fields of the IS-dimensional Matrix. They

Page:  435

and identity will manifest. The Partika perpetually circulate energy from the original Partiki
through

all individuation and manifestation takes place. 2. Partiki Grids: Partiki units group by like

particles that will manifest that form into matter. The personal Partiki Grid is intimately
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energy-identity and manifestation of form. Partiki Grids represent the morphogenetic fabrics
into which

pure consciousness and manifestation of form. 3. Keylons: Keylons are dimensionalized,
geometrically formed Partiki

consciousness and form manifestation. 4. Keylon Codes: A Keylon Code is a complex
grouping

all things. The manifest attributes of all matter forms and consciousness can be affected

consciousness and form manifestation and serve as the complex, multidimensional,
morphogenetic blueprint through which

all individuated forms manifest. 436
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contours of its manifest attributes will take shape. The morphogenetic Crystal Body sets the

Body sets the manifest characteristics a form will possess, its intrinsic subatomic structure,
body

consciousness and form manifestation, in relation to an individuated construction of
consciousness or matter.

consciousness and form manifestation. Through the counter rotating electromagnetic fields
of the Merkaba Fields

between consciousness and manifestation. The bio-energetic field then serves to direct
Partiki units

into the particle manifestation of the body. The Nadis and Nadial Capsule represent the



between consciousness and manifestation. The particle and anti-particle construction which
builds up through

a form s manifest particles or anti-particles following the design set by the

between consciousness and manifestation. The multidimensional spiritual body of the Soul
Matrix and Over-
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will move and manifest within a form; they serve as the organizational "program"

and thus the manifestations they create can be changed. Human evolution of body and

DNA directs the manifest functions of the physical body and the physically embodied
consciousness,
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which consciousness becomes manifest. Units of identity from the central creative source
move through

being, to become manifest forms and individuated identities as they evolve within the 15-
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structure for all manifestations of matter, pre-matter, anti-matter and energy fields. Partiki
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time acceleration will manifest as acceleration of the cellular deterioration process. For the
body
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human bodies, are manifested through a morphogenetic (form-holding) imprint, which exists
as

Forms come into manifestation and evolve, as patterns of frequency are drawn into the

matter form will manifest. These multidimensional EM fields are collectively referred to as the

field of a manifest form. All manifest forms possess a bio-energetic system/auric

manifest form. All manifest forms possess a bio-energetic system/auric field. The auric

through which physical manifestation takes place and which correspond to dimensional
frequency bands 1

layers and into manifestation within dimensions 1-7, through the structure of dimensional
Merkaba
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This stress will manifest itself in a variety of ways within the human organism.

but will rather manifest as progressively less subtle symptoms of degeneration, lessening of
vitality
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out-of-form manifestation. The pathway of multidimensional, inter-stellar Merkaba Field
spiral alignment

Page:  454

as it will manifest within varying degrees of matter density. The faster moving particle

Page:  460

crystalline structures to manifest within the molecular structure of the blood, which prepares
the

Page:  462

light then re-manifest within the three-dimensional field of the Harmonic Universe above.

the imprint through manifesting a corresponding DNA strand, the Seed Crystal Seals would
naturally
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cellular structure & manifest form Blolog1cal form IS created and sustained through this
continual
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literally "de-manifest" ("disappear") from the larger "hologram• (3-D

to retain the manifest Integrity of their atomic stnic1ure and physicality. Each atom internally

disappear"" from the manifest territories of their original hologram as they enter the
frequencyshelter

Page:  6

retaining a partial manifestation of a healed version of the "old hologram" within

Page:  12

of Shield (Manifestation Template) s1Tucture, AND space-time cycle coordinate, angular-
rotation-of

life-fonn and manifest matter form. The personal Merkaba Field represents the organic
personal

through which consciousness manifests into space-time-matter and by which embodied
consciousness receives

while ensconced within manifestation. When functioning naturally, the microcosmic personal
Merkaba Field interconnects with

Page:  13

and out of manifestation via a personal, INTERNAL connection to an Eternafiy Living
GodSource.

Everyone and everything manifest HAS a personal Merkaba Field, whether or not one chooses

know that EVERYTHING MANIFEST has a specifically ordered, organic 15-Dimenslonal
Merlcaba Field. The

Merlcaba Field. The Manifestation Template or "Shield" for a singular 15-Dimenslonal Time

•Energy Capsule Manifestation Arenas" that collectively form the 5 Harmonic Universes of
one

Identity, that enters manifestation via the Scalar-standing-wave Blueprint held within the
Time

time come into manifestation. The 5 Density Radial Body manifestation fields of a Time

Density Radial Body manifestation fields of a Time Matrix are CREATED BY, within and

embodies to experience manifestation. The 15-Dimensional Universal Merlcaba Field is 1he
organic structure



Page:  14

and out of manifestation, perpetually creating the 5 Density Radial Bodies that fonn the

the personal Shield Manifestation Template. Activation of specific natural frequency
sequences within the personal

Radial Body "Manifestation Arenas• of more than one Matter Density Level and space-

emerge and re-manifest the atomtc form within the new space-time vector through
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and within the manifest 1totM. It Is the Trans-Harmonic Fonn Constant Atomic Window

within which all manifestation takes place, is formed. The narural Hannonic Fonn Constant Is

within which atomic manifestation of matter form occurs through the specific "holographic
projection"

All things within manifest creation SHARE a COMMON SHIELD or Manifestftion Template,
called the

COMMON SHIELD or Manifestftion Template, called the COSMIC SHIELD scalar·standing-
wave template,

experience of all manifest creation and identity individuation could take place. ALL enfN"{Jy,

COIJ$Ciousnsss and manifestation emerge WITHIN and are COMPOSED OF the life Force 15

Page:  16

while within Individuated manifestation, when we forget the OMNIPOTENT nature of
CIWtlon through the

First Creatlon of Manifest Expression could occur, was enabled to remain perpetually In
motion,

and its many manifestations of SELF can retain an Eternal, Perpetual OPEN Inter-
relationship.

and out of manifestation through the Cosmic ShJeld and the Inherent KRIST CODE DESIGN

mathematical1feometrical" PROGRAM FOR MANIFEST CREATION, the CHRISTOS SEED ATOM
and the DMne Blueprint for

created. ALL lfacrocosmic Manifest expression (universes, galaxies, planets, beings, atoms
etc) emerges through

and EVERY Microcosmic Manifestation of individuated expression also emerges ttv"ough and
Initially carries the

specificaOy arranged Living Manifestation Template, existing with the ·olvlne Trinity" ManU-
ManA-EirA

God-Source and manifestation fields within IT. The Eternal INTERNAL Aame of ManU-Holy
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energy through Which manifest Universes and their contents perpetually emerge, and can
perpetually RETURN

exists within and MANIFESTS AS the D-12 "Universal Christos" Pre-matter Liquid



core. ALL individual manifest beings within a Time Mabix and its Universes come into

Divine Blueprint Shield Manifestation Template upon and through which a matter-form or
Individuated

or Individuated consciousness manifests. As Manifest Creation was set in motion upon the
God-

consciousness manifests. As Manifest Creation was set in motion upon the God-source
Original
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judgment upon individuated manifestations of themselves that choose to embody the
Opposite Expression of

that created them. Manifest Creation was given the GIFT of Free Will expression within

and Consciousness. Individual Manifest Identities can teach themselves some very difficult
Lessons of.Love

to enter the Manifestation Arena, and everything, without exception, must pass back
through the

to full de-manifest At.QNE.:ment wttil God-Source. When manifest beings use

God-Source. When manifest beings use their gift of Free Will Choice within Cooperative

while within the manifest exJXJrience. Being both a sentient Individual manifest AND
simultaneously KNOWING

a sentient Individual manifest AND simultaneously KNOWING Oneself as a direct, embodied
expression of

Joy within the manifest arena. 18

Page:  19

Manifest beings are enabled to experience this state of "God-

of every living manifest form. The Personal God-Sparlc Seed Atom within the Shield

within the Shield Manifestation Template of an indMdual exists as the portion of PERSONAL

conduits between the manifest Self, Universal Christos, Cosmic Kristos and the Cosmic Divine
Trinity

connect each Individual manifestation~ every atom and molecule of manifest matter and
every unit

and molecule of manifest matter and every unit of consclousness to God-Source and

severed within the manifest systems of Time Matrices and Universes, through excessive
application of

and contracted into manifestation via the ManU-Holy Spirit Eternal Amotaea Flame "2-

and out of manifestation, the First Creation v.oold be a FINITE CREAnON, as

and out of manifestation. The Cosmic Kristos Seed Atom and its corresponding Cosmic
Merkaba

Page:  20



Universes and indMdual manifestations ARE SUBJECT TO THE INFWENCE OF FREE WILL
CHOICE, which

BALANCE to the Manifest Creation. Cosmic Order was designed to express the Original Kl1$

the Eternal Life Manifestation Framework which both Divine Expression and Opposite
Expression require in

Page:  21

Creation, each Individuated manifestation of God-Source is ACCOUNTABLE for applied use
of Free

Ion In the manifest arenas of Tune Matrices and their Universes, within the greater

unlimited experiences of manifest expression, fueled by an unlimited supply of energy
provided through

limiting experience of manifest expression, fueled by the limited supply of energy originally
given

Source and the manifest that continually self-balances and self-replenishes through the
speclflc

Page:  22

WiD Choice aHows manifest beings the opportunity to explore Free Will Opposite Expression
through

the natural Shield Manifestation Template causing the Shield to reverse spin, which in tum

Fields outward into manifest expression, then reverses polarity and progressively draws the
expanded energy

"Form Constanf manifestation arena reciprocally become Compacted, manifesting a
condition caUed MOLECULAR COMPACTION.

reciprocally become Compacted, manifesting a condition caUed MOLECULAR COMPACTION.
As the reversed Anti-Chrfstlac

Reversal occur. Christiac manifestations DO 22
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the framework for manifestation of Time Matrices and Universes is NOT EXTERNAL to God-

experienced by individuals manifest and shared with GodSource eternally. "Chrlsted" beings
perpetually Interact

Source, both within manifestation and when they chose to return to the de-manifest

to the de-manifest state of At-ONE-ment; they embody a quality of

Eternal Ute "Manifestation Arena•; an intention that is imbued within the Cosmic Physics

individuation within the Manifestation Arena of Time Matrices and Universes, God-Source
fully agrees

Page:  24

original projection Into manifestation. If indMduated aspects of God-Source choose to go
against



Will once entering manifestation, to embark exploration of the Path of Opposite Expression,
they

choosing as their manifest experience the Path of OpposHe Expression, which is known as

Will of ITs manifest aspects to Impose the Kristiac/Christiac Intention. God·Souree

potions of Its manifest individuality to mandatory experience of the Path of Sorrow, this

made by individuals manifest If the "Ufe lessons of Divine Love• are honored

Reciprocity, and its manifestation through the natural attributes of "Cause, Effect and
Consequence,

System and Shield Manifestation Template are restored to their original, natural Divine
Blueprint. by

within the personal manifestation. In terms of experience, this restoration of the Merkaba
and
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victim· through manifestation of the reversed energy patterns held in one"s own Shield;

Page:  26

"outpicturing" into manifestation. When the Tribulation Cycle brings all of the internal energy

expression within the manifest arena, the evolutionary cycle that began with the Trial Cycle

Page:  28

and systems il manifest densities will inevitably enter co-resonant vibration as they move

Page:  32

Spirals; one set manifesting through the 12-Point Primal Kathara Template, and one. set

and one. set manifesting Uirough the 12-Point Density Kathaia Template for each Universe.

Page:  37

All thin.9" manifest ~esa Merialba Fields. In all Natural Chrtstiac Eternal Lie

back aut of Manifestation in retum to God-Source, for renewal. The Merkaba ~

1111d aut of Manifestation. PKA.tva Primal UgfltF"..Cif PCM Density4 PCM Dtnllty3 PCM

Vee<~ Mer1taba Aeltls Manifest as Primal Ufe Force currents Spiral through the Kalflata Grid

Prlmll Mar1taba Field Manifests through the12· Paint Kathan of the 0.12 Divine BlueprinL

Atom for ten Manifestation. 37 - [ NOTC: .Tht Mtrbba Field Splnl Set
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contradlon and tht manifestation and demanlfestatlon of the subalomlc-atomh>molecular
matter base are

"Divine Masculine" Manifesting CW Electrical Merkaba Spiral ManA 0·11 Trlons He

oiYina Feminine" De-Manifesting CCW Magnetic Merkaba Spiral ElrA 0.10 Meajohns H•thal-



on

Counltr-cloekwlli Including manifest Dlmenalonai!Dd Electronaln U!t Pllllcum Untwtm 1nd 11 "
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and out of Manifestation throuati the Christos Seed Atom via tt1e Clock·vrlse

and out otJ. Manifestation. !fj,~!J~~~~J8~i~~~~~"l:~:a~:":m~~~),~~f32131"JEf:

Vutual Field that manifests through the Merkaba Actual Field 1nd radial SOdy Peripheral
Fields

liginally enter the Manifestation Arena through the Cosmic and Universal Krist Code; ~ually

Beings within tha manifestation arenas of niversal Veca 8y$tems. CoDYrtoht A&h&Yt:
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one symbol code manifestation-phase that exists as an integral part of a several-

stanz", or 4 symbolmanifestation phases, that when used in proper sequence, build to form

Page:  58

planetary .& Umversal Manifestation Fields during the Hetharo· Hethalon-Reash• TA and "

Page:  61

·compatibility between manifest . matter forms and Stargate paasagei as well as rn

e mechanics of manifestation In Space-Time-Matter Systems. In relation to matter fonns,

a Stargate, or manifest Within a Space-Time location, that has a h~ her

passing through, or manifesting within, a specific Stargate of Space· Time location. The

Time location. The manifestation templa1es of all matter fonns, and biologlcaiiHe-forms,
have a

S!argates and manifestation within Chrlstiac Space-nme locations. The Arc of the Covenant

Page:  76

Christosali!:,rned Veca manifestations, pro!,."Tessively accelerating the spin rates of the · r...
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not going to manifest as they had planned. This is very good news forE

relation to the manifestation of a more peaceful collective passage to 2012 than would

successful post-Hetharo manifestation. During the February 2003 Ireland workshop our
Speaker-1 sensed

journey into earthly manifestation. If we had revealed on Earth the potentials of the

of these events manifesting would have been lost, and the severity of the previous
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will not facilitate manifestation of this scenario; our Speakers understand this and the
corresponding

Page:  15

separation would tangibly manifest remained unknown until June 22, 2003, when Earth"s
Planetary Shield

of potential experiential manifestation that arise out of singular "Key Event"; the "
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and do not manifest in linear time progression. Once the "Hyper-time leap",
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become a tangibly manifest option. The "leap in time" Double Reuche-a Shift

Page:  18

Adjustments, which can manifest as "patches" of both chaotically active or eerily still

first to demonstrate manifest adjustments to Planetary Reuche-a Shift, with "patches" of

and Master Event manifest event horizon timelines, you can better appreciate the significance
of

Page:  19

the mechanics of manifestation and planetary evolution mechanics, and that Earth is
presently passing,

Page:  20



each Shift event manifests personally and globally will be determined by the free will
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WW3" drama will manifest. However, the main and most immediate area of agreement
between

Page:  22

Time-shift and Manifestation technologies with in the Dance for Joy Program Part-2.

Heliotalic healing and manifestation technologies, and thus presents prior need for
understanding the "
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upon entering the manifestation arena, became lost to your planet and its races through
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upon entering individuated manifestation. Accountability to God-Source is not negotiable;
this accountability is

the relationships between manifest energy and consciousness through Cause-Effect, Action-
Reaction and corresponding

a lesson no manifest being can escape; the natural Laws of First Creation Physics

Page:  27

Creation and individuated manifestation; like us, all races, including those from which all
contemporary

upon entry into manifest creation. The contemporary races of Earth, and many, from many

express God-Love manifest. Unlike we, those who have forgotten these original truths
became

trapped within the manifest illusion. Those who have forgotten the Christiac Way are still

consciousness mastery, in manifest learning arenas similar to your Earth-school classroom.
Since our

Page:  28

infinite power of manifestation inherent to the God-Source Within. We are saddened that

Page:  29

of your collective manifest reality. Some of you have embraced this knowledge for the

organic condition of manifest energy, observe the reality of what IS, and use the

innocent, love-filled manifest creation, obscuring your own ability to perceive the love that

Page:  30

balance to the manifest playing field , the truth pertaining to the corrupt and
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that start to manifest themselves, and there"s a very strong potential that in the
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to become more manifest and more obvious to me. It will probably get more
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the Le-Tua manifestation technique. We"re going to use this code full on. Both
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wish I could manifest a Kinko"s down the street. We"ll do our best to
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that are molecules manifesting, we have our ancient memory. We know the roles we"ve
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Before anything becomes manifest, the template for it has to get it first. We"re
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the shield for manifestation in any given time. So, the differential field for a
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energy available for manifestation at any time on the planet, it was reduced to
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with the actual manifestation process that created the original creator space in through the
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up more into manifestation, the stuff you see out here, is the virtual field
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It"s the full manifestation wheel code. It has all of the universal coding, not

Page:  62



full spectrum and manifestation wheel. And there are a lot of things to do
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that The outer manifestation of The big hoorah is over. It simply means The
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boy, delayed reaction manifestation. Oh, I get it. Ok, it Andorra Hethalon August 2003
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closely related to manifestation mechanics. Once we get ourselves together, and get this out
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... And that manifests in certain ways. We" ve seen these. Those of you
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learning how to manifest consciously, and end up with a) what you wanted to

you wanted to manifest; b) where you wanted it, and c) when you wanted
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can reheal and remanifest The parts of itself that were damaged and lost. The
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this Solar Cross manifesting this way in The planetary grids. And right here, they
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and Identity wm manifest B. · A. G ~ The Morphogenetic Field is made

consciousness within dimenslonalized manifestation. Morphogenetic Fields are thus Scalar
Grids, that form in speclflc

upon which form manifests .. Morphogene~c Fields govern the form of matter manifestation

form of matter manifestation and the evolution of biology and cohsci!Jusness.
Morphogenetic Field
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the Dimensionalized Universal Manifestation Template 3 Levels ci the non-dimensionaflzed
ENERGY MATRIX within
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Matrix ofth~ PRIMAL MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE :S~dlha ncn-d••• "*"ilillad ENERGY
MATRIX
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the · Universal Manifestation Teinplate.(The 911 Scalar Shield In the 15-Dimenslonal Tme

Centers of the Manifestation T~ The12-Dimenslonal UNIVERSAL KATHARA GRID within the
15-Plmenslonal

the Universal , Manifestation Template organize.:. =------" D "The structure cl the
macrocosmlc

0imenslonal Human Anatomy manifests. . . . ~ .
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Dimensional, 4 Density Manifestation in Each 1.5 Dimensional Universal Time Matrix Each
aet of
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"( THE 15 MANIFESTATION FIELDS OF THE UNIVERSAL V,ECA · • 4 Kathara

total of 15 Manifestation Fields 7-"HIGH HEAVENS" of One Unlvera~J Veca Primal
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3 Kathara Centres manifest within the. body Placement of Kathml Le~112· 1188
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Dimenslonal Harmonic; of Manifestation. Signets are the core points ·of consolidated
frequency that

.:y : manifest. . fJ.~:f::: :::; :: :::l §,"l
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Incarnate Identities slmubneoustf manifest In the rrne Matrix. 2-"3· . Magnetic Repulsion
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and the DNA manifest. The 7 Primary Embodied Chakras emerge where the 11" &
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.Maharic Shield manifests here ~ (5" below 12" Chakza.12" below feel)•
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Currents and Consciousness Manifest . -
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All things in manifest existence are perpetually fed energy and consciousness, in the form
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All thln~s manifest possess Merkaba Fields. In all Natural Christlac Eternal Life Merkaba

Ufe Force Into Manifest Expression, while the other Spiral simultaneously spins Counrer-
clockwise circulating

back out of Manifestation in return to God-Source, for renewal. The Merkaba Spiral

Veca Merkaba Fields Manifest as Primal Ufe Force currents Spiral through the Klithara Grid

Atom for renewed Manifestation. • 43 - [ NOTE:.Tha Merkaba. Field Spiral Set
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Virtual Field the Manifest Vortex "positive print" ("electron units & subatomic particles)

arms" of the Manifest Vortex {+positron anti-particle electron units & sub-atomic

Blueprint Quadrant Shlelda manifest as 21 2/3 dlfferenUal available energy as the Vortex

Vortex Vlrtual Field Manifest Vortex Source, the 33 1/3 PCM I Trion +

Field Primal· Manifests as the ·-Axis - Vortex Actual · Field

Meajhe-ve Field Manifests as the Vortex Actual Field Top Merkaba Spiral at "
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All thin~s manifest posseSs Merkaba Fields. In all Natural Christlac Et~al Ufe



Life Force into Manifest Expression, while the other Spiral simultaneously spins Counter-
clockwise circulating

back out of Manifestation in return to God·Source, for renewal. The Merkaba

and out of Manifestatl~n. The uout-Breath" of God- PCM Universe "TOPn

for renewed · Manifestation. " ·soUTH ... · !SSI)~tlc " (
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DNA Template, into manifest form. One Level of the Radial Body Trion Field Outer

ns• of the manifest body form B$ Manifest Hologram CJ . Reverse Transduction De-

body form B$ Manifest Hologram CJ . Reverse Transduction De-Manifestation Sequence;
matter- chemical

Reverse Transduction De-Manifestation Sequence; matter- chemical DNA· Sub-Atomic units·
Radls
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Lens• of the manifest body form£$ Manifest Hologram c::J .. ~ Miasms block

manifest body form£$ Manifest Hologram c::J .. ~ Miasms block energy flow and
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Virtual Field the Manifest Vortex . . "positive print" (~electron· units
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scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional Structure•, "15-
Diniensional Anatomy\ "
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which all things manifest are composed. MCEO teachings offer people an opportunlty for
advancing

things and beings manifest-are made. The spiritual service work and teachings of the
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diffiCult from the manifest 1ields of creation and requires much Intensive training and innate

"see" it manifest. Speakers "Live what they Love•, "Practice what they
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Sacred Sequence", the Manifestation-Transduction-Sequence, culminating in our
introduction to an aspect of

Unity"" within the manifest and Multidimensional Body through which the "Ka"- Light and

between the physically manifest fonn and the "Ka" and "Tha" which, in

Dimension of physical manifestation emerges. The "Ka- Tha" Light- Sound Body or
Dimensionalised

through which physical manifestation emerges; these aspects ofthe "Sacred Sequence~.
which are key

key to the manifestation of tangible healing in the physical anatomy are further explored

amplified healing and manifestation potential. Kathara Level- 2 Techniques provide the
specific sequential set
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Dimensional Anatomy, the Manifestation Transduction Sequence and Miasmic Energy
Blockages within Multidimensional Anatomy
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Grids tlnlversai "Manifestation Template MorphogeneUc Flelds govern
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we and all manifestation are composed of the Divine Substance-the living, Intelligent units

Source perpetually sets manifestation ln motion through engaging Its . ewareness In the
process

The framework of manifest Cf1?.8tlon begins wlfh God-source Downstepping WM!n ·
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but it presently manifests about 2" higher than the E·Umbi, due to
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TOGETHER FORM THE MANIFESTATION TRANSDUCTION SEQUENCE The Transduction
Sequence Solar Shield & Planetary Shi_

Lens" of the manifest body formE$ Manifest Hologram D . 8".

manifest body formE$ Manifest Hologram D . 8".
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Lens" of the manifest body form~ Manifest Hologram CJ · ~ Miasm~ brock ener~

manifest body form~ Manifest Hologram CJ · ~ Miasm~ brock ener~y "flow
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and through which manifestation .of creation takes place. The Stair-Step Creation Moqel

which consciousness enters manifest form as living energetic substance within a unified
Source of

singular Source made manifest. Knowledge ofthe·Stair-Step Creation Model is indelibly
imbued

allows beings in manifestation the ability to understand and master the natura!" energetic
conditions

Source-God perpetually manifests itself through dimensionalization into individuated manifest
expression, for the purpose

dimensionalization into individuated manifest expression, for the purpose of experiencing
space-time-matter reality.

thing in any manifest reality field comes into being through the process of Stair

as an individuated manifestation of Source, eventually expanding back into. its wholeness
AS Source,

actualization for any manifest being, as impliec;l by the dynamics of Stair-Step

revealed, allowing a manifest being the ability to master its experience as a conscious

all things as manifestations of the ONE-SELF that is God. The dynamics of
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of their inherent manifest anatomy and nature the following 3-dimensional energy bodies, or

Bodies, of consciousness, manifest in the form of scalar-standingwave grids, within which is

permeates the physically manifest body forming the IS-Dimensional Auric Field and which
holds

which individuated consciousness manifests in time, exist in the same space at the same

of the physically manifest form. The 8 Hova Bodies that make up the multidimensional

expressed in one manifest carbon-silica based · biological form in one Density-2

expressed in one manifest crystalline-silica based biological form in one Dens ity-3
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expressed in one manifest Liquid-Silica (hydroplasma) based biological form in one Density-

expressed in one manifest silica-gas (thermoplasmic) based spherical energy form (a

stellcir body Universal Manifestation Templates 13-1S and the Rahunta Phase Merkaba
Vehicle. Each

Matrix beyond density manifestation. The Raja Hova Body holds the gestalt identity of the

as one eternally manifest inaudible primal tri-tonal vibration (one vibration composed of3

Energy Matrix, pre-manifestation nori-density or consciousness expressing as inaudible tri-
tone sound

as one eternally manifest inaudible primal bi-tonal vibration (one vibration composed of2

consciousness collective, which manifests as the one omni-tonal vibration that forms the
cosmic

the Energy Matrix manifests within the Mind of Source-God. The Eckah Matrix consciousness

as one eternally manifest omnitonal vibration(one primal vibration containing all others),
which expresses
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Energy Matrix, pre-manifestation non-density or the consciousness of God-Source
expressing as

Void of non-manifest Primal Creation Urge that is the Mind of Source-God.

which all things manifest as living expressions of the Eternal Consciousness of God. The

morphogenetic field or Manifestation Template through which stellar bodies and biological
life forms manifest

biological life forms manifest in time. Through the 8 Hova Body structure, . Micr.

objectification. In the manifestation process inherent to Stair-Step Creation, the entire
Primal Substance

a conscious, living manifestation of the Omnipresent identity of Source-God, expressed in
the

thus all things manifest are living expressions of the identity of God. Scientific understanding



the form of manifestation, show us that God is a living Omnipresent Spirit that

Spirit that perpetually manifests as and moves through all things at all times, and

God is both manifest and non-manifest simultaneously; IT expresses as a spiritual reality

manifest and non-manifest simultaneously; IT expresses as a spiritual reality of
consciousness and

xists within every manifest an.d non-nianifest form in the exterior and interior

dynamics and the manifestation processes ofPritnal Order through which this ONENESS can
be reawakening

macrocosmic level, the manifestation process that takes place through the Primal Order of
the
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experiential reality of manifest existence. Progression into matter density and the experience
of linear

vibrational progression into manifestation, God"s consciousness first expresses AS the primal
structures of living

structures for cosmic manifestation are set. Individuation of God into manifest expression
takes place

of God into manifest expression takes place through progressive isolation of portions of
God"s

individuation and objectified manifestation can be known. The first individuated projection of
God"s identity,

is the first manifest expression of God "s consciousness in individuation. The singular

14 and 13 manifest. The Eckah Emerald-Blue Flatne Tone is the fixed vibrational

energy-identity-that manifests as the Density-5, dimension-13 pale blue-silver-green

that emerges into.manifestation as dimension 13 of the Time Matrix from the Eckah

Tone as it manifests through the s~alar-wave configurations unique to the manifestation

unique to the manifestation template for the specific iS-Dimensional Time Matrix within
which

Time. Matrix are manifested and energetically connected to the Source-God consciousness
field .
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14 and 13 manifest. The Gold Flame Tone is the fixed vibrational field and

energy-identity that manifests as the Density-5, dimension-14 pale yellow-white-silver

Flame emerges into manifestation as dimension-! from the Polaric Gold Flame Tone in the

14 and 13 manifest. The Violet Flame Tone is the fixed vibrational field and

energy-identity that manifests as the Density-5, dimension-! 5 pale magenta-violet-white

Flame emerges into manifestation as dimension-IS from the Triadic Violet Flame Tone in

through which all manifestation occurs. Collectively, the 3 Primal Sound· Creation Currents of



Currents, emerge into manifestation. The Khundaray is composed of Primal Substance ·
Partiki Unit

sound vibration, which manifests as a set of3 concentric spheres, the 6th_gth Hova

Masters collectives. Beings manifest in the Time Matrix, who incarnated · d·irectly

living, conscious Cosmic Manifestation Template that IS the Energy Matrix. The Energy
Matrix represents
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represents the first manifestation level of IS-dimensional Time Matrix systems. The Kee-Ra-

level of matter manifestation, within which -portions of the scalar-standing-sound-waves

12 sub-vibrations manifest as 6 pairs of bi-polar scalar-standing-sound-waves

radiation, which collectively manifest as a spherical standing-wave of conscious, Living Light
within

Planetary and species Manifestation Templates, Kathara Grids and Templar Complexes are
created. In ·

· macrocosmic terms, manifestation templates built upon the tonal-wave structure of the
Khundaray

microcosmic terms; species manifestation templates, built upon the tonal-wave structure
ofthe-Khundaray and

emerge into the manifest experience of space-time-matter through individuation of a
singular

Personal Kathara Grid Manifestation Templates, and mechanics of the Prima l Life Force
Currents
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rhe Sacred Sequence Manifestation-Transduction Sequence Phases, Related ·
Multidimensional Anatomy, Life-Source Currents

Phases of the Manifestation• Transduction Sequence, the more powerful Life-Source
Currents of the

phases of the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence: 1) Transcendent Phase; 2) Immediate
.• Beginning Phase;

Currents of the Manifestation-Transduction Phase, the 15 Rays of Primal Life-Force Currents
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( MANIFESTATION-TRANSDUCTION-SEQUENCE PHASES & RELATED ANATOMY . (K-"3/
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Density Template, that manifest as corresponding Sho-na static field distortions within each
successive

into matter-density manifestation as tangible · mutation in atomic structural organization
and elemental

radiation-light units manifest as literal crystallirie_structures of sub-atomic. components
within the



that serve to manifest in external anatomy as unnatural atomic, molecular, chemical and
hormonal

substance counterparts that manifest tangibly within the physical systems.
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BLOCKAGES and the MANIFESTATION-TRANSDUCTION SEQUENCE Solar Shield & Planetary
.Shields Planetary Plan.

Lens" of the manifest body form~ Manifest Hologram CJ .<"\Miasms block energy flow

manifest body form~ Manifest Hologram CJ .<"\Miasms block energy flow and create a
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.things in manifest existence are perpetually fed energy and consciousness, ln the form
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clear Miasmic Blockages manifesting through distortions in the 15- Dimensionalised Ray
Currents. ;(.. FROM

"Step Down" manifestation as specific dimensionalised Ionic Particulate Ray Currents within
the 5

Dimensions of Matter Manifestation
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Dark Matter Associated Manifest Elements of Sub-Atomic and Atomic Structure: Photons,
Electrons, Anti-
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Particulate Ray Currents manifest as specific bands of electro· magnetic structure that
together

forming the literal manifest atoms out of which our physical and multidimensional anatomy is
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and Out of Manifestation via Eukatharista First Creation 1A ManU VOID the Personal
Eukatharlsta

WhiGh the Cosmic manifestation Template is Anchored and. Sustained. The 12 Reuche
perpetually Transmit
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Currents into the manifest Density Body. THE 12 VECA CODE VEHICLES THE 12 ECKA
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Currents and Consciousness Manifest ( 2 x 15 Dimensional 5 Hova Body) 1 Veca
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for. healing and manifestation - The Haralevel of Kathara Level-2 and the 6
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f or all manifest Incarnations In 4 Hannon}cs of Hova Body, Tellunc Shield

heal!ng and manifestation, the Narllal Complex~ combined with the primary facility through
which

Imprint for aU manifest Incarnations of persons, planets and galaxies within the 5 Harmonics
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r~eld ~ manifest: as a Ho~l Axis ccw I"Dt:riing llagr,
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Set, within which Manifestation oecurs . All thin as Manifest .through Sets of

All thin as Manifest .through Sets of interwoven Dirnensio~al & Denstty Merkaba

and out-of Manifestation. Single Density Bi-Veca Merkaba Fields become Trans harmonic
Merkaba
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Ufe Force Jntc Manifest Expression, while the ether Spiral Simultaneously sp1ns Counter-
clockwise circulating

and out of Manifestation. The •out-Brei!!IJ" of God- PCM Universe •

Seed AtOm fcnenewe Manifestation. [ NO"re: PKA Pai:allelllnlverse +ve ElectriC<~ I CW
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Spiral::;; one set manifesting through the 12·Point.Primal Kalhara Template, and one

and one set manifesting tlirotigh the 12·Polnt Density Kathara Template for each
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Field & the manifest contents within .it can no longer draw unlimited supply

Force Currents into manifestation within the compacted Merkaba. E: When the Seed Atom
depletes

It"s Shield & manifestation dispersed back into particle space-dust units within the Veca
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of the Universal Manifestation Template (scalar-g rid Divine Blueprint). · Merkaba Fields
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invisible, inaudible, non-manifest, Elliptical-StandingColumnar-Vibration-Wave of the Primal
Sound Yuseta Body;
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and seemingly "demanifests" from its original position in the DNA chain, it leaves
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bodily "de-manifestation". The Celesmiac Residue then turns to an extremely. fine, bluish-
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Master can physically manifest for as long as desired within any one, or numerous

or can de-manifest to "become Merkaba" within the D-12 Hydro-plasmic
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but it presently manifests about 2" higher than the E-Umbi, due to I
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Energy exchange rate, Manifestation/ De-manifestation rate), of the Ecka·Veca Body. The

rate, Manifestation/ De-manifestation rate), of the Ecka·Veca Body. The "Heart-
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Crystal Body that manifests through, and upon, the Ecka-Veca LotA Template in preparation

Phase of the Manifestation Transduction-Sequence by which the Eckasha Body initiates
creation of

anatomy & tangible manifestation are created. & perpetually sustained. Understanding Ecka-
Veca Body creation

· Immediate, tangible, manifestation, providing us with the knowledge necessary to heal
.our

phase of the Manifestation-Transduction-Sequence in order to progressively re:awaken the
organic

Potential to our manifest fonn. & 90nsciousness. FACILITATORS" NOTE: It is appropriate to
run
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PHASE of the MANIFESTATION TRANSDUCTION SEQUENCE.;.. CREATION of the ECKA-
VECA CRYSTAL BODY TEMPLATE:
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through which the manifestations within the Crystal Bodies are perpetually & eternally
sustained. The
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& and their manifest contents form. IS3.
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cycle of the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence in motion within the Ecka- Veca LotA"
Body.
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Template initiating the Manifest• ation Transduction Sequence Densification Phases through
which Ecka-Veca Body_"
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Phases of the Manifestation-Transduction Sequ.ence through which the Ecka-Veca Body
Templates

within wh1ch the manifestation of matter-form & "physical! " take place. In

stages within the ManifestationTransduction-Se<:~uence Cyclic Pulses of adiation Sparks
are released from

stages of the Manifestation-T ransduction-Seguence, 5- Phases of Densification, and
corresponding structures

which "physical" manifestation takes place reveals the literal process of Eternal Creation
itself.

which all . manifestation is born, and thus the processes of Spark-Pulse-Current-

by which "Manifest Life-forms" are created, but are the literal processes by

conditions within the manifest body systems. FACILITATORS NOTE: It is appropriate to run
the
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Ecka-Veca Body Manifestation Transduction Sequence · Once the Ecka Monadic Beam
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Body anatomy & manifestation come to life through · a series of Manifestation Transduction

a series of Manifestation Transduction Sequence . Stages. The Ecka-Lota and Pka Loti"

stages rn the manifestation of the Ecka-Veca Bodv. The imbedded pcm Density &
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Mlodic-Diodic Grid manifests in Reion field 4).Rod & Staff 24 Light grid

the transfiguration & manifestation cycle in motion. · 24vertical · 3) Spin of the
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STAGES of the MANIFESTATION-TRANSDUCTION SEQUENCE, HEART-B.EAT of the LOTUM,
DENSIFICATION PHASES
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into Multi-Plane manifest expression. \ "- ~ 1J S.0.12EB ."·""

and the various manifest aspects of the Ecka·Veca Crystal Body and its
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LatE" Crystal Body manifests within the Radial Bcidy Rei on Field (outer Radial
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STAGE 6 offhe MANIFESTATION-TRANSDUCTION SEQUENCE Stage-6 PCM LatE" T"ILE"a
Vector Projection Planes
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7 of the MANIFESTATION-TRANSDUCTION SEQUENCE Stage-7 T"iLE"a Vector Projeclion
Plane EthericBody Spheres

· set Density manifestation ln motion through activation of the T"iLE".a Lotus .
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body level that manifests wllhin the D-13.5 Lotosphere ~ (3) Each of
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currents of PCM manifest matter. -ve Miodes of the Miodic Grid spin CCW,

out of Atomic manifestation and into Ecka Atrnic Expression. - ---(>Back pbl .
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to PCM Etheric manifestation and Parallel Ecka Atmic Expression. k Pi!\ 12 +ve
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8 of the Manifestatia~ . activation of the Lotus Flow.& Pulsar Wave· LolA
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Miodic-Diodic Grid manifest in the Radial Body Reion Field. !Cf"if·
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Etheric·Atomic Manifestation within the Ecka-Veca Lotos ph ere, Logosphere, Photosphere
and
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Off" in Veca Manifestation. ~ "- ~ \ Zero Point Athon"a-til-E-"a

LotA BODY & DEMANIFEST "FLASH-OFF" IN DENSITY SYSTEMS Le-E-til·
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energy within the Manifest & Etheric Body structure. Lotus . Points circulate frequencies of
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but it presently manifests I about 2" higher than the E-Umbi due to
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System of the manifest body & interface between the Pillar of Power and the
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gy within the Manifest & Etheric Body structure. Lotus Points circulate frequencies of the
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has entered the Manifestation Arena. Deviant Kathara Grid Template structures are NOT
created or

Krist Code). All Manifestation Structures, and beings, first emerge into individuation from
Source through

through entering the Manifestation Arena (which itself resides within Source), Free-Will-
Choice
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perpetually expand into manifestation at the 45 " planetary projection, then cycles back to

and out of manifestation via expansion/ polarization and contraction/ depolarization.
Manifest forms built upon

and contraction/ depolarization. Manifest forms built upon Sha-LA-a Tri-Veca living light

Ecka-Lota state, demanifesting. "V 6) Recreation returns with next 45" projection from

Spark refuel replenishes manifest seed atom in the patikate living light units. ]"37
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Spalt refuel replenishes manifest seed atom In the patlkat" llvlngllght untts. Sho-na Reversed
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Virtual Reid the Manifest Vortex. "positive print" (~electron· units & subatomic
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Virtual F~eld Manifest Vortex <;ource, the 33 113 PCM rion +Ye
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arms" of the Manifest Vortex {+po~itron a!lti-particle electron units &
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and the DNA manifest Releases Lotum from She-na distortion field for Lotum &
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"Planetary
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energy within the Manifest & Etheric Body structure. Lotus .. Points circulate frequencies of
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A Flame" to manifest a 24 point Lotus-Spark of the Le-e TOR-
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frequency out of Manifestation, and then close; and on every 6-point E-Umbi
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AdOR-A Code manifests within the Adhrana Triangulation and Hypothalamus regions of your
physical
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become 3-Dimensionally manifest all around you, as a 3-Dimensional, 6-foot diameter,
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intending it to manifest at the Pineal. Inhale/ Exhale a 48-Point Ra centre
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Phases of the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence. Through the initiation of clearing the
"Planetary
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frequency out of Manifestation, and then close. And, on every 48-Point E-Umbi
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signature of the manifestation template"s scalar grid. In bio-regenesis technology, color and
symbol

arrangements of the manifestation template, to create natural, desired results within the
body-mind-
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of keeping the manifestation framework in order. Your Kathara Centers are beings, parts of

and held in manifestation by a specific set of mathematical-geometrical energy relationships
that
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15-Dimensional Anatomy, manifesting as electromagnetic barriers or frequency fences
between each set of

beyond the holographic manifestation of the Time Matrix Light Fields. The collective body of

Meajhe Field. All manifest forms possess a core Radial Body/Trion-Meajhe Field Hova
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sequence works in manifestation because it uses combinations of sound tones that go with

where it would manifest in your body. If you can"t feel it in your
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in motion to manifest. In the days when there weren"t DNA problems, you could

parts of ourselves manifesting in that form-not just energy frequency. Sound is very

you want to manifest. Then sing the Directive followed by the Intention Embedding (

are intending to manifest is God intending to manifest right now. You speak it

God intending to manifest right now. You speak it lovingly, commanding creation. The energy

to take"--intention manifestation. The Outbreath is where you exhale and make the sound.

This is where manifestation comes out into the hologram. L TR Grids and Manifestation

TR Grids and Manifestation Words are sound tones, which become manifestation grids and
wave-

tones, which become manifestation grids and wave-guides of light within the morphogenetic
crystal
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of these tonal manifestation grids for a period of 3 consecutive weeks, repeated out

affect the personal manifestation template and the level of consciousness that can manifest
through

consciousness that can manifest through the body. In ancient cultures, particularly within the
Priest-
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a powerful morphogenetic manifestation grid. This grid will assist in accelerating the
activation of

be programmed for manifestation. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series 26 Presented by
Adashi
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activate within the manifest human gene code. The gth dimensional Monad identity is the
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activation following full manifestation of Strands 4-l 0. Geomancies, Symbols, and Sound
The

you that is manifest as that mathematical program. The tools of the sounds and

into individuation and manifest form. Symbols are alive. We are all symbols. When we
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frequency behind light manifestation, which is actually refracted sound. Light can deceive,
but sound
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vibrational progression into manifestation, God"s consciousness first expresses AS the primal
structures of living

structures for cosmic manifestation are set. Individuation of God into manifest expression
takes place

of God into manifest expression takes place through progressive isolation of portions of
God"s
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add to the manifestation template. Visualizations are creations of light patterns. When you
make

symbol affect the manifestation template"s scalar-wave arrangement and alter the
vibrational patterns of

within which all manifest creation takes place. Constants and Rays On a double Kathara
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of direct de-manifestation into Primal Sound. Technically, using this technique (DFL
Technique

us to de-manifest our shadow and send back home what we can"t integrate

their organic pre-manifestation state of Primal Sound Vibration for return to the Khundaray

through direct de-manifestation. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi MCEO
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a cunent of demanifestation. It turns light back into sound when you know how

out of light manifestation and crystallization and back into its natural sound pattern. There"s

a secret of demanifesting things in your life. Before manifesting, think about the things

your life. Before manifesting, think about the things you want to move out of

lovingly and joyfully demanifest by running this current into the planetary grids so it

even entered light manifestation, so then it has a choice in its freedom--whether

miasms through direct demanifestation. We can also combine the Psonn of Khemalohatea
with the

on ourselves to demanifest here and pop up somewhere else. Dimensional Levels, Tones, &

interact with the manifestation template. Bio-regenesis technology uses the specific color
and symbol

specific effects within manifestation templates. Many bio-regenesis techniques utilizing
color-symbol sequence scalar
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of their consciousness manifests in chemical terms in the DNA in the body and
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Secret Psonn (Demanifesting miasms); Tribal Shield (Activating Fire Letters of Divine Self);
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Children Mechanics of Manifestation, Sarasota Sep 2001 One World Order, Allentown 2001
Regent Consulate
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call our physical manifest Earth. So, all of these things are the fields outside
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thing is, its manifest. It is the core quantum it has to work with.
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form, the first manifestation from the Hub. Tomorrow you"ll get the Hub. You"ll be
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had its own manifestation in that space/time zone. It doesn"t have a right

to your particular manifestation in this time or that time. Usually, most people actually
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we came into manifest expression. There"s a big reason when you get all the

of coming into manifestation has been stepped down, all the way down, to where
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like in the manifest worlds here with its twisted merkaba fields, there are a
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picturing, or the manifestation from inner light and sound fields into external light and
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the being would manifest through it. And then when he was going back up

bodies are actually manifest within. All of this that we"re learning these particular sound
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our merkabas actually manifest, the density ones on the big universal grid manifest with

big universal grid manifest with this cross piece on the bigger, what"s called the

well. Everything in manifestation, everything normal, everything that was part of the original
creation,
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the beginning of manifestation. That closes when the partiki __ .There"s a certain
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found the physical manifest Earth. In the core, there would be a D1 grid,
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its way into manifestation, because it is through the process ofmerkaba fields spinning
energy

that the monad manifests on. But this is not the monad itself. But just
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is the First Manifest Eternal Consciousness Body of the "Outer World" Creation Domains.

the first outer manifest Krystallisation of God-Force Consciousness into electro-magnetic
radiation "
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of conscious, living Manifest Matter are continually formed. When referred to with its
inherent
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Page 3 The Manifestation-Transduction Sequence and Time Page 5 The Eiron Point Page
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the creation for manifestation of reality fields. Accretion of consciousness via Time The
energy/

is sent into manifestation, and the encryption of the original intention is progressively "

hologram of the manifest reality fields----subject to the free will choices of the
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self exists, and manifesting it on the pattern of your blueprint. A good way

the blueprint and manifested in the form, so that in the end, our consciousness

entire process of manifestation: fleshing out a blueprint by accreting frequency into it, so

on a full manifest form. Because of the free will choices made by the

blueprint, the actual manifest form will vary somewhat, just like identical twins end up

each level of manifest reality, in the center of every shield (blueprint) and

is available for manifestation in that reality field for a certain cycle of time.

brought out into manifestation and accreted (drawn into) into the manifest forms, which

into) into the manifest forms, which are continuously growing in their frequency and
consciousness.

in its full manifest form, can travel up to the next higher level of

higher level of manifestation. For example, think of harmonic universes 1 and 2: dimensions

talking about is manifesting our complete blueprints, not just the highest or strongest
frequencies.

fully experience and manifest the Kristiac blueprint of all the dimensions of ourselves.
Remembering

aspects to be manifested. Natural flame body activation occurs on the natural cyclings of

cycle within a manifestation field. 4
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lens through which manifestation takes place and the external hologram is perceived. The
activation



of time and manifestation. The body form then opens up into the next harmonic

without assistance. The Manifestation-Transduction Sequence and Time The process of
manifestation with respect

The process of manifestation with respect to us as individuals begins with pulses of

harmonic universes of manifestation of the self: the pattern of the distribution of your

the spectrum of manifest reality. The Kathara rM grid sets the pattern for dimensions

and larger, while manifest form becomes larger and lighter or less dense. It can
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upon which manifest reality is formed. One of the most amazing things about

levels of the manifestation-transduction sequence is realizing that primal life force currents
flow

DNA), and finally manifest as apparently external reality as well as our own body

step down into manifest form, they also then travel back "up" the sequence

planetary field for manifestation agree to adopt the common imprint of the planetary
Kathara

Body for experiential manifestation. In essence, they all agree to experience and co-create

form and full manifestation of the core intention, the frequency level accelerates because the

and the physically manifest body "flash on" into manifestation. The speed of reality

flash on" into manifestation. The speed of reality flashing on and off is the

cocreating, what is manifesting through your template and showing up as your physical body

of what is manifesting through you, and 6
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that move the manifestation in the direction that you desire. Choices in the Now

is not yet manifest for you at your current station of consciousness. Choices are

time cycles and manifestation process, to manifest anything at any time. The larger
planetary

manifestation process, to manifest anything at any time. The larger planetary field must be

to appear in manifest reality. The past and future moments intersect at the Eiron

moves towards full manifestation. As these two pulses collide, they fuse, transmute, and
completely

and completely de-manifest to become a tiny merkaba field. This process is exactly

to transmute, de-manifest, and re-form a partiki. Thus the past and future

and then re-manifest in the next harmonic universe up, in harmonic universe 2.

moments that has manifested so far. The next Now moment will also become the

time and the manifestation of more frequency into the reality field. Through the
transmutation



transduction sequence, forming manifest reality. The flashing off of reality corresponds to the
inhale,

exhaling out into manifest reality, and inhaling that consciousness back into Itself,
continuously recreating
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through you and manifesting through your own template. What might it be like to

will choice to manifest and experience non-Kristiac intentions? As the flame body expands

an ever-expanding manifestation field, until finally the NOW moment encompasses all of
creation.
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12 potential experiential manifestations that arise out of singular events. They are
structured like
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between do not manifest in experiential reality, but are skipped over. In the normal

points do not manifest in the reality, once the shift is complete, these frequencies

planet. This can manifest as "memory" of events that did not actually occur.

natural mechanics of manifestation and the natural time cycles. The Kristiac time cycles are

leap cycles that manifestation fields and beings can engage in full backflow, that is,

contained in the manifestation to Source, with a leap to the next level possible,

entering the original manifestation field. The distorted, smaller time waves (sextant time)
upon

between Source and manifestation. Sextant 10
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time is a manifestation of lack consciousness, e.g. a failure to believe in

that exists in manifestation. It is the willingness to give back to Source that

being and of manifestation. Relationship to Time When consciousness enters manifestation
for the first

When consciousness enters manifestation for the first time, it must re-assemble itself the

the potential of manifesting in whatever time cycle is chosen. Angelic humans do not

the process of manifestation and return to At-OneMent happens in a single time

point for a manifestation, such as our Ecka-Veca system. Breathing and Embodied Time
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each level of manifestation. This then is reflected in the base pulse rhythm and
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life forms in manifestation are connected. All beings step down into manifestation through
the

step down into manifestation through the Eckasha eternal-life God-Worlds, projecting from
the

the full Eckasha manifestation template. The NOW Moment and You The essence of the

the purpose of manifestation. The more that you can truly return the enormity of
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Soul Mechanics of Manifestation: Embodying Your Heroic Future: Sept. 2001 The Dance for
Love,
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substance. Everything in manifestation is God deciding to turn itself into that form When

through which consciousness manifests itself into the Hologram of Form. The only difference
between

thought and a manifest thing is the frequency of the consciousness of the observer.
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wliicli perception of manifestation is possi6fe." (kathara 1 Manual) Energy identity cannot_be

Light or into manifestation as what is called the ManA. The three Primal Forces

to individuation in manifest form. When the Stream of Consciousness enters into the
dimensional

through which consciousness manifests. Through its experience in dimensionalized
consciousness, the identity frequently makes
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energy is a manifestation of the units of the Consciousness of God, and all

God, and all manifestation takes place within the confines of the God-mind. The

raw potential and manifests structures to experience Itself through the beings It creates The
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a sentient individual manifest AND simultaneously KNOWING Oneself as a direct, embodied
expression of

Joy within the manifest arena. Manifest beings are enabled to experience this state of

the manifest arena. Manifest beings are enabled to experience this state of "God-
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the template for manifestation on all levels. If life is hard, then you are

then you are manifesting a distortion of original intention-a technical glitch. When you

thought and a manifest thing is the frequency of the consciousness of the observer.
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issues of your manifest reality into a state where you recognize that the quality



for your living manifest experience will enable you to change things very naturally and

terms of the manifest experiences and the objects that you create in your reality.
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well as in manifest creation but because manifest creation looks and feels so real,

creation but because manifest creation looks and feels so real, we can get stuck
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that everything is manifest on. It"s very hard to be frightened of anything if
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use them for manifesting and for healing. It helps to understand that when we
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issues of your manifest reality now into a state where you begin to know

for your living manifest experience will enable you to change things very naturally and

terms of the manifest experiences and the objects that you create in your reality.

A"sha, Mechanics of Manifestation, Sarasota 2001) What we are doing with the Science of
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and you would manifest and see the parts of reality that fit your pictures.
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consciousness ... those manifest in chemical terms in the DNA and that body"s chemicals
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wave template, a manifestation, a blueprint for manifestation somewhere. It goes off from
your

a blueprint for manifestation somewhere. It goes off from your awareness somewhere. Most
of

the time the manifestation is not directly in our range of perception. However, somebody
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you will be manifesting stuff left, right and sideways. And here, this is school,

you want to manifest something - if you have it bouncing in six different

are going to manifest six different pieces of six different things. But if you
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are literally not manifest here, we can change everything. We can change anything from

a fesson no manifest 6eing can escape." (Ma"a, Mashara, Reion the Eieyani Ecka



upon entering individuated manifestation Accountability to GodSource is not negotiable; this
accountability is implied

the relationships between manifest energy and consciousness through Cause-Effect, Action-
Reaction and corresponding

a lesson no manifest being can escape; the natural Laws of First Creation Physics

patterns within the manifestation template, while thought directed through clear intention
creates ordered patterns

patterns within the manifestation template. Thought directed with clear intention and
knowledge of the

into the personal manifestation template serve as electromagnetic operational instructions
within the template, directly

be met in manifest experience. Copyright A"sha and A"za Deane; © 1999-2006 All
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keep your body manifest. Ascension is the ability to transmigrate - to move biological
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appear in physical manifestation. We had to leave that may parts of ourselves in
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now. We are manifesting without realizing we are manifesting so we seem to have

realizing we are manifesting so we seem to have no control over what"s being

over what"s being manifested around US. As we get up into these spaces, we
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dictionary. You can manifest anything. You"re an aspect of the Consciousness of God-God

part of tlie manifestation temp{ate." (A"sha, Holy Grail Quest) The monkey mind

a blueprint for manifestation Thoughts are things and they"re extremely powerful. BEING A
CREATOR
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of what we"re manifesting misery through. Sometimes it takes courage to look your reality

a mess I manifested I manifested this. Look at the power of manifestation I

I manifested I manifested this. Look at the power of manifestation I have, look

the power of manifestation I have, look at this, etc" Nobody did this to

you can really manifest yourself a worse one I This happens just by putting

I got instant manifestation abilities back?" Then go hide somewhere and really be careful

and bang, you manifest it You could say "I"m so angry I could
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made by individuals manifest. The Natural Laws of Kristiac/Christiac Creation and the
RESPONSIBILITY

original projection into manifestation. "The human race is a stage through which various
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powerful way to manifest. It"s not using your power to force your manifestation It"s

to force your manifestation It"s not surrendering your power completely to some other force

and hope it manifests it for you. It"s saying "I will be a
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are what are manifesting because of the Reversals and the Implants in the Shields.

distortions that are manifesting their way up through the System, through the Chakras,
through

Page:  33

don"t want to manifest, there"s hardly any time left to manifest what we want

time left to manifest what we want We have a CHOICE to define ourselves

innocent, love-filled manifest creation, obscuring your own ability to perceive the love that
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our bodies have manifest as distortions in our sexual organs, sexuality and sexual drives,
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links into our manifest body through the ReuchaTA spiral. In fact all natural manifest

fact all natural manifest life and matter forms are connected to the Middle Worlds

female body which manifest in among many things, the violence mutation in the male
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our capacity to manifest in space-time-matter forms and retains open communication/flow

and is a manifestation of Source. You can say that Source has an intention,

it out into manifest form. We have Source manifesting both as "energy" and

We have Source manifesting both as "energy" and as "matter", and these
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partiki 2, and manifests as two polarized 180 degree units (particum and partika).

the place (manifests) as particum and partika. As these polarized units fuse back

on" or "manifest" state as polarized units, and an "off" or "

or "non-manifest" state of reunion with Source, via an intermediate state that

that is half manifest and half non-manifest. Every time that the particum and

and half non-manifest. Every time that the particum and partika units flash off

that returns from manifestation. There is full connection between Source and the units that

can send into manifestation in this way. It all begins with this first dynamic,
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complex manifestation happening, with every unit creating more units like itself, and

between the polarized manifestation or creation "on" state and the depolarized at-One-

process of Creation manifesting into what we know of as our reality, shows that

flashing on, the manifested moment. That is carried all the way up the chain

itself that is manifesting. The EirA is the divine feminine/magnetic, and the ManA
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Source into the manifestation field held within Source, and back into the wholeness of

that is non-manifest, are always in contact, breathing back and forth. The ManU

the process of manifesting as form, Source must break itself down, fragment itself, because
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point. It also manifests as the OUTSIDE. We will see more of that as



at how we manifest here, there are three contexts that are the most important.

the Density or Manifestation Fields). The center point of the Kathara TM Grid is

of the primal Manifestation TemPlate 12 Centers of the COSMIC KATHARAGRID The first
Primal

contains both the Manifestation Matrix and the Primal Light and Sound Field Matrix. We"ll

are not fully manifest in a physical form sense. The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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and Rays fchangeable,_manifest). Then outside of those are the three levels of the

express as full manifest form, the consciousness aspects that they represent are still held

are within the manifestation field/ Kathara rM Grid, and four of them are within

into the non-manifest sound fields that hold the vibrational templates for manifestation, then

vibrational templates for manifestation, then down into the transitional Light Fields, then
finally into

the seed for manifestation. That is how the Monad can be both the inside
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entry into manifestation---in order to leave manifestation and return to full at-

order to leave manifestation and return to full at-One-ment with Source. Distortion

individuated parts, which manifests as an expanding pillar of multidimensional light, called
the Rainbow

we came into manifestation on. All manifestation, all individuation is based on sets of

manifestation on. All manifestation, all individuation is based on sets of 12: the Monad,
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and more of manifestation. The third concept is that the energies are always changing

through levels of manifestation, they are continually blending, and the energies that make
up
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into full de-manifest at-One-ment. The "largest" Primal Field, in the

expanded/outgoing towards manifestation, is actually dimension 13. Dimension 12 is the
largest dimension

Page:  11

the closest to manifestation. Creation is so complex and intricate, and there are so

farther out in manifestation. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
MCEO

Page:  12



Particum Universe or Manifestation Field on the bottom. The Particum Primal Field is on

with the Partika Manifestation Field on the right. The Monad exists on many, many

Page:  13

phasing triads: PCM manifestation fields PCM primal fields The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series
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15 Rays that manifest as the Time Matrix. Every single dimension has a Kathara

both ways into Manifestation and into Source. Introduction To The Crystal Body Anatomy
Remember

Miodic-Diodic grid manifest in the Reion Field of the Radial Body. The Particum

that "karma" manifests in the form of reversal of polarity that causes buildup
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first entry into Manifestation, the being exists within a Crystal Body form without the
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units do not manifest exactly simultaneously: The particum comes out a tiny bit before

incoming (into manifestation)/expanding Merkaba Spiral. The "in-breath" of God is

(out of manifestation)/contracting Merkaba Spiral. The Merkaba Spirals manifest as Life
Force

The Merkaba Spirals manifest as Life Force Currents spiral through the Shields, with
corresponding

enter and leave manifestation. The 2 inter-woven Merkaba Spirals also rotate on a

Ve Trion Field manifests as the Vortex Actual Field bottom merkaba spiral 11%CCW-
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it is in manifestation. Opposing these attributes is also allowed, within certain limits,
stopping

of consciousness within manifestation is aligned with the original intention, then
energy/consciousness flows

both the non-manifest and the manifest aspects of consciousness work harmoniously
together to

manifest and the manifest aspects of consciousness work harmoniously together to create
realities. The

choice of a manifest being is not allowed to affect the original intention, is

Source, because the manifestation fields are holographic in nature. The integrity of the
entire

structure, this will manifest in the individual"s experience as a progressively increasing
experience of
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"in" to manifestation will reverse spin, having slowed to the point at which

energy in the manifestation has been expended into form-creation, and entirely used up.

the Shields for manifestation, and back in to the center. The Shields are composed

the inside, and manifests through you, once the entry point is closed, it cannot

continued existence in manifest from, as all of the energy that remains within it
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this point the manifestation has completely ceased to exist in its original form, and

memory of that manifestation. Source retains a memory imprint of that aspect of creation

which the original manifestation was made will continue to exist (as individual partiki)

Fields and 2 Manifestation Fields. Each of these has a Monad at the 013
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radial body and manifestation. Within the Particum Universe, the harmonics shields are
horizontal, and

or cycles of manifestation spiral out from the center point of a shield (

6 time cycles manifest in its "own side", and the other 2 manifest

the other 2 manifest in the opposite universe. The leap cycles occur at the

which it is manifesting, it will return to the beginning point of that same

same level of manifestation for another full set of time cycles, at which point

first cycle of manifestation in a time matrix; it is bound by the cycles

Veca clock that manifests as a smaller version of itself within the physical body.

as a partially manifest minute crystal seal that functions as the spark point for
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both ways into manifestation and into Source. The density 1 Merkaba and Kathara ™

on the exhale/outwardmanifesting breath. The inhale breath brings them in towards each
other
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breath, alternating between demanifest-returning to Source on the in-breath and manifest-
returning

in-breath and manifest-returning to time-space-matter from on the outbreath. The

level, enabling the manifest from to fully link with the Primal Light Fields and

15 rays that manifest in time matrices. Looking at how the Seed Atom manifests

the Seed Atom manifests on the Ecka levels shows how intricately interwoven the energies

that make up manifestation really are. The Eckasha Seed Atom pattern gives rise to
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and brought into manifest being, they are the same. The Matradon is made up

and forms of manifestation. The Matradon is a tiny cell at the center of
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every level of manifestation, and that manifestation expands from the center outward. It is

manifestation, and that manifestation expands from the center outward. It is through the
central

all aspects of manifestation can take place. The step-down begin with the Addondra

two aspects of manifestation at this highest level.) The polarized flames re-join at
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different kinds of manifest reality. EyanA ETORA Seed Flame 45 Ecka Le-eTOR·
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part of all manifest structure. 3. If you don"t use Merkaba technologies in the
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Merkaba fonnation to manifest within the Planetary Merkaba Field. At the same time, the
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pattern: You have manifested that pattern inside your energy structure and it will faithfully
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can come into manifestation as individuated forms of consciousness. 11. Where is the love
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and identity will manifest. Everything in manifestation, including the entire universal
framework itself, has

manifest. Everything in manifestation, including the entire universal framework itself, has a
Crystal Body

of creation-objectified manifestation-began. They allow for the perpetual motion continually
regenerative cycling

and out of manifestation, in perfectly synchronized and balanced cycles of "beginnings" and
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is when they demanifest (c) Oscillation is when they "flash on" and
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template used to manifest the cosmos? (a) One uses base-12 math and
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matter" that will manifest in one Harmonic Universe? Why? • It is the pulsation

"matter" will manifest in each Harmonic Universe. The faster the Partiki Phasing is,
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a template for manifestation. It is also literally a map of the 12 dimensions



working within our manifestations and shows us how much more potential and power is
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• Shields are manifestation templates. DNA, Shields, Kathara Grids, Merkaba, Primal Life
Force Currents,
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from "non-manifest" state into the states of density of matter. The pale
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the energy that manifests here started (d) All ofthe above 2. To have
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matter" that will manifest in one Harmonic Universe? Why? • It is the pulsation

"matter" will manifest in each Harmonic Universe. The faster the Partiki Phasing is,
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a template for manifestation. It is also literally a map of the 12 dimensions

working within our manifestations and shows us how much more potential and power is
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• Shields are manifestation templates. DNA, Shields, Kathara Grids, Merkaba, Primal Life
Force Currents,
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from "non-manifest" state into the states of density of matter. The pale
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the energy that manifests here started (d) All ofthe above 2. To have
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circulatory system of manifest creation. Merkabas are the inbreath and out-breath of God.

field. Everything in manifestation has a Merkaba field, or it would not be in

not be in manifestation. 8. Hon"-a-til-E"a and Athon"-a-til-E"a:
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1728 selves in manifestation in different space-time coordinates. 6. How does Karma work?
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circulatory system of manifest creation. Multiple Choice 1. Christ Consciousness is ------- (a)

Page:  57



projected outward. We manifest our hologram as we go. 9. Why aren"t we always

always able to manifest whatever we want? • The reason we don"t have direct

don"t have direct manifestation of what we want is because the twists in the

circulatory system of manifest creation, Merkabas are also time keepers. They literally set the

is available for manifestation at any given time within the shield. 2. AzurA: A
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as our physically manifest hologram? (a) Dimension 3 (b) Dimension I (
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manifestation technique. 7. "Lotus Bud" breath: Refers to Technique 1
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for co-creative manifestation considered to be an advanced or entry-level technique? •

point of planetary manifestation seed embedding, and which receives the Le-TeU-A sphere

A sphere for manifesting the desired outcome? • The (planetary) Mahadra. 6. What
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The framework of manifest creation begins with God-Source downstepping within itself the
Divine

which all things manifest. Within the ManU force field the ManA and EirA each

Body capsules that manifest as electromagnetic barriers or "frequency" fences between each
3-
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and consciousness.) Miasms manifest within the particle structure of the Hova Bodies as
electrically

TeU-A" for manifestation technique, the copper colored Le-TeU-A lens is initially

seed to achieve manifestation? (a) Chakra 15. (b) The Mahadra. 4
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potentially available for manifestation), is called a ___ _ (a) Parameter field (

10. The "Manifestation-Transduction Sequence" demonstrates the series of steps that Primal
Life

go through to manifest in external Space-Time Matter. Which of the following parts
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11. The "Manifestation-Transduction Sequence" shows how the Planetary Merkaba Fields
spiral energy
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That means everything manifest is a part of the consciousness collectives, part of a
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(b) blocking manifestation abilities in the palm and foot chakras (c) blocking
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are Source-in-manifestation at the same time as we are also Source-in-

Joy of its manifest expressions, while simultaneously honoring their Free Will in allowing
them

Joy in our manifest arena. Rather than being commodities which we may find "
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a hologram of manifestation requires the dynamics of positive and negative, and that the

step out into manifestation. It also recognizes that the attempt to deny either polarity

also allows its manifestations to experience the consequences of their actions and thus to
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express as individual manifestations of a common Source. To fully embody Love and Joy,
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recognition that ALL MANIFEST BEINGS are FACES OF SOURCE MANIFEST. There is only ONE

FACES OF SOURCE MANIFEST. There is only ONE Consciousness, Source-God, and all things

memory of its manifest experience, to consciously re-join Source through Ascension. Through
Ascension,

the experience of manifest worlds .. .. If one"s chosen ideas and actions support

Joy of its manifest expressions, while simultaneously honoring their Free Will in allowing
them

.... As individuated manifest expressions of Source-God, we are imbued with the Power

of our experientially manifest worlds; as we progressively remember and embody our organic
Blessed

Faces of God Manifest, our choices and our worlds will progressively become more "
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are, after all, manifest Faces of God expressing at various stages of development. ..

God that is manifest as the SELF, and encourages us to entertain the anti-



of the Christos Manifest, that Angelic Humans were intended to be. MM: Disk 1:

idea, it"s a manifest reality idea, but it"s hard to see from here, that

the ability to manifest thought. Because we are each an aspect or a face

Source-as-God manifests, we, as smaller aspects of God taking place within God,

the ability to manifest, if we know what we"re doing! It"s like we"re pieces
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to come into manifest hologram in order to experience itself in individuation. There is
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All things within manifest creation SHARE a COMMON SHIELD or Manifestation Template
called the

COMMON SHIELD or Manifestation Template called the COSMIC SHIELD scalar-standing-
wave template ....

experience of all manifest creation and identity individuation could take place. ALL energy,
consciousness

energy, consciousness and manifestation emerge WITHIN and are COMPOSED OF the Life
Force energies

while within individuated manifestation, when we forget the OMNIPOTENT nature of
Creation through the

First Creation of Manifest Expression could occur, was enabled to remain perpetually in
motion,

and its many manifestations of SELF can retain an Eternal, Perpetual OPEN interrelationship.
The

geometrical" PROGRAM FOR MANIFEST CREATION, the CHRISTOS SEED ATOM and the
Divine Blueprint for
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God-Source and manifestation fields within IT. The Eternal INTERNAL Flame of ManU-Holy

energy through which manifest Universes and their contents perpetually emerge and can
perpetually RETURN

to the De-manifest state of At-ONE-ment with God-Source ... As

Source ... As Manifest Creation was set in motion upon the God-Source Original

REBALANCING SYSTEM .... Manifest Creation was given the GIFT of Free Will expression
within

EXPRESSION .... When manifest beings use their gift of Free Will Choice within Cooperative

while within the manifest experience. Being both a sentient individual manifest AND
simultaneously KNOWING

a sentient individual manifest AND simultaneously KNOWING Oneself as a direct, embodied
expression of

Joy within the manifest arena. Manifest beings are enabled to experience this state of



the manifest arena. Manifest beings are enabled to experience this state of "God-
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BALANCE to the Manifest Creation. Cosmic Order was designed to express the Original
Kristiac-

the Eternal Life Manifestation Framework which both Divine Expression and Opposite
Expression require in

Creation, each individuated manifestation of God-Source is ACCOUNTABLE for applied use of
Free

experienced by individuals manifest and shared with God-Source eternally .. . God-Source

individuation within the Manifestation Arena of Time Matrices and Universes, God-Source
fully agrees

original projection into manifestation .... The Natural Laws of Reciprocity, Allowance and
Balance are

made by individuals manifest. ... The MCEO Freedom-Teachings® Series Presented by
Adashi
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which individual consciousness manifests, exists as an intrinsic part of the cosmic identity
structure,

and its infinite manifestations. When one expands to encompass the knowing "I AM

to, any other manifestation of the God Mind. Humility, in reference to all life,

and the individuated manifestations of itself. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented by
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toward all its manifestations (with whom it eternally remains in a state of

Love with all manifestations of itself. The experience of lack of love reflects the

between the individuated manifestation of God and the totality of the God Mind itself.

itself as a manifestation of the God Mind. Personal expansion to "At-One-

direct result and manifestation of vibrational dissonance of individual consciousness with the
God Mind.

anything in the manifest worlds. But there"s absolute love which is love that loves
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"evil" or manifestation versus de-manifestation. These are the polarities that exist within

manifestation versus de-manifestation. These are the polarities that exist within Source
because it
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simultaneously in polarity, manifesting AS polarity, and manifesting as wholeness, co-
existent. Polarity exists



AS polarity, and manifesting as wholeness, co-existent. Polarity exists within the wholeness.
If

other. Source creates manifestation because it has a desire. It is an intelligence that

and then a manifestation. The core desire of why Creation takes place is because
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will literally be manifest in your consciousness and in your body. Y9u will have
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in, that Source manifests itself as, that are the balance-keepers. They"re the restorers

of Creation (manifesting), and not-Creation (and not manifesting anything), all at

(and not manifesting anything), all at the same time .... It"s really important
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organic condition of manifest energy, observe the reality of what IS, and use the
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can be made manifest through the Love of the active God Force that you

blessed being, a manifestation of the God-Force and Source ," we kind of
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else a blessed manifestation of Source, but so are you! You neglect YOU; you"re
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a backflow from manifestation that allows the next outflow from Source to come. But,
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God-Source, the manifest part of the body of God-Source, which is the
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energy out into manifest creation, it would have nothing left in order to do

that understanding was manifest within the mathematics of the Krist Code upon which all

in creating a manifestation, what was your part in making this happen? If you"re

responsibility for your manifestations and you become more powerful because, as long as
somebody
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that thing that"s manifesting through your DNA, that "victimizer," if you can realize
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and yourself as manifestations of Source and find a way to shift the energy.
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still in the manifest body of Source and you "re still made of
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level into the manifest body and consciousness, to ensure that the energetic link to
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outer world of manifest were perceived .... The 30 mental body requires information to
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honesty, expect to manifest anything, of any lasting significance, in Divine Right
Relationship! The

possibly expect to manifest much of anything ourselves, let alone create anything which is

within which creation-manifestation processes are expressed .... Understanding these things
is what will
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God." Everything in manifestation is not outside of God. God didn"t choose to create
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that everything is manifest on. It"s very hard to be frightened of anything if
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a consciousness that"s manifest within a framework, once you see the framework, it isn"t
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up to non-manifestation is all created out of the same energy that is

are a walking, manifest face of God. You ARE God. That doesn"t mean you"re
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beyond form and manifestation, that ALL OF US are expressions of. When we want

I AM a manifestation of God." We also need to be able to look

I, as a manifester, as a face of God, am choosing to BE love
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the commands to manifest it. "I AM Love." If you want mastery, you

that"s not in manifestation that you originated from and a part of you"s still
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innocent, love-filled manifest creation, obscuring your own ability to perceive the love that
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into form or manifestation, is an intrinsic part of reclaiming our true heritage as
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intrinsic value as manifestations of God-Source, and you will often find God-Source

action to all manifest affairs, is the foundation, belief and core agreement upon which

tangibly and practically manifest. A Synocracy is a form of Christiac power delegation that

each has entered manifestation in order to embody and express a unique and individuated

In any given manifest drama, some individuals choose "smaller" roles that require less

Page:  57

level into the manifest body and consciousness, to ensure that the energetic link to
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of all things manifest; the Still Small God-voice Within speaks and SINGS in
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will eventually de-manifest right out of your experience. When you approach the world

Page:  69

go back into manifestation again), that Memory Matrix that a being can carry for
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that was in manifestation so every being everywhere, whether it goes back on the

pain while in manifestation, so there is a preference for going home the way

for our perceived manifestation. The Freedom Teachings provide us with a wide range of
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The Mechanics of Manifestation 2001 Open Letter from Ecka Council: July 2003 PC1/9DVD:
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were once physically manifest "seemed to literally disappear" when viewed from within the
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in an expansion/ manifestation period. Each of the 4 Eyugha time cycles contains 6
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Freedom" comes to manifest fulfillment. At present, as our planet engages its "2012
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fact that the manifest planes and life-fields of "Higher Earth" still exist
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still in the manifest body of Source and you"re still made of the units
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Phase of the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence .............................................. 4 Flame
Step-down in Creation of

Anatomy of the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence:
.................................................................................................................................. 16
Overview of the Phases and

Page:  4

so does the manifestation and de-manifestation rate Working with our Flame Bodies is

manifestation and de-manifestation rate Working with our Flame Bodies is essential
preparation for

Phase of the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence The Manifestation-Transduction
Sequence, also known as the

Transduction Sequence The Manifestation-Transduction Sequence, also known as the Sacred
Sequence, is the

the levels of manifest creation to finally manifest as our perceived reality field and

creation to finally manifest as our perceived reality field and bodies. Kathara 2-3

Veca Levels of manifestation or identity. In Kathara 4, this process continues and comes

of identity and manifest creation, the energies of God-Source cannot flow through freely
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throughout creation, keeping manifest reality and God-Source continually connected.
Throughout all the levels
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Veca Levels of manifest reality, especially on the Particum Density field of the Veca

Page:  12

creation process (ManifestationTransduction Sequence) is the creation of the density
shields for the

Page:  13

this level of manifestation The Maharic Shield technique actually uses our Density-4 Etheric

Page:  14



in order to manifest here. Part of the distortion in the planetary Crystal Body

Page:  15

and sets the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence in full motion. The central eternal life
flames

Body structures into manifestation. This fully connects the ftows of the Eckasha through
Veca

Phases of the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented by
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Anatomy of the ManifestationTransduction Sequence: 8 Stages and 5 Phases Once the
Monadic Beam

within which the manifestation of physical matter takes place. There is a series of

the illusion of manifest physical form, space, and time. It is essential that the

Source and the manifest forms within the fields of creation. The MCEO Freedom Teachings

Page:  18

the energies for manifestation into each density, and they also function as locks in

was set into manifestation at the original creation point, they are able to open

of a particular manifestation field. The Ethos energies are half a dimension above the

Page:  19

base energies for manifestation of matter, or Atmic!Atomic energies, in our reality field

Page:  22

smaller forms to manifest The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO
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that shield, into manifest form. Whatever is held in that shield template will be
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the transfiguration and manifestation cycle in motion. Transfiguration is a process not yet
much

far in the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence. The large Bi-Veca Merkaba is shown, inside
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the shield for manifestation, it picks up all the mathematics of the programs. Remember

the program for manifestation. This brings the coding of all three dimensional shields into

steps in the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence express the flat shield templates in 3-
dimensional
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Planes withlntnelotE"Cryst.allJghtGrid manifestation. These bend through the standing waves
of the Kathara Grid
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Diodic Grid all manifest within the Reion Field of the Radial Body (the

points sealed it manifests as a spherical structure, a self-contained field. All of

each other once manifestation is fully set into motion, in that they appear as

since everything in manifest form is an illusion , including time and space, all

Miodic-Diodic Grid manifest in the same place with the LotE Lines and MiodicDiodic
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currents, and that manifest in our bodies as vertical Axi-A-Tonal Lines. The
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addressing Miasms that manifest in our manifestation fields, due to blockages that affect the

manifest in our manifestation fields, due to blockages that affect the electrical flow lines
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within it. It manifests at the Dimension 13.5 level, as the Etheric currents are

body levels that manifest within the Lotosphere. These essentially flow energies inward and
outward

sent out into manifestation within the spherical boundaries of its form This is when
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very important for manifestation, as it is the differential currents that hold the exact

energy available for manifestation. This differential current has a charge of 21 % +

point 1n the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence, the currents that are running in the
structures

are available for manifestation can bond with Etheric currents to reform the tripolar 45
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currents of Particum manifest matter. The Miodes spin CCW, and the Miodic Vortices draw
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Particum LatE Etheric manifestation and Parallel Ecka Atmic Expression. The Eyonic Crystal
Body Nodes
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8 of the Manifestation Transduction Sequence activation of the lotus Flow & Miodic -
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out of LotE manifestation and into Ecka-Lota manifestation. The MCEO Freedom
Teachings®

into Ecka-Lota manifestation. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
MCEO
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the Particum Veca manifestation, as these 15 Suns span not only the full Veca,

journey through the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence. Having gone through this
detailed look at the
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which is the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence culminating in our introduction to an
aspect of

unity within the manifest and multidimensional body, through which the Ka-Light and the

between the physically manifest form and the Ka and Tha, which in terms of

dimension of physical manifestation emerges. The Ka-Tha Light-Sound Body or
dimensionalized Etheric

through which physical manifestation emerges. These aspects of the Sacred Sequence,
which are key

key to the manifestation of tangible healing in the physical anatomy, are further explored

amplified healing and manifestation potential. Kathara Level-2 Techniques provide the
specific sequential set
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relationship to the Manifestation-Transduction Sequence. Earth is presently entering a long
awaited natural

DNA Template and manifest bio-system can begin clearing the environmentally caused
ShOna Transposition
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out into your manifest body and hologram. This activates and awakens your DNA Template
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Figure 21 The Manifest Particum Physical Body and the Particum LotE Ecka-Veca Body

Body Particum LotE Manifestation-Transduction Sequence (Tii-E-"asphere and Miodic-Diodic
Grid)
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the outer domains manifest. Page 6 of 151
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to fit into manifest creation. So, we"re all connected to Source at all times
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you go into manifestation, into the different domains of the light body, into individuation
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is called the manifestation of the keys. After they go through these series of
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the outer matter manifestations. So, you have 15 rings and 15 spans. Now, at
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go into outer manifestation. So, you have the rings one, two and three in

directly to what manifests physically in terms of planets, and including your own body.
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of hova bodies manifest. Next one please. This is just showing- there are four
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that form the manifest matter structures. The Big Bang occurs when it goes from

Page:  63

into the outer manifestation. It is those templates that cause the organization of things

Page:  68

expands as the manifest body contracts, back into getting smaller and smaller, as the

Page:  83

and how they manifest in literally something very very practical, the planet that we"re
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They are physical manifestations. They are in a D2 hibernation zone. What we"re looking
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too- that was manifested from these. So, this actually creates, this area creates the
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atmosphere. It still manifests itself as portions of our atmosphere. What we see right
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... now this manifests itself... you see the boundary here, where the Derma-Net
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they can physically manifest here, and then vaporize right before your eyes. I"ve seen

was terrified. It demanifested. It started oscillating and you could start to see its
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of places that manifest in these spaces. The next place you would go to-
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things are all manifesting. These were the templates ... well, they"re the bodies of

you have 15 manifest layers also that go with the 15 ones from the

Page:  137

how they will manifest out into the Eukatharista body structures. In both the Eukatharista
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the Rashalae body manifest on. They are what the outer Eukatharista light bodies and

you know here manifest on. We are dealing with a little bit bigger sized
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of gravity. When manifest matter and Spirit equalize within a system, zero gravity force
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atomic structure and manifest selves for respiritualization and de-densification of our Matter
Form.

like lenses to manifest the hologram, and our own eye structure is a reflection

the hologram of manifestation and materialization is created. The third eye (Pineal) actually

the changes that manifest in our 3 D eyes as we begin to make
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fully on the manifest side, "in front of the Creation Point Door", as
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the structure that manifests creation, and brings it into being for us. It is
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(or matter manifestation) occurs are standing waveforms. A standing wave is called a

flash on into manifestation, and you would see them. Vibration is when they flash

everythingthe creation, objectified manifestation-began upon. They are called the Krist and
the Krystallah.
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can come into manifestation as individuated forms of consciousness. The energy that makes
up

upon which matter manifests, and matter within which consciousness can embody is all
conscious.

within which everything manifests, because God-Source desired to manifest it. God-Source
set

Source desired to manifest it. God-Source set in motion a structure of perpetual

and out of manifestation, in perfect balance, in perfect synchronization, which allows
creation to
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comes into the manifestation framework understands exactly: what the Krist is, what the
template

first came into manifestation what the rules of the game were, and the rules

consciousness in for manifestation and receives other pulses back home for recirculation, to
go

enter time or manifestation in a random. haphazard way .. .it is not
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certain patterns where manifestation can take place. There is a Primal Order to the

it. That structure manifests as the First Partiki (PKI), emerging within Source. These

and identity will manifest. A @ 4 ~~ B The Morphogenetic Field is made

consciousness within dimensionalized manifestation. Morphogenetic Fields are thus Scalar



Grids that form in specific

upon which form manifests. Morphogenetic Fields govern the form of matter manifestation
and the

form of matter manifestation and the evolution of biology & consciousness. Morphogenetic
Field mechanics
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is not yet manifest; it exists in an "ante-matter" state of non-

state of non-manifestation; but it is still holding a pattern on which form

perception in the manifest perceptual fields, but in truth, it is a constant interaction

order to create manifestation, do something called PKI phasing, which means they
continually and

other to form manifestation templates; they form a scalar grid of fixed points. If

galaxies within them) manifest are created of PKI units that phase on and off.

the blueprint for manifestation. When you look at the aspect of the PKI phasing,
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through which Source manifests creation. An important point in relation to creation is that

Original PKI, which manifests as a neutral structure around the original concept in Source.

Original Idea. One manifests as a unit on the matter (PCM) side of

flashing on into manifestation of particle and anti-particle. This would be their oscillation

here in the manifest hologram focus there is a sequence of cause and effect--
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from Source into manifestation or more specifically it moves between dimensions. Scalar
waves are

as consciousness before manifesting, takes on the form of very specific arrangements of
scalar
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Body. Everything in manifestation, including the entire universal framework itself, has a
crystal body

becomes crystallized into manifest holographic forms that hold portions of the Consciousness
of God
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come into perceivable manifestation. It is part of the holographic process, where we are

was used to manifest universes and galaxies and cosmos is the exact same template

is used to manifest everything in the microcosm as well. If we can understand
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expressions come into manifestation and they interact. Interaction between these two
polarities is effectively

Once they have manifested in expression, they then turn around, come back into the

Unit (which manifests as PCM I PKA particles) holds the buffer field and

1, Mecranics of Manifestation) Sequential Phasing The 1st PKI creates the primary structure
from

polarized structures into manifestation and then returns to Source with the sequential
emergence of

additional particles into manifestation. These particles phase sequentially and they phase in
relationship to

unit in the manifestation of creation. Therefore, we have a 3-Dimensional structure
emerging
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the Dimensionalized Universal Manifestation Template 3 Levels of the non-dimensionalized
ENERGY MATRIX within
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matter that would manifest in one Harmonic Universe would have to do with what
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That structure initially manifests as very pure Sound, the Primal Sound Fields (Khundaray).

which begins to manifest as the matter fields in creation. The sequential structuring within

and begins to manifest the matter fields in creation. Within these individual fields there

the particles that manifest effectively spin. So there are different spin orientations for
different
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but spherical and manifestation is taking place within them. 7 This Shield is also
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units of vibration manifest. The process of getting back into expansion and wholeness and
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for what It manifests in creation. That intent, that design, that core template is
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They manifest as 2 interconnecting Kathara Grids (24 points); but each

for what will manifest on the dimensional level over 12 dimensions. A Kathara Grid

for what will manifest at that dimensional level in creation. The Kathara Centers are

the rest of manifest creation. So everything that manifests in creation has a design;



So everything that manifests in creation has a design; and that design in its

holographic experience of manifestation. So, it is a key structure, a key tool by

puts consciousness into manifestation, where the core coding is stored for the bodies that

a template for manifestation. The Kathara Centers within the 12-Tree Grid are like
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Line System. Primal Manifestation Template The Kathara Grid is l;luilt upon what is

of Eternal Life Manifestation of First Creation and the Kathara Grid is the core
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of the Primal Manifestation Template 2 Interwoven Kathara Grids of Primal Order within the

of the PRIMAL MANIFESTATION TEMPLATE The Cosmic Kathara Grid for our Time Matrix
links,

Figure 8: Primal Manifestation Template In Figure 8 we combine the two diagrams that
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of the Primal Manifestation Template. The 12 centers of the Cosmic Kathara Grid form

12 dimensions of manifest density, and 3 dimensions of the Primal Light Fields, and

Partiki units that manifest at this primal sound level do not form standing waves
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world. Everything that manifests in Creation has its own Kathara Grid. For example, we
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the Chi. It manifests through protons. Protons have positive charge. D-2 frequency manifests

D-2 frequency manifests as electrons-that is the Ki; it is a negative

neutral charge. It manifests as neutrons in Density• 1. So neutrons are carriers of
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energy that is manifest here in the PCM started out from the Ecka God-

there into these manifest forms and structures. This is home to everybody in this
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spiral out into manifestation. It also represents the core they will all spiral back
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Worlds ... 15 Manifestation Fields of the Universal Veca. The 15 Manifestation Fields of

Veca. The 15 Manifestation Fields of the Universal Veca: 4 Kathara Grids nest together,
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total of 15 Manifestation Fields. Partiki Phasing Process There is a very interesting
correspondence
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or projection into manifestation; then they come back, integrate back into the Partiki. And

System of 15 Manifestation Fields & 3 Time Matrices is encased within one Eckasha.

16: The 22 Manifestation Fields of 1 Cosmic Eckasha Middle God World Corridor The
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Worlds; 96 discrete Manifestation Fields within one Cosmic Eckasha-A Higher God World
Spectra.

total of 96 Manifestation Fields; The content of 14 Time Matrices; (3 x

total of 96 Manifestation Fields- The content of 14 Time Matrices; (3 x

8 Eckasha-A Manifestation Fields (2 Time Matrices). C: 1 Eckasha Middle God-

God-Wo~ds Manifestation Fields. (3 time Matrices x 4 Eckasha Corridors= 22

Corridors= 22 Eckasha Manifestation Fields x 4 = 88 Eckasha Fields. 88 Eckasha Fields

Fields = 96 Manifestation Fields in ONE Eckasha-A Spectra). Figure 17: THE 96

17: THE 96 Manifestation Fields of 1 Cosmic Eckasha-A Higher God World Spectra

get the 96 Manifestation Fields. Our Eckasha structure effectively replicates the structure
that we
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The Manifestation Fields of the Eckasha-Aah God Core Highest God-Worlds

Figure 18: The Manifestation Fields of the Eckasha-Aah The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
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and Out of Manifestation. 2 Circulating Through the EirA-ManA Cosmic Kathara Grid, the

Which The Cosmic Manifestation Template is Anchored And Sustained. The 12 Reuche
perpetually Transmit
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Currents and Consciousness Manifest If we go all the way up to the Eckasha-
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we and all manifestation are composed of the Divine Substance-the living, intelligent units
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Source perpetually sets manifestation in motion through engaging Its awareness in the
process of

The framework of manifest creation begins with God-Source Downstepping within Itself the
Divine



God Source first manifests Itself as the Cosmic Divine Trinity of Eternal God Force

within which all manifestation occurs. COSMIC CHRISTOS: The Divine Blueprint Kathara,
Krystallah and Kristos
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ManU Window, "Manifestation Point" or "Zero Point" at the center points of

and out of manifestation. COSMIC ARCS: The 12 Reuche Scepter Arcs and the Cosmic

Window for de-manifestation, the ManA scalar standing waves forming a clockwise rotating
scalar

Reuche Shields for manifestation. The synchronized rotation of the 12 counter-rotating
Reuche Scepter

from which all manifest worlds emerge. COSMIC MERKABA: The Amoraea, Eckasha and Veca
Merkaba
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multitude of electromagnetic manifestation "domains" form. Each 12-point Kathara Grid that
forms
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The framework of manifest creation begins with God Source downstepping within Itself the
Divine

God-Source Force manifests Itself as the Cosmic Divine Trinity of Eternal God Force

within which all manifestation occurs. This describes the emergence within the original PKI
phasing

in Creation, which manifests the 3 Primal Currents in Creation: the ManU, ManA, and
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those primal fields manifests the primary Kathara Grids, the large Kristos and the smaller

EirA, that is manifesting these Kathara Grid structures and all of the other structures
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the 13th point manifests in the 12 and the 6. That generates the 3

opposite expressions, which manifest as the other remaining 8 , points, the outer points
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the ManU Window Manifestation Point or Zero Point, at the center points of the
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and out of manifestation. So, we have the ManU Window emerging at the core.

ManU Window for demanifestation. The ManA scalar standing waves form a clockwise
rotating scalar

Reuche Shields for manifestation. The synchronized rotation of the 12 counter-rotating



Reuche Scepter

from which all manifest worlds emerge. Presented by Adashi MCEO LLC in Association with
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currents, in turn, manifest another level of order within creation. The flow of these

currents begins to manifest what is referred to as Cosmic Merkaba, the flow of
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the two spirals manifests the original expression of Kathara within cosmic structure. Together
the

multitude of electromagnetic manifestation domains form. Each 12-point Kathara Grid that
forms 1

two Kathara Grids manifests the large Amoraea Merkaba Field between them. The Kristos
Kathara

Kristos Kathara Grid manifests the electrical spiral of the Amoraea Merkaba. The Krystallah
manifests

Merkaba. The Krystallah manifests the magnetic lower spiral of the Amoraea Merkaba. This
Merkaba
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and out of manifestation that you have a Merkaba field. The shields create the

Merkaba. Everything in manifestation has a Merkaba field or it would not be in

not be in manifestation. They are part of the natural, living, breathing system, energy-

can be in manifestation. Merkaba fields are conscious because the energy that is spiraling
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Reserved "- our Manifestation Occurs. The 4 Eckasha-A Spectra Form Within the Cosmic
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ManA and EirA, manifestation of the Kristos and Krystallah, the primary Kathara Grids. The
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puts consciousness into manifestation in the cosmic structure, it creates bodies to house that
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4. Mechanics of Manifestation- Embodying Your Heroic Future-Introducing the Bi-Veca and
Tri-
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fact that all manifest creation occurs within the consciousness body of God-Source, the

Spirit focused in manifestation. It will also have different genetic abilities because the doors

Page:  3

that is a manifestation of that consciousness in order to experience a manifest world.

to experience a manifest world. This implies that we came here with a history,
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of Ascension, of manifestation and de-manifestation, of turning into light and sound and

manifestation and de-manifestation, of turning into light and sound and turning back again,

coming back into manifestation. 4. What are the consequences of using our Free Will

frequency into a manifest structure. • One will lose at the same time the

into the non-manifest field of God-Source. 5. Why is a Metatronic Black

Page:  16

life flow between manifest state and non-manifest state. A non-Krystic program doesn"t

state and non-manifest state. A non-Krystic program doesn"t do this; it doesn"t
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2 has ~ Manifest (in front of the Creation Point Door) and Y:

has 3/3 Manifest. It forms the Atmic Realm, Dimension 3. That is our

of its quantum Manifest and no quantum in Spirit. • Cousha Rep 4 has

4 has ~ Manifest and Y:J in Spirit. Dimension 4. 4
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5 has Y2 Manifest and Y2 in Spirit. Dimension 5. • Cousha Rep 6

6 has 116 manifest and 5/6 in Spirit. Dimension 6. • Cousha Rep
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where it de-manifests all of its matter and then pops back into Creation



Page:  20

pops into the nonmanifest field of Source and comes out with a quantum replica.
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Field and the manifest Kryst Spirit Body. They then backflow into the Eye of
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of Spirit and Manifest quantum: (a) Aah-LA Eyugha, (b) KaLA-Eyugha.

Spirit and half Manifest. • (b) Atmic: quantum-3/3 out, or none
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Chamber has a Manifest EtorA vector, and behind it the Eiradonis Spirit AdorA cross-

Adjugate Twin. Each Manifest AdorA vector has the Eiradonis Spirit EtorA Adjugate Twin
behind
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the immediate core manifestation of the perfect imprint. At its center is the crystalline
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Spirit and half Manifest quantum. Middle Domains-Edon-1,728 Selves-Sha-LA Eyugha 3-

Chamber has a Manifest EtorA vector, and behind it the Eiradonis Spirit AdorA cross-

Adjugate Twin. Each Manifest AdorA vector has the Eiradonis Spirit EtorA Adjugate Twin
behind
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~~ (a) Manifest EtorA in Vector 5 (b) Spirit of EtorA in

11 (c) Manifest AdorA in Vector 5 (d) Spirit of AdorA in
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which our first manifestations are made. So this is where the 1st Plasma Krystal

• After a manifestation has moved through the Core, Inner, Middle and Outer Cycles,
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(your EtorA manifest self) pull together and merge at the center with your

center with your manifest Adjugate AdorA Twin and its Eiradonis (your EtorA Spirit

Adjugate TwinEiradonis of Manifest EtorA (Spirit of AdorA) and Eiradonis of Manifest AdorA

and Eiradonis of Manifest AdorA (Spirit ofEtorA)-merge at the center to enter

the Adjugate Twin Manifest AdorA side and the EtorA side, the Eiradonis ofthe EtorA,
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which the 1st Manifestation Currents are made. This is where the 1st Plasma Krystal

Twin Eiradonis of Manifest EtorA (Spirit of AdorA) and Eiradonis of Manifest AdorA

and Eiradonis of Manifest AdorA (Spirit of EtorA) merge at the center to
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pearl After a manifestation has moved through the Core, Inner, Middle and Outer Cycles,
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the complete EtorA Manifest Body Divine Blueprint is the ____ _ (a) Akashic

of the AdorA Manifest Body is the ____ _ (a) Spirit Body ofEtorA

AdorA (c) Manifest Body ofEtorA (d) Manifest Body of AdorA 12. The

ofEtorA (d) Manifest Body of AdorA 12. The 8-cell cluster that forms
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Body and Physical Manifest Body? • The structure of the PartikE of the Tauren

probability as your manifest reality field rather than others. • Technically you have a
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draw the 144 manifest Elemental Adjugate Twins into the 12 Allurean Chambers ofthe Cosmic
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• In the manifest natural EtorA System, Axi-A-Tonal Lines are supposed to
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draw in both Manifest Bodies, transmuting their Atomic matter to Celestalline. • By bringing
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Matter Bodies (Manifest Bodies). These 4 bodies-the full set of2 from each
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in the AdorA manifestation vector and also can"t go through a natural Adashi Cycle.
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and start to manifest themselves as cellular destruction. That happens very young, around
age
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of the AdorA Manifest Body, and at the same time on the AdorA side

in the AdorA Manifest Body. Raising the Eiradonis is the fast way to get

be able to manifest wherever you ended up or you"re pointing yourself by thought,



other side andre-manifest yourself back out in your physical form. 6
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Time Cycle ofthe Manifest Body on the EtorA and the AdorA side. 7. Integrated

expansion on the Manifest EtorA side. Eckashi Return Cycle is the return on the
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Body ofthe AdorA Manifest Body, and is facing in the same direction as your

The Eiradonis ofthe Manifest Body on the AdorA side is your Spirit Body, and

direction as the Manifest Body on the AdorA side. The Eiradonis holds the Divine
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Body and the Manifest Body. (b) It creates a Tube-Torus effect or
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cycle of the Manifest Body? (a) Because ofthe mutations we can"t remember who
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the immediate core manifestation of the Eternal Imprint). Phasing of the Cells within the

Eye of Allurea, manifest EtorA and spirit AdorA Eyes) start to form the Event
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under-Matter" (manifest hydrolase radiation "armature" template beneath the "materialized
matter-
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Spirit focused in manifestation and it will also have different genetic abilities because those

Page:  3

the ability to manifest and de-manifest the matter form at will because you

manifest and de-manifest the matter form at will because you have the spiritual

Page:  4

Being in a manifestation of a living God source, and then you give it

Page:  7

body is a manifestation of that consciousness in which you use in order to

and experience a manifest world. You can start to realize you are a cosmic

the expression in manifestation of the utopian vision. They are beyond democratic-all right?-

Page:  8

fact that all manifest creation occurs within the consciousness body of God Source, the

Page:  10

those other worlds manifest-worlds that are accessible directly from our atmosphere and our

the ability to manifest and de-manifest Copyright A "shavana & A "

manifest and de-manifest Copyright A "shavana & A "hzavana Deane. 2007,
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light and re-manifesting in the designated location you wanted to go to. The
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Light Body, and Manifest body anatomy that all connect with these natural cosmic structures

sound, you could manifest it, de-manifest it, move it all over the place.

manifest it, de-manifest it, move it all over the place. There"s a whole

Page:  18



connected to the manifest body of God Source and to the cosmic consciousness field

with-Source-not-manifest-at-all state into still-one-withSource-but-in-a-

but-in-a-manifest-space-time-hologram, it is a very specific framework. That
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came out into manifestation through the Andromeda galaxy-in order to finish an Adashi

Page:  24

exist in physically manifest form. So, when you see these, it will give you
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literally saw the manifestation of the Atlantean drama into the current times. And it"s

Page:  31

Field, the non-manifest part of God Source, at what"s a natural Starfire Cycle.
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Code" manages to manifest itself, because we would be upstairs, literally embedded for like
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of Ascension, of manifestation manifestation, of turning into light and sound and turning
back

coming back into manifestation. So we are all in a long progress or process,
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from Source into manifestation knew the rules when it started. So those who fell

frequency into a manifest structure. And you will lose, at the same time, the

Page:  49

which is the manifest body of God Source. And when a being gets into

into the non-manifest field of God Source consciousness anyway. So we are in

to experience in manifestation, or we can use it in opposite to Divine Will

that enabled a manifest creation to take place in the first place. In this
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point of any manifestation is where Source 1st placed its consciousness, the consciousness
beam,
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literally what become manifest time vectors and event horizons that you experience. The
Spirit



the full encryption, manifest encryption of a thing in a condensed form. And the

side progressively first manifest. The Spirit Body gets to a certain point then it
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quantum in the manifest side of creation that it triggers open the Creation Point

into the non-manifest field of Source and comes back out but with a

how a form manifests from a Spirit Body, from 1 Partiki in the consciousness

where it de-manifests all of its matter and then pops back into creation
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is how thought manifestation works. The universe, the Cosmos, has been created in the

small ... little manifestations ... how to manifest things directly into your reality by

... how to manifest things directly into your reality by using your understanding of

Page:  75

Partiki power-1J3rd manifest, positive manifest; 2/3rds in what is called "Spirit".

1J3rd manifest, positive manifest; 2/3rds in what is called "Spirit". So, we"re
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Jesus Code" "manifest" and what is behind it on the same line, going

has 2/3rds manifest and 1/3rd Spirit behind creation point door. And we"re

the 2/3rds manifest ... a, 2/3rds of what? 2/3rds of a
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3rds of itself manifest, 1J3rd in Spirit. And this forms a type of energy

self that are manifest there, and that is where we see the hologram of
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3rds of it"s manifest, front of creation point door, 1 /Jd behind. So,

and then de-manifest the body and remanifest it elsewhere. So, it"s fascinating, the

the body and remanifest it elsewhere. So, it"s fascinating, the potentials of understanding
how

Page:  80

of it is manifest, 2/3rds of it in Spirit, 2/3rds of the

as quantum in manifest. Now, this one here, this is where it gets really

Partiki power, positive manifest Partiki equals 21 Partiki manifest, 15 Partiki power Spirit
Partiki

equals 21 Partiki manifest, 15 Partiki power Spirit Partiki equals 105 Partiki power in



be going forward, manifest. You have manifest expansion and Spirit expansion, backwards.
This structure

manifest. You have manifest expansion and Spirit expansion, backwards. This structure is key
"

way into a manifest state and the one that is moving energy out this

this way into manifest state. And if you"re over here, that"s the Spirit one,
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and out into manifestation. These are the core manifestation and de-manifestation currents,
all

are the core manifestation and de-manifestation currents, all right, these are the ones

manifestation and de-manifestation currents, all right, these are the ones that are moving

the EtorA system manifestations. You could call these, in relation to the EtorA side,

are the EtorA Manifest side, but for the AdorA Manifest side, these currents would

for the AdorA Manifest side, these currents would be the AdorA Spirit side. When

is, if you"re manifest here-a thing that is manifest on the EtorA side,

thing that is manifest on the EtorA side, which means its physical structure is

physical structure is manifesting here-it implies its Spirit structure is manifesting in the

Spirit structure is manifesting in the AdorA side and vice versa, which means at

have an AdorA manifest side that"s manifesting that way and its Spirit Body is

manifest side that"s manifesting that way and its Spirit Body is expanding this way,

way, where you"re manifest body is. The Eiradonis frequencies are the Spirit Body of

yourself that is manifesting on the AdorA side. So, there is a whole process

take what was manifest through the Spirit Body, back into a spiritual state. So,
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thing out of manifestation into the consciousness field of Source and then bring it

Page:  86

processes of the manifestation of the hologram. So, we"re going to be learning more

we are literally manifesting our "ahead of us", ahead of us, as we

is creating the manifest illusion that we are walking in and experience as solid.

with trying to manifest with thought intention and those kind of things, why so

we are seriously manifesting our hologram as we go, how is it that it

use those natural manifestations to create what we desire, where part of our consciousness

to get the manifestation ability back. But we are seriously ... our bodies, not

Page:  89



this is the manifest Kryst Spirit Body. This is the core part of it.

from which 1st manifestation currents are made. So, this is where the 1st Plasma
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or the Un-manifest consciousness field of Source, and the manifest body structure or

Source, and the manifest body structure or Spirit Body structure. So, they open a
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in the EtorA manifest side and then 3 Adashi bodies coming back, 1, 2,

is, after a manifestation has moved through the Core Cycle, through the Inner Cycle,

as you are manifesting along this Event Horizon and coming outward, the same time

consciousness that is manifesting on the AdorA side and coming out this way. And

also have a manifestation out here in the AdorA side and you would, together,
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Light Body that manifests through the Spirit Body to form the matter bodies. So,
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the Adjugate Twin, manifest AdorA side, and the EtorA side. The Eiradonis of the
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where the matter manifests as light, comes out, slows down, becomes crystallized into what

Creation Point, was manifested from. That means, if you can reawaken in yourself that
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in to the Manifest Body: the Light Body and then the Matter Body. There

just literally, holographically manifest. You can do amazing things in the Halls. I don"t
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consciousness, out into manifestation and it did it in a way where the Kryst

life flow between manifest state and non-manifest state. And when you change that,

state and non-manifest state. And when you change that, which means if you
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within anything that manifested. What we are doing is turning them back on. So,
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when we enter manifestation. And, the same applies to stars and planets. The same
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God Source, the manifest Body of God Source. Hold on a second; here come
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live in the Manifest Body of God Source that exists within the Consciousness Field

side, are the manifest in the Spirit. You have the same thing running on
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the immediate, core manifestation of that perfect imprint. And, I think we"re going to

is the perfect manifestation of whatever pattern it was? It would be stored there,
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of; your four, manifest, at the center of your Spirit Body. We actually have
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whole process of manifesting that is taking place in both, that can be broken

half on the manifest side, and half would be on the Spirit side. Notice,

the expansion ... manifest EtorA, and the AdorA, coming back this way. The Manifest

this way. The Manifest and the Spirit, each one of them would have that,
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between Source and Manifestation, Source and Manifestation ... next one, please. [02 C2

Manifestation, Source and Manifestation ... next one, please. [02 C2 0:17:14]
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domains, in which manifestations occur, and they have little ones, little versions inside of

expand out into manifestation, and then ascend back into the center, into Source again.

living in the Manifest field; be it a Cosmos or a person. Next one,
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out into non-manifestation in the Source Field. And, then it comes back and
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together into a manifestation. But, on a cosmic level, we"re talking on a cosmic
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into the non-manifest consciousness field of Source, and then Source sends an equal
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self as we manifest. So, we have portions, as we grow and expand. Right
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out as, literally, manifest Krysted beings. And, their entire system, their entire Ecka-Veca

trip out into manifestation, and you haven"t made it yet, through a Starfire Turnaround,
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and you could manifest yourself as anything you chose. (0:11:54) Now,
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other way, a Manifest AdorA Body, with its spiritual part going behind it. Which

have the EtorA Manifest, the EtorA Spirit on the AdorA side. Then, you"d have

have the AdorA Manifest, and the EtorA Spirit, here. And those are the parts:
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and The BorA, Manifest, together in the center, into this state. We are in

look at the manifest side of the AdorA, these would be the Manifest AdorA,

would be the Manifest AdorA, and these would be the Spirit of AdorA. Remember,

where the EtorA Manifest side is. So, the Spirit of AdorA is running through

running through the Manifest of BorA, and vice versa. And each one of these
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you are in Manifest EtorA vector one. So, you"re here. Just number them like

going around clockwise: Manifest EtorA vector one, if you follow that across, your Ad

would be, the Manifest AdorA one, in vector six. And it is literally bringing

that reality and manifestation takes place in. And when you bring them together, it
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fit into a manifest-station framework, right, within its own large consciousness field. So,
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for one thing manifesting. And, that"s before you have the full Light Body around
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Body connects your Manifest Light Body and Matter Body to the rest of the
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out here is manifest in the first place. The physics involved with this are
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actually get a Manifest Body that manifests within the middle of that Light Body

Manifest Body that manifests within the middle of that Light Body Structure, and it



Page:  169

matter form actually manifests within them. Next one, please. [03 C12 2:22:
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with the physical manifest body through the Rasha Body Dark Matter Template. Next one,
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probability as your manifest reality field rather than others. And you technically have a
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Shift Cycle. The manifest EtorA and AdorA matter something. Something or other ... l
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... setting the manifest Light Body and Dark Matter Rasha Body encryption into the
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drawing the 144 manifest Elemental Base Element Adjugate Twins" ... the LaVas and the
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Cell. In the manifest EtorA System, natural-if it"s working naturally-natural Axia-tonal
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two matter or manifest bodies, so you get the four Bodies together, the full
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that particular form-manifestation doesn"t work out. It"ll simply pull itself back and make
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in the AdorA manifestation vector, and that can"t go through a natural Adashi Cycle
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really start to manifest themselves as cellular destruction, start very, very early around the
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in to the manifest body, and then you would bring the two Eiradonises together
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be able to manifest wherever you ended up or you"re pointing yourself, by thought,

side and re-manifest yourself back out in your physical form. So I wanted

physical form is manifesting. Then we have, behind you, your Eiradonis. That would be
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are going to manifest a shield underneath the mini-me Rasha Body collective and
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and how they manifest, there is a bit on the chakras where it shows
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between ... a manifest system that is in-between where we are in the
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Code ... they manifest through the Copvtight A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane, 2007. All Rights
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a Body, they manifest in certain spots. One of them is here, C3, is
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radiation light fields manifesting upon and within the Four Domains. But more importantly,
unlike

Page:  8

Bi-locate Body remanifests as a "less-dense replica" of the physical body;

entire identity temporarily remanifests as the fully intact physicalatomic body If the
projection destination

identity projected, the remanifesting physical-atomic body will automatically adjust the
oscillation and vibration

Rash a Body, remanifesting the not-yet-Transmuted quantum of the physical-atomic form-

can return to manifestation within the personal eternal-life "Mashayanic Body." A Span

Page:  9

identity, in its manifest biological freedom, has the eternal ability to not only "
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by momentarily fully demanifesting and returning to union with the Eternal God-Source
Consciousness

Consciousness Field beyond manifest Creation, then "returning anew" into manifestation as
the PaTa-

returning anew" into manifestation as the PaTa-Ur, the eternal-life light-matter-spirit
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re-emerges into manifestation as the perpetual-life ZHYON (ZI" on) Eternal Atom,

"return to manifestation following Transgenesis"-which is called the Emajhi (E-ma"-

now emerges into manifestation as the Mashayanic Body. With the Zhyon Eternal Seed Atom

emerges outward into manifestation Each of the two personal Divine Blueprint encryption
sets holds

original encryption set manifests as a condensed "Identity In-picture" composed of "

the Mashayanic Body manifests as an expanded "Identity Out-picture" composed of "

any form, "manifesting and demanifesting" its physical-atomic cellular structure at will,
through



"manifesting and demanifesting" its physical-atomic cellular structure at will, through the
organic

temporarily Transfigure its manifest physical-atomic cellular structure into any form desired,
but due

Eternal Form will manifest as the pure original form of the Ascension Body at

Consciousness Field beyond manifestation The Mashayah "travels" through the Rash a Body
process
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out-folds" again, remanifesting its "Um" Ma-T A Body" and "Pa-
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the realms of manifestation It is a Gift that remains, but one that we
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a specific-quantum Manifestation Wave, called an Eckashi Birth Wave, is released into the

Consciousness Field beyond manifestation From the Cosmic Reishaic Record, the Starburst
of the Eckashi

"step" of manifest Creation represents a "gestalt" or "collective council of

inherent to the" manifest arena of the Cosmos" (the "Manifest Body of

(the "Manifest Body of GodSource"), the Eckashi Council"s identity quantum simultaneously
incarnates

Collective momentarily "demanifests" and returns to the Eternal God-Source Consciousness
Field beyond

Consciousness Field beyond manifestation The Ascending Collective next reenters
manifestation within the Cosmic Reishaic

Collective next reenters manifestation within the Cosmic Reishaic Record as a Starburst of
infrasound

identities back into manifestation within the Adashi Return Cycles, a new Eckashi Birth Wave,

its downstep into manifest Creation. As "Ascending ones" of the Adashi Ascension Wave
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evolutionary cycles in manifest space-time, in the form of a "fully God-

to return into manifest incarnation as eternal "Krystar Spherical Identities" that give birth

Body structures into manifestation at will. Krystar Solar Logl go through long "Celestial
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Transition, the individual manifest spirit-the LogE" -of the dying baby star or
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are born. The manifest Cosmos represents the quantifiable living eternal "Manifest Body of



living eternal "Manifest Body of God-Source," which exists within the unquantifiable living

Consciousness Field beyond manifestation The manifest Cosmos exists in perpetual eternal
motion because of

beyond manifestation The manifest Cosmos exists in perpetual eternal motion because of the
"

space-time-matter manifestation This is the process by and through which the Living
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were getting physical manifestations At a certain point the crystals in the house were
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births itself into manifestation and that. So we are all connected to the first

of these; every manifest body has this core of the light body structure [

Page:  57

light body actually manifest in terms of physical manifestation So we will see that

terms of physical manifestation So we will see that in a little bit So

to do with manifestation of matter and densities in a little bit and elementals.
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everywhere in the manifest Universe, right? ... You can actually tune in and understand
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it has chemical manifestation Science is just kind of getting into epigenetics, which are
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terms of what manifests? What part controls what? Those parts that correspond-the geleziac
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spheres within spheres manifest So we are like beams, if you imagine 12 fire
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the DNA chemicals manifest This is the bio-atomic net The second net is
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DNA they see, manifests on. It is like an invisible structure that actually holds
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are implanted here, manifest down here, so we are literally being led into certain

Page:  84



to see it manifest in politics on the planet It won"t be coming after
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I want to manifest a million dollars tomorrow ... probably not There would be

also be considered manifestation circles, so there is a bit of play involved when
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2 is actually manifested, is up here, this is the surface of the mental

what would normally manifest in the fields down here. That is where you get

literally cities that manifest what appears to be a manifest Earth"s crust, a version

to be a manifest Earth"s crust, a version of a natural Earth is actually

Page:  108

because their physical manifestation field takes place within that area and inside of that,

is the physical manifestation level, that is literally hanging in our atmosphere, and it

further from our manifest reality field out into our thermosphere in our outer atmosphere
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they would becoming manifest They have been there all along, but the frequency seals

Page:  116

exist where consciousness manifests itself into form So, we have 1 Aurora field, 2
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air. They would manifest down through the clouds to get to surface So we
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crystal bed-which manifests here physically as the Selenite Caverns in Earth"s mid to

Page:  142

in space-time manifestation) We now Declare in Eternal Sanctification This PLACE, this
LAND

Page:  144

of Density Matter Manifestation Opening the Vacuums/ Voids/ Veils (spaces between) of the

Bodies of the manifest To receive the Eternal Living-Light of the Highest Heavens
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for things like manifesting or for amplifying healing and those kinds of things to

Page:  177



grids in our manifest reality fields that we see as our matter base here.
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template of the manifest light body on the outside. So, what was small, and
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energy between the manifest body of Source and the full consciousness field of Source
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these become physically manifest conditions, or parts of reality-planes of reality, if you
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in their outer manifest Par-TE"-KEi state as well. I just wanted to
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which our physical manifest forms and the other aspects of it are created. We

Page:  189

eventually become the manifest substance in the outer dark matter templates. And at the
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terms of physical manifestation in the planetary body. Now, at 6.5 you have what
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21evel chemical DNA manifests and then there is an outer sheath that is called

so it is manifesting itself in the D-2 grid running through part of
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in space-time manifestation) We now Declare in Eternal Sanctification This PLACE, this
LAND
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Crystal Bed-which manifests here physically as the Selenite Caverns in Earth"s mid to

Page:  238

field and our manifest crust field and all of that are actually IN that

Page:  239

when it is manifest in a star or planetary body. Like here, between 6

Page:  268

that become the manifest light. So they are the templates behind the templates of



the templates of manifestation, on each level. We"re going to find out about our

Page:  307

structure of the manifest body of God Source was created within the consciousness field

and everything is manifest and then it explodes from being bloated? That"s what our

Page:  309

building cycles, to manifestation At some point, we"ll get to be able to play

use them as manifestation assistance in working with the elemental commands,
cooperatively with the

can begin to manifest conditions in our life that we would like to see,

Page:  312

you that are manifest still in those forms So, we"re all connected to these

Page:  318

use this to manifest? Are you going to use this as a The MCEO

Page:  327

Source in the manifest form and Source in its consciousness field form And the

in the non-manifest state, it created its body form, and this cosmic structure
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is the full manifest version all of these put together and held as an
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bodies that are manifest through them and exist within them are passing through into
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their way to manifestation What I want you to understand most is that these
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like when they manifest But they spend lots of time not being manifest and

time not being manifest and floating around like conscious air and that kind of

Page:  337

expressed in the manifest areas of creation because all of this represents the manifest

this represents the manifest body of God Source. And what"s beyond the creation point

is the non-manifest consciousness field of God Source. Together they are what God

Page:  339



pattern, because it"s manifest in the microcosm within our own bodies, and with our

Page:  343

level of physical manifestation, where this is the elemental level of manifestation, that we

elemental level of manifestation, that we perceive as physical. So, we didn"t even show
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ozone layer is manifested not because it is a natural structure It is manifesting

structure It is manifesting because of the NET fields that are blocking in the
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is Earth"s 02 manifest surface Telluric body. This is the 03 mental body planes

Page:  348

chemical DNA itself manifests upon. When you"re coming out further, the next one we

Page:  350

what would normally manifest from a geleziac template that was not distorted because the
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would have physical manifestation We"d experience, once we got through gates, we would
experience

would experience physical manifestation there. Where the Adashi temples are located. The
Adashi temples

Page:  366

is showing the manifest symptoms of a disease of spirit. And that spirit disease

the way it manifests, actually. You have a carrier of the plague that causes
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to a physically manifest place that is run by Kristiac races where you are

Page:  392

and the Outer Manifestation separate from each other The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series

Page:  393

energy between its Manifest Matter Body, its Dark Matter Templates or the Par-TE"

in the outside manifestation, be you a planet a star or a person. When

between the Outer Manifestation and the Dark Matter Template and the Core Partikl
Templates



Page:  394

rejuvenates the Outer Manifestation from the Dark Matter Templates. So in the ability of

outer layers of manifestation But behind that or within that what is the creating

things that are manifest So that is why we call it the Dark Matter

outside of matter manifestation you can"t see it You can only see its influence
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is a physically manifest 3 dimensional zone between these spaces that connects directly into

Page:  430

to come into manifestations for And their particular purpose, their chosen purpose to what

to experience in manifestation was being in full and absolute service to the Krist

Page:  432

get into the manifestation down here, when you expand and move your consciousness back

which Matrices they"re manifest in or what Domain level, that would be the point
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the Outer Layer Manifestation of the RaSha Body and Par-TE"-KEi Body Templates.

Page:  465

what is in manifestation They are the Templates that move things here and this

that will next manifest in the Big Bang of the GodBorn Cycle that creates
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Core of what manifestation is formed on, this stuff forms before the Big Bang

Page:  487

have as a manifest part of the Par-TE"-KEi body, you have a

Page:  492

that are the manifest spaces and places and faces of the Rashallah Inner Body.

Page:  493

the manifest bodies. So it is a very, very intense process. I"ve

Page:  496

progressively, what was manifest in the RashaLAe Body, which would be the fullest expansion

fullest expansion into manifestation of form, right? The Rash aLAe Body turns into the

order to make manifestation possible. What we are looking at are the manifest body



at are the manifest body of God, which is the manifest body of the

which is the manifest body of the Cosmos. And, there is the non-manifest

is the non-manifest part of Source that is the consciousness field of Source

expanding as the manifest body starts getting smaller ... right? Just like it was

this is the manifest part and this is the eternal consciousness field of the

Page:  497

very, very small manifestation (says in a tiny voice) and ... (laugher)

body oL the manifest body of Source. And consequence is our only judge. God

of being a manifest self, because you will go back to Partiki units or

Page:  502

light temporarily de-manifesting from the Outer Domain Eukatharistic expression. Following
achievement of the

Rash aLAe andre-manifesting its Outer Eukatharistic form The Inner KOMU Na-Va flows
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aLAe and physically manifest body and Eukatharista Body that you are at here ...
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with your outer manifestation simultaneous incarnational cycle. But you have parts of
yourselves all

a huge consciousness manifestation It experiences itself as a collective, but a collective that

get while in manifestation to being AT ONE with I AM GOD-SOURCE. There

come into a manifestation ... if you can HOLD that consciousness or even a

Page:  513

it sends your manifestation back out and then you can pop, ya know, you

up back into manifestation When you get really good at this happening, when it
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popping out into manifestation where you would like to be and you can visit.

Page:  519

course that they manifest on the Outer Domain level or the Eukatharista level. Wherever

the outer body manifestations. So, what we have here are the 1-9 Inner

Page:  521

Shield as it manifests here in the bodies of the people that are the



Page:  530

of them physical manifestation that go between here and Urtha. And this is what

Page:  544

KRYST Eternal Life Manifestation Mana Primal Force Atmic +ve Photo-negative Original
encryption
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Zones. & ozone) Manifests in: ethenc layer Upper Earth mantle to ozone upper stratosphere

crust" NET ) Manifests in: Inner Van Allen proton belt (outer Y>) to

La-11.5 NET Manifests in: 2nd Y, of Van Allen belt - electrons D-
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physical body structure manifests And that applies to you and planets and solar systems

Page:  14

see as physically manifest here. The 021evel are referred to as the Gates of

Page:  15

on the fully manifest side, the materialized side. You have materialized bodies, manifest
bodies,

have materialized bodies, manifest bodies, and then you have what are called the spiritual

Page:  30

of Density Matter Manifestation Opening the Vacuums/ Voids/ Veils (spaces between) of the

Bodies of the manifest To receive the Eternal Living-Light of the Highest Heavens

Page:  43

by which creation manifests I won"t even go into premanifestation creation mechanics. I
believe

even go into premanifestation creation mechanics. I believe we read that stuff in T

to create a manifest body of itself, within itself, so the whole entire structure

in order to manifest a part of itself in an experience that would be

be experienced as manifestation Everything started with the Kristiac imprint. Everything
came from the

spirit energy and manifestation energy is involved. So, that has to do with the

Page:  45

around, when the manifestation of the x quantum that Source gave in the first

out into the manifest experience, came out, hit a certain point, and at that

that everything is manifest on, not just live on, that The MCEO Freedom Teachings

Page:  46

literally matter is manifest from The reason I wanted to bring you back here



body structure that"s manifesting. There is this other part that is spirit while this

other part is manifesting. So, we will begin to understand, and that"s the new
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body and the manifest part of itself manifest on. Later we"ll see how it

part of itself manifest on. Later we"ll see how it plugs into eyes and
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field and the manifest part of itself You"re still in the body of Source,

Source, and the manifest body of Source. If you cannot run, and your atoms
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that Source first manifests as its stepping out from its consciousness field into a

field into a manifest form within its consciousness field You"ve got ManA, EirA, and
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out into the manifest arena, form on this specific mathematical ratio, relationship to each
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body and the manifest body structure This is simply called the Yunasai. It has
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it is out manifest, it makes a spark, it builds its quantum, and at

back from the manifest So, as long as that give and take ... as
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the light body manifests itself and consciousness experiences itself manifest within light body
structure

consciousness experiences itself manifest within light body structure That happens in the
Eyugha cycles.
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get into the manifest domains, they can make the choice to push the envelope
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on the outside manifest part of the creation point door. There"s actually two more

that connect the manifest side to what is called spirit, which is the force

to the outer manifestation It"s a different quantity, and I"m just trying to learn
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the cycle of manifestation, how we project our hologram out, and then it cycles



Page:  65

you can also manifest things at will, and that really saves a lot of

its imprint and manifest it without killing anything. Where you can breathe air instead

something, you can manifest a hologram of it and experience it directly without killing

out into the manifest stage. In here, we have the ... it"s hard to
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on the outside manifests as our 01, our 02, our 03 and our Density
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smaller than the manifest body that once that reach a certain level of creation,
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3 out in manifestation, 2/3 behind the creation point door. That would give

going out into manifestation, and this was the stuff that was the reflection of
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this side, the manifest side of the creation point door. We started out here

meaning out into manifestation, and when we go through Starfire, we go from 3!
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fields are holographic manifestation fields Earth was one. Earth is one. There was another

Page:  79

being outward and manifest but you learn more and more things about At-One-

of it into manifestation where you become a spherical identity and you can interface
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the Rasha bodies manifest the planes of the planetary or star bodies, there"s a

Page:  90

they are physically manifest here on our planet, all right And their core light

Like, if Urtha manifested, right? Would our moon be inside of it or rotating

They are physically manifest and they are part of Urtha. There are ways to
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dimensional outer body manifestation where they become physical fields where you can slide
to
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can you like manifest a lottery or something? Somehow we managed to get mortgages
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reality field can manifest on. So the new Earth is being born through the
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into Light Body Manifestation. This is the beginning of understanding how Physics really
work.
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which is the manifest Light Body Structure. But where did that Light come from

Page:  115

are 2/3rds manifest, 1/3rd not manifest, all right, in terms of how

1/3rd not manifest, all right, in terms of how we think of manifestation.

we think of manifestation. There"s a ... behind ... if you look at the

be considered "manifest," not "materialized" There"s a difference between being "manifest"

between being "manifest" and "materialized" But, what comes out the Light Body

Body Structure is Manifest, and there"s a structure behind it that is considered not

is considered not manifest, therefore in "Spirit form " But Spirit form still

of what is manifest on the outside. So it is still differentiated from the

outward from the Manifestation Point, to how much is being pulled backward, all right.

going outward into manifestation, and then there is counter-force, and this is where

about 2/3rds manifest when you add up their entire quantum. When you add

pretty much fully manifest, but they dip in and out of this structure And

Spirit that did manifest into the body ... not just that can go back,

and still be manifest but progressively de-densify its matter state And then if
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know, Light Body Manifest Structure in order to hopefully regenerate it. What you just
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scenarios" to actually manifest on their behalf, the Hibernation Zone people"s behalf, and we

Page:  119

Cycles, and then manifest back out These are considered ... the Eyugha Cycles are

outside of the Manifestation Point or the Creation Point Door. But the Spirit is

Page:  120



RaSha Body, righLthat manifests outward the Light Body structures we"ve been dealing with
in

outer Light Body, Manifest Light Body structure and the outer Matter Form that forms

Matter Template, will manifest out here. And it really isn"t "dark matter," it

it wasn"t in manifest expression at all, and it is ... it"s 2/3rds

matter is actually manifested within it. If there had been more time, once I

Point and how manifestation is projected outward, and then comes back in. These are

hologram is actually manifested from. At the end of that information we would find
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techniques of direct manifesting ... of learning to manifest little things or conditions in

of learning to manifest little things or conditions in our I ives. To learn

to get our manifestation power back. And the reason why we"ve been cut off

you"re in a manifest state, and they broke it down into, say a 48-
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dealing with a manifesting force or thrust going outward and spiritual thrust pulling
backward.
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Reaches of any Manifestation So what we have here, we"re gonna see ... these

as Spirit and manifest part out into Light Body Structure. This is before you
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Force, or the Manifestation Force and that interacts with the Eira Force which is

pulling against the manifesting side that actually creates the Force of Gravity. And there

step out into manifestation, step a little bit back into Spirit, step a little

bit out into manifestation ... it creates the structure for various different types of
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you actually have manifest, and what part of it is actually available for materialization,

of itself in manifestation and 1/6th of itself behind the Creation Point Door

is out in manifestation and how much of it is pulling back, and that"s

side is in manifestation, what"s on this side is in that Spirit place. This

quantum out in manifestation on the outside of the Creation Point Door, and the

Page:  132

will form the Manifestation Force and the part that"s behind it will form the

part of itself manifest, one part Partikl Manifest Now if you divide 3 into



one part Partikl Manifest Now if you divide 3 into 3 you end up

3 of itself manifest and the other 2/3 of its quantum, whatever that

what"s on the manifest side and what"s pulling back on the Spirit Side. So

Power on the manifest side and 1/3 of that Power in Spirit Again,

are outside in manifestation and 1/3 of it is left in Spirit The

out on the manifest side of Creation Point Door. Its only connection to the

of itself in manifestation ... um ... this one had 3/3 of itself

of itself in manifestation (referring to last one discussed- Atmic), this one has
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of itself in manifestation and 1/3 back in Spirit All right, so it

12 are in manifestation, which means 8 Partikl Powers in Manifestation and you have

Partikl Powers in Manifestation and you have 1!3 in Spirit, which means 1!

2 is in Manifestation and 1/2 is not in Manifestation So you"re 1/

is not in Manifestation So you"re 1/2 behind the Creation Point Door and

Partikl Power in manifestation and 7.5 Partikl Power in Spirit. And notice, the Spirit

of whatever is manifesting on the outside of the Creation Point Door, all right.

3 Partikl, in Manifestation and the Power of 15 Partikl behind it Ah ...

Partikl on the Manifest side ... Power of, righLand a Power of 15 Partikl

one ... on Manifestation Side and 3 and a 1/2 on Spirit Side.
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are in the Manifest and they"re at a different angle than the rest of

happening on the Manifest Side and on the Spirit Side. So you got 3

Spirit, and the Manifest Side of it So, got the 7 Suns that are

that in the Manifest Side of the Creation Point Door. This one is called

side on the Manifest Side and the ElorA are the lower frequency side on

side on the Manifest Side. This thing also spins ... it leaves sparks but
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"audible" or Manifest Sound. Because this is the Manifestation Line, right, where you"re

this is the Manifestation Line, right, where you"re coming into Manifestation, and they have

you"re coming into Manifestation, and they have their other side of themselves in Spirit

light, with finite manifestation But on the 7th Day, God was very, very busy
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reflection of the Manifest .. or it"s actually not even, not exactly a reflection



companion of the Manifest This is where Spirit lives. This is where all that

is out in Manifestation, is our Spirit Body. And that is the part that

a Structure that manifests within and it manifests around us. This is the Spirit

within and it manifests around us. This is the Spirit Part of the counter-

Light Bodies are manifested, there is a certain level of currents that comes through
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of Consciousness in manifestation, half of it in Spirit and they create a balance

a balance between Manifest and not-Manifest, which means between the thrust going
outward

Manifest and not-Manifest, which means between the thrust going outward and the pull

you know, into manifestation and never return until space dust or be sucked back

never got to manifest itself This is the point of quantum equilibrium. And this
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what"s on the Manifest Side of the Door and what"s on the Spirit Side

Side to the Manifest Side and back again Eventually, after you have all the

outward into the manifest and open here, also, going back outside the Krist Body,
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1/2 in Manifestation and 1/2 in SpiriLeach one form a Current of

part of our manifest anatomy as well. So remember, this construct, if you look
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eyes that are manifestations of it And the same processes or very similar processes

so they will manifest in and around the atoms, but also in the eyes

Page:  141

as far as manifestation goes. As a collective quantum it is considered 1/3

3) of, into Manifestation and 2/3 behind. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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And then Re-manifest your body when you get there. But you have spiritualized

Page:  144

2 out in Manifest and 1/2 in Spirit, but the first replica of

1/2 in Manifestation and 1/2 in Spirit, and that would qualify it

much is in Manifestation. I think it was like 4 to 2 or something.



something. 4 in Manifestation so it would be like 2, yeah, Power of6 2/

dimensional body that manifests with each of these, all right. Just like we know
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Outer Body Structures Manifest on. And I"ll show you the next one, please. (
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chakras. These are manifesting spots in our body, and we"re bringing them consciously into

them consciously into manifestation by opening the flows directly, so it moves faster instead
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that same structure manifests not only ... you could also look at it as

Spanners. And they"re manifest in the body as those ciliary or whatever they call

Steel Gates actually manifest here as a dark band, that actually make the Iris
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these don"t even manifest, so the points you mainly see are a bit of

also probably the manifest bone. So if you get some bone pain and that
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Door into first Manifestation So, we"ll begin our Journey now. Journey to the Adashi
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going to re-manifest because what they are is our Projection Crew. They have
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one who will manifest momentarily to, to meet you that is from the AdorA

forward into their manifest form and it will simply be like a thin Pillar

a, a physical manifest form. They spend their time, this particular group, as Air

as these beings manifest before you, in your RashaLAe, imagine that you can feel

presence of them manifesting where the spark had landed above your head. They won"t
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behind us andre-manifest ourselves as persons lying in Rash aLAe on a disc
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the Eye, the Manifest Eye of God. Try not to impose an image of

projected out into Manifestation to enjoy the Holographic Journey of Life from the Eye

particular state of manifest consciousness of the Manifest Body of God Source that happens



consciousness of the Manifest Body of God Source that happens to be part of
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come out into Manifestation Imagine now, that there is a phenomena taking place up
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back from the manifest illusions, and you can talk there in direct cognition with
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of it is manifesting itself in paint on my wall at ShAion-7. It"s
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Journey out into manifestation from the Aquareion Matrix, cause there is lots of us
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planet, would have manifested within itself also the Heads of Cadeucus within our own
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in space-time manifestation) We now Declare in Eternal Sanctification This PLACE, this
LAND
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of Density Matter Manifestation Opening the Vacuums/ Voids/ Veils (spaces between) of the

Bodies of the manifest To receive the Eternal Living-Light of the Highest Heavens
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are a direct manifestation of the planetary level of the Par-TE"-KEi Dark

Template and its manifest Life Fields for Earth D-1, 2 and 3 in
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Light Body structure manifests a replica, a bit larger replica of the same 151ayers.
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Source going into manifestation and becoming a densified substance, still within the
Consciousness Field

say, 1/3 Manifest and 2/3 of the consciousness in Spirit form You

the consciousness in Manifest form, the other 1/2 in Spirit form You come

2/3 in Manifest form and 1/3 in Spirit form And when you

the consciousness in Manifest form and none in Spirit form, but connected to the

part of the Manifest Body of Source, but this is where it is very

is 3/3 Manifest density and zero Spirit back into de-densification, where you



to 2/3 Manifest Body and 1/3 back in Spirit alright. When you

from 2/3 Manifest and 1/3 in Spirit to 1/2 in Spirit

1/2 in Manifest. Then here you"d move into 1/3 in Manifest and

1/3 in Manifest and 2/3 in Spirit, and then when you back

to within the Manifest Body of Source. And that part of us is indelible
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from 3!3 Manifest and 0 Spirit into 2/3 Manifest and 1/3

into 2/3 Manifest and 1/3 Spirit-- that would be Transfiguration 1. The

can enter and manifest in any of the cycles at any point in time.

body, in the Manifest Body of Source, that at any time your consciousness can
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and Urtha, all manifest Lightbody structure, has a set of core gates that are
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physical body into demanifestation, and recharge and replication. So, this is the way that
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from 3!3 Manifest density, to biologically 2!3 Now, that doesn"t mean you

structure of a Manifest Body, such as a sun or planet, you have four
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all of our manifest forms that we know of, are. Then we have these

ourselves that is manifest in an atmic state in the mental body of Earth,
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body structure that manifests the planes from this, there have been mutations done to

the light body manifest matter structure up here, put on opposite rotation of particle

they are fully manifest and fully inhabited elsewhere. They are inhabited by Fallen Angelics
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Temples. They are manifest in the upper mantle of Urtha. They connect just like

start to see manifest in the clouds. And yes, there are gates We used
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out into the manifesting domains and, so there are waves that come and go

are waves of manifesting that come on the end of a backflow wave that

in the simultaneously manifesting space-time, and they will still stay there. Everything is



is inherent to manifesting through thought cognition, we were born into the outer domains

domains as a manifestational expression of that thought of the self that we were

3/3rds in manifestation and zero thirds in spirit where, in the Edonic level

two thirds in manifestation and one third in spirit, so there"s still a direct
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the chemical telluric manifestation and the D-3 is the overlay. And then there

birth out into manifestation the light body structure, and the full light body structure

that everything is manifest on here. And the templates back here that form what

design upon which manifest things like subatomic particles and atoms are created from, exist
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much going into manifestation, that would be the manifestation current, and then this much

would be the manifestation current, and then this much going back into spirit, say

1/3rd in manifestation, 2/3rd in spirit, there"s a ratio between the two
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The push of manifestation to the pull back of spirit and it gives you
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comes out and manifests in the larger body because in the larger RaSh a

later when these manifest outward into light body, full light body structure in the

in the outer manifestation levels. These are the Oriea, dark light vibration fields So
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here. They are manifest in a larger form when we get to the larger

cycles. Existence in manifestation is electrical and electricity is really Ecktricity and it has

turns itself into manifest expression. All right, anyway, next one. [graph] The MCEO
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whatever that is manifesting through this light body structure. So, triad, Ecousha will be
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one form of manifest form, the others will break down but still go outward
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the circulation between manifest and nonmanifest has been cut, and that"s what the
Metatronic

between manifest and nonmanifest has been cut, and that"s what the Metatronic teachings
teach
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Mana out into manifestation This also has to do with the manifestation process. They

do with the manifestation process. They haven"t gotten into that yet but I"ve seen

you how to manifest stuff eventually by understanding the cycles and whether you make

you can actually manifest things or events or whatever. So, that"s part of eventually
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light body that manifests on it- where whatever is in the outer light body
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RaSh a body manifests itself outward. This is the dark matter pattern behind the
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now it is manifesting in the structure of the RaSh a body, and all
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What this manifests as when it becomes the elemental template or the density

the, this would manifest as the air commands or the gasses and the 13-
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that govern and manifest outward into the Light Body Level ... into the particles

Elements, that would manifest from that. These would be elements that this would be

you know, will manifest out. They will give it to us in words that
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Body, the Outer Manifest Light Body Structure forms And the first thing that it
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have 4 clockwise manifesting fields and counter clock ... corresponding in the same place

the Matter Itself Manifests. Cause we are inside of our Light Body. Our Light
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and it would manifest out through the whole thing. I get a feeling there
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the uh ... manifest Body of Kryst or Krist, as it"s often, you know,

Thrust of the Manifest Form and the Pull Back that the Spirit Body is

have 2/3rds manifest and 1/3rd back. That would give you a different

that keep the Manifest Universe together. And it"s because of the Pull from the
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its energy in manifestation and zero of its energy in that Spirit Body Form

2/3rds in manifest, but 1/3rd in Spirit So this is the first,

you"re out in Manifestation in these Forms. If a being can"t make the, the
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things that were manifest physically to us. So it, it"s really ... it"s, it"s
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being before the manifestation of the Tauren, but after the first triad is formed

in the outer manifestations But, where it comes from, where it first starts has

pushed, thrust into manifestation, and how much is being pulled back into the Spirit

door of the manifest into the Spirit body. And if you can understand the

field before the manifestation parts that become the light body are formed, that would
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comes out into manifestation It does exist within as an individuated space within the

within the non-manifest eternal consciousness field of Source, and then from that and

field, emerges the manifest side that becomes the light body structure that becomes the
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like here"s where manifest is. You"re in the manifest and somewhere back behind there

You"re in the manifest and somewhere back behind there through the creation point is

out on the manifest side, and this would be the stuff going back into

are further into manifestation, some of which are further back into Spirit. And this
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between Spirit and manifestation So, if you understand that Spirit and the undifferentiated
consciousness

is where the manifest side takes place. This is really difficult to draw the
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the line in manifest, and this is the line in Spirit- on that side

Spirit that"s not manifest The first Cousha has Y, of its quantum in manifest

its quantum in manifest andY, of its quantum in Spirit Its quantum is 3

and half in manifestation The first replica, we"ll call it Cousha rep. 1, replication

3rd out in manifestation and 2/3rds back in Spirit The MCEO Freedom Teachings

Page:  283



is out in manifestation and 2/3rds is back in Spirit so if you

is out in manifestation, 2/3rds of 3 is in Spirit pulling that way,

that way and manifestation pushing this way. There"s a differential between the numbers
and

one Partiki in manifestation and 2/3rds of it, 2/3rds of 3, which

holding that- the manifestations built on the manifest side of it, into manifestation When

built on the manifest side of it, into manifestation When you get to a

of it, into manifestation When you get to a quantum set, and I don"t

sit half in manifestation and half outside of it, and they are specified quantums

its out in manifestation, 2/3rds of it is in Spirit, which is different

have 1/3rd manifest and 2/3rds in Spirit of whatever its quantum would
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itself out in manifestation and 1 /3rd of itself in Spirit, so 2/

of 6 in manifestation, 2/3rds of quantum 6, 1/3rd of quantum 6

it out in manifest side, and none of it in Spirit form This gives

with 2/3rds manifest and 1/3rd in Spirit- so you have 2/3rds

be the core manifest ones on the manifest side. So, we have, so far

ones on the manifest side. So, we have, so far we"ve gone on through

power out in manifestation, and 7.5 Partiki power in. This is an equilibrium unit
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of 15, Y, manifest andY, in Spirit. Next one. [graph] [OVO-R

6th of it manifest and 5/6ths of it on the Spirit side so

3 Partiki in manifestation Now, it gets really weird, if this weren"t enough. Here"s

3 Partiki in manifestation, and 15 Partiki power in Spirit. So, you would get

times- on the manifest side you would get 7 times, the 7 times rep

would be 21 manifest quantum, and then you"d have 15 times 7 gives you

I believe, 105 manifest quantum, or not manifest quantum, on the Spirit side. So,

quantum, or not manifest quantum, on the Spirit side. So, this gives you the

you the 21 manifest and 105 Spirit ratios, here, and it creates, I won"t

power of three manifest, but it creates what are called the 7 Suns, 1-
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and this actually manifests right down into our microcosm of our bodies and the

door between the manifest and the Spirit So this, the Eye of God construct



line between the manifest part of creation, and the Spirit part of creation, that
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and this is manifesting in light radiation form So, this is a different form

and half in manifestation Then you have the times 1 rep which is the

1/3rd in manifest and 2/3rds in Spirit. So, that one is here.

the door in manifestation, and behind the door in Spirit. And this gives you

way out in manifestation, and sphere 4 is here, colors would really help with
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Between Spirit and manifest, and I don"t know exactly what it does other than

between Spirit and manifest So, what we"re going to be doing is actually traveling
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itself that are manifest as those things. So, it is a different quality. You
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stands between the manifest side and the- it is the seed of the of

is in the manifest side, part of which is manifest and the Spirit side,

of which is manifest and the Spirit side, part of which is Spirit The
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strange mural is manifesting itself through me on our wall. We had the one,
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being 3/3rds manifest and zero in Spirit body, to a full Starfire Adashi

to 2/3rds manifest and 1/3rd in Spirit This is like halfway to

its 3/3rds manifest into a state of half manifest and half in Spirit

state of half manifest and half in Spirit This is the point; they"re calling
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side is the manifest side. The flows combine the spirit and the manifest in

spirit and the manifest in different proportions characteristic to the quantum, and stuff that

imprint, and it manifests itself into the manifestation of a gene code imprint, that

itself into the manifestation of a gene code imprint, that brings the literal Eye

down into a manifest expression form in the form of eye structures that ...

not as densely manifest It would correspond with the All urea and I believe

that the whole manifestation transduction sequence circulates. So, it is also where
manifestation occurs.



is also where manifestation occurs. It"s a similar process as how the eyes work

things exhale into manifestation and come back in -how the hologram is actually
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and out into manifestation, and manifesting into the matter forms that are living within,

into manifestation, and manifesting into the matter forms that are living within, or structured
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the two thirds manifest and one third state So, you"d still have physicality, but
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bringing them into manifestation in a three dimensional manifest form, as if taking an

a three dimensional manifest form, as if taking an idea of a hologram, and
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both healing and manifestation power, as well as very accelerated slide potential of the
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coming into frequency manifestation through the art image The art image -we will
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come out into manifestation from the Spirit Body. So what we"ll do is-because
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Planetary Core actually manifests in the fertilization process where our first cell, what is

Page:  350

is now being manifested as a Par-TE"-KEi Template, and the Par-TE"-
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Body into the Manifest Body, it implies .. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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Spirit and part Manifest in matter form, so we"re dealing with consciousness fields as
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Spirit and its manifestations such as Elemental Command in the ways that you would

best to begin manifesting those kind of things in your life So Elemental Command

to get yourself manifest out here. Just like you have, like we"ve talked about
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where you can manifest things directly like people, friends and things. Yes, but you
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coming out into manifestation So they are actually, the AdorAs and the EtorAs, are
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a living breathing Manifest Body of God-Source that we all live in. Next
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and Matter Body manifestation that are a direct translation of the same thing that
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take on a manifest as spherical identity which would be complete, your full template

... where the manifestation isn"t, is where the hydro-geleziac Sparks come in and

words we"re actually manifest on the AdorA side and somehow get a The MCEO
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Light Body that manifest on The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi
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like in any manifest form that you like but you don"t--you can manifest

don"t--you can manifest and de-manifest at will. That is where you get

manifest and de-manifest at will. That is where you get full- on Adashi

of it moving manifest forward from Creation Point, part of it moving simultaneously back
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2 in the Manifest side and 1/2 in the Spirit side that would

3 in the Manifest side and 2/3 in the Spirit side. That would

coming out into manifestation, and the other one would be the counter manifestation that

be the counter manifestation that keeps it in balance. That would have the EirA

the Spirit Body manifests And it is actually the balance between the two that

are 1/2 Manifest and 1/2 in Spirit, and you pull into Rash
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of your first manifestation, first creation. And you would be able to bring that

into the physically Manifest Body and that is what we"re aiming to do- as

Page:  380

where you"re actually manifested outside. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented
by Adashi
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it"s not, Source manifestation doesn"t come into expression until Partikl1 is split by Partikl

motion. The First Manifestation equals back-flow return Spark 1, the atmic. Its 360

it"s 2!3 Manifest and 1!3 Spirit. Now here is where, to get

to the first manifestation back-flow return- now a back-flow spark is one

that"s the first manifestation, that"s when whatever that quantum was that was sent back

of quarks that manifest here that science has seen as far as, it"s this
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and the Body Manifest form -the Body Manifest has to do with energies

-the Body Manifest has to do with energies that expand out in front

here is the Manifest side, this has to do with probably ManA based currents

is 1/2 Manifest and 1/2 Spirit and that forms Ketheric Matter. So

is 2/3 Manifest and 1/3 in Spirit And Partikl 2 is 1/

is 1/3 Manifest and 2/3 inSpirit So they each bring a different
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its quantum is Manifest and 2!3 of it is in Spirit So you

power. 1!3 Manifest which means quantum of 1 Partikl power positive in Manifestation

power positive in Manifestation and 2 Partikl power in Spirit So this, you can

than there is manifestation thrust going outward. If you had a positive G-force,

the power of manifest thrust, going out, turning around and then pushing back against

back against the manifestation current coming out So gravity is actually formed by what

what was the manifest current say from the pulse before going all the way

interfacing with the manifesting current that is coming out this way and literally creating

quantum from the Manifest force equal to itself and holds that back. Whatever is

energy or the manifesting energy expressing outward that is held back by the pull

part of the manifesting energy. If you have ManA going out and ManA splits

beginning of literally manifestation of matter and the conditions of tension and release that
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of 3, one manifest and two pulling back. That gives you a positive 1

3 of it Manifest and 1!3 of it in Spirit This creates what

power, 2/3 Manifest means 4 Partikl power Manifest, 2 Partikl power in Spirit,

4 Partikl power Manifest, 2 Partikl power in Spirit, and that is positive 4

3/3 in Manifestation and 0 in Spirit, 0 behind the Creation Point Door.



power, 3/3 Manifest and 0 in Spirit Which is, it"s a really pushing

of 12,2/3 Manifest, 1!3 Spirit which means 8 in Manifestation and 4

means 8 in Manifestation and 4 in Spirit Partikl power and that gives us

15, 1/2 Manifest and 1/2 Spirit This is interesting, when you got

of 15-is Manifest pushing forward 1/2 of it, 7.5, is pulling back,
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quantum 1/3 Manifest 2/3 Spirit gives you a negative 12 Gforce, which

Partikl power positive manifest Partikl equals 21, alright This is this times 7 equals

21 Partikl power Manifest, 15 Partikl power in Spirit from 6 times 7, equals

structure Spirit side, Manifest side .. If you will notice, now each of these

way out in manifestation -then you got 4 that goes here, you see

them are in Manifest You got 5 here, you got 6 here, and then
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In fact they manifest from a configuration like this that we have on a

Field and the Manifest Body. And it is opening those chambers that allows for

flowing outward toward Manifestation and you have ones flowing backward towards Spirit
When we
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like Spirit and Manifest pull together and replicate quantum right there. And when they

becoming the differentiated manifesting Consciousness Field of Source. So it allows the
quantum to

there, that is Manifest side over here, so this is front and that"s back,
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between Spirit and Manifest And here are the same Kathara grids if you put

Spirit than in Manifest and this one has more Manifest than in Spirit So

one has more Manifest than in Spirit So that is considered the Spiritual Eye,

represent the Living Manifest Spirit Body of the Eternal Kryst, the KaRaYa Sa Ta
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of the door Manifest, so you have KaLA. That is where you get these

its journey from manifest- cause remember it sparked out here, this is the Manifest

this is the Manifest side and this is the Spirit side of Creation Point

its journey from Manifest to Spirit initiating creation of the atomic and etheric domain

Page:  395



and 1/2 Manifest And in the core of the Core you actually have

a 1/3 Manifest and 2/3 in Spirit This gives you the Core.

have the Inner Manifest and that"s 1/2 and 1/2 and that"s Ketheric.

middle 2/3 Manifest, 1/3 Spirit, that is Telluric-Atomic. So you have

or the Outer Manifest, 3/3 Manifest, 0 in Spirit Now each of these

Manifest, 3/3 Manifest, 0 in Spirit Now each of these simultaneously forms with

has 0 in Manifestation and 3/3 in Spirit, so it"s actually another body.

same time it"s manifesting, you have the 4 E-Yana Bodies, 1 -see,

Point, Transfiguration 1 Manifest, which is this point right here. So that KaLA Spark-
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the Transfiguration 1 Manifest Point Remember the Hara Body that was left here? So
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3 Yan-Yun Manifestation Seeds that form the Spirit Seed Atom. So here is
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LUma Eterna can manifest into the body structure And the problem here is we
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Body and the Manifest And it"s also what allows the Spirit to pass Home

it"s leaving a Manifestation So we, because we have had this closed in our

Sala. On the Manifest Side, it"s called the Sila and that"s the Silica and
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first 8 Eternal Manifest Cells of the Spirit Body, all right, and these connect
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one representing the Manifest Side. Now the one we"ve been looking at, we have

at, we have Manifest in the front here, and the Spirit in the back,

Cells that literally manifest the currents that form the different Domains. From here, they"re

and that"s the manifest that"s template spirit for that, and that"s manifest. But there"s

that, and that"s manifest. But there"s something with these and they do something, and
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it into a manifest form, but that form will have boundaries within the expanse
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Light Body that manifests larger. From that you would have layers of these that



which is the manifest eternal body of Kryst And tomorrow we"ll look more probably
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There is a Manifest Spirit Body that stands between the Spirit Body and the

it becomes "manifest" and then it becomes "materialized" into matter So, we
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through into the manifest forms that carry this configuration, the natural configuration of the

Page:  410

a 3-dimensionally manifest hologram. But it"s enough to understand that they interface with
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us, everything in manifestation, are connected to and actually reside within. So, it"s kind

Light Body and Manifest Body that exist within that larger structure, but that is

what is the manifest body of Source ... and that manifest body of Source

... and that manifest body of Source is the Krystar entity or the LUma-
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realize we, our manifestation fits in here, going upward here, past our manifestation, past

here, past our manifestation, past span 12.5, into the 13, 14, 15 fields, we
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it will actually manifest around us, so we"ll be inside of the Adashi 1

our body, our manifest body, "manifest" in these spaces. However, when we look

manifest body, "manifest" in these spaces. However, when we look at our embodied
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the Light Body manifests the material body. So, I just wanted you to see
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cycles as your manifest field, that would imply this would be fully activated. But
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And on the manifest side there would be 6 Ma-Ta-EI"s. And you
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it, as the manifest Now, if we were looking at ourselves that way, and

diagrams where "manifest" is going that way and "spirit" is back there,

you got the manifestation going out this way and at the same time, from



a current of manifesting going out in front of us, and then the Spirit
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that"s where the manifesting currents would come through. And that"s where the Spirit
manifesting

where the Spirit manifesting currents would come through, going in the opposite direction all

know the "Manifestation Transduction Sequence," well they"re starting to show us more in

will hold matter manifestation. But, if the Spirit doesn"t come in, this body will
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and the natural Manifest Body. So, first we"re going to see what it"s supposed

frequencies are, we"re manifest in here and eventually we would manifest and grow
ourselves

eventually we would manifest and grow ourselves out into full expansion into it. And
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we"d have the Manifest Currents moving forward and the Spirit Currents moving back from

by which we manifest existence as we go forward in time that has to

was on the Manifest Side, looking at it from the side, and whatever was

that determines the manifest side and the spirit side. So here, at this line,

which is the manifestation current, gets stepped down to become a materialization current
called
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base-1 0 manifestation, when you cut the rest off from it. The Ma-

your Spirit Body, manifests, and the currents are going this way, facing that way.

this is the manifesting body here ... part of the Spirit that turned around

part of the manifestation energy coming back on a return, creates this body. This

Body that is manifest in the embodied Spirit body, which is the Eiradonis body.
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have our physical manifest body here. Behind it, we have the Eiradonis that should

creates the physical manifest, you have the Eiradonis template body here, that, that is

things that are manifest right in our bodies that connect to these frequencies. And,

they would each manifest a part of the body from that Cousha; part of

part of the manifest. And each one would have a key part in the
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that create the manifestation and the materialization are the ones that are riding on



the things that manifest on the EirA current are going backwards from that point,

the Spirit Domains manifest. So, if we can understand this, understand that there is

10 quantum"s worth manifest as "matter body" and there"s still the void of

that makes the manifestation go like this, where the Spirit body is facing the
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body structure that manifests on the Rasha structure That"s what the vertical maps are
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that were already manifest in our EckaNeca system It was at this point of
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Host. .. it manifests within a larger star body called Urtha. Now normally ...
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part of it manifests in the ElorA side, part on the AdorA side, and
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crystals that are manifest in Urtha"s mantle that connect directly into the Sirius B
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an AdorA side manifestation and its Spirit is over here on the ElorA side.
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for the ElorA manifest side. Just like the Ecoushic Record would hold the Divine

for the AdorA manifest side. So, we have the Akashic Record as the core

event horizons, one manifesting out this way, and one manifesting out this way. One

way, and one manifesting out this way. One will be ElorA and one will

say if the manifestation was moving this way, projecting outward from the center, this

to form a manifest ElorA field, the Spirit Body of the ElorA would manifest

the ElorA would manifest over here. Over here would also be the manifest AdorA

also be the manifest AdorA body, and the Spirit of the AdorA body would

AdorA body would manifest here with the ElorA manifestation, and that would be the

with the ElorA manifestation, and that would be the Eiradonis Body. Now, only if
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Body and the manifest body are supposed to phase together naturally into the center,

Page:  471



on the AdorA manifestation, if you wanted to do that with your body. Well,
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mean it was manifesting in my life, and people were coming at me in
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of it is manifest on the ElorA side and half of it is manifest

of it is manifest on the AdorA side, so from one side you only

Page:  487

PCM Universal Veca manifest AdorA Gates hold the Kristiac First Creation Divine Blueprint
encryption

encryption for the manifest ElorA Aquinos (Andromeda Galaxy M-31 Matrix). Opening of

Page:  498

also something that manifests in our body and in the bodies of all of

Page:  507

have their ElorA manifestation, but they will also have a, a manifestation, Ad jugate

have a, a manifestation, Ad jugate manifestation on the other side. So, these are

manifestation, Ad jugate manifestation on the other side. So, these are the Akashic Adjugate

Page:  525

EtorA Horizon 3 Manifest --+ Eckashi Expansion Cycle " . .. ... .. 4

Page:  526

Cells of the Manifest Spirit Body and the Krysta Ur " Krystar" Eternal Spirit
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energy. It is manifest energy and this is where we start to understand what
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our ElorA side manifest It is our Eiradonis, so the AquA"elle matrix names and
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portrait of the manifest body of God-Source and within that all things take

Page:  17

rest of you manifests from, but so does the Cosmos have them, so does

as Probabilities of manifestation, and you"ll see a little bit more of that in

was out in manifestation before will come into the center and then there"ll be
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of 12 ElorA manifest, that manifest in the ElorA system The Spiritual part of

ElorA manifest, that manifest in the ElorA system The Spiritual part of them are

of them are manifest in the AdorA system. So, you have 12 ElorA manifest

have 12 ElorA manifest side, that"s 12 ... you have another 12 ElorA Spirit

Spirit that are manifest in the AdorA side. Then, on the AdorA side you

you have 12 manifest AdorA and their Spirit side, which is our Eiradonis, you

is the ElorA manifest system and this is the AdorA manifest system With the

is the AdorA manifest system With the ElorA manifest system you would have the

With the ElorA manifest system you would have the Spirit body of the AdorA,

with the AdorA manifest system, you would have the Spirit body of our ElorA
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Here"s the ElorA manifest body set with its 4 Eyugha cycles and 3 Adashi

the Inner, it manifests out to the Inner Domain, that"s when the old wave

to the Middle manifestation as we pass into Adashi 2. As we finish Adashi
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I want to manifest something, to try ... to use that space to do
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going to probably manifest still as a World War 3 scenario here. Hopefully not
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strands, 3 ElorA Manifest codes and 3 Ethos Adjugate AdorA Spirit" -our Eiradonis

Bhardoah, then de-manifest the body, vaporize it, return to the Akashic Record AdorA
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Cosmic Light Body manifests inside of that ELum-Eiradhona Spirit Body, which would be
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Adjugate Twin in Manifest state over here in AdorA. There would also be the
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you have the Manifest of one with the Ad jugate"s Spirit, that is a

would have 12 Manifest ElorA going outward, that implies there are 12 Spirit Bodies
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is the AdorA Manifest Body- there is its Spirit Body over there- and you

embodies into our Manifest System in the ElorA side. Next one please .. [
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what ascended and manifests a less dense perfect version of it here. The same
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are seeing that manifest on Earth now. The Beloveds were trying to ... they
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called AdorA 4 Manifest on Horizon 4, our Horizon, old evac core gate, which
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On the AdorA manifest side, it has susceptibilities to fall just like you do
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have the AdorA manifest system, and its Ethos, which is our Spirit Body of

here is the manifest AquA"elle Matrix, and its Eiradonis Body, which is our Spirit

each other-the manifest bodies from the Eiradonis Bodies. And at the end of
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here in this manifest system, but it would be in its perfected state, its

there is a manifest version of the system that just went in, comes back
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is an ElorA Manifest System there, so its Spirit Body is over here, its

Matter Body that manifest through them and in them into the Hibernation Zones. And
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that AdorA- 4 Manifest Side. That"s on our same horizon that links directly into
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a way to manifest it. Like a best selling book would be really helpful,
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where you are manifest and a direct link to that time zone actually, that

Body structure is manifesting within the Spirit Body structure and you have your Allurean

us how to manifest with those salts and things but they didn"t get there

us in our manifesting. What they also do is they send negative ions into

Page:  106

be the AdorA Manifest system. That would be the 1 0-line and that
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in order to manifest in form-but the Spirit is the living, eternal Essence-
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where projection and manifestation are coming out It would also have the 10 Event

which is our Manifest Body going out in the manifestation line. Behind it, across

out in the manifestation line. Behind it, across to the other vector, we would

out again in manifestation It is the Eternal Life Breathing Rhythm of the Cosmic

Page:  136

is an A4 manifestation as well on the clockwise spin. That is called our

Records for the manifestation that would be our Harmonic Twin on the AdorA side,

body here, the Manifest Body, to something somewhere, and that if that Silver Cord
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to make the manifestation and EirA went in the other direction out the other



Page:  139

of themselves in manifestation, and no thirds of their quantum in spirit form That

ManA and in manifestation, and the other third ... when we"re thinking about vector

physical body is manifest of, is Telluric, and that means two- thirds of it

it is in manifestation One third of it is behind the Creation Point door.

D2 physical body manifests here. Now, if this is the Creation Point, where say,
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one-third in manifestation That"s the proportions for Etheric energy. The next one is

based. It"s in manifestation and not in Spirit or in EirA form Not in
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we have our manifestation You also have the Harmonic manifestation, which is the AdorA

have the Harmonic manifestation, which is the AdorA 4 on our same Horizon Line.

and out of manifestation What"s manifest steps back a bit, gets re-charged, comes

of manifestation What"s manifest steps back a bit, gets re-charged, comes back out
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of what actually manifests, what your Physical Body comes up next to see. Once

how you actually manifest your hologram, and it helps a lot, because then you

you can perhaps manifest it to do more of what you would like it
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is two-thirds manifest and one-third Spirit, with the Eiradonis energy, which is
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three-thirds in manifest But when you combine the three, the Eiradonis energy, the

two-thirds in manifestation and one third AdorA equivalent, the equivalents change, and it
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yes it"s still manifest, but it is a Tri-Veca configuration instead of just
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that is the Manifest Body, right. So, they actually overlap each other, the spheres.

here and its manifestation area would be here, right. So that is the Eyugha

would be its manifestation domain. And here is the center, the Core Ra-LA
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represent a simultaneous manifestation, but in their time horizon of our future When they
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the A 10 Manifest" Our Ad jugate Twin Horizon which is our future A

Page:  154

progressively transfiguring the Manifest Body into Keriatric or Krystic form as the Gha-Fa"

Page:  157

you can re-manifest it wherever it is you went. So, that is the
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see that as Manifest. It ought to be interesting to see what it looks
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uploads into physical manifestation We all have enough purging stuff going on, we don"t

Page:  171

reaction in the Manifest Body. So things like, you know, where your head clears

Page:  185

they just start manifesting in the air around you and like cuddly little kittens

like coating and manifesting little dots all over your body. They might not be
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radiation light-fields manifesting upon and within the 4 Domains. But more importantly,
unlike
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locate" body re-manifests as a "lessdense replica" of the physical body; Which
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identity temporarily re-manifests as the fully intact physical-atomic body So, you literally

projected, the re-manifesting physical-atomic body will automatically adjust the oscillation
and vibration

a Body, re-manifesting the not-yettransmuted-quantum of the physical-atomic form, with

Page:  213

can return to manifestation within the personal eternal-life "Ma-sha-ya-nic"

Page:  214

Thus in its manifest biological freedom, the Ma-sha-Yah "Spanner" identity has

Page:  217



energy that is manifest in the AdorA side on the opposite spin of our

Page:  220

momentarily fully de-manifesting and returning to union with the eternal God-Source
consciousness

consciousness field beyond manifest creation, Now, this would get into going through the
DhaLA-

momentarily fully de-manifesting and returning to union with the eternal God-Source
consciousness

consciousness field beyond manifest creation, then "returning anew" into manifestation as
the Pa

returning anew" into manifestation as the Pa Ta-Ur, the eternal-life radiation light-

re-emerges into manifestation It transgenefies, which means it pops off and goes right

re-emerges into manifestation as the perpetual-life ZHYON (ZI" on) Eternal Atom,

re-emerges into manifestation as the perpetual-life ZHYON (ZI" on) Eternal Atom,

of"return to manifestation following Transgenesis," which is called the Emajhi ( E-ma"-

of return to manifestation following transgenesis So, after the identity pops into Source and

literally and completely demanifests, and then comes back out again, that is the Emergence,
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now emerges into manifestation as the "Ma-sha-ya-nic Body. With the

back outward into manifestation Each of the two "personal Divine Blueprinf" encryption-sets

original encryption-set manifests as a condensed "Identity In-picture" composed of "

ya-nic Body manifests as an expanded "Identity Outpicture" Where the other one

encryption set . manifests as an expanded "Identity Out-picture" composed of "
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any form, "manifesting and de-manifesting" its physical atomic cellular structure at will,

manifesting and de-manifesting" its physical atomic cellular structure at will, through the
organic

temporarily transfigure its manifest physical atomic cellular structure into any form desired,
but due

Eternal Form" will manifest as the pure original form of the "ascension body"

consciousness field beyond manifestation The Mashayah "travels" through the Rasha Body
process of"
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folds" again, re-manifesting its "Um Ma TA Body" and "PaD A

the realms of manifestation It is a Gift that remains, but one which we
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coming out into manifestation from the center this way and the other coming out
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that is the manifest version that"s made of ManA that then turns to Mana.

Body or the Manifest Body and the Spirit Body come together through the central

relationships between what manifests in one and the other that are very specific and
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And when the manifest things go into the Krystar State, these two bodies pull

you have one manifestation starts as a ManU Point here and it expands the

Page:  245

projection or the manifestation stream moving out in front of you. Now, right now,

your hologram is manifesting before you. Your future is manifesting in front of you

Your future is manifesting in front of you through the whole body structure that
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Sphere, and it"s manifested through the Atmic Sphere. And Atmic is one type of

over here, but manifests over here. There"s another set of bodies that would be

fa Bodies that manifest for each dimensional level behind that Next one, please. The

Page:  248

come out into manifestation in the first place and it"s where they go back

in, in between manifestations, and it"s a key part in the Transfiguration Process. So,

that are causing manifestations in your body that are making you ill or whatever.
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it unfolds it"s manifest And when it folds, it disappears, goes through it once

that is the manifest one that can do all sorts of neat things. And
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The Planet Body manifests the same shape, with the equatorial bulge, and the flattening
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if we"re re-manifesting our bodies down there for a bit But the Krystar
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seeing, actually, a manifestation of this silky dust-like substance twinkling in the air



Page:  271

Twins (AdorA Manifest & Adjugates Spirit Ethos-Eiros) complete AdorA EtorAManifest merger,
forming

Eiros) complete AdorA EtorAManifest merger, forming the Ma-Sha-Ta-Ra-AdorA Ma-Sha-

Ra &AdorA Manifest Body (Integrated AdorA-E~radoms-E~ros); \7~

Z) &AdorA Manifest EtorAHost AdorA Host ends) with the Ma-Sha-Ta-Ra

merger: (EtorA Manifest and Adjugate Spirit-AdorA Ethos) forming the Ma-Sha-Ya

5 yrs) EtorA Manifest Ascends at Starfire-1 ~"- reiumslll to enter HaRA-Krysta
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and scalar wave manifestations within the body, chakra system, morphogenetic field and
consciousness that

Page:  6

planet, everything in manifestation in the dimensions has to go through a God-Seed

Page:  7

any illusion of manifest form. You will return to that so it is a

Page:  8

allows for the manifest hologram is created. So, everything is actually taking place within

human lineage was manifest upon 12 Monads, or Cosmic Families, and each of the

the 12 Monads manifested 12 Seeds of Consciousness or Universal Families within the
Energy

of human consciousness manifested through one common GodSeed. This common God
family consciousness gestalt

God Mind also manifests cosmic family lines through the 23 other God-Seeds. Many,

Page:  9

one of the manifestations of the Melchizedek God-Seed, and it was created to

a consciousness that" manifested in other-than-human form, emerging out of one of

it calls into manifestation (within its genetic code in consciousness) the scalar grids

its family originally manifested. It begins to build the Pillar of Light to its

higher bodies, which manifests in the biological genetic code, these areas of morphogenetic
distortion

Page:  12

are beyond form manifestation. They exist in reality fields that are no longer dimensionalized

which all things manifest are composed. MCEO teachings offer people an opportunity for
advancing

things and beings manifest are made. At the center of contemporary MCEO teaching
programs



Page:  13

your attention and manifest here as light beings), you are seeing part of your

form. When they manifest to us, they tend to look like these real tall

Page:  24

and prevent continued manifestation of Fallen Angelic infiltration and manipulation. Sadly, as
we allow

the planet"s Core Manifestation Template, they can fully sever the natural electro-magnetic
link

Page:  28

the Templates of Manifestation to which consciousness must conform to enter the
experience of

the experience of manifest expression within a space-time-matter system. The personal
Christos

Christos Maharic Shield Manifestation Template and the Christos Tribal Shield Species
Manifestation Template are

Tribal Shield Species Manifestation Template are microcosmic replicas of the macrocosmic
Primal Order upon

Page:  32

5 Primary Races manifest within .that Evolutionary Round. The DNA Templates of each

is the Core Manifestation Template of the Angelic Human Evolutionary Blueprint. To
incarnate in

Page:  33

that is simultaneously manifesting in 1728 different Time Vectors, wearing the "costume" of

is held into manifestation within the Personal Christos Divine Blueprint; the D-12 Pre-

Tribal Shield that manifest within and govern the function of the Angelic Human DNA

Page:  35

Ascension out of manifest matter density. (Masters Templar Stewardship Manual) Regents
Consulate The

Page:  40

Scalar Shields, that manifest within the Kathara Level-2 Grid, First 8 Cells and
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conviction & absolute manifestation Power" ... (and) Ho- en- sa "absolutely stated
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and out of manifestation! It is no wonder that physical structures that no longer
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the Spirit Body manifests first before the Light Body manifests. So that ... this

the Light Body manifests. So that ... this is the process by which not

Page:  13

comes out into manifestation through the Core, the Inner, and the Middle and Outer

Page:  15

of it is manifest and how much of it is, let"s say, in AdorA

Page:  17

with that, with manifesting and de-manifesting. Because we"ll actually know the structure.
It"s

manifesting and de-manifesting. Because we"ll actually know the structure. It"s a lot more

the like reverse manifestation of what you were aiming for. It"s because of the

Page:  23

bring a ManA manifestation and its Adjugate together. When you bring them together it

allows for the manifestations on both sides to pull into wholeness into the center,

different state of manifest being, where you can be all over at once, and

and you can manifest yourself as anything or nothing and all of that kind

Page:  27

the AdorA side manifestations. Just like their Spirit Body is over here with us,

us, because their manifest body is there, and their Spirit Body is our Eiradonis.
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energy consciousness is manifest as the stuff we know as matter. And really ...

Page:  30

out again into manifestation. It is the process by which Star Gate passage is

back out into manifestation, and individuality, and then come back into light and go



Page:  38

literally holding into manifestation. So, there"s certain things that you can get a bit
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right, and two Manifest Bodies, completely together: Manifest and Eiradonis, Manifest and
Eiradonis; then,

Bodies, completely together: Manifest and Eiradonis, Manifest and Eiradonis; then, the two
sets together

Manifest and Eiradonis, Manifest and Eiradonis; then, the two sets together in the center.
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this where we manifest, it would imply, first of all, that our Spirit manifested

that our Spirit manifested out on this Vector in the AdorA System. And, it

is an AdorA Manifestation in the AdorA System, over here. And that is what
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within the Cosmic Manifest Spirit-Ecka Location Map of Cosmic Light Body with the
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means are the Manifest Vectors have a specific Vector Line set; they run the

Adjugate is the manifest one on the opposite side, on AdorA. We have another
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on, in the Manifestation, through the Eckashi Expansion Cycles, or through the Expansion
Cycles,

that actually form manifest bodies. This applies to planets and stars, and those kinds
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solar, or any manifest body, you have at the 9.5 level, is where it

part of the Manifest Body. And the Outer Layers form the Atmosphere. So, here"s

the stuff that manifests from the Sixth Geleziac Layer that has sets of Gates
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system, it"s physically manifest. Then, we have the Sha-La 3 that is part
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is a physically manifest system that resembles Earth, but was here, actually, before Earth
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disappear. So, what"s manifest in them disappears from here, where it normally would be
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that creates a manifest space the things from here can move into there but
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the AdorA side, manifest AdorA side, are called the Adjugate Sites. For every Spanner
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would be your manifest ManA in the EtorA side, and across that same Vector

would have the Manifest System of your Adjugate; so they"d be Adjugates, and then

you have the Manifest Spirits. The Manifest Spirit is, if your Adjugate is over

Manifest Spirits. The Manifest Spirit is, if your Adjugate is over here, its Spirit

you have a manifest system and its Eiradonis, that is a Conduit Twin Set.

Adjugates are 2 manifest ones that are on the same Vector-one on AdorA,

Twins are the manifest system plus its Ad jugate Spirit Eiradonis with it, alright.
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Eiradonis into the manifest system, which de-densifies the manifest system to a certain

de-densifies the manifest system to a certain state that allows for the opening
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engage with their manifest system. Once they have engaged, then they can begin the

de-density the Manifest Body, bringing in the lighter energies of the Ethos Body.
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that is in manifestation out here, can go back and forth through the Hall
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means, that the manifest level and the Eiradonis level , not only engage, but
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Return Cycles, still manifest but in a lighter state, in the Adashi Return Cycles.
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frequency into the manifest form from the Light Body and Spirit Body structure around
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is the EtorA manifest or visible, lets say visible light spectrum, right, to D7.
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it"s the EtorA manifestation on 7 that would be the Composite Twin, right. Now,



Tone of that manifest side of that manifestation, say if you"re EtorA, it would

side of that manifestation, say if you"re EtorA, it would be the EtorA Tone
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of God Source"s manifestation process. From God Source as the EtaUr pre-substance "

Because all individuated manifestations of God Source are "created in the image of

into the first manifest substance as the first Partiki Unit. The Ah-JhA Creation

Bubbles within which manifestation unfolds, form after both the 1st Partiki and the 2nd

Page:  3

three Primal Source manifest Currents (non-polarised ManU current from the Reishiac
Record,

Primal Life Force manifestation Currents come from the two polarized EtorA and AdorA
Currents.

building blocks of manifest matter that we first heard about all the way back

theory and conscious manifestation through direct Krystic Elemental Command ... and as if
this

and out into Manifestation! Copyright A"shayana & A"hzayana Deane, 2008. All Rights
Reserved Part
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accelerate our natural manifestation abilities and which hold the key to our healing and

we want to manifest or create. These technologies also involve "Re-sanctification of

The process of Manifestation and Materialization is occurring right here, Copyright
A"shayana & A"hzayana
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natural process of manifestation/ materialization within the TE"a-Wha Fields has been
hijacked through
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Thus as direct manifestation vessels, we accelerate our own consumption. After doing the
wonderful

how the Caduceus manifests in our physical bodies ... as the Vagus Nerve! To
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and transduce into Manifest and Materialized Hologram of Matter". (Healthy planets and stars
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you desire to manifest; (let you first intention be to "Open the
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our bodies own manifestation mechanisms have been completely hijacked and are being
redirected to

that instead of manifesting natural elements, we continually manifest reversed elements that
kill our

elements, we continually manifest reversed elements that kill our bodies, the planet"s and
every

hijack on our manifestation ability requires that we clear the Caduceus mutation ... we

supplement]. This fascinating manifestation and materialization process as we have learnt so
far, starts

not able to manifest in on Earth. We"ll be regaining the ability to manifest

the ability to manifest these natural compound elements and part of this process will
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scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional Structure", "15-
Dimensional Anatomy", "
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you desire to manifest; (let your first intention be to "Open the
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colors and geomancies manifest as the "AdorA-Side "Dot-Matrix Scalar-wave
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out-picturing (manifestation) of the successful activation of the Treaty of Al-ben
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dimensionally, and temporarily manifest, allowing people within it to up-step to Median Earth.
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of Time", for manifesting what we want out here in Density-1 Primary Focus.
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which all things manifest are composed. The word Christos was originally spelled Kristos1 in

things and beings manifest are made. MCEO Inner Christos Law of One teachings, Templar

Mission. These distortions manifest in our personal shields and fields, including the Epi-
Genetic

Page:  3

for all perceivable manifestations as direct projections of intended learning from the personal
Consciousness/

you, as a manifestation of the God Spirit, have the ability to create personal
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and responsibility for manifestation onto externalized sources. Only you have the power to "

we desire to manifest. Part of spiritual mastery entails teaching ourselves to be consciously

can be made manifest through the Love of the active God-Source that you
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Spiritual Integrity that manifests chemically within the DNA as a result of that state

will eventually de-manifest right out of your experience. When you approach the world

the powers of manifesting more of what you desire and less of the illusion

Page:  6

intrinsic reality of manifestation and choose to work co-creatively with the God-Source

intrinsic value as manifestations of God-Source, and you will often find God-Source

understood to be manifestations of God-Source, we might all employ a bit more

Page:  12

(Mechanics of Manifestation) Your thoughts affect your DNA template. Your DNA template is

a blueprint for manifestation. Thoughts are things and they are extremely powerful. There is

Spiritual Integrity that manifests chemically within the DNA as a result of the state

not help your manifestation process; you will not do spiritual integration; you will not



(Mechanics of Manifestation) It is time to become aware of stuff that needs

not want to manifest at the speed of thought until we are clear; we

and learn responsible manifestation. Otherwise, if you get this power back and you are

you can really manifest yourself a worse one! (Dance For Life and England

(Mechanics of Manifestation) "Eieyani protocol includes ownership, responsibility and
accountability of and

Page:  13

creators and the manifesters of our experience, and we say, "I intend to

[of conscious manifestation] because it [your template] has accreted so much frequency

(Mechanics of Manifestation) Something to Ponder: Thought is the keystone of all creation

infinite power of manifestation inherent to the God-Source Within. (Ma"a and Mashara

Page:  14

consciousness ... those manifest in chemical terms in the DNA in the body and

Page:  16

(everything in manifestation is One God, One Being-we are all faces of

people who are manifesters, who literally hold a thought pattern (a thought pattern
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race is a manifesting race and they believe what you just said, and adopt

innocent, Love-filled manifest creation, obscuring your own ability to perceive the love that
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now. Love and Manifestation When you think a thought, when you tell yourself something

We are creating manifestation somewhere, either in our bodies or in our life out

specific Responsibility of manifestation. It is good that things do not leap out of

what we are manifesting and begins to circulate back through-from the time we

remain expressed and manifest, to embody it, hold it, be it, perpetuate it, just

patterns, thought, and manifestation repeated throughout the text of this handbook. The
MCEO Freedom
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keeps it in manifestation? Send a spark of your consciousness into the energy pattern

the individual consciousness manifests exists as an intrinsic part of the cosmic identity
structure.

and Its infinite manifestation." (Tangible Structure of the Soul) "When one expands

to, any other manifestation of the God Mind. Humility in reference to all life,
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and the individuated manifestations of Itself." "In terms of felt experience, At-ONE-

all of Its manifestations, with whom It eternally remains in a state of Vibrational

Love with all manifestations of Itself. The experience of lack of Love reflects the

between the individuated manifestation of God and the totality of the God Mind. Non-

can only be manifested by the individual who has yet to achieve At-ONE-

itself as a manifestation of the God Mind." "Personal expansion into At-ONE-

direct results and manifestation of Vibrational dis-resonance of consciousness with the God
Mind."
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it you will manifest faster because it is part of the Reverence lesson creators

the following statements manifest in your life?: Let me be a vessel for Thy

the trip, and manifest that resentment in incredibly rude behavior to the staff that

in your imperfection manifested in every aspect of your hologram."" (Speaker 3, 14

Page:  28

dictionary. You can manifest anything. You are an aspect of the Consciousness of God.
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are trying to manifest something that is a distraction or a compensation for something

really hard time manifesting those things. (Speaker 1, Holy Grail Quest 2002) BOTTOM

upon entering individuated manifestation. Accountability to GodSource is not negotiable; this
accountability is implied

Page:  30

the relationships between manifest energy and consciousness through Cause-Effect, Action-
Reaction and corresponding

a lesson no manifest being can escape; the natural Laws of First Creation Physics

patterns within the manifestation template, while thought directed through clear intention
creates ordered patterns

patterns within the manifestation template. Thought directed with clear intention and
knowledge of the

into the personal manifestation template serve as electromagnetic operational instructions
within the template, directly

be met in manifest experience. (Templar Stewardship Manual) Accountability and the Victim-
Victimizer
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victim-victimizer consciousness manifests itself chemically in the body as the mutated fight-



or-

thing that is manifesting through your DNA, that victimizer) free. If you can realize
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you want to manifest something, if you have it bouncing in six different directions,

are going to manifest six different pieces of six different things. But if you

are literally not manifest here, we can change everything. We can change anything from
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infinite power of manifestation inherent to the God-Source-Within." "You owe yourselves

organic condition of manifest energy, observe the reality of what IS, and use the
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up there! Those manifestations of self up there. (Speaker 1, Phoenix 2002) "
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and you would manifest and see the parts of reality that fit your pictures.
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Engaged Detachment and Manifestation It is really hard to see the place of union,

you move through manifestation reality realizing you can fully experience things and learn
about
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is the hologram manifest from the one that you had activated in your DNA

AM. Key to Manifestation "The Key to Manifestation is stating from the Still

The Key to Manifestation is stating from the Still Point: "I AM PEACE."

1, Mechanics of Manifestation) LOVE IS A STATE OF VIBRATIONAL HARMONIZATION. This
means I

(Mechanics of Manifestation) Something to Ponder: Engaged Detachment: Take a few
moments to
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(Mechanics of Manifestation) Something to Ponder: JOY- The Six Steps Towards Personal
Joy;
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to enter the Manifestation Arena, and everything, without exception, must pass back
through the

to full de-manifest AtONE-ment with God-Source.2o When manifest beings use

Source.2o When manifest beings use their gift of Free Will Choice within Cooperative



while within the manifest experience. Being both a sentient individual manifest AND
simultaneously KNOWING

a sentient individual manifest AND simultaneously KNOWING Oneself as a direct, embodied
expression of

Joy within the manifest arena. Manifest beings are enabled to experience this state of

the manifest arena. Manifest beings are enabled to experience this state of God-Actualization
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of every living manifest form. The Personal God-Spark Seed Atom within the Shield

within the Shield Manifestation Template of an individual exists as the portion of Personal

conduits between the manifest Self, Universal Christos, Cosmic Kristos and the Cosmic Divine
Trinity
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I AM a manifestation of God-Spirit. I AM a Self-Sovereign Being now!
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(Mechanics of Manifestation) "So do yourselves a favor, and each other. Be

would you possibly manifest in your hologram? L TR Statements: I send Love and
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judgment upon individuated manifestations of themselves that choose to embody the
Opposite Expression of

of Revelations) "Manifest Creation was given the Gift of Free Will expression within

and Consciousness. Individual Manifest identities can teach themselves some very difficult
Lessons of Love
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show us a manifest translation of the ideas we entertain. If those ideas move

1, Mechanics of Manifestation) "One of the most fundamental aspects of a Kristic
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we create a manifestation template whether we mean to or not. Our conscious mind

1, Mechanics of Manifestation) Something to Ponder: Slow down your breathing. Focus your
attention
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dramas beginning to manifest within the political arena, it is time to look at
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the illusions of manifest appearances through which the difference between truth and
deception, between
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emerges into the manifest world when individuals agree to Trust fully, and allow, the

express within the manifest experience. This implies all members in a Christos Society agree
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in creating that manifestation? What was your part in making this happen? Essentially, if

responsibility for your manifestations you become more powerful. As long as somebody else
is
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the commands to manifest it." (Speaker 1, Kauai) Something to Ponder: Do you

in creating that manifestation? If you are choosing to play a victim, look at
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are a walking manifest face or spark of God. YOU are God. That does

individuated aspects of manifest expression." (Speaker 1, Kauai) "When we want to
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I AM a manifestation of God."" (Speaker 1, Kauai) Something to Ponder: Say

I AM a manifestation of God." Allow yourself now to just breathe those thoughts.
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the Christ/Krist manifest in your world? Can you be the Silent Witness to

Darkness, as it manifests within the macrocosm and microcosm, and we will be able
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Responsibility for your manifestations and Step Into Power." (Kauai 2001) 1. When it

in creating that manifestation? b. What was your part in making this happen? 2.
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are a walking manifest Face or Spark of God. You are God. It is

I AM a Manifestation of God. I AM GOD." 2. Try talking to the
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my Wholeness in manifest decision, I Decree in Sovereign Krystic Knowing, here expressed
at
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in space-time manifestation) We now Declare in Eternal Sanctification .... This PLACE, this
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conviction & absolute manifestation Power" ... (and) 6.NE-fa-Kae" "absolutely
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all bonds of manifest illusion that place veils of SELF-forgetting before mine eyes.
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of God Eternal, manifest. WE are the Waters of Eternal Life forever outward flowing

completion of a manifest expression in its originally intended Divine Fulfillment, its past-
present-

Intention is rendered manifest in all conditions to which I now assign. The Ar-
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of this tonal manifestation grid for a period of 3 consecutive weeks, repeated out
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Out-Breath- Intention Manifestation ManA-Ka-E-Ha-HU-Ra- Hara-Maya-Mana-Ki
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of Density Matter Manifestation UN veir" · tum AB- Da- La • Sha" -

Bodies of the manifest UT" Ra-VA" -TA To receive the Eternal Living-
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for all perceivable manifestations as direct projections of intended learning from the personal
Consciousness/

you, as a manifestation of the God Spirit, have the ability to create personal



and responsibility for manifestation onto externalized sources. Only you have the power to "

we desire to manifest. Part of spiritual mastery entails teaching ourselves to be consciously
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can be made manifest through the Love of the active God-Source that you

spiritual integrity that manifests chemically within the DNA as a result of that state
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to will eventually demanifest right out of your experience. When you approach the world

the powers of manifesting more of what you desire and less of the illusion

intrinsic reality of manifestation and choose to work co-creatively with the God-Source
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intrinsic value as manifestations of God-Source, and you will often find God-Source

understood to be manifestations of God-Source, we might all employ a bit more
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healing, projecting, meditating, manifesting and Grid Work. Unlike the Group Sha-dra"
Shield, the
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healing, projecting, meditating, manifesting and Grid Work. The Sha-D A" Buddha Shield can
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scalar template behind manifest chemical DNA), "lnterdimensional Structure", "15-
Dimensional Anatomy", "
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healing, projecting, meditating, manifesting and Grid Work. Unlike the Group Sha-dra"
Shield, the
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healing and/or manifesting/ materializing objectives. It is also a pre-requisite to engaging
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us can"t fully manifest here, because they would become very ill very quickly because

and create a manifest platform in between the two spaces, where the type of
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2009: Phoenix, AZ manifesting, or that is in Materializing objectives. And, aside from that,
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structures that have manifested through these underlying structures, that science can"t see
when they

the matter actually manifests So, it helps to understand that when we"re thinking about
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the Matter structure manifests, so that"s not saying that"s this star and that"s-it"s

saying that star manifests in there, or materializes in that system Now, if we
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before it can manifest or materialize on the Physical level. So we are in
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has progressively been manifesting here on this planet, and we"ve been caught in this.
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would have de-manifested here andre-manifested there. So that"s what getting pulled into

manifested here andre-manifested there. So that"s what getting pulled into the Black Hole
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atoms that become manifest and materialize down here. So, they wanted me to know
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healing, projecting, meditating, manifesting and Grid Work. Unlike the Group Sha-dra"
Shield, the
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healing and/or manifesting/ materializing objectives. It is also a pre-requisite to engaging
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building blocks of manifestation, which set and hold the imprint for manifestation) & Keylons

the imprint for manifestation) & Keylons (aggregations ofPartiki Units built upon Partiki
Grids).

for what will manifest. The process of moving through Time Cycles is the process

through which we manifest, that pattern is continually being added to Each one of
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Sets All things manifest possess Merkaba Fields. In all Natural Christiac Eternal Life Merkaba

Life Force into Manifest Expression, while the other Spiral simultaneously spins Counter-
clockwise circulating

back out of Manifestation in return to God-Source, for renewal. The Merkaba Spiral

and out of Manifestation. PKA +ve Primal Light Field PCM Density 4 PCM

Incoming-Expanding ," Manifesting ManA Spiral The 2 Counter-rotating spirals in a Merkaba

Atom for renewed Manifestation. The 2 Interwoven Merkaba Spirals also rotate on a Vertical

Outgoing-Contracting," De-manifesting EirA Spiral [ NOTE: The Merkaba Field Spiral Set is
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EtorA Horizon .3. Manifest ~ Eckashi Expansion Cycle 4 Eyughas (KaLA, Sha-LA,
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spectrum into biological manifestation, which means you have the access to be able to
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you"re trying to manifest, you"ll get that instead because the consequence, it is the
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matterform, or any manifest "thing" represents what is called the "core radiation-

form of any manifest "thing" is structured. The morphogenetic field template is referred
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matter-form that manifests upon it. "In terms of this core-radiation "

emotions" are literal manifest things, possessing tangible form, structure, matter-expression
and a core

that draws a manifest form into the cumulative energetic consequence corresponding to the "

Lattice of a manifest form is drawn into reciprocal, or mutual, relationship with its

Lattice of a manifest form and the Encryption Lattice of the greater "Unified

this dynamic, a manifest individual can use "Free Will" to "create its
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Lattice of a manifest form and the Encryption Lattice of a greater-quantum "
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Lattice of a manifest form and the Encryption Lattice of a greater-quantum "

this dynamic, a manifest individual has no Free Will; its personal Encryption Lattice is
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things were originally manifest from the Common Eternal GodSource Conscious Unified Field,
through the

still have materialization, manifestation; we would probably have a lot of other things to
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it will re-manifest a twisted version of the original form, because of the
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Direct Materialization, or Manifestation It"s this field that, when we send a thought out
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healing, work with manifesting, and probably at some point, by 2012, have a pretty

a pretty strong manifesting crew together to make sure we manifest the intervention levels

make sure we manifest the intervention levels hold. Well, we won"t worry much about
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with this physically manifest Krystal Lotus thing around you, where you"re sitting comfortably
in
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your body, your manifest materialized body. And but you got a lot of joule
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individual form within manifest systems Basically there are certain multi-dimensional laws of
physics

and processes of manifest reality and space-time systems When a being, a consciousness

form in a manifest system, it becomes involved with those natural laws of energy
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that exist in manifest form. They are a part of a circulatory system of

underlying structure of manifest form. And we have been taught about a lot of
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matter, consciousness and manifestation. Progressively since 2000, the COT -Plate
translations and MCEO
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organize into structured manifest atoms and forms. The organic Kathara Grid "lattice"
features
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form, or any manifest "thing," represents what is called the "core radiation-

form of any manifest "thing" is structured. The morphogenetic field template is referred

matter-form that manifests upon it. In terms of this core-radiation "Encryption

emotions" are literal manifest things, possessing tangible form, structure, matter-expression
and a core

that draws a manifest form to the cumulative energetic consequence corresponding to the "

Lattice of a manifest form is drawn into reciprocal, or mutual, relationship with its

Page:  16

Lattice of a manifest form and the Encryption Lattice of the greater "Unified

this dynamic, a manifest individual can use "Free Will" to "create its

Lattice of a manifest form and the Encryption Lattice of a greater-quantum "

this dynamic, a manifest individual has no Free Will: its personal Encryption Lattice is
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things were originally manifest from the Common Eternal God-Source Conscious Unified
Field, through
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Source-God perpetually manifests itself through dimensionalization into individuated manifest
expression, for the purpose

dimensionalization into individuated manifest expression, for the purpose of experiencing
spacetime-matter reality. Every

thing in any manifest reality field comes into being through the process of Stair

as an individuated manifestation of Source, eventually expanding back into its wholeness as
Source,

actualization for any manifest being, as implied by the dynamics of Stair Step Creation,

revealed, allowing a manifest being the ability to master its experience as a conscious

all things as manifestations of the One-Self that is God. The dynamics of

structure for experiential manifestation. Members of a singular species share a common
species Tribal



perceptual orientation holographically manifest. The physical body serves as a chemical lens
through which

DNA to the manifest chemical lens of the physical body structure and holographic "
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externalization of life, manifestation of matter and individuation of identity are holographic
projections of

part of Source. Manifestation templates serve as structured blueprints upon which
consciousness manifests into

upon which consciousness manifests into dimensionalization for the experience of space-
time-matter. There

There are many manifestation templates that exist within Source. Reality is thought
construction. The

through which consciousness manifests itself into the hologram of form. Nothing is truly
solid.

consciousness. We perceive manifest solidity due to the relationship between the frequencies
of consciousness

element of all manifest experience is called a Morphogenetic Field or Manifestation
Template.1

Morphogenetic Field or Manifestation Template.1 Keylontic Science, the Science of
Manifestation Templates, is

the Science of Manifestation Templates, is part of a larger paradigm of science that

and dimensionalized consciousness manifest. Source is an infinite and eternal field of
consciousness and

field behind a manifest object-A specific construct of crystallized scalar-waves forming the

which our consciousness manifests into dimensionalization. ©A & A Deane, 2010, All Rights
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and identity will manifest. 8 The Morphogenetic Field is made of interwoven Partiki Grids.

consciousness within dimensionalized manifestation. Morphogenetic Fields are thus Scalar
Grids that form in specific

upon which form manifests. Morphogenetic Fields govern the form of matter manifestation
and the

form of matter manifestation and the evolution of biology & consciousness. Morphogenetic
Field mechanics

form of matter manifestation and the evolution of biology and consciousness; they are the

which our consciousness manifests into dimensionalization, through which the holographic
projections of space-time

field behind a manifest object and are the specific construct of crystallized scalar waves

Primal Substance A manifestation template is made of primal substance, units of
consciousness energy

Page:  8



all forms enters manifestation. Partiki units are omni-polar (containing the potentials for

the hologram of manifest reality. Scalar-waves or grids are created through Partiki Phasing,

before pre-matter manifestation. Through a process of internal fusion characteristic to their
design,

blocks for simultaneously manifesting anti-particle templates. Particle and anti-particle
templates are interconnected,

through which they manifest. Particum particle units represent the contraction phase of ante-
matter

and anti-particle manifestation built upon scalar-waves of light radiation, then flash off

cycling between the manifest and non-manifest state. The interaction of Partiki, PartikA and

manifest and non-manifest state. The interaction of Partiki, PartikA and Particum lead to
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group to form manifestation templates or blueprints. Recap of Primal Order of Manifestation
Templates

Primal Order of Manifestation Templates Morphogenetic fields, or manifestation templates
that serve as the

Morphogenetic fields, or manifestation templates that serve as the blueprint through which
consciousness manifests,

through which consciousness manifests, are composed of the primal substance of Partiki
units. Partiki

which all matter manifests.2 Vibration-Oscillation The vibratory-oscillation rate of particles
represents

upon which universes manifest are built upon a manifestation template that has a specific

built upon a manifestation template that has a specific order of mathematical
interrelationships that

Phasing. The Cosmic Manifestation Template is called the Energy Matrix. Within the Energy
Matrix

there are smaller manifestation templates upon which universes are structured. These
smaller manifestation templates

structured. These smaller manifestation templates are Universal Manifestation Templates,
also called Time Matrices, and

templates are Universal Manifestation Templates, also called Time Matrices, and there are
uncountable Time

Page:  10

WaVe pointS, WhiCh Manifestation Template exist as part of the longer cycle of the

the experience of manifestation. To create the universal manifestation template upon which
external space,

create the universal manifestation template upon which external space, time and matter
experience can

densities of matter manifestation. Frequency Bands and Sub-Frequency Bands Frequency is



the form

the appearance of manifest movement of wave spectra within a dimensional system. Sub-
frequency
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the experience of manifest reality. Scalar grids are created through Partiki Phasing. Partiki
Phasing

represent harmonics of manifestation, an image of interwoven morphogenetic fields. You
can look at

Eternal. The universal manifestation template or Time Matrix is generated from the cosmic
manifestation

from the cosmic manifestation template through creation of interwoven morphogenetic
fields. The progression begins

sets of 3. Manifestation templates form on a pattern or blueprint called a Kathara

microcosm of all manifestation. All forms have at their core the common structure of
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the hologram of manifest experience is perpetually created. Energy cannot be created or
destroyed;

holographic experience of manifestation. The Kathara Level-1 12-Tree Grid is made of

Morphogenetic fields of manifestation templates form a series of interwoven Kathara Grids.
The cosmic

Grids. The cosmic manifestation template is the Energy Matrix and it contains many Time

Matrices. The Universal Manifestation Template is a Time Matrix. Everything in manifest
form is

Matrix. Everything in manifest form is built upon the blueprint of the Kathara Grid.
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represents the 151 manifestation level of 15-Dimensional Time Matrix Systems. The Kee-Ra-

and the personal manifestation template. The human body is the only vehicle organic to
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form the Chakras manifest. The Signets and ·the smaller crystal seal formations that

seal formations that manifest through them, create a disc of spinning, horizontal Hova Bodies

the blueprint for manifestation, as set by the intrinsic mathematical encoding of the Partiki

Centers of the manifestation template. The 4 Scalar Shields as depicted below, correspond
to

within the Universal Manifestation Template. First 4 Shields each with 3 Signets and
Correspondence

of the human manifestation template anatomy within the Time Matrix represent the 5 subtle

a 15-Dimensional Manifestation Template is structured upon 3 Kathara Centers within the
Core
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human body will manifest, and upon which the planetary vortex/portal system and planetary
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of the visibly manifest form. Chakras regulate the flow of consciousness energy between the

perception of holographic manifestation. Each Chakra circulates its single axis flash-line
sequence along
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Points and DNA manifest. The Axi-A-Tonal Lines within the body set the

of the body manifest. Axi -A-Tonal Lines 11 and 12, which correspond

foundation of the manifest form. In truth, the Level-1 Kathara 12-Tree Grid

the Hara Line manifests. There are 6 Hara points to govern and regulate the
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energetic systems that manifest upon them represent the PRIMAL ORDER of mathematical
and geometrical

to orchestrate the manifest hologram through creation of manifestation templates. The
interwoven, ordered structures

through creation of manifestation templates. The interwoven, ordered structures of scalar-
wave fields that

form the personal manifestation template of 15-Dimensional Human Anatomy are
collectively referred to
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the structure that manifests creation, and brings it into being for us. It is
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(or matter manifestation) occurs are standing waveforms. A standing wave is called a

flash on into manifestation so you would see them. Vibration is when they flash

creation and objectified manifestation began upon. They are called the Krist and the
Krystallah.

can come into manifestation as individuated forms of consciousness. The energy that makes
up

upon which matter manifests, and matter within which consciousness can embody, is all
conscious.
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within which everything manifests. God-Source desired to manifest and set in motion a

Source desired to manifest and set in motion a structure of perpetual motion. First



and out of manifestation in perfect balance and in perfect synchronization, which allows
creation

comes into the manifestation framework understands exactly: what the Krist is, what the
template

first came into manifestation what the rules of the game were. And the rules

consciousness in for manifestation and receives other pulses back home for recirculation, to
go
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enter time or manifestation in a random. haphazard way. It is not an accident.

certain patterns where manifestation can take place. There is a Primal Order to the

it. That structure manifests as the First Partiki (PKI) emerging within Source. These

is not yet manifest; it exists in an ante-matter state of non-manifestation;

state of non-manifestation; but it is still holding a pattern on which form

perception in the manifest perceptual fields, but in truth, it is a constant interaction

order to create manifestation, Partiki units do something called PKI Phasing, which means
they

other to form manifestation templates; they form a scalar grid of fixed points. If
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galaxies within them) manifest are created of PKI units that phase on and off.

the blueprint for manifestation. When you look at the aspect of the PKI Phasing,

through which Source manifests creation. An important point in relation to creation is that

Original PKI, which manifests as a neutral structure around the original concept in Source.

Original Idea. One manifests as a unit on the matter (PCM) side of

flashing on into manifestation of particle and anti-particle. This would be their oscillation

here in the manifest hologram focus there is a sequence of cause and effect-
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from Source into manifestation or more specifically, between dimensions. Therefore, scalar-
waves are effectively

as consciousness before manifesting, take on the form of very specific arrangements of
scalar-
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Body. Everything in manifestation, including the entire universal framework itself has a
Crystal Body

becomes crystallized into manifest holographic forms that hold portions of the Consciousness
of God

Page:  28



is used to manifest universes and galaxies and cosmoses is the exact same template

template used to manifest everything in the microcosm as well. If we can understand

expressions come into manifestation and they interact. Interaction between these two
polarities is effectively

Once they have manifested in expression, they then turn around and come back into

Unit (which manifests as PCM particles and PKA anti-particles) holds the buffer

1, Mechanics of Manifestation) Sequential Phasing The 1st PKI creates the primary structure
from

polarized structures into manifestation and then returns to Source with the sequential
emergence of

additional particles into manifestation. These particles phase sequentially and they phase in
relationship to

unit in the manifestation of creation therefore we have a 3-dimensional structure emerging
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matter that would manifest in one Harmonic Universe would correspond with the pulsation
rhythm
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That structure initially manifests as very pure sound, the Primal Sound Fields (Khundaray).

which begins to manifest as the matter fields in creation. The sequential structuring within

and begins to manifest the matter fields in creation. Within these individual fields there

the particles that manifest effectively spin. So there are different spin orientations for
different
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spherical , and manifestation is taking place within them. When these forces come into

units of vibration manifest. The process of getting back into expansion and wholeness and
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for what It manifests in creation. That intent, that design, that core template is

of vibration. They manifest as 2 interconnecting Kathara Grids (24 points); but each

for what will manifest on the dimensional level over 12 dimensions. A Kathara Grid

for what will manifest at that dimensional level in creation. The Kathara Centers are

the rest of manifest creation. Everything that 12 Anti-Christos: about systems, races, places,

Page:  35

manifests in creation has a design; and that design in its

holographic experience of manifestation. So, it is a key structure, a key tool by

puts consciousness into manifestation, where the core coding is stored for the bodies that



Line system. Primal Manifestation Template The Kathara Grid is built upon what is called

of Eternal Life Manifestation of First Creation and the Kathara Grid is the core
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of the Primal Manifestation Template On page 12 of this handbook we show a

of the Primal Manifestation Template. The 12 Kathara Centers of the Cosmic Kathara Grid

12 dimensions of manifest density, 3 dimensions of the Primal Light Fields and 3

Partiki units that manifest at this primal sound level do not form standing waves
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energy that is manifest here in the PCM started out from the Ecka God-

there into these manifest forms and structures. The Ecka is home to everyone in
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eve 1 e Manifestation Fields & 3 Time Eckasha has relationship to ~~~:~~:is

have 96 discrete manifestation fields within one Cosmic Eckasha-A Higher God World
Spectra-

total of 96 manifestation fields. We also have the content of 14 Time Matrices-
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8 Eckasha-A Manifestation Fields (2 Time Matrices), levels and passage ~·

22 God-Worlds Manifestation Fields. (3 time Matrices x 4 Eckasha Corridors= 22

Corridors= 22 Eckasha Manifestation Fields x 4 = 88 Eckasha Fields. 88 Eckasha Fields+

A Fields= 96 Manifestation Fields in ONE Eckasha-A Spectra). the Veca Universe level

Scepter Codes. The Manifestation Fields of the Eckasha-Aah God Core Highest God-Worlds
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and Out of Manifestation 2 Circulating Through the EirA-ManA Cosmic Kathara Grid, the

hlch The Cosmic Manifestation Template is Anchored And Sustained. The 12 Reuche
perpetually Transmit

Currents and Consciousness Manifest The Eckasha-Aah starts with 3 Primary Forces of
energy.
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those primal fields manifests the primary Kathara Grids: the large Kristos and the smaller

EirA that are manifesting these Kathara Grid structures. All other structures in creation
emerge
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opposite expressions, which manifest as the other remaining 8 points-the outer points of
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the ManU Window Manifestation Point or Zero Point, at the center points of the

and out of manifestation. So, we have the ManU Window emerging at the core

ManU Window for demanifestation. The ManA scalar standing waves form a clockwise-
rotating scalar

Reuche Shields for manifestation. The synchronized rotation of the 12 counter -rotating
Reuche

from which all manifest worlds emerge. What we have at this point are the
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turn, manifest another level of order within creation. The flow of these

currents begins to manifest what is referred to as Cosmic Merkaba-the flow of

the two spirals manifests the original expression of Kathara,within cosmic structure. Together
the

multitude of electromagnetic manifestation domains form. Each 12-point Kathara Grid that
forms 1
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ManA and EirA, manifestation of the Kristos and Krystallah, the primary Kathara Grids. The

Handbook; Mechanics of Manifestation- Embodying Your Heroic Future- Introducing the
BiVeca and Tri-Veca
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we and all manifestation are composed of the Divine Substance, the living, intelligent units

out into the manifest worlds, then spiralling back into Source, bringing with it knowledge

Source perpetually sets manifestation in motion through engaging its awareness in the
process of
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consciousness from the manifest realms through the Creation Point into the undifferentiated
Fields of

continually renew the Manifest Worlds. So Source gives us the gift of life and

systems together cannot manifest PKI Phasing PKI-1 which holds the Krist Code Encryption

in the outer manifest worlds. ©A & A Deane, 2010, All Rights Reserved;
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The Reuche Pattern manifests on both our vertical and horizontal shields. When it manifests

shields. When it manifests within the horizontal shield it creates columns which are made
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spiralling energy into manifestation. The Merkaba bottom spiral is magnetic, has a base
speed

and out of manifestation. Because the two spirals counter-rotate, they create a circulation

SAC, this would manifest on the micro as well as the macro level, manifesting

the macro level, manifesting around our individual fields, as well as around our Universe
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as the Outer Manifestation Domains. The Outer Domains emerge from what are called the
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a sphere that manifests on the 12 and 1 positions. This is the Reion

Field, and it manifests in the Void Field between the densities. Inside the Reion

our 3-dimensional manifest reality and our Time Clock within the hologram. 22 This
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Manifestation Transduction Sequence The Radial Body Tissue Capsule serves as the

DNA Template into manifestation via Merkaba Field Circulation. This is done by
downstepping frequency

Radial Body Transduction-Manifestation Sequence. This complex process explains how we
accrete frequencies into

stability of our manifest hologram. At 90 degrees to the Octave Shield is the
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accretion rate

come into matter manifestation. Vortex Mechanics and Deflection Fields The concept of a
Deflection

one level Source manifests as electrical expanding oscillating currents, and on the next level
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GrU-al which manifests on Dimensions 2, 5, 8 and 11 within the density

it creates the manifest worlds of the Veca. The Ecka Flame spirals out as

density-level sphere manifests as an opposite charge and spin. Everything manifests as
spheres

and spin. Everything manifests as spheres within spheres that really take place within the
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through the Outer Manifestation Gates, the time cycles (of our planetary system) have
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leap) that is manifesting as these systems begin their phasing/merging in their co-
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words. These
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when they are manifest. But they spend lots of time not being manifest and

time not being manifest and floating around like conscious air." (12 Tribes- Tribe
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in space-time manifestation) We now Declare in Eternal Sanctification .... This PLACE, this
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conviction & absolute manifestation Power" ... (and) 6. NE-fa-Kae" "(to)
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come out and manifested once, gone through the Adashi Cycles home, and then come

come out fully manifest as a Krysted Being. 42 M = Manifest S =
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we and all manifestation are composed of the Divine Substance- the living, intelligent units

Source perpetually sets manifestation in motion through engaging its awareness in the
process of

The framework of manifest creation begins with God-Source Downstepping within Itself the
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God-Source first manifests Itself as the Eternal God-Force Consciousness Fields "Living

within which all manifestation occurs. Creation emerges within the Yunasai as designed by
God,
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as a "manifest" form and experience multiple manifest realities at the same "
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the "Energetic Manifestation Template" or Kathara Grid. Distortions within our manifestation
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Distortions within our manifestation template have thus resulted in an inability to undergo
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creation, be it manifest or non-manifest, is created upon an energetic structure called

manifest or non-manifest, is created upon an energetic structure called the Kathara Grid.
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and out of manifestation. Every cell and molecule of our being has its own

the living, breathing, manifesting Christed Beings that God/Source intended us to be. The
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"structure" behind manifest form that allows all manifest forms to keep their substance/

that allows all manifest forms to keep their substance/shape. • Partiki: The unified
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manifest is "frequency ... • Definition of Initiation, Consummation and
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literally "de-manifest" ("disappear") from the larger "hologram" (3-D

to retain the manifest integrity of their atomic structure and physicality. Each atom internally

disappear" from the manifest territories of their original hologram as they enter the
frequency-

systems Everything in manifestation has, as it core template, the 12 Tree Kathara Grid.
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Stargate passage and manifestation within Christiac Space-Time locations to beings and
matter forms
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conscious energy into manifestation is called "The Stair Step Creation Process". God/Source

down into any manifest form by replicating and distributing Conscious Energy into
compartments that
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God/Source or manifest Life-form has a level of Itself in each of

consciousness are not manifest into "matter" or biological forms and for this reason
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which all things manifest are composed. MCEO teachings offer people an opportunity for
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things and beings manifest are made. The spiritual service work and teachings of the
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difficult from the manifest fields of creation and requires much intensive training and innate

"see" it manifest. Speakers "Live what they Love", "Practice what they
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geometrical diagrams the manifestation process has been explained in all of its various
ramifications.

we need to manifest for ourselves the higher frequencies that enable us once more
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things and beings manifest are made. The spiritual service work and teachings of the
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creation, be it manifest or non-manifest, is created upon an energetic structure called

manifest or non-manifest, is created upon an energetic structure called the Kathara Grid.
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and out of manifestation. Every cell and molecule of our being has its own

the living, breathing, manifesting Christed Beings that God/Source intended us to be. The
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systems beneath the manifest DNA, the solution to
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and behind all manifest forms, including our own multi-dimensional reality. The teachings
describe

all things in manifest form, including "Human" and "Angelic" Beings. The Core

Core Substance of Manifest Form is Consciousness We begin to recall, and remember more

core substance of manifest form is Consciousness. Within Creation, Consciousness arranges
itself into constructs

within which, our manifest reality is formed. This knowledge gives us the opportunity to
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own application) into manifest form. All MCEO techniques apply these "Creation Principles",
employing

forms: The Transduction-Manifestation Sequence In contemporary science, we learn that
the structure of

and within perceivable manifestation. Just as our cells, organs and tissues have structures,
names

and returns from, manifest form. This sequence is known as the Transduction-Manifestation
Sequence.

as the Transduction-Manifestation Sequence. This gives us further opportunity to understand
the reality

behind our perceived manifest experience and to further understand the distortions (out-
pictured

Construct in the Manifestation Sequence
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in the Transduction- Manifestation sequence is the Merkaba field. The Merkaba field is made

"female" spiral) manifestation with harmonious precision. In the MCEO teachings we are
given

constructs within the manifestation-transduction sequence (including our DNA templates
and physical bodies).

core dysfunction will manifest all around us in a myriad of ways, from personal

We learn how manifest experience is played on the stage of dimensionalised fields of

organic design of manifestation. Inherent to the organic human design, is the ability to

are kept in manifest dimensionalised phase lock, they are also the tools by which
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in the Transduction-Manifestation Sequence of Creation. A distortion occurring within the
functioning of

historical context and manifest expression of merkabic distortion are not pretty. We learn how

our bodies and manifest experience and ultimately a condition known as monadic reversal.
This

constructs in the manifestation sequence of creation. We learn how our bio-energetic
systems

Transduction Sequence of Manifestation in order to expedite our healing effect in this critical
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our bio-energetic manifest form, is progressively and permanently re-set in our template

and continue to manifest in the present. These hidden truths represent a situation of

denser parts of manifestation. So we are treated as part of a team. They
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original, pre-matter manifestation template for mind-body-spirit health, what we call the
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of exploration of manifestation. It is thus beneficial to study the Foundation Level, not
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of which the manifest effects of human existence emerge. Holistic Healing approaches
human health
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which non-health manifested. Kathara Healing takes holism to the core of its meaning.

where dis-ease manifests. Disease or disharmonic conditions originate in the core template.
Energy

that govern the manifestation of universal systems. The core substance of the cosmos is

through which consciousness manifests itself into the Hologram of Form. Nothing is truly
solid.

thought and a manifest thing is the frequency of the observer. Overview of Structure
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which consciousness enters manifestation, we are reclaiming our ability to have our power
and

were created as manifesters, with a natural gift of being able to create. Our

energy field behind manifest objects, the level from which true healing and integration can

Primal Order into, manifest holograms of reality. • Thoughts of God become crystallized into

become crystallized into manifest holographic forms that hold portions of Primal Substance
Discussion of



all forms enters manifestation The process by which Partiki Units perpetually convert
conscious energy,

energy between the manifest and non-manifest state, is called Partiki Phasing. The
perception

manifest and non-manifest state, is called Partiki Phasing. The perception of external physical

the experience of manifestation can take place. • Primal Purpose the achievement of
Transmutational
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become crystallized into manifest holographic forms that hold portions of Primal Substance
Discussion of

all forms enters manifestation The process by which Partiki Units perpetually convert
conscious energy,

energy between the manifest and non-manifest state, is called Partiki Phasing. The
perception

manifest and non-manifest state, is called Partiki Phasing. The perception of external physical

underlying structures of manifest reality, we expand our perceptions of the nature of reality

one of separate manifestations disconnected from our being, to a perspective of viewing
reality

boundaries of the manifest illusion before us, we begin to reclaim our power to
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perceivable experience of manifestation. In comprehending the true structure of multi-
dimensional anatomy, we
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ORIGINAL POINT OF MANIFESTATION- the creation point when consciousness moved from
its pure scalar-

an incarnate being"s Manifestation Template and Conscious Awareness becoming mis-
aligned with the energetic
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relating
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the stage of manifestation, and, at the same time, it is that which contains

universe is born MANIFESTS AS the Dimension 12 Universal Christos pre-matter liquid light.

origin of ALL manifest expression
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which ALL individual manifest beings come into being Source, in its impulse of pure
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Every thing in manifestation has come into being through the initial embodiment of the

of being in manifestation implies that each individuated consciousness was fully cognisant of
these

Joy within the manifest arena. The state of God-Actualisation is possible because of
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and out of manifestation i.e. out from and back into Source. Mer: God

spiral/ expansion I manifestation and EirA: magnetic I negative (in scientific sense, not
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contraction I de-manifestation The dynamic interaction between these two forces within the
unity

Field. Everything in manifestation has a personal Merkaba Field; otherwise it would not be

not be in manifestation! When a personal or planetary Merkaba Field is functioning well,

engaged in individual manifestation. There is what might be thought of as a two-

the fields of manifestation within God-Self itself. The leaf is perpetually nourished from

of spirals a manifestation arena, which is known as a Radial Body. Correctly rotating

the hologram of manifestation by facilitating the transformation of the Primal Life Force
Currents

which remains in manifestation would become a Finite Creation, which would eventually self-
consume
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limiting experience of manifest creation Limited supply of energy, which will progressively
self-consume
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whose Seed Atom manifests as anti-Christiac are likely to think and act from

be experienced by manifestations which honour the laws of Kristiac/Christiac Free Will
Expression.

or out of manifestation, perpetually interact consciously with God-Source. This state is in

original projection into manifestation, and therefore God-Source has no conflict within
ITSELF regarding
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original entry into manifestation. Beings who have not come near the critical mass damage
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creation comes into manifestation at a certain level of frequency. From there it "

steps" into further manifestation and experience. As it ascends or "steps back up"
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the stage of manifestation. Nothing can exist outside of Source or God, although it
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manifestation The form which this consciousness assumes is not separate from

myriad levels of manifestation, to know itself simultaneously as the Source, course and goal

it travelled into manifestation That means that each one of us, as we stepped
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Source steps into manifestation, a system described as Stair Step Creation. Stair Step
Creation

Microcosmic Order or manifest creation. Morphogenetic Fields are energy fields which hold
the pattern

explore creation or manifestation The Physics of Spiritual Identity Creation is thus both
spiritual,

into form or manifestation, is an intrinsic part of reclaiming our true heritage as
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and everything in manifestation, come into being. This requires an acquaintance with multi-
dimensional

fields upon which manifestation will be built. Every time we think a thought we

various levels of manifestation There is a specific energy reality, for example, to ourselves

we are in manifestation in this reality field implies that we also have expressions
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countless expressions in manifestation This is not an abstract theory about abstract
energies; it

the process of manifestation rather than seeming to be at the whim of fate

how distortions can manifest at many higher dimensional levels. The fact that some being
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itself in all manifestation It is, however, possible for individual manifestations of Source to

possible for individual manifestations of Source to deny the Law of ONE and therefore
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or arena of manifestation The frequencies which are integrated into the bio-energetic field

energies, but our manifest bodies need time to readjust and integrate, just as people
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Beings having a Manifest Experience. No creature or thing can be ever divorced from
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of the personal Manifestation Template scalar blueprint. All thoughts serve this purpose, and
directly

system and the manifestation of events within the external life drama. THOUGHTS ARE
THINGS

within the personal Manifestation Template. Undirected thought creates chaotic patterns
within the Manifestation Template,

patterns within the Manifestation Template, while
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patterns within the Manifestation Template. Thought directed with clear intention and
KNOWLEDGE OF THE

into the personal Manifestation Template serve as ELECTROMAGNETIC OPERATIONAL
INSTRUCTIONS within the Template, directly

be met in manifest experience. To develop skill in the manifestation process, the conscious

skill in the manifestation process, the conscious "intending" mind must become familiar with

upon which the Manifestation Template operates. The "language of scalar waves" is "

within the core Manifestation Template of the body. Within this process, COLOR and
SYMBOL

arrangements of the Manifestation Template. Intrinsically, scalar waves are specific points of
vibrating bi-

dimensional detection. The Manifestation Template can be conceptualised as an
INTERWOVEN FABRIC OF SOUND

arrangement of the Manifestation Template, and thus alter the vibrational patterns of
SOUND TONES

interact with the Manifestation Template. Along with the techniques of Color and Symbol
direction,

to affect the Manifestation Template, is also utilized in Bio-Regenesis technologies and the

affect the personal Manifestation Template and the level of consciousness that can manifest
through

consciousness that can manifest through the body. The COLORS, SYMBOLS and SOUNDS
used in

specific effects within Manifestation Templates. The Bio-Regenesis Techniques presently
offered represent
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expression of Source, manifest as mathematical formations, such as symbols, and also as
rhythmic

matter blueprints will manifest. All language is power, an intrinsic part of the manifestation

part of the manifestation process. Word patterns can help us to evolve or can
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specific effects within Manifestation Templates. Toning, or the intentional generation of
specific sounds is

to affect the manifestation template. Spoken language itself is a form of toning, with

affect the personal Manifestation Template, and the level of consciousness that can manifest
through

consciousness that can manifest through the body. SOUND and the Primal Sound Fields "

Source/God into manifestation. These Sound Fields form the Conscious energy that is "

Creation. Everything in manifestation has its core song, and every matter form has a

of God/Source, manifest as mathematical formations, such as symbols, and also as rhythmic
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template underlying all manifest forms when in their original Divine form. One could think

of anything in manifestation corresponds directly to its tonal energy signature. Anuhazi is
used
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structure within which manifestation of matter occurs. It is also the projection screen for

we experience as manifest around us. The Radial Body could be thought of as
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KEi Algorithm physically manifests as the inorganic structures of the planetary



Magnetosphere, "Van

base itself, and manifest in detectable conditions such as the inorganic reversed electrical
polarity

Ozone layer that manifest through the inorganic Tan-Na-KEi Algorithm of the planetary
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Na-KEi algorithm manifests within biological forms as a direct mutation of the outer

through which all manifestation and materialization occur". It is also the seat of power

time travel and manifestation. The Tan-Na-KEi Mutation of the Ah-Stri"-yana

body, which correspondingly manifests within all external aspects of anatomy. Through this
distortion the

Minds are made manifest. This condition can be slowly but progressively healed through
opening

atomic structure will manifest. The TE"-LA Kha-Thor"-fa also holds the plasm-

nerve bundle "manifestation filter" of brainstem) and many related aspects of biological
anatomy

of biological anatomy manifest and function. In organic biology, the TE"-LA Kha-Thor"-

as a direct manifestation system, as the Etemai-Authentik Identity held within the personal

and External Creation manifestation. This organic Etemai-Authentik aspect of plasma/plasm
body anatomy
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the organic De-manifestation Wave, Back-Flow process. It then splits the organic
Manifestation

splits the organic Manifestation Wave into unnatural bi-polarity, creating an unnatural,
limited quantum/

life External Creation Manifestation Wave called a Tl"ticumO"bEus, or "Titu~Mobius Wave·

going backward", starting manifestation from the lowest vibration/highest oscillation point
(the point

·expanding the manifestation outward-backward", moving from lowest vibration (highest
oscillation) to

oscillation). T.Mobius manifestations start with the least quantum holding and expand
forward -
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Seed Crystal into manifest expression. Therefore, the forward movement of time is the
progressive

it caries progressively manifests, until the quantum of the Time Seed has been fully

been fully expressed/manifest. Thus organic Manifestation Waves are forward moving CW



spiraling electrical

manifest. Thus organic Manifestation Waves are forward moving CW spiraling electrical
waves of progressively

of progressively expanding manifestation rising oscillation and lowering vibration. Tan-
Tri·Ahura Teachings
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Expression Wave Raise Outer

Step Wave/Internal Manifestation Expression Wave Raise Outer Oscillation (increase energy
expression external

Internal Contraction= External Manifestation Expression Wave/Internal Descending ·out-
Step• Wave A Time/

Wave A Time/Manifestation Wave Spiral begins with a radiation-encrypted Internal Creation
Plasmantik

which represents the manifestation"s highest point of inner vibration (energy held within in

The Time Wave/Manifestation Wave/MarkhetU"re Wave (Plasm Deflection Field) spirals
clockwise with

progressive expanding the manifestation into external creation and raising its oscillation,
while correspondingly lowering

Seed Crystal. A manifestation reaches its highest point of oscillation (electrical expression)
and

Seed Crystal into manifest expression. Therefore, the forward movement of time is the
progressive

it carries progressively manifests, until the quantum of the Time Seed has been fully

been fully expressed/manifest. Thus organic Manifestation Waves are forward moving CW
spiraling electrical

manifest. Thus organic Manifestation Waves are forward moving CW spiraling electrical
waves of progressively

of progressively expanding manifestation rising external oscillation and lowering inner
vibration. Once full expansion

expansion of a manifestation is reached at Peak Oscillation/Null Vibration, the Time Seed

creation progressively de-manifests. Thus organic De-manifestation Waves are backward
moving CCW spiraling

Thus organic De-manifestation Waves are backward moving CCW spiraling magnetic waves
of progressively

progressively contracting de-manifestation, rising internal vibration and lowering external
oscillation. Tan-Tri-Ahura
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the organic De-manifestation Wave Back-Flow process. It then splits the organic
Manifestation

splits the organic Manifestation Wave into unnatural bipolarity, creating an unnatural, limited



quantum/finite-

life External Creation Manifestation Wave called a Tl"ticumO"bEus, or •Titus-Mobius Wave·

going backward", starting manifestation from the lowest vibration/highest oscillation point
(the point

"expanding the manifestation outward-backward", moving from lowest vibration (highest
oscillation) to

oscillation). T.-Mobius manifestations start with the least quantum holding and expand
forward-backward
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MarkhetU"re space-time manifestation wave spiral emerging from Internal Creation &
expanding into External
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the personal :Manifestation Template serve as ELECTROMAGNETIC OPERATIONAL
INSTRUCTIONS within the Template, directly



be met in manifest experience. To devdop skill in the manifestation process, the conscious

skill in the manifestation process, the conscious "intending" mind must become familiar with

upon which the Manifestation Template operates. The "language of scalar waves" is "

within the core Manifestation Template of the body. Within this process, COLOR and
SYMBOL

arrangements of the Manifestation Template. Keylontic"" Discourses for Daily Living- KDDL""
Course Series -
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dimensional detection. The Manifestation Template can be conceptualized as an
INTERWOVEN FABRIC OF SOUND

arrangement of the Manifestation Template, and thus alter the vibrational patterns of
SOUND TONES

interact with the Manifestation Template. Along with the techniques of Color and Symbol
direction,

to affect the Manifestation Template, is also utilized in Bio-Regenesis technologies and the

affect the personal Manifestation Template and the level of consciousness that can manifest
through

consciousness that can manifest through the body. The COLORS, SY~lBOLS and SOUNDS
used

specific effects within Manifestation Templates. The Bio-Regenesis Techniques presently
offered represent only the
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for all perceivable manifestations as direct projections of intended learning from the personal
Consciousness/

you, as a manifestation of the God Spirit, have the ability to create personal

responsibility -for manifestation onto externalized sources. Only you have the power to "

we desire to manifest. Part of spiritual mastery entails teaching ourselves to be consciously
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can be made manifest through the Love of the active God-Source that you

Spiritual Integrity that manifests chemically within the DNA as a result of that state
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will eventually de-manifest right out of your experience. When you approach the world

the powers of manifesting more of what you desire and less of the illusion
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intrinsic reality of manifestation and choose to work co-creatively with the God-Source

intrinsic value as manifestations of God-Source, and you will often find God-Source



understood to be manifestations of God-Source, we might all employ a bit more
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others as unique manifest faces of the ALL-ONEness; being true in word, action
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Intelligence Tile Many Manifest Wortds and Con~iousness Fields of ONE Cos·MY"
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Templates, and the manifest constructs built upon them, progressively into merger within the
Un-

Panacoaletic Time Waves, manifest forms from External Creation can become freed from
External Time-

and perpetuity of manifestation within the Internal Creation DhA-Yah-TEi Planes. There are
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Internal & External Manifest Worlds are build and inhabited. From the Undivlduated Eternal
EFF/

Identity emerges into manifest expression & eventually Returns. Pana-Coa-le"-ta Base Array
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limitations inherent to manifest linear time cycles. A once-daily short meditation "step
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way into individuated manifest incarnation. Your "LONE HARMONIC" TrhU You unique
encryption will

into 1st individuated manifest incarnation; this is your 1st TrhU Memory of individuated
identity.
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into individuation and manifestat ion; though you may have forgotten your TrhU Families of

of individuation and manifest incarnation. As your Trhu You consciousness l 5t left
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Learning Experiences within manifest incarnations ... Can Be Eternally Forgiven, if this is the
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passing into individuated manifest incarnation; this vibrational encryption remains dormant,
sleeping as a point
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into individuation and manifestation; though you may have forgotten your Eternal Families
of Eff-



to enter individuated manifest incarnation. This "Place in Eternity" .... this TrhU You
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ntelligence The Many Manifest Worlds and Conttloutn• Fitktl of ONE Cos-MY"·II"IICO"
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Internal & Externotl Manifest Woflds afe build and1nt\abwted. From th4r UndiWduoted £t~
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upon which universes manifest are buitt upon a Manifestation Template that has a specific

buitt upon a Manifestation Template that has a specific order of mathematical
interrelationships that

Phasing. The Cosmic Manifestation Template is called the ENERGY MATRIX. Within the
Energy Matrix

are many smaller manifestation templates upon which Universes are structured. Universal
Manifestation Templates are

are structured. Universal Manifestation Templates are called TIME MATRICES. There are
uncountable Time Matrices

Phasing. Each Dimensional Manifestation Template creates a set of fixed Scalar-Tri-Ton
Wave

the experience of manifestation. To create the Universal Manifestation Template, upon which
external space,

create the Universal Manifestation Template, upon which external space, time and matter
experience can

are 5 simultaneously manifesting Euiago Cycles in every Time Matrix, through which
consciousness passes
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are 5 simultaneously manifesting Euiago Cycles in every Time Matrix. through which
consciousness passes
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time" of the manifest form (as the consciousness quantum progressively embodies, the
embodiment

Transmutes, allowing the manifest form and the consciousness embodied within it
progressively greater access

Vector. In organic Manifest Evolution inherent to Life-forms carrying an Eternal Life Time-

to ALL entering manifestation. (The Krystal River Fail-Safe Host ensures that this
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through which all manifestation, incarnation , evolution &•ascension" occur. ~ - ---·
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Encryption, Eternal-Internal Manifestation and the Eff·E"·Mah Silken-Wove The
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Encryption, Eternal-Internal Manifestation and the Eff-E"-Moh Silken-Wove The Eft-E"-
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Encryption, Eternal-Internal Manifestation and the Eff-E"-Mah Silken-Wave The Eff·
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Encryption, Eternal-Internal Manifestation and the Eff-E"-Mah Silken-Wave The Plasma Body

into Eternal-Internal manifestation cycles. Keylontic"·" Discourses for Daily Living- KDDL""
Course
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Body (atomic manifest) and its corresponding Eiradonis Mahara-REisha Body (Vector
Adjugate

Spirit of atomic manifest), and Rasha Body (Dark Matter) are progressively reunited with

them. As the manifest external atomic form, its Eiradonis Adjugate Spirit quantum, Rash a
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nx As the manifest extemalatomic form, its Eiradonis Adjugate Spirit quantum, Rasha Darlc
Matter
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KaLE Hara External Manifest External KaLE Hara & Mahara-REisha (Eiradonis Adjugate Spirit)
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KaLE Hara External Manifest ~ ~ ;. " • •••.• ?-e\sha ~
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KalE Hara External Manifest AdasM·2 4 EVOqha Bodies - Eckashi Expansion 3
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VEHICLE activates. External Manifest ElorA System The first 3 of 8 Stages of TrthU"
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Seal Sets. External Manifest EtorA System • 5-Cycle Eff-E"-Mah Transfiguration Sequence
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-• KaLA EyOgha Manifest Spirit Keylontic"" Discourses for Daily living - KDDL"" Course Series
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Seals Pair initiates Manifest Spirit - +--. Keylontic"M Discourses for Daily Living - KDDL"M
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an instant" (manifest & de-manifest atomic form at will) in any space-

manifest & de-manifest atomic form at will) in any space-time vector reality
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State, for r~-manifestation of .atomic farm wit hin the 4 Transposition Platforms

Earth; the Z manifest reality fields exist within a state of~ in which their

ARPS, the 1 manifest reality fields simultaneously coexi st within the same space but
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the EMERGING-Earth manifest Environment within the Planetary Transploneol Space-Time
Continua of Earth"s
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Efementoi·Atomic Manifest Realrty Field that camblnr s the orsanic Plasma Template
Encryptions,

Mgt(tr-Bqg manifests The YhU-Rha"-Dha State E" -Lum"en-ated Transpl;

oted atomic structure manifests within and through the YhU-Rha"·Dha Sphere Tronsp/

·structure will manifest within. Some portions of the E-Lum"en·ated matter

Elemental-Atomic Mqtter manifestation inherent to the Tronsplaneal Space· Time Continuo
of the
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Elemental-Atomic Matter manifestation through a progre ssive re le ase of a portion
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occurred is tbe manifest-ation of psychological. emotional or behavtoral deviations, as the
personality
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do\\ustepped" Ulto creabonfmanifestation from the Eck.asba-A le\·d of tbt
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within a physically manifest form is conditional upon having a minimum 12-Stra.nd
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the first 3 manifest "Foundfr Ract>s" (V.,....., n- ,..m> The
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·em the manifestation of consc1ousness in btologic.al form; tbt: mtcbanks of this
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bd\\·en1 manifest identtties and the ascended ma.stery Jen-ls. As a

~y will manifest as dormant potenttaltues WJthtn the physiCal genettc code of the
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- Oneness) When manifest bangs u~ their gift ofFr~ Will Choice widun the Oli&

wttlu.n the manifest arena.. (TheFort.klm.TestaiXIflll$o(Rl"\~bnOil.P.,I8)

the inch\"iduattd manifestation ofltseli In t~ms of"ft:lt exptt~ence". At-
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s between the manifest Self. Universal Christos, Cosmic Krislos and the Cosmic Otvine Tnnitv
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through which physical manifestation takes place and which corrt:Spond to dim<n>ional
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can~ used for Manifestation, 10 embed dungs m the DNA then rum 1111110 the
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and 1 S) manifested in the Pl·f--matftr B ydroplasmic "Cristos
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which all things manifest are indelibly connected to~ Khundaray Primal Sound Fields, Yams
and

by the Yanas. manifest in space-time-marter expression. The B•·t"ntau CoUecti\
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a being enters manifestation within the~ (from the Energy Matrix) fo1· tbt"

~tween the manifest i~ntities and the Original GNm.1ntic Entirv in the

where they will manifest as dormant potentials within the physical e;enetic code of
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then it re-manifest on the other side. When t~ process of natural biological

Gate and re-manifest on the other side. If it is rapidly collected and
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gmehc: codes and manifestation blueprints fore\·~ hfe form now ma.nifeskd in
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both the non-manifest and the manifest aspects of consciousness work harmoniously to
create

manifest and the manifest aspects of consciousness work harmoniously to create realities. (ll:

data through which manifest symptoms (the brain) :u-e mistaken .as
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sphere downsteps and manifests as an opposite charge and spin sphere taking place within
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perception of our manifested 03 reality. Li.ke a prOJt"Ctor machine in a mo,"
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the physical body manifests. Tbt Crystal Body of both bloloJical and nonbiolozical fol~ms
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le\-el Source manifests as elutrlcnl e.xponding, osdllntiug c""""" and on the next
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ofthtHarmonic: Unm:rS(" manifests. (Mastm T~llr SnriWp Imcao""" - Pagto 21) HU/~

of the Unnusal Manifestation ~ocpniu. Hova Identity Bodies level Physical matter-1 NAOA
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come into maner manifestation.. We ha\"en"t had tbJ.s spw quotient since 5.5
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2Q)t) When manifest \)(o:ings u~ their gift ofF.-.. Will Cbotce \\;

tlent ind!\-ldual manifest .-\.."\""0 simultaneously IC"\0\\ .. DiG Ontsdf as a

Joy Wtthw the manifest arena. ~ Uoh·..-sal Ch•·istos D-
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"ourpicruring"" into manifestation. When the Tribulation Cycle brings aU of lhe internal
energy
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last steps of manifestation. There are also the i\liddle Domain Worlds, the Inner
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very sptti.fic manifestation of Unified Field Physics dynamics as these apply to Uni,
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sustaining full physical manifestation on ~ or altering their biological orieo.tatioo at will
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I 5 ) manifested in the Prt-matitr Brdroplasmk ~Crlstos Liquid Ugbt field"

the primary biologjcal manifest race before the creation of the Human genetic line) that
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first indi\..jdwt~ manifestation of a reality field, m the Pruml Orckr of cosmic

are many smaller manifestation templates ITuue Matrix) upon wh1c.h the Universes are
structured.
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Sowu/God wto manifestation (Energy Matrix). These Sound F1elds form the Conscious.
energy
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a potential that manifested due to~ Ruec.he TA Reset Cycle. After our planet

it pt"esendy manifests about 2 inches higher than the £..Umbi. due to
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higher bodies ~ manifest as a direct function of human DNA; the content of

awareness that will manifest in each incarnation Higher bodies go\·em the blueprint

which human experience manifest as physically incarnate experience. Merging th~ bodies
(identities) represents
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we no longer manifest. We ";bnte so high as a consciousness to manifest

a consciousness to manifest in the lower density maner form. What we are really

Fonm come into manifestation and e\·ol\"e. as panerru; offreque:ncy are
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thus - the manifest fonm pmgressivf!".ly clwtge: from tbe den~ matter form of
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lif") of the manifest forms is interrupted leading to ~struction of the corresponding

this happens the manifest being is unable to fulfill the Primal Purpostl and maintain

X).Q When manifest beings use their gift of Free Will Choice within the

• this will manifest in the individual"s experience as a progressive increasing experience of

"in" to manifestation will reverse spin, having slowed to the point at which
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energy in the manifestation bas been expended into form-c.reation, and entirely used

t~ inside. and manifests through you. once the entry point is closed, it cannot

this point the manifestation has completely ceased to exist in its original fonn, and

tut"mory of that manifestation. Source retains a memory imprint of that aspect of creation

which the original manifestation was made will continue to exist (as individual.f.
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esent.s the manifestation of patterns of dimeosionalized electro-tonal frequtocy. Our original
form
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the first 3 manifest "fouudu Rans" in the Pn-malln Hydropla.smk "

genetic codes and manifestation blueprints for every life form now manifested in our Ti.

life form now manifested in our Ti.tM Matrix has emerged from combining of
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out~f-form manifestation. (\"0)-.n n- Pase-"71) Frequency Fence Mass •
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State of pre-manifestattOQ. befor~ pr~-maHer. Thas IS the bord« lwe ~
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wal"e guide and manifestation template for en~gy movement within thr- human
morpbogellt"tic field.

the focus and manifestation of wave spectra within each dimensional field in the 15-

blueprint of matter manifestation. In greater terms, the C.Omandu also l"epresent stations

beneficial effects in manifest conditions. (Tq:~l:rleSindll"toflbtScd • Mm.ulGJossuy-Page 2S)
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and universt:s manifest. They are kno\\n as the Yusfttf identities, and exist

you came into manifestation on. All manifestation, all individuation is based on sets of

manifestation on. All manifestation, all individuation is based on sets of 12. The Monad
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through ~w manifestations of itself though it r-emains perpetually the same. (

the framework for manifestation oflimt Matrices and UniYerses is :\OT EXTE:Ri~.U.

one level Source manifests as ~/utricol ~.\"po11di11g, OlcUlotillg Cllrrmu and on the

objectification. In the manifestation process of Stair Steo C«ation. the entire Primal

a conscious, living manifestation of the Omnipresent identity of God-Sout"CI!", expressed in
the

thus all things manifest are li\<-iog expressions of the Identity of God. Scientific
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the form of manifestation, show us that Cod is a living Onmipresent Spirit that

Spirit that perpetually manifests as it moves through all things at all times, and

Cod ts both manifest and non-manifest stmultoneously, IT expresses as spiritual reality of

manifest and non-manifest stmultoneously, IT expresses as spiritual reality of consciousness
and simultaneously

exists within every manifest and non-manifest form in the exterior and interior worlds.

manifest and non-manifest form in the exterior and interior worlds. It also implies
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Matrix and the manifest life field would become "implisontd in tim•" for Fallen
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im,it. Blockages manifesting through distortions in the 15 Dimensionalized Ray Currents.
Heliotalk Currt



amplified healing and manifestation potential. The powerful Htlioialic Ecka - Cort Fnqutncy
Sptctrum of

of now with manifestation- the mind-set that you have. You"re cre:uing a
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"outpicturing" into manifestation. When the Tribulation Cycle brings all of the internal energy

expression within the manifest arena. the evolutionary cycle that began the Trial Period
comes
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of soltdiry is manifest. (Stt: Dmsir;v) (1be Kalha Bao-Spmlull Ht:

Tbt extemaltUtJon ofhft:, manifestation of mann and mcbnduabon of ldt:ntiry are
HOLOGRAPHIC PROJECTIO:\

m its infinite manifest and demamfest form. Rnlity is Tbou&bt Coush·uclio
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Dimensional~ and the manifest life field would become "imprisoned in time" for Fallen
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opportunities among all manifest races, to inspire peaceful co-creative evolution and healing
among

among all races manifest through continuation of the Founders Races" Emnald Connant Co-
tvolution
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produces and subsequently manifest in the Morohogenetic Field (MF) of the I S-

ough which humanity manifests emanates from the Scalar Grid or~ Field entering the IS-

and awarmess. then manifest in "time". Each has multiple expressions of idmtity in

nseen. but IS manifest; each aspect simply lies beyond the human perceptual range (
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~ higher bodies manifest as a dirttt function ofbunu.n ~ tbf! content of
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will start to manifest through the h2l2mm of your life. The whole process of
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rnment represents a manifestation of the collective Shadow that has covertly directed the
course

being here to manifest your self-sovereignty? • Does your training prepare you to
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which all matter manifest TRIONS: are electrostatic particulates that have both a negati\·

Currron with their manifestation program through the Radial Body or Ttion-:\I.aibt> Fit>
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Control Cmtel"" for manifestation of the Hu.man Being. Th~e are ~\-era!
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Matrix) of Consciousness manifest (Kadun lilf.lm& Worbhq) Broc:txR b)· Ann~

while being w Manifestation within Sourc~. (TbeKaba level 2-3 Foundation Manual) The
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on which matter manifests. Oilier energetic holistic systems utilize various "different" Ienis of

the core of manifest structure, it is highly compatible wilh all other Holrttic, Traditional

its myriads of manifest form. All origi.n.a~ core, conditions are manifest as

core, conditions are manifest as electro-tonal-scalar program of"Fire Leners and Geomanric
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and intentional ~-manifestation and Dimensional ~of the hu.man biological fonn. The

ness while in manifestation. It is a complex system of inter-dimensional energy structures

identity and its manifest parts. The Ktt"-Ra-SbA energies represents a continual pulse
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which particles will manifest. Keylon Codes They dirttt the flow of energy-Partik:i-

we no longer manifest. We ""ibrate so high as a consciousness to manifest

a consciousness to manifest in the lower density maner form. What we are really
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body you will manifest through the genettcs of your biology to the very chemical.

our soul into manifestation hue
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reorder aod the manifest DNA expands its operational coding. As the physical DNA expands
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of Sourco"God into manifestation (Enn-gy Matrix). These Sound Fields form the Conscious

atiou. Everything in manifestation has its coa·E" sone. and e\·ery
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bH\\"ttD the manifestahon fields and God Source dtrecdy. so they are t lfl"



First Creation of Manifest Expression could occur, w2s enabled 10 nm.,tu Pfl"ptlual~-

and 1ts many manifestations of SELF can ret:u.n au Etnual. Pnpt tual
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go\"ern the manifestabon of COOSCIOusoess m b1ological form: tbe mf"cba uic.s of
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you are directly manifest from the Wlity of consciousness that is God. The di\"

·Source creates manifestation into reality. "~ as God-Beings are imbued with creah\"
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will move and manifest within a form - se:n;e as the orga.
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direct resuh and manifestation of 1"ibrnno,nl diuoun11a of individual consciousness with t~
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nt for any manifest form. (Piaoeary~kkOwc: F~kiOutdt-Seccad Page) ~labarata
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maner and consciousness manifest The hvmg txpresston ofCod-Sourct identity as God-Font
or
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and out of manifestr.tion through the CosnUc Shield and the inherent KRIST CODE

·ery living manifest form_ (lbeF«Wdm TfSIIIDftlUofRt"\-elanca PI# 17) 1/
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which all things manifest are composed. MCEO teachings offer people an opportunity for
adnncing

things and beings manifest are made. To get more mformauon. please go to: www.
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scalar template behind manifest cbe.mical D~A) (support ofb1olog1cal bulmg and well
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Time Matrix are manifested and energetically connected to tht Source-God consciousness
field. A
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are ktpt tn manifest dunensionalized ~. they are also the tools by which we
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twem the non-manifest conscaou~ss of Source and tbe expressions of m.anifestabons
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are kept in manifest dimeusionalized ph.a~ lock. they are also the tools by

life-form and manifest maner form. The ptrsoual :\ltrkaba Fit ld represents tbe

throueh which consciousness manifests into space-time-maner and by which embodied
consciousness receives

while ensconced within manifestation. When functioning naturally, the microcosmic personal
Merkaba Field intercoMects with
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of the physically manifest atomic body structure during~ 1ravel and Ascension. Acti\-ation of
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muJtt-d.uuC"mKmal manifestation. These distortions are known as :\lia.sms and the
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Miamn) within the Manifestation Template, while thought dtrecta:l through dear intention
creates ordera:

into the personal Manifestation Template sen·e as EltctJ·oma&ut tic

be met in manifest bolompbic temolate expeneuce (llwKodun-H..JmcSJ-Came- ..... t)
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reciprocally become Compacted, manifestmg a condition called .\fOLECC:L -tR CO.\!
PACTION"
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(MF) (Manifestation Temp/a re or Organic Imprint for Health) (Se<:~

an bodies. are manifested through a morpbogmetic (form-holding) imprint, which exists as

Forrm come into manifestation and e\·olve, as panerm of frequency are dra\\

conscious identity will manifest. This occurs microcosmically and macrocosmically. Therefore,
the universe is one

of reality and manifestation takes place. This Cosmic strucrure/order is the basis of

energy from which manifest reality arise we are exploring the mechanics and dynamics of

through which consciousness manifests, are composed of the Primal Substance ofPutiki
Units. Partiki units

intention of the manifesting consc.iousness. Pat1iki Grids further accrete, drawing in more
Partiki

through which the Manifestation TempUte i.s progressively built up from Ante-maner
through
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(which physically manifest as genetic di~ortions) can be systematically Ruli&nt"d with

freedom and conscioui manifestation that could be obtained through the knowledgeable use
of the
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forms nnn-s manifestation. (lh<JC.dun Boo.Spnuoi ....... S)-c.un.-....

and anti-particles manifest (Pattika). Each Pantla ~rually breaks do"n into

which allows that manifest form to ke-ep 1ts shape-. E\·erythwg tn
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and Ant1-pacbdc manifestation build upon scalar-waves ofLi&bt Radiatiou, then "flash

energy berween the manifest and noo-manifut state. (See: Electromagnetic Energy) (lb<
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that lS half manifest and lulf non-manifest ~totbtMcad - CimMcdlit) PBIS- Planetary

and lulf non-manifest ~totbtMcad - CimMcdlit) PBIS- Planetary Blo-feed Interface System
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the plantt in manifest matter fonn. Umn::rsal Energy or Llfe Force Currents flow
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of spirit- ant! manifest real tty IS but a Drf/OmscaJn,from "M"hfch
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Iujbt Fif"ld. All manifest forms posse> a bdial Bodytrrion-MeaJbe f1eld Bova Capsuleo
structure

turnstiles" bttween "manifest manef" and "CODSC10US energy". The Trioo-:\lu jhf" Fif"kl

Body of any manifest form represents 1M 5-Dmsirv "Veil" lhrougb which coosaousuess-
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for its particle manifestation from tbt: "instrucboni" held m the Qtrigr Blutprint Maharic

iaJ Body Transduction-Manifestation SequnK:e. It as wtthw and through the Radial Body

three damelillon.al manifest reality and nme wtthw our hologram. (Coamc: Cb:k-

turnstiles" between "manifest maner" and "conscious energy". The Radis draw in the
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DNA. to the manifest Chemical Lens of the physical body structure and Holographic "

the holographic projection/manifestation of electrotonal Keylon CaMs from Cellular Memory
into externally p
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and intuition that manifests through the "lower minds") through conscious interaction with
the
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2 idt:ntity, manifest mto 12 sl.Dlultaneousmcamations. two in each of the SlX
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basis for our manifested DNA. So if those linking Keylon Codes are unplugged it

higher frequencies into manifestation .and .av.--.areness The Rf"nrsf" :\lutation was
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expe-rience the manifest h212arnm- In our .frn.I.imt..Mmi.& system ~
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The Mechanics of Manifestation CO"s Augusl2009- Keytonbc Docbooaoy - Page R-13 Ruby
Order

means by which manifest reality comes into being. The Rult"s of Existt oct crucially

like appearance when manifesting within your system.. Others call them "lizzit.s". (
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brain, it is manifest througbout the ennn~ body structure, from a hair follicle to
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Multtple hologr.aphic manifestattons .Rbja Ho\·a Body (dtm•nsfons 13-
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13,14 and 15) manifested in the Prf·tn."lttfr Hydr oplasmic "Ctislos
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Seals formations that manifest through them, create a disk of spinning, horizontal \\"a\

the Hova Bodies manifest, and are called SWflds. The Shiflds and the Signets that
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emerge into matter~ manifestation as tangible mutation in atomic structural organization
and elemental bonding

radiation-light units manifest as literal crystalline structures of sub~atomic componmts
v."ithin

that serve to manifest in external anatomy as UDllatural atomic, molecular. chemical and
hormonal

substance counterparts that manifest tangible withtn the physical systems. :\JL1sms or
Kannic lmp•



between the non-manifest Etbos-Ethet·ic Body and the manifest Physical Body.

Body and the manifest Physical Body. (Kalhan 2-.3 f<lundltlom MaW-Page
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form the Chakras manifest. The Sigoels and the smaller Crystal Seals formations that manifest

Seals formations that manifest through them, create a Wsk of spinning, horizontal wave
spectra

the Hova Bodies manifest, and are called Sbitlds. [ Signet Councils Re f er
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is designed to manifest 12 strands of operable DNA. which allows for pm:eption
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out into the manifest worlds. then spiraling back to Sourc• bringmg w1th 1t knowlNge
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tffereubated 1denbbes and manifest fonns.
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one level Source manifests as "lutrknl r.\"]Jnudl,g, oJdllntiug cu"mu and

coosc1ous. li\"ing manifestation of the Omnipresent identity ofCod·Sourcf". expressed in the

the form of manifestation, show us that God I§ a li\"ing Omnipresent
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·ing Creation-Manifestation Matrix. (S~: ~ Star Fire is the stage after

Eubtharaista Living Creation-Manifestation Matrix_ One could view the ""Sta1·burst ~-

ds Physics energy manifestations. as the ··co~-~ of th~ Orzanic lmnum~ S_

the Krl"it Codt> manifest::~tion program and the resultant dyn.-tmics of Unified Field
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templates for biological manifestation. life purpose and exptriential dr.ums within the lowrt"
dimenstonal

its smaller, simultaneous manifestations the exist inHU-1. The UlCarnate identity wu
de:signed
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emerges into the manifest world wheu indtvtdu.als agree to trust fully. and allow.

express within the manifest expenence. ln a Syuocncy. the uncompromising Ethical Standa.rd
of

w"r can bema~ manifest w. practical terms, tf members of the collecll\-e all
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density and re-manifest tbetr forms through thOr portion of the morpbogenenc field. ~
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this body enterN manifestation in pre-<oocepuoo. ~fore we acrually were cooc:ei\-
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wluc.b ~manifest itself mto tht Holognm of Form. The only dtfkrence ~

thouzbt and a manifest thmg ts the frfi(ut:ocy of the comclOusotSs of

perpecua.lly sets manifestation in motion througb engagmg Its awareness in the process of
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l"J)"ing to manifest w1tb yoW" tbou: bt process. {Kq"l for Ma$lftU11
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Tba"e areS simultaneous manifesting Euiago C~·clfs ~ 10 e""ery Tlmf" :\
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the Dlmcnslonallzcd Universal Manifestation Tem~late (See: ~ UnlJ2immii2m, Maner DroHtv
Lcyrl Harmoruc
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Sacred Sequence or Manifestation-Transduction Sequence) Through complex morobogenetic
field dynamics known as the

which begins progressive manifest2tion of the dormant sttands imprints (through particle
accretion) within

ri! by which manifestation occurs. (See: Silicate Matrix> (The Tqbit Struc:ture

which ~ of manifestation is possible. Basic Transduction Sequence ... of Consciousness into
Biolo&

DNA I RNA MANIFEST to 10) NAm£ (ri\o"lllets) to :> 11) NUCLEARCOREto

to come into manifestation ... these forces are made up of~ which are units

matter and consciousness manifest (The Kalbara l.el."el2-3 Fol.mdattoa MaW)

DNA TempLate into manifestation, They do this through a process called Radial Body T
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HU-2 identity. manifest into 12 sunultaoeous mcarnanons, two in each of the sax~
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fact, all natural manifest life and maner forms are connected to the Middlt Worlds(~:~
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ld of a manifest form (\"O)-agen D-Pallf454) Like the true substance

All things in manifest existence art perperually fed t utrgy a nd cousdous utss
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U-3 Universal Manifestation Template [ Maun7}~:~::i1onl Template Refe r en ces Voyagers

human bodies. are manifested through a morphogenetic (form-holding) imprint (MOfl?
hogenetic

Forms come into manifestation and evoh·e, as patterns of frequency are drawn
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mathematical programs of manifestation that govern the formation offu...L&.nn Sequences
in manifestation

nn Sequences in manifestation templates. Each Dimensional Field, and the Primal Light and
Sotmd
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through which all manifest things are indelibly coDlliected to Source through the energetic
expression

life.waves" into manifest Time Matrices. The Eieyani of the~ Primal Sound Fields last
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and Ulll"\"erses manifest. Creation of the ~of Consciousness ~tah is the-
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and responsibility for manifestation onto externalized sources. Only you have the power to
"~
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we desire to manifest. Part of spiritual master entails te.aching ourseh·es

can be made manifest through the Love of the active God Force that you
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spiritual integrity that manifests chemically within the DNA as a result of that state

·entually ~+manifest itself right out of your experience. When you approach the
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the powers of manifesting more of what you desire and less of the illusion

intrin5ic reality of manifestation and choose to work co-creati\·ely with the
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intrinsic value as manifestations of the God Force, and you will find quite often

to be the manifestation of personal God Force energy that it IS, we might
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the human genome manifests as 12 NUCLEOTIDE BASE CHEMICALS that form the Nucleoti~
Base
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and out of manifestation, anchored {\>t"gan transmining) in the planetary grids during
Htlbalon
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